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FOREWORD

This book is based upon a PH.D dissertation written by an Air
Force officer who studied at the University of Denver. Currently an
Associate Professor of History at the Air Force Academy, Major Osur's
account relates how the leadership in the War Department and the U.S.
Army Air Forces (USAAF) tried to deal with the problem of race and
the prejudices which were reflected in the bulk of American societ'y. It
tells a story of black racial protests and riots which such attitudes and
discrimination provoked. The author describes many of the discrimina-
tory actions taken against black airmen, whose goal was equality of
treatment and opportunities as American citizens. He also describes
tl-e role of black pilots as they fought in the Mediterranean theater of
operations against the Axis powers. In his final chapters, he examines
the continuing racial frictions within the Army Air Forces which led to
black servicemen protes.s and riots in 1945 at several installations
Despite these problems. tl e autbor concludes that the Army Air Forces
made substantial progress in race relations and in opening up addi-
tional career opportunities for black airmen in the post-1945 period.

JOHN W. HUSTON, Maj. Gen., USAF Washington, D.C.
Chief, Office of Air Force History 6 January 1977
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PREFACE

Race relations in the Army Air Forces (AAF) during World War II
ran the gamut from harmonious to hostile, depending upon the unique
circumstances existing within each unit, command, and theater. But in
spite of the availability of vast source material on the subject, his-
torians have attempted little evaluation.* The abundance of data, now
located in the depositories at Maxwell Air Force Base (AFB), AL, and
the National Archives, t is a product of the military administrative
system which distributes as a matter of course numerous memoranda,
directives, and :etters. The War Department and AAF were particu-
larly active in seeking a solution to zhe problem of employing blacks in
the war effort.

In order to understand the question of race relations in the AAF, it
is helpful to examine the structure of the War Department, which was
the focal point for much of that activity during the war. The AAF in
1942 constituted, along with the Army Ground and Sei vice Forces, one
of three major commands within the War Department. With the Army
reorganization of the same year, the official name changed from the
Air Corps (AC) to the AAF.** Although the AAF was semiautonomous
in its operational role, it nevertheless adhered to the policy, guidance,
directives, and regulations of the War Department. Therefore, its
racial policy had to be consistent with that of the department, and the
AAF had to modify its regulations in accordance with departmental
changes. At the headquarters level in Washington DC, the two organi-
zational staffs were somewhat parallel; the various offices of the
AAF's Air Staff had functions similar to those of the War Depart-
ment's General Staff. The AAF chain of command began with the
President, then ran through Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson,
Under Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson, Assistant Secretary of

* Four studies which look into different aspects of this topic are: Ulysses Lee. The Em- Y,
ployment of Negro Troops, in the Army historical series, THE UNITED STATES ARMY
IN WORLD WAR II; Richard M. Dalfiume, Desegregation of the U.S. Armed Forces 4;
Fighting on Two Fronts, 1939-1953 (Columbia, 1969); Lawrence J Paszek, "Negroes and
the Air Force, 1939-1949," Military Affairs 31 (Spring 1967), pp 1-9; and Charles E.
Francis, The Tuskegee Airme. The Story of the Negro in the U.S. Air Force (Boston,
1955).
t The Albert F. Simpson Historical Research Center (hereafter cited as AFSHRC), Max-
well AFB, AL; and the Modern Military Branch, Military Archives Division, National

V Archives and Records Service (hereafter cited as NARG), Washington DC. The Simpson
Center contains AAF material while the National Archives contains material from vari-
ous agencies of the War Department The files in both locations are voluminous
** Throughout 1942 and into 1943, Gfficial documents show that "AC" and "AAF" were
used interchangeably.
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War John J. McCloy, Assistant Secretary of War for Air Robert A.
Lovett, the Chief of Staff Gen George C. Marshall, and down to the
Chief of the AAF, Gen Henry H. Arnold. Each of the secretaries and
General Marshall had a significant influence on AAF racial matters.

In analyzing racial policy as it was formulated within the War
Department and implemented throughout the chain of command, there
are a number of themes relevant for an understanding of the utilization
of blacks during the war. First, the AAF never willingly accepted black
soldiers. This service had totally excluded them for over two decades
before they were permitted to enter, and then used them only reluc-
tantly. The fact that the AAF even opened its doors to blacks and pro-
ceeded to make additional opportunities available to them was due to
pressures aimed at the War Department and the AAF. Individuals and
organizations within the black community and white liberals in and
out of Congress were quite vocal and were able to exert sufficient
pressure to force the War Department and AAF to examipe and modify
their policies and practices throughout the war.

Another recurring theme was that leadership within the War De-
partment and AAF assumed that segregation was the most efficient -
system of race relations and accepted the "separate-but-equal" doc-
trine. In retrospect 30 years later, it is easy to judge that policy through
the wisdom of hindsight, but this does no justice to history. Instead,
that policy must be viewed in the context of the war years and exam-
ined in terms of AAF standards. While defending its policy of "sepa-
rate-but-equal," did the AAF, in fact, maintain equal facilities for
black soldiers? The answer to that question has to be "no," as blacks
were not afforded equal treatment. Thus, the policy of segregation was
unsatisfactory for blacks, and the duplicated facilities that were neces-
sary to maintain the system were far too expensive in terms of the
results obtained. And because of deeply ingrained racist beliefs, the
American public and the Army were willing to accept the additional
financial burden, social unrest, and inefficiency of segregation in an
attempt to keep blacks "in their place."

Furthermore. the Armv inherited from American society and from
its own traditions a difficult problem in attempting to absorb large
numbers of blacks into a war apparatus, and racial issues plagued the
service throughout the war years. Although the AAF fervently de-
fended segregation, its leaders failed to understand that this implied
second-class citizenship. Additionally, blacks were no longer willing to
accept the demeaning status to which they had been relegated, and
using the military as a vehicle for their protests, voiced their objection
to discriminatory treatment and segregation. Their protests were for
military leaders a constant source of frustration and annoyance.

Finally, the War Department made a decided shift in its approach 4.

in 1943. Until then, officials in the War Department and the AAF re-
flected society's traditional racist attitude toward the utilization of
blacks. The military did not consider black soldiers as part of the
American military tradition and used them only when absolutely nec-
essary for the defense of the country or when political pressure forced
their use. However, with mounting pressures upon War Department



officials, there was a change in outlook from 1943 through the end of
the war to recognize and alleviate the race problem. Washington sought
to utilize black soldiers fairly rather than to view them merely as em-
barrassments and problems. Unfortunately, this change in attitude did
not filter down through the AAF chain of command. Throughout the
war, AAF commanders demonstrated a reluctance to treat blacks with
full equality and to show a sincere commitment to abide by War De-
partment racial directives.
t This study will first examine the racial attitudes of members of
the War Department and the black community during the pre-World
War II and early war periods. Chapters II and III will show how, after
reluctantly opening up its service to blacks, the Army Air Forces only
hesitatingly utilized them. Also, the performance of the 332d and 477th
Groups demonstrates the importance of examining the attitudes of
AAF leaders. Chapter IV documents a major shift in War Department
thinking; however, a lack of commitment from many within the AAF
stymied the impetus this new direction gave to a more sympathetic
racial policy. Chapter V stresses specific problems that blacks encoun-
tered as tiey served in the war and the nature of their protest against
segregation and discrimination. With all black units, the exercise of
lead. -ship played an important role in influencing race relations. It
w•'• a vital factor in one of the most important racial disturbances in
the AAF during the war at Freeman Field, Indiana, and Chapter VI
examines this racial conflict and its underlying causes. In Chapter VII
we can gain some insight from the conclusions which the AAF drew
about its wartime experience with blacks. 1I cnducted a series of
surveys at the end of the var to evaluate their performance and utiliza-
tion.
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Chapter I

THE WAR DEPARTMENT AND THE BLACK
COMMUNITY

Black Americans, in spite of the fact that the government and the
military maintained an exclusion policy, took part in all of their coun-
try's wars, although they have not always received due recognition for
their efforts. For example, blacks participated in large numbers in
the Revolutionary War, the Civil War, and World War I. Black troops
were used extensively during the frontier wars of the second balf of the
19th century after Congress had enacted legislation providing for the
permanent establishment of four regular black units. While these units
saw no combat in World War I, two other black divisions did. Yet, be-
cause of racial conditions which will be examined below, the War De-
partment was dissatisfied with the performance of black soldiers and
weighed their usefulness and efficiency in planning their future
service.'

From the end of the First Worid War and into the early years of
the Second World War, two contrasting attitudes affected War Depart-
meait policy concerning the utilization of blacks. On one side was the
black community which pressured the President, as Commander in
Chief, as well as the War Department. Because the blacks were deter-
mined to persevere in achieving the promise of American life, their
impact during World War II differed from previous wars. They were
aided by organizations within the black community and by the propa-
ganda war which emphasized the racist and undemocratic character of
the Axis powers. Their ability to organize and the political self-
consciousness and awareness that had developed in the black commu-

-. nity gave them the capability to exert pressure. What they worked for
was recognition of their rights commensurate with their sacrifice to
the national effort, and they expected that the federal government 4
would protect them as all soldiers in uniform.2

While blacks at the outset of World War I became vocal about
their rights within the military structure, others in the interwar era -A
continued to defend the nceds of that structure, such as the right of

whites to be segregated from blacks and the Army's requirement for
military efficiency. Army leaders weighed these views as they at-

iI



tempted to formulate black troop policy. In an early but key study, the
Army War College (AWC) evaluated the black in World War I., Com-
pleted in 1925 after several years of work by the :aculty and student
body of the school, this memorandum reflected both the racist views of
American society and the attitude of military personnel toward black
soldiers. 3 This study became a decisive factor in influencing War De-
partment policy during the interwar years and led to the revision of the
War Department General Mobilization Plan. The motivation behind
the analysis was to attain "military efficiency"--how to utilize the
black in the most efficient manner. An evaluation of this study clearly
reveals the racial attitudes of Army officers and the social and military
factors which influenced their thinking.

The study consists of five References (A-E) analyzing "the physi-
cal, mental, moral and psychological qualities and characteristics of
the negro as a subspecies of the human family," the performance of
blacks in all wars in which they had fought, the black officer, black
political activity during the war, and, finally, the overall mobilization
plan. The first section of the study is important because it reflects in
the officers' conclusions the preponderant American view that blacks
were mentally inferior to whites. Recently, I. A. Newby had concluded
in his study of racism during the early part of the 20th century that the
overwhelming majority of Americans held or voiced anti-black atti-
tudes, believed in the innate inequality of the races, or objected to social
equality. He characterized the period through the 1920's as a time when
racist thought reached its zenith and blacks were established "in their
place." Scientists, social scientists, historians, and religious leaders
expounded these racist ideas, and journalists, politicians, and publicists
popularized them. For example, Madison Grant's The Passing of the
Great Race (1916) and Lothrop Stoddard's The Rising Tide of Color
Against White World Supremacy (1920) had a significant influence on
the thinking of the period and were widely read., Historians who re-
flected racist attitudes in their writings were James Ford Rhodes,
William Archibald Dunning, and Ulrich Bonnell Phillips, whose Ameri-
can Negro Slavery (1918) had an influence on future history texts.' The
views in the above works closely parallcl those expressed in the AWC
study, although in the latter it was held that the black man was physi-
cally unqualified for combat duty; was by nature subservient, mentally
inf9rior, and believed himself to be inferior to the white man; was sus- -2

ceptible to the influence of crowd psychology; could not control himself
in the face of danger; and did not have the initiative and resourceful-
ness of the white man.5

The authors of the War College study also relied upon the results
of intelligence tests administered during the war. Civilian psycholo-gists had prepared these tests, the objective of which was to aid the

War Department in segregating the mentally incompetent, to classify
men according to their mental ability, and to assist in the selection of
qualified men for responsible positions.6 The proper utilization of man-
power was of utmost concern to the Army and it could only accept

2
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those who met the minimum standards. These standards were rigid
and no adjustment was made for factors that could influence test
scores, such as educational opportunities, and environmental and eco-
nomic background. The AWC study did include some data demonstrat-
ing environmental effects, for example, the fact that blacks from the
North had higher scores than those from the South.' However, the
officers did not take that into consideration. The report includes other
observations about blacks' mental ability. It points out that those who
were recognized as showing "marked mental attainments" had a "heavy
strain of white blood." But, for the average individual "the cranial
cavity of the negro is smaller than the white; his brain weighing 35
ounces contrasted with 45 for the white." Based on these factors, the
AWC memorandum concluded that the black did not have the mental
equipment to compete with the white.8

Another viewpoint prevalent in the memorandum is the belief that
the black was immoral: "his ideas with relation to honor and sex rela-
tions are not on the same plane as those of our white population." The
study adds that "petty thieving, lying, and promiscuity are much more
common among negroes than among whites." Next, it points out that
blacks evolved from "mediocre African ancestors," and that this back-
ground, coupled with the slavery experience, did not develop leadership
material. Also, the study characterized blacks as possessing a "pro-
foundly super,titious nature," a natural subservience, an instinctive
regard for the white man as superior, and a jolly, docile, secretive, and
unruly nature.

In addition, the authors of the study misinterpreted the perf-rm-
ance records of black combat units-the 92d and 93d-during World
War I by basing their conclusions on results without analyzing causes.
The 93d did satisfactory work because four of its regiments were at-
tached to the French and were treated with respect and dignity, but the
92d performed poorly, Many military observers concluded as a result
that the black man did not have the ability to function as a member of
an efficient fighting machine. The 92d, as many black units in both
world wars, was at a disadvantage, having to cope with inferior equip-
ment, poor training, a mix of both white and black officers, and was
expected to perform well despite such serious problems. A comparison
of the two divisions demonstrates that racial considerations were key
factors in black troop performance, and the Army might well have
learned that lesson from its World War I experience.9

What then is the significance of noting that the military authors
of the AWC study were willing to accept inherent mental inferiority
over environmental factors as a causal explanation for black behavior?
It establishes the impact of racism upon the minds of these ield grade
officers of the 1920's who, generally speaking, would become the com-
manders in World War II, The importance of their early learning can-
not be overstated in understanding their subsequent behavior.

Despite their racial criticisms and because of manpower require-

54'



ments, the authors of the memorandum later were willing to give
blacks another opportunity to demonstrate their capabilities. However,
they did stre.s the importance of better quality control in their training
and utilization. Specifically, they suggested that 20,000 blacks be
assigned to combat batallions, enough to fill an infantry division, and
another 150,000 enter other units as Engineers, Quartermaster Corps,
Artillery, Air Service, and Cavalry., While the War College study
recommended that black soldiers should be utilized in many different
"capacities, it still maintained that they be organized in segregated units
commanded primarily by carefully selected white officers.10 The War
College evaluation did suggest, however, that black officer candidates
attend the same training camps as white candidates, although grouped
separately. The officers believed that by giving black soldiers the same
opportunities as whites to qualify for commissioned grades, they would
be forced to measure up to the same standards as whites. This sugges-
tion was adopted in World War II."

There were later AWC studies completed during the interwar pe-
riod that also had considerable impact upon subsequent War Depart-

ment policy. The War Department Personnel Division examined one
completed in mid-1937 and forwarded it to the Chief of Staff. This
study became the basis for the Army's Protective Mobilization Plan.
According to the plan, black soldiers would comprise 9 percent of the
total mobilized strength, but would serve in segregated combat and
noncombat units. Included was a list of organizations into which blacks
could be mobilized; yet the Air Corps was not among them.'2

The importance the War Department attributed to these studies is
illustrated by a response in a letter from Secretary of War Henry
Stimson to the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) which called for the integration of blacks into the
armed forces:

The success of the National Defense Program can best be estab-
lished by united support of the War Department plans, whi:h have
been worked out after years of study by those who have devoted
their lives to these questions. Unity can be destroyed by attempt-
ing to establish a program which is contrary to the War Depart-
ment's plans, by those who are not familiar either with the prin-
ciples involved or the requirements of such plans.'3

7-V

In addition to the AWC studies, there were other factors that influ-
enced World War II racial policy. The War Department viewed the
racial situation as a product of American society and believed that the
military should avoid becoming entangled in the country's social prob-
lems. The military should uphold the status quo without offering
blacks any concessions beyond those they had in civilian life. In
September 1940, Gen George C. Marshall, Chi,:, of Staff, answered an
inquiry from Senator Henry C. Lodge, Jr. in which he reiterated this
viewpoint. It was society that had created the conditions whi. h made it

6



Secretary of War Stimson Assistant Secretary of War McCIoy

necesary for the War Department to follow a policy of segregation,
and Marshall felt that it was important not to ignore those conditions.
An extensive campaign to force a change could have a destructive effect
on military efficiency and the military was not the proper vehicle for
critical social experiments.' Segregation had been successful for a long
time, and this success was interpreted from the perspective of white
soldiers, who, he believed, performed better under this system. He con-
tinued this line of reasoning in a response a year later to a report from
the Civilian Aide to the Secretary of War, Judge William Hastie.15

Hastie had advocated an end to segregation which Marshall saw as
"tantamount to solving a social problem which has perplexed the
American people throughout the history of this nation." Ile maintained
that "experiments within the Army in the solution of social problems
are fraught with danger to efficiency, discipline, or morale." 16

Although Secretary of War Stimson realized that segregation was
repellent to a large number of blacks, he believed it was necessary
because it was the tradition of the Army and because most whites pre-

J ferred not to mix the races in the military. Later in the war, Assistant
Secretary of War John McCloy and Jonathan Daniels of the White
House Staff discussed segregation. They mentioned that very early in
the war the President and Secretary Stimson had "decided against
mixed units, that they would adhere to the traditional policy of the
Army in this respect." McCloy agreed with the policy and maintained
it was "an excellent idea although 'We will undoubtedly have blood
on our heads for it."'

The General Staff echoed Marshall's sentiments when Judge
Hastie again questioned segregation.' Their position is best summa-
rized in an address given by an officer of the War Department Adjutant

a 7
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General's Office late in 1941, and the speech characterizes the views of
many within the department:

Charges have been made that the War Department and the Army
pursue a policy: of discrimination. The ramifications of this subject
are manifold and must be treated with candor or not at all. The
Army did not create the problem. The Army is made up of indi-
vidual citizens of the United States who have pronounced ideas
with respect to the Negro just as they have individual ideas with
respect to other matters in their daily walk of life. Military order,
fiat or dicta, will not change these viewpoints. The Army then can-
not be made the means of engendering conflict among the mass of
the people because of a stand with respect to Negroes which is not
compatible with the position attained by the Negro in civilian life.
This principle must necessarily govern the Army not only with this
subject of contention, but with respect to other dogma be it reli-
gious, political or economic. The Army is not a sociological labora-
tory; to be effective it must be organized and trained according
to principles which will insure success. Experiments to meet the
wishes and demands of the champions of every race and creed for
the solution of their problems are a danger to efficiency, discipline
and morale and would result in ultimate defeat. Out of these fun-
damental thoughts have been evolved broad principles relating to
the employment of all persons in the military service."9

Another attitude prevalent among military leaders as GeneralMarshall and Gen. Henry H. Arnold, Chief of the Air Corps, was prag-

matism, i.e., adopting the most expeditious plan to get the job done.
Once the United States declared war on the Axis powers, the generals
concerned themselves with victory and were interested only in strate-
gic military considerations and not in ideology or social problems. In
terms of individuals, the most economic utilization of manpower and
military necessity were critical to the exclusion of less pressing issues.
In the fulfillment of their mission, military leaders tended at the start
of the war to curtail those activities for the advancement of the black
race that interfered with the systematic administration of the Army or
that jeopardized the war effort. Thus Secretary of War Stimson was
disinterested in the 1941 March on Washington Movement. He called
it "one of those rather harassing interruptions with the main business
with which the Secretary of War ought to be engaged-namely, in pre-
paring the Army for defense." 20

The plans and studies of the interwar period, the attitude of the
nation, and the attitude of military leaders all accepted segregation as
the most efficient approach for the utilization of blacks. Under the "sep-
arate-but-equal" doctrine sanctioned by the Supreme Court in Plessy
vs Fer.quson (1896), segregation was legal and would not be discrimina-
tory if segregated facilities and training were equal. Throughout the
war, then, the War Department emphatically maintained that segrega-
tion was not discriminatory, and was indeed the most efficient way to

8
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run the Army. This key argument for maintaining segregation appears
in a nmemorandum which states that the AAF "can do a better job with
less trouble by segregation than they can by intermingling the races
with the problems which such intermingling are bound to cause." Two
letters in 1944 evidence the War Department's argument that segrega-
tion was not discriminatory. First, Secretary Henry Stimson wrote to
Congressman Louis Ludlow that "all our military personnel is distrib-
uted and employed solely in conference with military considerations
which, of course, are entirely unrelcted to racial derivation." Secondly,
Assistant Secretary John McCloy wrote to Roy Wilkins of the NAACP
that "the Army has labored most diligently in an effort to avoid (lis-
crimination against any individual or group, and all its personnel
policies have been set for the past many years without regard to race or
creed." Both remarks seemed to ignore the basic question of racial in-
equity in a segregated military. Brig. Gen. Noel Parrish, who had been
commander of the all-black flying training base at Tuskegee, nctes that
top military leaders, such as General Arnold, simply did not wish to
get involved in the race controversy because of the potential difficulties
and violence that might result, hindering the war effcrt."

We have seen thus far in assessing War Department policy before
and during World War II, that the racial beliefs of American society
and of the AWC studies had a great impact. The War Department saw
itself as a product of American society, therefore, Army racial policy
should reflect civilian practice and black soldiers should receive no
more than they had received in civilian life. Since the majority of the
American populace approved segregation, the War Departmert
could not accept integration within the Army. The black was perceived
by most white Americans as inferior; thus, the Army should not depart
radically from that which the majority accepted. The Army saw itself
as a servant of the state, not as an instrument of social change. It
should operate in terms of military needs and efficiency, and its leaders
strongly believed that military effectiveness and morale dictated
segregation.

1I

After the Civil War, Congress authorized blacks to join only four
black Army regiments: the 9th and 10th Cavalry and the 24th and 25th
Infantry. These units were normally at full strength, atid the re-enlist-
ment rate among its men was very high.22 By the end of the 1930's,
however, the black community began to devote greater attention to the
lack of opportunity in the military services. The military was a source
of employment for many who continued to feel the effects of the great
depression. The pay, food, a,,d clothing provided by the military offered . , "4
them an exceptional opportunity. To be denied the right to serve was
interpreted by blacks as an example of economic discrimination .2 1

Another issue was taxation without representation, a favorite
theme played up by the Pittsburgh Courier, a weekly black newspaper.
"Blacks paid taxes that supported the Armed Forces; yet, the military
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denied them an equal opportunity to serve. As tax-paying citizens,
then, they were not given their due within the American system.2 ' Also
blacks became skeptical over the issue of having to "prove themselves"
by fighting for the right to serve. They believed that they had clearly
demonstrated their ability in other American wars .2 5

Another sensitive issue among blacks was the belief that segrega-
tion implied inequality.. Regardless of how honest or sincere the War
Department might have been in insisting that segregation was the best
course, the department failed to see what it really meant for the Amer-
ican black, i.e., second-class citizenship in a subservient role. Gunnar
Myrdal, the Swedish sociologist who studied the American race prob-
lem, concluded that the basis of American segregation was the anti-
amalgamation doctrine-the idea that crossbreeding was considered
undesirable. As a result, a caste line was drawn between whites and
blacks. The idea was intolerable, for it implied that blacks were infe-
rior to whites and that miscegenation was a threat to white "racial
purity." 26 Equally frustrating was the hypocrisy of the Army segrega-
tion policy maintained during a war fought for the preservation of
democracy, as blacks viewed segregation as the very antithesis of the
American democratic system .2 7

Especially irritating for blacks was the apparent contradiction
between the American Creed and the reality of American racial prac-
tices. Myrdal focused on this paradox, which he called "an American
Dilemma." The American Creed, he believed, was c,)mposed of the
ideals of "the essential dignity of the individual human being, of the
fundamental equality of all men, and of certain inalienable rights to
freedom, justice, and a fair opportunity." 21 This Creed called for equal
treatment for all, but in the military and in society blacks were to know
"their place," and the reality of American life was a racial system
working against them. White Americans told them that military serv-
ice was the real test of patriotism, but blacks were denied the full
opportunity to exercise that privilege.29 Once the United States entered
the war against fascism, this contradiction became more obvious, since
World War II stood for the preservation of democracy against totalitar-
ian and racist Axis powers. Blacks were unrelenting in pointing out
that the Four Freedoms and Jim Crow ideology were contradictory,
and that black Americans were fighting abroad for a democratic ideal
that did not exist at home.-0

Disrespect for blacks in uniform became another source of diffi-
culty for black servicemen. When large numbers entered the Army,
many soon encountered racial problems in and around their camps,
obvious cases of discrimination and prejudice. But a further issue was
herein implied-disrespect for the uniform of the United States mili-
tary. All military men were regularly required to wear their uniforms
and in American society the uniform normally commar, led respect.
However, numerous discriminatory acts were perpetrated against
black soldiers and these were serious injustices because the military
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institution was for them one of the few symbols of what America
represented. 3'

There was concern that because of constant black agitation for
equal treatmei.L and pressure on the War Department, many whites
and even some blacks would come to believe that the more militant
were anxious for an Axis victory. As a result, some American war
propaganda was directed at blacks and correspondence sent to black
leaders emphasized that they had much to lose if the Axis won the war.
While most remained vigorous in their support of the war effort, they
were determined to take advantage of the situation to improve their
own position.32 Also, they believed that their full integration into the
American military structure would be the most efficient way to defeat
the Axis powers.33

To exploit black hostility toward some precepts of American soci-
ety, several left-wing groups made definite appeals for black support,
with little success. The Communist Party perhaps made the most
serious effort to influence black malcontents, claiming some as impor-
tant party officials, including James W, Ford, the Party's perennial
candidate for the vice-presidency. There were two primary reasons for
the Communists' failure to attract black recruits. First, blacks re-
mained loyal to America and rejected those ideas which appeared to be
un-American; and second, the Party's position was ambiguous, waver-ing according to the changing views of the Soviet Union. For example,
the Party reversed its position against the United States entering the
war after the June 1941 German attack on Russia.3' Later in the war,
Ben Davis, Jr., a black Communist leader, reiterated the prewar
approach, proclaiming that those who called the war a "white man's
war" were aiding fascism. The struggle for black rights was necessary,
but he implied that victory against Germany was more important.35

"An important theme which grew out of the early war period was
the slogan. Double V. This rallying symbol, popularized in early 1942
by the Couric-r, stood for victory against fascism abroad and racism at

7j home. The idea had been expressed earlier and at the 8 December 1941
NAACP Board of Directors meeting, a consensus had decided that:

Though thirteen million American Negroes have more often tha'.i
not been denied democracy, they are American citizens and will as* :in every war give unqualified support to the protection of their
country. At the same time we shall not abate one iota our struggle
for full citizenship rights here in the United States. We will fight
Sbut we demand the right to fight as. quals in every branch of mili-
tary, naval and aviation service.3 6

Throughout the war, black people, applying the concept of the
Double V, struggled to remove the contradiction between the claims of
American democratic ideology and the racial inequalities evident in
American life. The attitude of the black community toward the war
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was based on two considerations: as loyal Americans, they were patri-
otic and loyal, and expressed their support for the military buildup and
Swar effort; but, at the same time, they were embittered over their
treatment by the military and their inferior social status within Amer-
ican society. For example, they interpreted their placement in service
units as a denial of their right to serve and fight. Black support of the
Double V idea was neither a rejection of the draft and of participation
in the war nor an acceptance of Nazi ideology. Although some whitesS~and blacks believed that agitation for rights and privileges might

hinder rather than help the war effort, the majority of black leaders
did not relax their protest activities for the duration of the war."

In analyzing these issues it is obvious that by 1942 a black con-
sciousness had evolved and was an important factor in pressuring for
social change. Throughout the previous decade, black organizations
pressed for a greater role in the national defense, directing their efforts
primarily at restrictions in the Army an I Navy and the exclusion policy
tbhof the Air Corps. The Pittsburgh Courier provided early leadership ini that movement; in February 1938, it launched with much fanfare a

crusade to open up all units within the United States military to
blacks.3 • Almost every issue in the Courier during that year contained
some comment on the campaign and the discriminatory practices of the
military. Support was soon generated in other newspapers, by the
NAACP, and by numerous individuals and organizations from around
the nation. In Apri! all participating organizations formed a steering
committee to consolidate their efforts for equality in the military.3 9

Whenever Ccngress proposed legislation on the role of blacks in
the military, the Courier took assertive action to influence the debate.
It wrote to members of Congress, appealed to its readers to do the
same, and published letters in its various issues from Congressmen
demonstrating support. The Courier made the Air Corps its special
target and demanded an all-black infantry division to give blacks an
opportunity to prove their capabilities.' 0

In the meantime, Crisis, the NAACP publication, and Opportu-
vnity, the voice of the National Urban League, also took strong stands.
Crisis noted that there was a similarity between the plight of Jews in
Germany and blacks in America; another editorial pointed out that
"Negro Americans are not very enthusiastic about going to war for the
Stars and Stripes." Opportunity supported the Courier's 1938 cam-
paign and called on the military to give them an opportunity to serve in
every branch of the service and to obtain every rank they are capable
of attaining.'

2

As the War Department announced that new openings would be
made available to blacks, the Courier, in particular, interpreced each
victory as a direct result of its long fight,'3 although it was not im-
pressed with token successes. For example, the newspaper viewed the
establishment of the Civilian Pilot Training Program (CPTP), a train-
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ing agency for civilian pilots who would eventually serve in the mili-
tary, as a program for whites and not as a sign that the Air Corps
would accept blacks into its ranks.

The naming of five Negro schools where students may receive
training as air pilots and mechanics is a step in the right direction
but only a short step. No Negroes have been admitted to th( Army
Air Corps and there is not the slightest indication at this time that
any will be."

During the early 1940's, the black community continued its appeal
to the Federal Government and War Department to improve the plight
of blacks in the military, In May 1940, the Courier launched the Com-
mittee on Participation of Negroes in the National Defense Program
with Howard University Professor Rayford W. Logan and the noted
lawyer Charles H. Houston as key leaders. Although the newspaper
brought together several national organizations, it did not receive the
support of the NAACP because the Courier was willing to accept the
"practicality of separate divisions" while the NAACP was not. The
Committee performed a variety of functions including representation
before Congressional committees, appeals to Congress and the Presi-
dent, conferences with military men, and pressure on the Democratic
and Republican national conventions to influence their campaign.'

In the fall of 1940, the black community and the War Department
confronted each other, bringing about significant results. Because of a
request by Walter White of the NAACP to Mrs. Roosevelt, on 27 Sep-
tember 1940 the President, his Assistant Secretary of War, Robert P.
Patterson, and thv Secretary of the Navy, Frank Knox, met with three
representatives of the black community: Walter White, A. l-nilip Ran-
dolph, and T. Arnold Hill. One of the demands the black leaders pre-
sented to the President was:

Immediate designation of centers where Negroes may be trained
for work in all branches of the aviation corps. It is not enough to
train pilots alone, but in.addition navigators, bombers [sic], gun-
ners, radiomen, and mechanics must be trained in order to facili-
tate full Negro participation in the air service."

Secretary Stimson, who did not attend, interpreted the meeting as
satisfying b'uek politicians "who are trying to get the Army committed
to colored officers and various other things which they ought not to
do." Having observed World War I, he did not belie - that blacks could
become good officers as "leadership is not imbedded in the negro race
yet." I At the meeting, President Roosevelt made a few promises, but
nothing concrete evolved. However, when the War Department issued
a policy statement in October, Roosevelt's press secretary Stephen
Early insinuated that the three black leaders had agreed to the depart-
ment's statement, including the provision for segregation. This caused
consternation within the black community and led subsequentlv to a
letter from the President to the black leaders regretting the misinter-
pretation.4-
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Judge Hastie General Davis

The October policy statement was particularly significant, for it
was the first official War Department announcement regarding the
question of black utilization. It stated that they would be utilized on a
"fair and equitable basis," in proportion to the black population of the
country, and in each major branch of the service. Blacks were being
given training as pilots, mechanics, and technical specialists, and that
training would be accelerated; and as soon as the necessary personnel
had been trained, black aviation units would be formed. The offic:a•l
stand on segregation was reiterated: "the policy of the War Department

Walter White
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is not to intermingle colored and white enlisted personnel in the same
regimental organization." ,9 The letter became official policy for the
duration of the war, particularly the statement which banned racial
intermingling. However, it was misleading. Blacks were receiving avia-
tion training, but the War Department implied that it was conducting 1

the training when, in fact, civilian organizations were furnishing the
education facilities.

• • Black pressure on the government, on the military, and on both

major political parties increased as the November 1940 election ap-
proached. An extensive letter writing campaign followed, and the Of-
fice of the Adjutant General complained that the letters were "agitating
the question." so Secretary Stimson believed that blacks were "taking
advantage of this period just before [the] election to try to get every-
thing they can in the way of recognition from the Army." He did not
see that activity as being in the best interest of sound national de-
fense.5' The Democrats were sufficiently concerned about the black
vote to appoint three blacks to important positions. Col, Benjamin 0. 4
Davis became the first of his race to achieve the rank of Brigadier
General; Judge William Hastie was appointed Civilian Aide to the
Secretary of War; and Major Campbell C. Johnson was appointed Exec-
utive Assistant to the Director of Selective Service.12 All three appoint-
ments attracted much attention in the black press, making the
headlines in the Saturday, November 2d editions preceding election
day. Generally, there was enthusiastic praise from the black commu-
nity. 5

Following the election, black community pressure did not slacken,
but intensified. The same month, the NAACP offered legal aid to any-
one who had been refused entrance into the Army or Navy because of
color, and it conducted a letter-writing campaign to get the Air Corps
to accept blacks. 5' The Courier continued its campaign, asking its read-
ers to put pressure on the corps. The Pittsburgh paper momentarily
thought it had won the struggle when the Preqident's secretary an-
nounced Lhat blacks woull be trained for aviation service by the Civilian
Aeronautics Authority (CAA) in cooperation with the Army, but a few
weeks later, the Courier noted that "the promises of army air training
are on paper, and rather vague at that." At the end of the year, an edi-
torial stressed the overall difficulty in recruiting pilots and succinctly
pointed out that the Air Corps "would rather be short than democratic"
as that service still excluded blacks.5

.5

In November Dr. Malcolm S. McLean on the occasion of his inaugu- i
ration as the Institute's sixth president, convened a 2-day conference at
Hampton Institute to discuss the participation of blacks in national
defense. The meeting brought together nationally prominent black and I
white leaders, and Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and Mrs. Edith Willkie were
among the sponsors of the affair. This assembly concluded that the
black had "not been accorded equitable participation in any branch ofthe arms and services." Specifically, the AAF had not yet implemented
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Public Law 18 (3 April 1939) which authorized an air school to prepare
blacks for military service, and that only a few had been appointed to
West Point.5 "

But results were attained in January 1941, when the War Depart-
ment announced the formation of an all-black Pursuit Squadron and
the training of black pilots at Tuskegee. However, the NAACP disliked
the idea of segregated training, although it was a step in the right di-
rection, and noted that we "can be forced to accept it, but we can never
agree to it." 17 The National Airmen's Association, a black organiza-
tion, was more vocal in its opposition to segregated training. At its Jan-
uary meeting in Chicago, it passed a resolution condemning the estab-
lishment of the all-black squadron, stating that they would rather be
"excluded than segregated" 5"

The NAACP continued its surveillance of the Air Corps. It offered
legal assistance to anyone interested in pursuing the matter through
the courts; its branches wrote to the War Department protesting con-
ditions; and in early 1941. it encouraged blacks to enter the Air Corps
and asked those who were interested to write to the NAACP office. By
3 April 1941, 264 replies were received and in May Walter White sent
each candidate an application form. In attempting further to break
down the segregated training at Tuskegee, White asked the applicants
to request that training be given at the training school nearest their
residence.5 9

In spite of the success in opening up the Air Corps to blacks, the
NAACP and many black organizations were in a dilemma concerning
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Tuskegee. Although they were strongly against any kind of segrega-
tion, especially in the Army, they had to admit that Tuskegee was.
nonetheless, an opportunity to fly in the Air Corps. But their oppos,-
tion to segregation remained primary, and Walter White and the
NAACP Board of Directors were indignant over an article that ap-
peared in the New York Amsterdam Star-News (31 January 1942)
written by Mr. William Pickens, a member of the NAACP executive
staff. Pickens portrayed Tuskegee as an opportunity for blacks to prove
themselves, thus fighting segregation by achievement, The Board felt
that Pickens "advocated segregation in the Army, taking a position
directly opposite to that maintained by the Association." Pickens re-
plied that it was imperative that they win the war because a fascist
victory could impose a more oppressive form of segregation. He op-
posed segregation, but at the same time was realistic about the war
mission.

60

The conflict in 1941 between the black community and the Federal
Government focused on the proposed March on Washington. Although
the March on Washington Movement (MOWM) did not directly bring
about improved racial conditions in the military, it was important for
the pressure that was brought to bear on the government. NAACP and
National Urban League officials participated in the movement, al-
though the two organizations were reluctant to give it official support.
A survey of their journals shows that between January and July no
attention was given to the MOWM., In addition, the Courier did not
lend support because it believed that mass action would be unsuccess-
ful and would embarrass blacks.6'

Organized by A. Philip Rndolph, the purpose of the MOWM was
to have 100,000 supporters march in Washington on 1 July 1941 to show
their support for the campaign for equal rights in the defense effort.
MOWM's first important meeting was held on June 13th in New York
City. Mayor La Guardia and Mrs. Roosevelt, present at the gathering,
opposed the march, while Randolph and White favored the idea. Mrs.
Roosevelt urged the black leaders to halt their plans, promising to
speak to the President, but Randolph was adamant in continuing prep-
arations. White and Randolph then met with the President on June 18th
when Roosevelt appealed for an end to their plans, but again the black
leaders refused. In response to a meeting on the 24th, Roosevelt issued -8
the following day Executive Order 8802 establishing the President'sCommittee on Fair Employment Practices (FEPC). With their goal

achieved, the black leaders cancelled the July 1st march. Herbert Gar-
finkel, a sociologist writing on the MOWM, portrayed this meetingwith
Roosevelt as a poker game with the threat to have 100.000 supporters
march a bluff. Other historians hold that the President emerged in a
stronger position, implying the FEPC wat a shrewd movo to padify
some militant minorities, for during the course of the war the FEPC
was never an effective organization. Whatever the results, the move- ..
ment did demonstrate that blacks were willing to be assertive to insure
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their full participation in the national defense effort and that they had
the political power to reach the President with their demands. It is
apparent that black leaders did have considerable political punch.6 2

A further example of black pressure, a month after the outbreak
of the war, occurred when 70 representatives of 18 national black or-
ganizations met in New York to discuss the question: "How Negroes
can contribute their efforts to winning the war and at the same time
continue to fight for their rights as American citizens." By a 2 to 1
majority, they supported a resolution by Judge Hastie that the Ameri-
can black generally was not "whole-heartedly, unselfishly, all-out in
support of the present war effort." 6

That same month Crisis carried two news accounts of the attitude
of the NAACP toward the war which were in marked contrast to the
"Closed Ranks" editorial of W.E.B. DuBois, composed during World
War I. DuBois had written in 1918 that during the war blacks should
"forget our special grievances and close our ranks shoulder to shoulder
with our own white fellow citizens and the allied nations." He added
that they make "no ordinary sacrifice, but we make it gladly and will-
ingly wih our eyes lifted to the hills." 64 On the other hand, a January
1942 Crisis editorial was titled: "Now is the Tine Not to Be Silent." The
editors declared that they had to speak out in the truest patriotism,
"single to the peace which must be won." But, they took a Double V
approach in noting that although blacks were loyal and patriotic and
would devote their fullest support to the war effort, the fight against
Hitlerism began in Washington. Thus, the people of America had to
gird and sacrifice "for freedom for everyone, 2verywhere, not merely
for those under the Hitler heel .... A Jim Crow army cannot fight for a
free world." Later in that same issue there were excerpts from an
NAACP December press release, referring to World War I when blacks
were taken to a mountain-top and given promises but after the war met
the KKK and lynchings: "declarations of war do not lessen the obliga-
tion to preserve and extend civil liberties here while the fight is being
made to restore freedom from dictatorship abroad." 61

It is clear that the pervasiveness of traditional racial ideas held 3
by the majority of the American public and solidified by time and prac-
tice made the black struggle for equal rights arduous and lengthy-
Blacks expressed in different ways the idea that they would not
simply accept things as they were and were willing to fight for their
right to participate in the military establishment. The War Depart-
ment gradually altered its policies, accepting black soldiers and im-
proving their treatment, as will be shown'in the following chapters.
The black community organized to meet this challenge and to fight for
its rights-and when participation was achieved, it continued to fight
for fair treatment.';(;
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Chapter lI

THE ARMY AIR FORCES: EARLY POLICIES
AND PRACTICES

During the period of the military buildup leading to World War II,
leaders of the Army Air Forces (AAF) hesitated to utilize blacks. Air
Corps officers believed that they were incapable of performing well in
flying roles, and since military efficiency overshadowed all other con-
siderations, the utilization of black men was deemed impractical. Pri-
marily because the War Department received constant pressure from
black organizations and individuals and in turn the department pressed
the Air Corps, were AAF units opened up to blacks. This chapter will
illustrate how coercion originating with civilian sources and from the
War Department eroded the AAF exclusionist policy., Once the AAF
accepted blacks into its ranks, local communities and military leaders
protested having black soldiers stationed in their areas. But as a result
of War Department pressure, the AAF was forced to deploy them to all
of its stateside bases and to many overseas sites. Institutional and per-
sonal discrimination, however, persisted and blacks did not obtain fair
and equitable treatment in the AAF. In addition, this chapter will
examine the integrated AAF Officer Candidate School established at
Miami Beach, Florida.

During the First World War, official Air Service policy toward
blacks maintained that since "at present time no colored areo [sic]
squadrons are being formed," and it was impossible to mix blacks with
whites, no black recruits could be accepted into the Air Service. The
service informed qualified blacks attempting to enlist that "applica-
tions from colored men for this branch of the service cannot be consid-
ered for that reason." And they were told that they could apply later if

* ,the Air Service decided to form black flying squadrons.' Throughout
the 1920's and 1930's such reasoning prevailed. In 1922, the Chief of the
Training and War Plans Division noted that although "there is no re-
striction placed by law or regulation on the race of applicants for ap-
pointment as flying cadet," it was impossible to form black or integrated
units. There was therefore "no justification in training negro cadets."
A further measure, similar to the post-Civil War "grandfather clause,"*

The "grandfather clause" was a Southern tactic to deny the vote to blacks. In effect it
maintained that if a man did not vote in the election of 1860, neither he nor his offspring
could vote thereafter.
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complicated the application procedure. During the interwar period, the
Air Service Reserve Corps only accepted those officers with previous
Air Service training. Since the Air Service had not granted commissions
to or trained blacks, the latter could not be accepted for the Reserve
Corps. This requirement is understandable when one considers the
reduced needs for a peacetime force, but it was a definite barrier to
blacks.2

In the 1930's, rejection of blacks by the Air Corps remained an in-
stitutionalized practice as black applicants time after time received the
standard reply that "there are no organizations in the Army A.C. made
up of colored men and none are contemplated." Therefore, there are "no
colored soldiers in the Army Air Corps." 3 One qualified young black
applicant who had attempted to enter the Air Corps was Cadet B. 0.
Davis, Jr. of the United States Military Academy (USMA). The Acting
Chief of the Air Corps furnished the response that since there were no
black units within the Air Corps, were he to attend the Air Corps Train-
ing Center after graduation, "there would be no unit to which to assign
this officer." He also added that the disapproval of Davis' application
"might be considered a precedent in like cases until such time as the
War Department sees fit to constitute colored flying units in the
Army." I The War Department supported the Air Corps' position. Sec-
retary of War Harry H. Wood!i ing, in a memorandum to the President,
stated that there were no black Air Corps Reserve officers and no black
Air Corps units, and therefore "there has been no necessity to accept
negro applicants at Air Corps schools." 5

Until 1939 the Air Corps had succeeded in excluding blacks.' How-
ever, black and white leaders and organizations were no longer willing
to accept such racist practices and challenged this exclusion policy, In-

tensive political pressure was applied upon Congress, the President,
Secretary of War, and War Department, and through them, upon the
Air Corps. Gradually the Air Corps altered its policies, backed down
and admitted blacks.

In 1939 and 1940, Congress enacted three laws which were to have
a significant impact upon blacks and the AAF. On 27 June 1939 the
Civilian Pilot Training Act established the Civilian Pilot Training Pro-
gram (CPTP), direeted by the Civil Aeronautics Authority (CAA), with
the purpose of creating a reserve of civilian pilots to be called in the
event of a war emergency. Blacks participated in this program through
units established at six black colleges: Tuskegee, Howvard, Hampton,
North Carolina A&T, Delaware State, and West Virginia State, at two
noncollege institutions created in the Chicago area, and at other schools,
primarily in the North, which accepted them. This program proved to
be an effective source of white and black manpower for the AAF.1

Far more controversial was Public Law 18 (PL 18), approved on 3
April 1939. The law provided for the large-scale expansion of the Air
Corps. One section stipulated that civilian schools would be contracted
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to conduct primary flying training for the AAF, and at least one of
these schools had to be designated for the training of blacks. Since these
contract schools were to provide pilots for the military, blacks assumed
that they would enter the AAF, although the law did not explicitly state
this. However, the AAF continued to exclude them for the next 2 years,
and military leaders resisted and even refused to acknowledge the full
implications of the law. Although the AAF was enthusiastic about the
expansion ordered by PL 18, it vehemently opposed black training. Air
Corps leaders believed that the provision was "superfluous" and that it
might result in political pressure being directed against the Secretary
of War to admit blacks into the Air Corps. In openly ignoring this stip-
ulation, AAF officials were certain that the War Department would not
press the issue because the "War Department did everything possible
to prevent the insertion of this proviso, prior to the enactment of this
law, and were unsuccessful." The AAF treated the matter with levity
and its Plans Division tried to circumvent the law by noting that while
one school must be designated for blacks, no one actually had to be
trained.'

Finally in 1940, responding to pressures from black and civil
rights groups, Congress inserted in the Selective Training and Service
Act of that year two provisions which specified that there would be no
discrimination because of "race and color." These stipulations applied
to the opportunity to volunteer for induction into the military and to
selection and training. The effect was to require the War Department
to accept blacks in numerical proportion "o whites.9

However, the Air Corps continued to resist the pressure placed
upon it to accept blacks. In mid-1940, the Operations Division of the
War Department reevaluated current departmental policies regarding
black mobilization planning and peacetime augmentation. The division
notified the Air Corps in a memorandum that if the latter did not wish
to utilize blacks, it had to provide valid reasons. In addition, the memo-
randum drew attention to a complaint made by Rayford Logan before a
Congressional Committee on 14 May 1940. Logan represented the
Courier's Committee on the Participation of Negroes in the National
Defense Program, and the Operations Division stressed that he repre-
sented 5 million black people. Logan testified that "the amendment
adopted authorizing training of Negro pilots had not been complied
with by the War Department." Blacks had applied for admission to the
Glenview, Illinois school established by PL 18, but were told "that no
separate units had been set up to accommodate Negroes for training,
and therefore, it would be impossible to accept people of that race." o0

In reply to the Operations memorandum, Gen. Henry Arnold,
Chief of the Air Corps, reiterated the argument that had beer Air
Corps policy for the preceding 20 years-that since there were no black
units in the Air Corps, there was no way to utilize them. Furthermore,
he demonstrated genuine racial bias by stating that "negro pilots can-
not be used in our present Air Corps units since this would result in 4.
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having negro officers serving over white enlisted men," creating "an
impossible social problem." As for technical training, Gen. Arnold
adopted a stalling tactic by noting that it would take several years to
train black enlisted men to become competent aircraft mechanics."

The Operations Division supported the Air Corps' position and in-
corporated Arnold's reply into its own detailed six-page report to the
Chief of Staff. The report pointed out that "the training of white and
negro pilots in the same unit is out of the question," and retorted that
the Glenview, Illinois School of Aeronautics did fulfill the requirement
for black pilot training as stipulated in PL 18. The division also ex-
plained that the reason the Illinois unit was called the "Demonstration
Unit" by the •AA was because its purpose was to "demonstrate the
adaptability of the negro to flying instruction." The report echoed the
Air Corps' concern that 35 of 125 black civilian pilots had allowed their
licenses to expire and this evidenced a definite lack of enthusiasm. It
continued with a point by point rebuttal of Logan's testimony before
the Senate Appropriations Sub-Committee. It then discussed two pos-
sibilities for training blacks, were they to be accepted into the Air
Corps. One suggestion was for the expansion of an existing facility, but
with "the segregation of white and colored classes both in ground and
air training-," and the second proposal called for "the creation of a spe-
cial Air Corps school where such training could be given." Both pro-
posals, however, had their shortcomings and could cause complications
in social and recreational activaies, since the schools would be located
in the South. The second would be expensive, since the few applicants
enrolled would make the cost per student ratio quite high. The alternate
suggestion was also impractical because there was a shortage of train-
"ing bases to meet current expansion needs. Ironically, if a black were
trained as a pilot there were as yet no separate black units he could
join and it was still contrary to War Department policy racially to mix
units. Such circular logic had dominated military thinking ever since
the question to use blacks in the Army had originated.. Furthermore,
the Operations Division expressed concern for Air Corps effectiveness
in having white units work side by side with black units. There was fear
that racial proximity might destroy morale, since a very close associa-
tion between pilots and mechanics was necessary. Moreover, by includ-
ing a page of. negative comments about black officers serving in World r
War I, this memorandum implied that they would not make good
officers. And, finally, Operations noted that "there are no negro pilots
in the armed services of any of the world powers." 12

The report contained no positive statements for the use of blacks
in the AAF, and recommended that there be no change in existing War
Department policies regarding black pilot training;, other divisions-
Personnel, and Intelligence-and the Secretary of War concurred. The
report apparently reflected the thinking of top officials in the War
Department and clearly established the attitude of the Air Corps.' 3

But, by the end of 1940, continued popular pressure and Army
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officials forced the Air Corps to develop suitable plans for the utiliza-
tion of blacks and to accept its share of the Selective Service quota. The
Selective Service Act required that many blacks enter the military,
and the Army Ground Forces and Services of Supply insisted that the
only fair method of distribution was to spread blacks equitably
throughout the Army; otherwise th", nonflying units would carry an
unfair burden.

Therefore, the AAF planned for the establishment of a black flying
unit. Since there would be a limited number of enlisted blacks needing
training, the Air Corps did not want to create a special school that
would draw from its short supply of qualified instructors and super-
visors. So, the Corps adopted the expedient to organize technical train-
ing at an established facility, and Chanute Field, Illinois was chosen."
Tuskegee was selected as the site for pilot training, and the Air Corps
notified Training Command in early November to prepare for its for-
mation and organization. However, this new training requirement
became an added burden for the taxed Air Corps, even though there
was a small number of men to be trained. Tuskegee would be "fully
equivalent, with respect to the character of living conditions, facilities,
equipment and training, to that provided for white personnel under
similar conditions." 15

Brig. Gen. W. R. Weaver, Commanding General of the Southeast-
ern Air Corps Training Center at Maxwell Field, to which Tuskegee was
attactied, proceeded with the AAF plan. Black pilots were to be trained
under the supervision of 11 white officers and 15 white noncommis-
sioned officers until such time that a sufficient number of black a*rmen
could be trained to replace them. However, in accordance with Army
Regulation 95-60, the Commanding Officer at Tuskegee had to be
white. And to profit from past experience, it was also believed that the
commander of the black 99th Squadron should be a white officer for an
indef nite period of time. The AAF plan provided for the training of
only 45 black officers during the first year of operation. General

A, Weaver wanted a "safe and satisfactory air field," and advised Mr.
G. L. Washington, Director of Aviation Training at Tuskegee, that
"the negro population deserved a successful experiment in flying train-
ing; the success of negro youth in the Air Corps hinged upon the fate of
the Tuskegee project." '•

On 16 January 1941, the War Department announced the forma-
P tion of the 99th Pursuit Squadron, a black flying unit, and of the Tuske-

gee training program. This announcement came a day after Howard
University student Yancey Williams filed suit against War Depart-
ment officials to force them to consider his application for the Air
Corps. The suit was apparently withdrawn following public notice on
the 16th.'

7

Why did the Air Corps decide on a pursuit flying mission for
blacks? The decision appears to have been based on racial factors. A
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pilot sitting in a single-seat fighter aircraft necessitated a limited black
training program. Had bombers been selected, there would have been
the additional need for bombardiers, navigators, and gunners, placing
a greater strain on the segregated facilities. Another possible explana-
tion was that pursuit flying provided the most basic manner by which
to introduce blacks to flying, for as they gained more experience, they
could proceed to more complex aircraft.'"

Judge William Hastie later offered two other explanations for the
pursuit flying decision. HK maintained that pursuit flying was the
most difficult type of combat flying and perhaps some officers had
selected it, hoping the black man would fail, while other officers may
have felt that success in that type of flying would demonstrate that he
was capable of any type of combat flying.'9

In spite of the admission of blacks into flying training, Air Corps
leaders were reluctant throughout the war to expand their training
program and combat role. Because of this resistance, the entire flying
program for black pilots suffered, the result of which was a sluggish
program that progressed slowly through each phase until pressure
forced the AAF to take some action. This hesitation is evident from
correspondence and memoranda. In mid-1942, Judge Hai-tie suggested
including black colleges and universities in the new Enlisted Reserve
Program to create a pool of aviation cadets. In a discussion with the
Directorate of Individual Training, the Air Staff concluded that blacks
did not do well in World War I under their own .6fficers "due to tiw
emotional characteristics of the race." And so it was up to the 99th ý,,J
100th Pursuit Squadrons to prove the black's ability in the Air Corps.
"A test by fire," those responsible for training contended, "is the only
one of recordable worth."12 0

II

Although publicity surrounding the formation of Tuskegee and the
pursuit sq, "dron occupied much space in the press and the attention of
many both in and out of the AAF, the vast majority of blacks were in
support rather than in flying units. Most served in units such as Avia-
tion Squadrons, Air Base Defense Units, Quartermaster Battalions,
Ordnance Companies, Transportation Companies;, and others.

Throughout 1941, as the War Department prepared to accept
blacks, the AAF made plans to receive its full quota 2 and by mid-1941
it included 2,250 black men. To facilitate the task of absorbing these
new recruits, the AAF organized them into 9 Aviation Squadrons of 250

Z!- men each to be stationed at various bases throughout the South-
Langley Field, Virginia; Maxwell Field, Alabama; Daniels Field and
Savannah, Georgia; Barksdale Field and Camp Livingston, Louisiana;
Dale Mabry and MacDill Fields, Florida; and Jackson, Mississippi. 22

Tb -se squadrons would perform routine duties at the fields, including
labor tasks requiring maintenance, truck driving, interior guard duty,
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assistance around hangar areas, airdrome maintenance, and other
hohousekeeping and labor chores.23 Three considerations clearly affected
the decision to utilize blacks in specially created units. First, they could
not be mixed with white soldiers, as that would have been against War
Department policy and counter to the racial attitudes of military
leaders. Second, blacks had not proven themselves to be capable of
performing technical jobs Finally, the main reason emphasized
throughout the war was ýat blacks did not do well on the Army
General Classification Test (AICT), which the Army utilized in deter-
mining the skill potential and educational background of incoming
civilians. The test was not referred to as a measure of intelligence but
was designed to measure learnability and trainability for military
duties. The key factor was the "individual's fund of knowledge and his
ability to use it." 24 Based on the test results, inductees were placed in
one of five categories. The scores were arranged so that 100 represented
the expected median for all those tested, and while the average score -
for whites accepted into the AAF was approximately 107, for blacks it
was about 79.15 Reflected in these scores were the social, educational,
and economic handicaps under which blacks lived in America, the
limited opportunities they had to gain experience in technical areas,
and the disparity between educational opportunities offered to whites
and blacks.-- Although blacks had requested technical training, the
AAF often refused their applications, since it did not believe that train-
ing those with low scores was the most prudent use of manpower. The
AAF did not consider itself to be the proper agency to compensate
blacks for their environmental handicaps and deficiencies, nor did it
believe war to be the most opportune time for such a task.!7

By late 1941, the Air Corps had programmed a force of 9 squadrons
with 250 men each. But following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor,
Selective Service quotas required all branches of the War Department
to accept greater numbers of blacks. The Navy was not required to
accept Selective Service recruits-neither white nor black, while the
Army was obligated to accept even more than its proportional share.
Secretary of War Henry Stimson believed that the Navy acted like a
"spoiled child" in this matter, and he did not like the "misbehavior" of
the President's "pet arm"; however, there was little the Secretary could
do.2" Meanwhile, the AAF had to plan for each base to accept black
personnel from one Aviation Squadron and approximately 150 men
from the Arms and Services (ASWAAF). The latter was a rather ran-
dom official designation for a variety of units which operated with

a AAF units but were on loan from other arms and services. The ASW
.Aý AAF averaged between 20 and 25 percent of the total strength of the ,"

AAF during most of the war and were generally trained by the Army
Service Forces (ASF). The ASWAAF too had to maintain a proper ratio
of blacks3' But in January 1942, the War Department notified the AAF
that its quota of blacks would be 53,29? by the end of the year, rejecting
the AAF proposal for a 44,207 maximum. With the addition of the
24,293 men from the ASWAAF, the AAF had a total then of 77,592
blacks, excluding proposed future increases. In an effort to facilitate
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the incorporation of this influx of men, the War Department informed
the AAF that black Air Base Defense Units could be formed where
necessary. These units would be responsiblie "for the protection of the
Air Bases against riots and the possibility of parachute troops and air
raids." 30

The AAF forwarded its utilization plan to the Chief of Staff in
April. Generally, the AAF maintained that it should determine the
number and utilization of blacks. It recommended that "allotments of
colored personnel to the Army Air Forces be limited to that which may
be efficiently employed in Army Air Force units." If the AAF disre-
garded local opposition and assorted objections to the assignment of
blacks at various bases and assigned to each facility an Aviation
Squadron and ASWAAF personnel, and if it added t, this number
those participating in the Little Joe Task Force in Liberia and those
assigned to the Tuskegee school, the AAF reasoned it could effectively
utilize only 57,403 men. The AAF was opposed to Air Base Defense
Units, for the additional 400 blacks at one half of all AAF bases would
increase the black percentage at those bases to 25 percent. If the addi-
tional 20,189 were organized into Pursuit Squadrons, 16 of the 31
authorized pursuit groups would be black. This was a commitment the
AAF was not willing to make until it had tested black pilots in combat.
There was a recommendation that black units be stationed at all 124
AAF bases as construction was completed. In addition, it was hoped
that the War Department would relax limitations on shipments outside
the continental United Stat.•s so that the AAF could absorb some over-
seas. Finally, General A rnold suggested that the commanding officers
of each station use them "in the maintenance and care of Air Force
"equipment as well as the Air Base grounds." The War Department re-
jected the AAF plan for a reduced allotment and was resolute in its
decision that the AAF u' ilize its full share.3"

In attempt;ng to absorb this tremendous influx of black recruits,
the AAF organized the majority of them into units assigned to jobs
which did not require high skill levels. In fact, many of these units were
really labor battalions and had been so designated in World War 1.32

The AAF argued that this type of unit would be the most advantageous
in utilizing a pool of unskilled men, and the jobs, although routine and
perhaps meni.d, were essential for a modern military fighting machine
to onerate efficiently. The A AF pointed out that whites with low AGCT
scores did perform similar functions.3" The overall plan cv.led for ap-
proximately 700 black service troops at each base to be assigned to a
Truck Comnpany, a Medical Detachment, a Quartermaster Detachment,
and an Air Base Defense unit. However, the majority were assignid to
Aviation Squadrons, ,nd thp,,e units attracted great attention because
of th.Ž sheer numt)ers of men involved in undefined tasks.3' Judge Wil-

2• liam Hastic, the Civilian Aide, was quick to irvestigate and complain,
and he considered objectionable three aspects of the proposed Aviation
Squadrons: first, they were segregated units, second, thoy seemed to
have no mission except to absorb black recruits; and third, on marny
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bases they were assigned to "pick and shovel" jobs which were con-
sidered common and menial. He particularly objected to the lack of
mission, and in a memorandum to General Henry Arnold he supplied
examples of two squadrons that received no specialized training and
were employed exclusively to pick up rubbish and to do janitorial work.
When there were no menial jobs for them to perform, they drilled to
pass the time.3"

Nonetheless, the AAF, supported by the War Department, did nat
alter its policy that lower intelligence, educational background, and
leadership levels dictated the utilization of blacks.3 6 As a result, morale
and performance were definitely affected in those units where they
functioned without any real purpose or were interrupted in their train-
ing to do housekeeping chores. Members of the 857th Engineer Aviation
unit at Eglin Field, Florida were frequently called from their training
to work on menial, unrelated jobs for the post.37 The 8th Aviation
Squadron at MacDill Field in Tampa reported that during the first two
months of 1942 its duties consisted of policing the squadron area and
maintaining base runways and lawns.38 Blacks in these units objected
to their assignment to labor tasks, and "unit after unit" disclosed that
they resented the fact that they were exclusively black. Also, some
complained that the "high-fallutin" name of Aviation Squadron was
offensive, for it was simply window-dressing to deceive the public. "If
they're going to put us in labor battalions," asked a black serviceman,
"why don't they at least call them labor battalions?" The situation
inevitably resulted in poor morale which led to AWOL (Absence With-
out Leave), drunk and disorderly conduct, failure to obey orders, insult-
ing language, and breaches of discipline.3 9

The Women's Army Corps (WAC) reported similar problems.
Many of the unskilled black women who entered the service were still
unassignable by the middle of the war. A large number were sent to
bases as unskilled personnel and local commanders were hard pressed
to assig• them tasks.40

In addition to morale problems caused by the haphazard assign-
ment procedures, black pilots and those in technical jobs also experi-
enced numerous frustrations. Entering into these AAF programs was
as difficult for blacks as it was for whites. Blacks with an acceptable
educational background usually preferred the technical areas, espe-
cially flying. But the restricted facilities at Tuskegee coupled with
short-sighted AAF plans created numerous problems, including a size-
able backlog of qualified applicants waiting to enlist. Since the War
Department and AAF upheld segregated training, blacks were not
permitted to attend a number of other AAF technical training and fly-
entering flying training had at times to wait a few weeks before begin-

ning training, while a much longer wait was usually in store for black
candidates. In. the fall of 1941, the AAF planned to assign 10 to 12
black. every 5 weeks to Tuskegee. With the number of candidates avail-
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able at that time, Judge Ha. tie estimated that some would have to
anticipate a delay of up to 3 yeart. The Army did permit Air Corps
applicants a 1- to 2-month deferment from the draft while they waited
acceptance or processing. This procedure well satisfied white candi-
dates, but black candidates had a long wait and this deferment was
insufficient. If the complaints of Judge Hastie are accurate, some
qualified black men were drafted before the AAF could accept them for
segregated training. There was the added concern that they might pass
the maximum eligible age requirement of 26 years."

Jesse Williams of New York City was accepted as a future army
aviati.n cadet in 1941. The AAF advised him that if he were called up
by his draft board, he would be placed into a deferred classification
pend ling enlistment as an air cadet; but in January 1942, his local Board
denied his deferment. Mr. Williams charged that his Selective Service
appeal agent made remarks indicative of racial prejudice, and when
he did not report for his physical examination, he was taken into cus-tody by the FBI. The NAACP then took up his defense with the New
York Director of Selective Service and the US Attorney for the South-
ern District of New York. This pressure was effective, because on Feb-
ruary 18th Williams received a telegram from the War Department
notifying him to report the following morning for induction into the
Air Corps.'1

2

Progress in expanding AAF assignments for blacks remained slug-
gish and delays were commonplace. The AAF vigorously maintained
that the number of men called coincided with existing vacancies, and
any other policy would be wasteful and serve no useful purpose. InI response to a War Department memorandum that AAF policy ap-
peared to be discriminatory against blacks, Maj. Gen. Millard F. Har-
mon, Chief of the Air Staff, defended the force's position. He suggestedI: that the backlog of black applicants for pilot training could be allevi-
ated by opening up the Enlisted Reserves to blacks, but the General
was concerned at the same time that this might create a haven to avoid
the draft and to enjoy extended civilian status while awaiting pilot j
training. Harmon's memorandum did stipulate that if a vacancy oc-
curred within 12 months, the AAF was willing to permit blacks to enter
the Enlisted Reserves.'43

In some instances strict adherence to policies affecting black pilots .q
became detrimental to their morale. Many qualified pilots were
thwarted in their attempts to advance because the AAF uncondition-
ally had iefused to permit them to engage in anything but pursuit fly-
ing. Because of this restriction, when a black pilot candidate washed
out of pursuit flying, he had no altern.ative training program to enter,
while there were numerous alternatives open to whites. Hastie reported
that two bla-k transport pilots had no choice but to go to Canada in
order to get war service." Also, Robert Terry, who had qualified as a
service pilot, was turned down by the AAF in 1942. The AAF argued
that since there were so few blaclk service pilots, it would be impractical
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to organize them into a black unit. He was given two alternative
courses: he could apply to Tuskegee as an instructor or he could enter
tie Army GrounJ Forces as a liaison pilot.'5

Ironically, these early acceptance restrictions imposed on black
pilot training candidates resulted by the middle of the war in a short-
-ge rather than a backlog of qualified applicants. A large number of
blacks in the meantime had been drafted or had reached the maximum
age limit, had joined other services, or had obtained work deferments.
Further, because of the limited educational and technical opportunities
available to blacks in American society, there were fewer entering the
service with technical experience. The AAF attempted in 1943 to sup-
plement this dwindling reserve by lowering the minimum qualification
standards below those required for whites. In the spring of 1944,
Truman Gibsorn reported that while the average Stanine score required
for whites was six, for blacks it was lowered to four.46

There were additionai problems for blacks attempting to enter
technical training. An example of the illogic that plagued black prog-
ress throughout the war was a report by Air Staff Personnel that "the
race of an individual is immaterial to 4ligibility for admission to avia-
tion cadet courses of training." But, Pet sonnel continued, "the number
of Negro candidates ass;gned to any particular course of aviation cadet
training will not exceed the numb-r of graduates that can be utilized in
Negro units of the AAF." 11 It is apparent that the second statement
contradicts the first, yet the AAF and War Department continued to
maintain that segregation did not restrict opportunities for blacks in
the military. Clearly it did, and in the case of technical training it
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operated in a discriminatory fashion against young blacks of good
education and training.

The areas of flying and technical training became most vulnerable
issues for the AAF, and were constantly under attack by black leaders.
Judge Hastie, Truman Gibson, and Roy Wilkisis were most persistent
"in exploiting the weaknesses in the AAF's argument over segregation.

4 IIn 1942, Hastic wrote to Assistant Secretary Robert Lovett, submitting
the names of four black men with scientific and other educational pre-

, requisites for aviation cadet appointments in the field cf met-orology.
At that time the AAF needed 10,000 meteorologists within a 12- to 18-
month period, and since there were only seven vacancies for blacks,
many with the proper qualifications were refused entry into the pro-
gram.U In mid-1943 Roy Wilkins wrote to Assistant Secretary McCloy
citing examples of how the AAF had failed to make full use of black
technicians and specialistc. He noted the rejection of black civilian
pilots who had applied for service pilot appointments and of black
mathematicians who had applied as aviation cadets in meteorology. He
mentioned that the AAF did not admit blacks who had excelled in the
Photography School at Lowry Field, Colorado to advanced training at
Yale University as it did whites. He recalled another case, where the
AAF 2ssigned a black Phi Beta Kappa graduate with special advanced
study in biology and biochemistry as a laborer in a Signal Construction
Battalion at Biggs Field, Texas Wilkins requested that the War De-
parmient assign, train, and advance skilled blacks based on their merit
and potential usefulness.' 9

Once blacks had been accepted into the AAF, other problems con-
tinued to hamper their advancement. After the plans for expansion
were developed, there was the persistent obstacle of where to station
them. As early as 1941, reacting to announc!ements that blacks were
scheduled for assignment to specific bases, commanders and spokes-
men for local communities registered a barrage of complaints with the
War Department. In early 1942, the AAF issued a memorandum to its
statious and surveyed possible lecat)ons for the stationing of blacks.
The replies must have been disheartening. Most bases reported that
either the military commanders or the local communities did not desire
them at their locations. Some would accept only a limited number, and
others would only accept southerners. Negative replies were submitted 7
by bases throughout the country, though mainly from southern com-
munities with large black population centers or from those without a
significant black population, as the following table indicates. The table
is based o:i a random selection of the bases and illustrates their varied
responses.50

One of the first protests over the assignment issue occurred in
April 1941 when some blacks were stationed at Eglin Field, Florida.
The Commander of the field's Flying School did riot want any sent to
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his site, arguing that the nearest recreational facilities were in Pensa-
cola, 50 miles away. Second, he stressed that they were very unpopular
in the immediate vicinity of the field, especially with the "lower caste
white population," and he thought this could lead to serious conflicts.
Finally, the Commander noted that additional funds were needed to
provide a separate mess, barracks, day rooms, and other facilities for
the 32 blacks scheduled to arrive. However, 3 months later, the authori-
ties at Eglin appear to have changed their position. The AAF planned
to assign approximately 1,000 black enlisted men from Engineer Avia-
tion and Quartermaster units to do large-scale clearing operations at its
satellite fields, and the soldiers were made welcome. Pragmatism was
a decisive factor in overriding prejudicial attitudes.5'

In November the Central Flying Training Command (CFTC) was
informed that five Texas fields would each be required to accept a com-
pany of blacks from the 34th Quartermaster Regiment, although the
CFTC had urgently requested that they not be assigned to its com-
mand. Officials pointed out that one of the fields, San Angelo, had very
limited facilities for blacks both on and off base, and that at Ellington
Field, near Houston, feelings were still taut from the 1917 race riot
between the 24th Infantry and the local white population. In spite of
these objections, blacks were sent to Texas. 52

Complaints concerning stationing black troops were not restricted
to the South. The West Coast Training Center requested a prohibition
on their assignment to Taft and Bakersfield, California due to the lack
of a black population in the area and the possible hostility of the local
people. The AAF replied that since each base had to accept its quota, it
was necessary to station black Truck Companies at Taft and Bakers-
field.53 During 1941 and 1942, the AAF responded essentially in the
same manner to all protesting stations.5 '

Local citizens were also vocal in their opposition to bringing black
soldiers into their communities. During the early part of the war and
most noticeably in the South, civilians wrote or had their Congressmen
write to the War Department and the AAF. Generally, their letters re-
flected racial fears about the disproportionate number of blacks in the
area. Local citizens expressed concern that since there was a shortage
of recreational opportunities for them, the latter might use white facil-
ities as a result. The volume of correspondence was considerable, but
the AAF response was standard, stressing that it was aware of the con-
cerns of local citizens, that the AAF had its quota and must assign .•
blacks to all bases, that the Army was doing everything possible to
provide adequate recreational facilities, that the AAF hoped civilians
would cooperate, and that blacks were members of the Armed Forces
and deserved to be treated as such. For example, the AAF responded
to a Senator that since it was War Department policy to use "colored
troops in all branches of the Army," it was "necessary to assign colored
troops in practically all Air Corps Stations in the continental United
States." ss
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In 1942 the citizens of Eagle Pass, Texas, through Congressman
a Milton West, raised objections to the assignment of 800 black soldiers

nearby. General Arnold sent the standard reply that there would be at
least one squadron at every AAF station in the United States. One
month later Congressman West, not to be deterred, issued another pro-
test and now introduced as a factor the fear of trouble with the Mexi-
cans in the area. West added, "everybody knows what a negro can do
with a razor-the Mexicans are pretty handy with a knife." General
Arnold, in his Digest of correspondence, comments that West "didn't
care to do business with Judge Hastie-couldn't even call him 'Mister'
-let alone 'Judge."' General Arnold did advise hastie of the situation
-"with modification." 56

Later that year, when word leaked out that Jefferson Barracks,
Missouri might be used as a black training base, numerous letters were
sent to the War Department in protest. One objection came from the
Secretary of the Lemay, Missouri Public Library Board stating that
the townspeople did not "believe that a wholesale influx of northern
negroes in uniform would breed pleasant relationships for either the
whites or the blacks." .7

Not all civilian protests originated in the South., The Spokane,
Washington Chamber of Commerce did extensive research to back up
its point, that based on a 1940 census, while only 90 black families
resided in Spokane, Geiger Field had 250 black troops and the Spokane
Air Depot had another 400. There were no recreational facilities for
them in the city and only 96 black females between the ages of 15
and 34. Also, most taxicabs were driven by white women and the local
population was concerned about unpleasant incidents. The AAF recom-
mended to Assistant Secretary McCloy that the standard response be
sent to Spokane and the issue was closed."'

Similarly, local opposition prevented the use of qualified blacks as
civilian instructors at some AAF bases in the South., Protests aro,ý. if
such instructors were assigned indiscriminately to southern bases. In
September 1941, when D. B. Delaney of Salisbury, North Carolina, was
appointcd as a Junior Instructor at Keesler Field, Biloxi, Mississippi,
the Commandant of the school complained to his higher command not-
ing the problems which would arise if Mr. Delaney were permitted to
teach white students. No action was immediately taken because of Civil
Service rules, but the Technical Training Command indicated that if
Delaney could not maintain discipline in the classroom, his appoint-
ment would be terminated for inefficiency.5 9 In February 1943, there
were similar complaints from Mississippi, such as a Gulfport attorney
writing his Congressman atid protesting the use of blacks to train
whites at some of the local bases. He complained that authorities re-
quired white soldiers "to address these Negro instructors Mr. and Mrs.
and to pay all deference to them as they would white women and gen-
tlemen occupying the same position." He believed that white men could
not learn well under these conditions. In voicing his concern about
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potential race conflict, the attorney added that unless military leaders
"are mentally de'ective after these matters are properly called to their
attention they will right these wrongs here and all over the country." 6 0

The same month, the govei nor of Mississippi sent a telegram to the
President on that subject, and later that month the AAF undertook to
transfer those instructors to schools in the North.6'

These difficulties in the assignment of blacks concerned the War
Department and Secretary of War Stimson. The Assistant Chief of
Staff, Brig. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, sent a memorandum to the
Chief of Staff listing areas of the world where the United States would
send troops, noting that in most cames either the local politicians or the
Army commander- did not want black troops stationed there. Hand-
written on the margin of this document were comments by the Secre-
tary of War, who realized that blacks would have to go wherever the
Army went. He notes next to the statement that the President of Pan-
ama wanted a black signal construction unit removed: "it is ridiculous
to raise such objections when the Panama Canal itself was built with
black labor," Elsewhere he comments to the State Department's nega-
tive reaction to black troops being stationed in Liberia: "Nonsense." To
the Southern Defense Command's fear to place black troops along the
coasts of Louisiana, Alabama, and Texas due to the high probability of
race riots he states: "No." And in response to British authorities in
Trinidad who wanted white units instead of black units he comments:
"No: don't % ield." The commander of US forces in Australia recom-
mended the withdrawal of black troops and again the reply was "No."

Finally, the commanding general of the Second Army recommended
that maneuvers in his area exclude black troops because of disorders in
Arkansas; the Secretary remarks. "No, get the Southerners used to
them!" The War Department, under the prodding of Secretary Stimson,
took a strong stand in notifying local and overseas commanders that
they would have to accept their quota of blacks, and it is significant
that he played a leading role in that decision.62

IV

With the acceptance of hundreds of thousands of men into the
AAF during the early part of the war, there was a noticeable deficiency
in the expansion program-no provision for the training of nonflying
officer personnel. Prior to World War II, pilots had performed all
administrative duties, but with the increased sophistication of flying
this was no longer practical. The AAF finally realized the need for a
ground school to train 12,000 officers, including blacks. Late in 1941,
the AAF pressed the War Department for its own administrative
school, and on 17 February 1942 the AAF designated Miami Beach,
Florida as its Officer Candidate School (OCS). Six days later the first
class entered and utilized existing civilian facilities. The Adjutant Gen-
eral directed in April that a proportionate share of each OCS quota be
allotted to blacks. As a result, most OCS classes included blacks, and
the official histories report that "few difficulties were encountered." - Or
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With the exception of sleeping quarters, black candidates were corn-
pletely integrated into the program, but outside the school area they
had to abide by local customs.63

The relative ease with which the program accepted blacks con-
trasts sharply with the opposition which resulted when the AAF first
announced that they would go to Miami Beach. First, the local com-
mander opposed their stationing in the area. In a detailed letter to his
commanding general he spelled out the zoning regulations of the Beach
area and the absence of a black civilian population. He added that if
blacks used the AAF facilities located in tourist hotels, it "would prob-
ably ruin their value as tourist hotels in the future." 641 Representative
Pat Cannon from Miami also opposed the plan, and in a letter to As-
sistant Secretary McCloy indicated why blacks should not be sent to
the Beach. First, none were permitted to live on the Beach, and the

N AAF should respect local ordinances and customs. Second, any hotel
used would be "doomed for all time as far as future white occupancy is
concerned." And, civilian morale would be greatly affected if they
trained there. However, if the AAF were to proceed with the plan, he
suggested that they take advantage of housing accommodations in one
of the black sections of Miam i.65

Congressional pressure forced the Air Staff to reexamine its deci-
sion to include blacks in the Miami Beach program and to reconsider
the prospect of a separate black school, but military efficiency was an
overriding factor.66 A separate school would bt costly in terms of the
small number of blacks trained and could lead as well to protests and
difficulties in locating a suitable site. If there were further doubts
about Miami Beach, Maj. Gen. George E. Stratemneyer, Chief of the Air
Staff, was clear when in reaction to Judge Hastie's resignation he
stated in January 1943 that "I don't want any colored school any place
to be conducted as a segregated school." He stressed that he wanted
black officer 'andidates treated like whites and "they will go to the
same classes, to the same drills, and eat in mess halls the same as the
whites." 67

In addition to money and efficiency, there is another explanation
for the AAF integration of OCS. Judge Hastie, in reflecting upon World
War 11, notes:

I remember the War Department and War College studies which
followed the first World War were hostile to any future use of Ne-
gro officers, but at the same time took the position that, if they
must be used, they should be trained along with officer candidates.
I think this background was important in influencing the~ decision "

to say nothing about race in the World War II officer candidate
school directives, Of course, this did not meet the problem created
by the widespread refusal of local commanders to approve or
transmit applications of Negroes, or even give them access to ap-
propriate forms until Secretary Stimson and [War Department
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Operations] indicated plainly that they expected substantial num-
hers of Negroes to be sent to these schools.68

Black men attended OCS throughout the war period, but in small
numbers because of their low AGCT scores. On 15 September 1942
there were 11 at tht school and a year later there were only 18. When
the largest class (3,694) graduated in the fall of 1942, there were but 13
blacks among the conferees. 69

The official history of the OCS program at Miami Beach reports
good race relations as does an AAF inspection report. Air Staff Train-
ing dispatched an inspection team there in early 1944, and it observed
that there had been no confrontations between blacks and whites. The
Miami Beach Director of Training reported that some of the blacks
were very popular and there was no resentment by the white candi-
dates.70

A black candidate who graduated in January 1944 maintained that
personnel treated him very fairly, although the school generally did not
promote blacks as regularly as whites. All recreational facilities at the
OCS were available, including the night clubs. Everyone wore uniforms
so club managers knew that those entering their clubs attended the
school and were, therefore, welcome. But the main problem was the
absence of black women on the Beach. When there was free time, the
blacks went to Miami for recreation. At the school there were only two
restrictions-rooms were segregated and they had to go to Miami for
haircuts. As for the attitude of whites toward this almost total integra-
tion, they really had no choice; if they behaved in a discriminatory
fashion they could be reported and washed out. And the instructors
were fair because they were well screened and very capable.7' Later,
when the school was moved to San Antonio and Maxwell Field, it was
reported that blacks were well treated and received a minimum of dis-
criminatory treatment.72

The treatment of blacks at Miami Beach demonstrates a trend that
the AAF might have applied to its entire training program. Instructors
and white students were briefed on how to treat blacks and were en-
couraged to deal with them fairly. Because the AAF took a strong
stand, the Miami Beach program was a success. Had military leaders
demonstrated a similar strength of purpose at other locations, perhaps
there might have been fewer racial problems. Yet, the AAF was unwill-
ing to make that commitment and viewed the integrated OCS as an
exception. •

Throughout the Second World War the Army Air Forces became
progressively more flexible in its acceptance of blacks. At the end of
1942, there were thousands of black soldiers in the AAF, whereas there
were none the previous year. By June 1944, the AAF had 145,242 blacks
in its total force of over 2 million men. Though there were noticeable
breakthroughs for blacks entering the Army Air Forces, the AAF re-
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mained reluctant to accept them and had made repeated attempts to
restrict their progress. By April 1945 only 1 of 90 was an officer while
1/6th of the white force was commissioned. The AAF oganized a vast
majority into segregated service units performing more or less routine
tasks about the bases, while most black officers were flying personnel
or worked in related jobs.73 Any progress that was made resulted from
political pressure directed against the War Department, which then
exhorted the AAF to revise its policies. Despite the fact that War De-
partment officials often agreed with AAF attitudes, the War Depart-
ment did appear on occasion to be impatient with AAF intransigence.
In spite of the success of the OCS program to integrate blacks, almost
all black soldiers in the AAF served in segregated units and lived in
segregated facilities. The general reluctance of the AAF to utilize them
created tensions that erupted throughout the war. These conflicts will
be described in later chapters.

.(4
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Chapter III

THE ARMY AIR FORCES: BLACK OFFICERS
AND FLYING UNITS

A large percentage of black manpower in the Army Air Forces
(AAF) was utilized in service units, yet most of the publicity, credit,
and glory went to the ptrsuit pilots. Though much money and effort
was expended on the flying program, the history of black flying units
reveals only partial success. The 99th Squadron and the 332d Group,
made up of the 100th. 301st, and 302d Squadrons, performed in a cred-
itable manner in the Mediterranean Theater. On the other hand, the
477th Group never completed its training for overseas deployment and
by the end of the war in Europe, had practically collapsed as a unit.
Although each unit was segregated, its success or failure depended
mainly on the attitude of those in the command structures. The 99th
and 332d were unique in the history of black units in the Army in that
all of their officers were black. Inspired by an opportunity to "prove
themselves" and led by a strict military disciplinarian, they performed
as well as any comparable white unit. However, the 477th represented
segregation at its worst. The key officers in this unit were white and
frequently used their positions as a stepping-stone for promotion and
reassignment to more important jobs. In addition, they were often
;ndifferent to the iieeds of the unit and were condescending toward the
blacks under their command. Thus, the 477th never performed its
mission.,

The AAF conducted all basic training for black pilots at Tuskegee
Field, Alabama. At first, the 99th Pursuit Squadron, flying single-

, engine fighter planes, absorbed all graduates. Later, the AAF organized
the 332d Fighter Group, which incorporated three other squadrons. The
99th completed its training and arrived in the Mediterranean Theater
in 1943. In the same year, the 332d moved to Selfridge Field, Michigan
where it completed its preparation for overseas deployment, arriving in
the Mediterranean in early 1944. Meanwhile, the AAF initiated plans
in late 1943 to form the 477th Bombardment Group to fly twin-engine *
bombers. Tuskegee lacked facilities for conducting this new trainingK and it became necessary to send blacks to other fields. Hondo Field,
Texas received Navigation cadets, Midland, Texas trained Bombardiers,
and Mather Field, California accomplished some twin-engine transi-
tion training. The 477th began its training at Selfridge, but in mid-1944
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moved to Godman Field, Kentucky where it remained until March
1945. The unit then moved to Freeman Field, Indiana, where it re-
mained a month before returning to Godman. Units of the 477th now
joined with returning personnel from the 332d to form the 477th Com-
posite Group under the command of Col. B. 0. Davis, Jr. At the same
time, replacement pilots for the 332d trained first at a satellite field
of Selfridgc-Oscoda-and then at Walterboro, South Carolina.'

Black flying units were confronted with a veritable maze of racial
problems, mest of them created by the AAF. The AAF dogmati(ally
pursued a system of segregation that was alnmost impossible to main-
tain. It even went so far as to violate War Department regulations in
order to prevent the mixing of whites and blacks in officers' clubs.
Understan-Jably, many problems developed as a result of this uncom-
promising position. Primary was the psychological degradation impli-
cit in the idea of segregation. Then there was the problem caused by the
absence of black cadres to supplemeat black units. While a mixture of
new and experienced personnel comprised white units going into corn-
bat, when the 99th began flying the Mediterranean in 1943, it consisted
entirely of personnel new to combat operations. Third was the friction
caused when commanders did not want black flying units in their oper-
ational areas. For example, in June 1945 there were discussiors con-
cerning the possibility of sending a black flying unit to the Pacific;
Generals George Marshall and Dorglas MacArthur approved, but the
AAF commander there opposed the idea. Gen. Henry A;-nold wrote that
"it is 0. K. from the W. D. viewpoint to send them but when [General)
Kenney uses them down in Mindanao or Borneo don't be surprised of
the criticisms that are received." 2 Firally, there were restrictions on
the types of training open to blacks. Since the AAF considered their
use in flying as an "experiment," it first employed them in single-
engine planes exclusively and only gradually permitted black pilots to
train in more sophisticated aircraft. Officials rejected some flying pro-
grams solely because of the fear that racial problems could arise. This
was true of the Transport Command, since providing adequate food 4

and lodging facilities created too great a problem for pilots flying
around the country, especially in the South .3

"This chapter will examine then, the overall black flying program
wvith emphasis on Tuskegee, the combat per..rmance in the Mediter-
ranean, the general treatment of black officers, and the early histiry
of the 477th.

Tuskegee Army Air Field was located near the town of Tuskegee
and Tuskegee Institute in southeastern Alabama. The AAF did every-
thing possible to build the complex into a first-rate training center and
to keep racial problems at a minimum. To a large extent, it was suc-
cessful in both objectives. The training blacks received was comparable
to that received by whites, and Judge Hastie noted that "the best of
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Maj. Gen. Walter R. Weaver deliverb the inaugural address opening the new
Air Corps School for training black aviators at Tuskegee.

facilities and thoroughly competent instructors were provided for." ,1

It is probable that political factors were responsible for the high caliber
of training and equipment at Tuskegee. One official history notes "that

44 tbe Tuskegee undertaking was considered by the War Deprrtment as
No. 1 priority" because of the "political pressure that had been brought
to bear upon the White House and the War Department to provide pilot
training for negroes." Any delay could "seriously embarrass the War
Department." 5

The AAF attempted to esttalish a "separate-but-equal" situation
at Tuskegee. But existing li',ng and other conditions aggravated racial
problems and the segregat' d system compounded its own deficiencies.
FR r one, there was serious overcrowding. Overused facilities hindered
flying training and generally obstructed operations. An explanation for
this poor planning was the AAF's attempt to solve the black training
program by placing all of its basic flight training at Tuskegee, cut un-
fortunately the facilities were not adequate to meet this demand. Once
the pilots were trained, the AAF did not immediately transfer twm
into operat:onal units. Overcrowding at Tuskegee became more acute n
1942 and 1943, as the 99th remained on the station until April 194.?
Two other organizations also 3trained its facilities. The 96th Service
Group, organized to support black flying units, received a minimal
amount of tactical training during 1942 because no training facilities
had been arranged. Only a yer later did it finally receive training and
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then move to Selfridge. The 332d Group with its three squadrons and• support organizations also created problems until it made its move
to Selfridge in March 191.03. While at Tuskegee, the Training Command

History reports that the 332d "had difficulties with its training in that
no adequate facilities existed on the station for its training and during
the time it was at Tuskegee practically no tactical training was accom-
plished." Then in July 1943, the War Department further overtaxed the
base and assigned 50 liaison pilots to train for th, Army Ground Forces.
Fifty aircraft of three different types and speeds already used the main
field, so liaison training was conducted at an auxiliary field.'

Another factor which contributed to the cramped facilities at
Tuskegee was, as the unit history designates them, the "unwieldly sur-
plus," i.e., mainly nonflying personnel. Early in 1942, the AAF stopped
the practice of discharging those eliminated from the flying school,
made them privates, and retained them at Tuskegee. Unlike eliminated
white candidates who could be reassigned to other flying programs,
there simply was no other place for blacks. Consequently, by Septem-
ber 1943, the majority of the 286 eliminated cadets who were still at
Tuskegee had low morale. Besides having no real function, they were
embittered over racial condilions which they believed worked against
them, and the black press further fanned their discontent. By late 1943,
some did enter navigator and bombardier schools, but their departure
had no great impact upon the excessive numbers which continued to
increase.

In July 1943, Tuskegee received 25 Signal Corps officers from Self-
ridge. The Eastern Flying Training Command (EFTC) was well aware 4
that although these officers were not being assigned commensurate
with their training and background, retraining them was detrimental
to morale and not in the best interests of the service. Again, there
simply was no other place to send them. By the end of October 1943,
Tuskegee reported that there was an excess of 90 officers on the field
and that most of them were second lieutenants who were well trained
and anxious for proper duty. Then in December 1943, the Air Service
Command unexpectedly transferred to Tuskegee 30 Q iartermaster off i-
cers from Daniel Field, Georgia. By this time black-s' -ere attending the
Miami Beach OCS regularly and an average of se n of its graduates
per month arrived for nonflying assignments. At a 21 August 1944 con-
ference between key officers from Tuskegee and -.he EFTC, officers
revealed that there was then a wasted manpower surplus of 105 non-
rated black officers, including 75 AAF and 30 ASWAAF. In addition,
the OCS at San Antonio began sending eight more graduates each
month.7

The situation at Tuskegee was most frustrating for blacks, but it
Salso presented a serious problem to dedicated white officers who at-
tempted to bring order out of chaos. The histories of the EFTC for 1943
and 1944 were quite frank and critical in assessing this predicament and
noted that there was little that could be done. Col. Noel Parrish, the
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Tuskegee commander, made a concerted effort to function under the
circumstances; and his frustration is evident in a handwritten note
appended to a heavy file which discussed overcrowding. The r 9te asked
plaintively: "Why do they all come to Tuskegee?"8

In addition to the problem of overcrowding, the Tuskegee com-
mander faced others that were "difficult and voluminous." Beca'.se of
the structure of the black flying program, one of the greatest difficul-
ties encountered was that there were several commands with overlap-
ping operational control over black units. There was a continuous
stream of phone calls and exchanges with the Training Command,
Eastern Training Command, First Air Force, AAF Headquarters, and
others, and little or no coordination among them, since most communi-
cations were made outside the normal chain of command. This lack of
coordination particularly affected Tuskegee's immediate headquarters
at Maxwell.9

Colonel Parrish had to make numerous trips to the Pentagon to
secure decisions on m.tters so involved that normal channels of corn-
mand ,iad failed to produce results.10 "Every promotion, every assign.
ment, nearly every decision," he lat•- stated, "had a black and white
side to it that we had to consider, as well as the purely military side and
the side of efficiency,"

There were also difficulties with the local community. Tuskegee
was a typical southern town with its white control and Jim Crow sys-
ýem of troating blacks. Black soldiers from the station reported harass-
ment from whites and tended to avoidl the town and instead used the
social facilities either on baze or at Tuskegee Institute. Also, the AAF
war.ted to keep them on the base to prevent problems with local whites.
Base facilities, however, were quite good."2 But problems arose, none-

r theless, and in early 1942, a black Military Policeman (MP) demanded
custody of a black soldier arrested by a civilian policeman. Although
the AAF believed that the MP had acted improperly, it indicated in a
report that there was a verbal understanding between the commanding
officer at the base and civil authorities for handling these situations.'"

Concern over maintaining proper relations with the town convinced
the AAF that only a white provost marshal with the rank of captain
could effectively represent the base. In 1942, EFTC recommended two
lieutenants, one black and one white, for promoti.- tn captain. In its
letter of recommendation, the command requested that •he white re-
ceive a date of rank 1 day in advance of the black, thus insuring that
the white would become the provost marshal."4

Relations on base and with the local community often depended on
the attitude of the commander. Colonels Frederick Kimble and Noel
Parrish were the two commawiders at Tuskegee during the period it was

a full training facility, and there was a marked contrast between them.
Kimble was paternalistic and somc,vnat skeptical of the black's ability
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Colonel Kimble Colonel Parrish

to fly an aircraft. He appf-ired to be blind to the racial problems in-
herent in the training of blacks in the South. In the spring of 1942,
two black airmen entered the white section of the PX, remaining there
until ordered to leave by an officer. This prompted Colonei Kimble to
write to his higher headquarters, complaining thant not all bases were
following War Department policy as prescribed in the October 1940
pujiicy letter. Many of Isis black personnel had been reassigned from
Chanute Field, Illinois which was partially integrated. Kimble com-
plained that he wanted all bases to practice segregation, which
was War Department policy, so that when AAF personnel travelled
from one station to another, there would be no misunderstanding over
the question of seg-regated facilities. Rejecting Kimble's recommenda-
tion, Headquarters A A~F 'smp)hasized the importance of local custom in
determining the policy at each station, and suggested that blacks arriv-
ing at southern bases from the North be briefed on the local racial
situation."5 Colonel Parrish noted that Kimble "continued the original
policy of fairly co~mplete segregation, He continued it in the dining
facilities and establi~shed it in the toilet facilities." 16 However, Colonel
Kimble was able to approach his old contacts on the Air Staff to obtain
additional buildings for the base."

The job of commander at Tuskegee required close coordination
with both whites and blacks, and while Col. Kimble was successful
with the former, he never was able to gain the respect and confidence
of the latter. His attempts to maintain a strict segregated system under-
mined morale and this was played up by the black press. However,
Parrish's long tenure as commander, from T)ecember 1942 until 1946,
made him especially cognizant of Tui.e*..-ee's j)Rrticular problems and
he was able to work well with blacks and whites and to improve rela-
tions wvith the town.
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Colonel Parrish brought to his command at Tuskegee previous ex-4
perience with black units. While supervisor of the black unit of the
Civilian Pilot Training Program (CPTP) at Glenview, Illinois, he had
consulted with University of Chicago anthropologists and had become
familiar with Myrdal's study.'8 He was a student of practical psychol-
ogy and, in order to avoid misunderstandings, would occasionally
address local groups to explain a particular policy or incident. In Au- I
gust 1944, he addressed the Rotary Clubs in Tallassee and Tuskegee
to explain a recent order concerning recreational facilities. He main-
tained that his upbringing in Kentucky-a border state-had been of
great advantage in dealing with white southerners.' 9 At Tuskegee, his
background proved indispensable, and the additional fact that he was a
professional AAF officer aided him in working with higher head-
quarters.

Basically, Col. Parrish was successful as the commander of Tuske-
gee. Morale, which had been low during the latter part of 1942 and early
1943, improved considerably, helped no doubt by the reduced over-
crowded conditions when tactical units were moved to Selfridge and
overseas in the spring. Under Parrish, segregation was reduced and he
enforced War Department directives about equality of treatment. He
earned the respect of the hlacks, for as one black pilot remarked: "The
only thing that struck me was why have a white in charge of the base
when there were qualified blacks. But, if th.re had to be a white, he was
the best one " 20 There was less official segregation, yet in other re- _4

spects, there was more as blacks started to take over the base. Parrish
did n',t force integration by making white officers live on base or join
the Officers' Club, and he was the only white to join. Parrish comment-
ed that, "I had a few white instructors who were volunteers and who
were damn good instructors, and to force them to live out there on the
black base would have made life intolerable for them, socially and Iotherwise. 21 _

The black press was generally favorable to Parrish. Crisis p-inted ý-

excerpts from his farewell address to the 99th in the editorial section of
the March 1943 issue and said it was "worthy of note." Parrish °tated
that these pilots had a double responsibility to the nation and to the
black poptalation of America. He remarked that the nation was not
perfect, but improving and hoped that the pilots would "fight and die
for a cause that is greater than any one life, or any one man, or any one
group of men." Crisis commented that the speech contained honest
words spoken with sincerity. Parrish did not minimize or disregard the
problems, but called attention to the task at hand, "a task made espe-
cially difficult for this squadron by E situation which they did not
create." I 22

II II

The 99th Squadron and 332d Group were the only black flying '3
units to enter combat, and they flew missions solely in the Mediterra-
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nean Theater. The 99th went to North Africa in April 1943, and flew its
first combat mission against the island of Pantelleria on 2 June. Later,
the squadron participated in the air battle against Sicily, operating
from its base in North Africa, and supported the invasion of Italy. It
moved to an advanced base in Sicily after the island's occupation and in
September 1943 moved to a base on mainland Italy. Although the 99th
was successful in its primary mission of strafing, the pilots did not
gain the glory of shooting down more than a handful of enemy aircraft
until early 1944. From then until the end of the war, the squadron
regularly engaged German pilots in aerial combat. It received its share
of successes, and gained recognition from high-ranking AAF officials
that it was an experienced combat unit.

In the meantime, three squadrons of the 332d Group-100th,
301st, and 302d-completed their training at Selfridge Field, Michigan
and in January 1944 deployed to Italy under the command of Col. B. 0.
Davis, Jr. The Group at once entered combat, and successfully accom-
plished dive-bombing and strafing missions. In July, the 99th was
added to the 332d, and the Group participated in campaigns in Italy,
Rcumania, France, Germany, and the Balkans, and earned the Dis-
tinguished Unit Citation. After the war, the senior AAF commander in
the Mediterranean, Gen. Ira C. Eaker, commented that the 332d "did a
very good job." 2 3

Lt. Gen Ira C. Eaker and group commander Lt. Col. B. 0. Davis, Jr. (right)1K inspect an all-black fighter group ,nf the Mediterranean Allied Air Forces.
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More important than the record of their combat performance is to
study the way in which black units were treated overseas and the im-
pact their performance had on decisions concerning the future utili-
zation of black pilots. Three sources are available for evaluating the
general acceptance of these pilots in the Mediterranean Theater: state-
ments made by senior AAF officers, the attitude of the pilots them-
selves, and reports stemming from a visit by Walter White. In general,
it can be said that within the framework of segregation, they were
treated well in terms of facilities, recreational provisions, combat re-
sponsibilities, and general attitude. Both Generals Eaker and Barney
Giles of the Air Staff, in discussing the role of the 332d in 1945, com-
mented that the group should "be given a thoroughly square deal." At
the same time, Eaker wrote to a British officer that "there is absolutely
no discrimination against our colored fighter pilots." Eaker added that
the pilots "are rendering excellent service and are receiving the support, '-

encouragement, and consideration in exactly the same measure as our
white pilots in this command." 24

Two black pilots reported that although they did not like the segre-
gated framework, they felt that their accommodations were acceptable
and comparable to white units. White crews appreciated the work the
pilots of the 332d did to protect. the bombers and often personally
thanked them. But the segregated system was "a slap in the face" and
did not make them feel that they were treated with the respect and
courtesy due members of the armed forces.2 -2

Finally, Walter White, while travelling through the Mediterranean
Theater in early 1944, noted that the closer whites and blacks were to
the fighting, the better they appeared to cooperate. When the 99th was
a part of the 79th Fighter Group, composed of four squadrons-one
black and three white-they worked well together and there were no
problems. "Whatever prejudice, created by race and environment,
existed on either side when the group was activated," White reported,
"began to seem a nit superfluous and even silly in the face of death and
danger." Although southerners comprised over 40 percent of the three
white squadrons, the fliers and ground crews at Capodichino Air Field
at Naples functioned well, and they joined together at a dinner party
held at the luxurious Allied Officers' Club to celebrate the first anni-
versary of the 79th. This was done in spite of an order prohibiting
whites and blacks "from associating in any place where there was
dancing." Because of their success, White proposed that the 99th re-
main with the 79th instead of being transferred to the all-black 332d,
as had been suggested, and that instead the AAF send a white squadron
to join the 332d.V6

The military's appraisal of the 99th during 1943 was critical of its
effectiveness and this influenced the War Department and AAF re-
garding the question of the expanded utilization of blacks. However, an
objective evaluation of the 99th's performance was as difficult then asK1  it is now. There was no consensus, although in 1943 top AAF command-47
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General House Colonel Momyer

ers generally reported unfavorable results. Unfortunately, these corn-
bat reports were not a valid measure of unit performance as they

3 simply compared the statistics of sorties, combat skills, and enemy
aircraft and did not take into consideration the unique elements of each
battle.27

The first evaluation of the 99th, conducted in September 1943, was
inauspicious. Maj. Gen. Edwin J. House, Commander of the XII Air
Support Command, sent a report to Maj. Gen. J. K. Cannon, Deputy
Commander, Northwest African Tactical Air Force, in which he quoted
at length from one of his group commanders, Col. William Momyer.
Colonel Momyer reported:

The ground discipline and ability to accomplish and execute orders
promptly are excellent. Air discipline has not been completely
satisfactory. The ability to work and fight as a team has not yet
been acquired. Their formation flying has been very satisfactory
until jumped by enemy aircraft, when the squadron seems to dis-
integrate. This has repeatedly been brought to the attention of

3 ' the Squadron, but attempts to correct this deficiency so far have '4

been unfruitful . . The unit has shown a lack of aggressive spirL
Sthat is necessary for a well-organized fighter squadron.... Up to

the present moment, the 99th Squadron averages approximately
28 sorties per man. Their operations since being placed on combat
duty have been considerably easier than past operations due to the
nature of the tactical situation. However, the Squadron Corn-
mander of the 99th requested during the battle of Sicily to be re-
moved from operations for a period of 3 days, and longer if possible.
The reason given was that his pilots were suffering from pilot's
fatigue. Based on the performance of the 99th Fighter Squad-
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ron to date, it is my opinion that they are not of the fighting caliber
of any squadron in this Group. They have failed to display the ag-
gressiveness and desire for combat that are necessary to a first-
class fighting organization. It may be expected that we will get less
work and less operational time out of the 99th Fighter Squadon
than any squadron in this Group.

General House then added:

On many discussions held with officers of all professions, includ-
ing medical, the consensus of opinion seems to be that the negro
type has not the proper reflexes to make a first-class fighter pilot.
Also, on rapid moves that must be a part of this Command, hous-
ing and messing difficulties arise because the time has not yet
arrived when the white and colored soldiers will mess at the same
table and sleep in the same barracks. No details in this connection
have been brought out because it is desired that administrative
features not be a part of this report. I believe it would be much
better to assign the 99th to the Northwest African Coastal Air
Force, equip it with P-39's and make the present P-40's available
to this Command as replacements for the active operations still to
come in this theater. It is recommended that if and when a
colored group is formed in the United States, it be retained for
either the eastern or western defense zone and a white fighter
group be released for movement overseas.

General Cannon basically agreed with House, noting that the pilots of
the 99th fell well below the standards of other fighter squadrons, be-

cause they were not eager to engage in combat, lacked aggressiveness,
did not possess and seemed unable to acquire the will to win or reach
an objective, did not have the necessary stamina, and were unable to
fight as a team under pressure. Finally, the Commander of the North-
west African Air Force, Lt. Gen. Carl Spaatz, added his approval to the
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report and forwarded it to Gen. Arnold. Spaatz was confident of the
fairness of the analyses of Generals Cannon and House and main-
tained that no squadron had been introduced more carefully into the
theater "with a better background of training." 28

The issue of the combat effectiveness of the 99th was submitted to
the McCloy Committee, a special committee established in the War
Department for handling black troop policies. On 13 October 1943 the
Committee considered General House's letter, based in large part on
Col. Momyer's observations. In analyzing the significance of the letter,
Truman Gibson and Gen. B. 0. Davis, Sr., of the Inspector General's
office, acknowledged that Col. Momyer was a conscientious and dy-
namic leader. But, they could not overlook Col. Noel Parrish's observa-
tion that the 99th was not a highly selected squadron, as many believed,
and that it was inexperienced in combat. When it arrived in the Medi-
terranean, the squadron was teamed with the 79th Fighter Group, a
veteran white organization, and immediately was at a disadvantage.
Because segregation had to be maintained, it was not possible for the
99th to profit from the experience of the white flight leaders. So Maj.

S~Gen. Ray Porter, the Operations Division representative on the com-

mittee, recommended that black leaders be replaced by whites, but
Gen. Davis advised against it. After further discussion, they agreed
that judgment should be reserved until Lt. Col. B. 0. Davis, Jr., formerS~commander of the 99th and the General's son, appeared before the

committee to state his case.2"

Colonel Davis had returned to the United States to assume com-
mand of the 332d Group, then training at Selfridge, and attended the
16 October committee meeting. After praising Momyer as a fighter
pilot, Davis proceeded to give his impressions of the report:

The squadron was handicapped in that no one in the
squadron had had combat experience. There was a lack of 7
confidence due to this lack. There is no question as to the
quality of training. In the first missions there were mistakes.

After that confidence picked up and became part of the
squadron . If there was a lack of aggressive spirit, it was
at first; later we had it.. The report is a surprise to me-
that the squadron disintegrates when jumped was brought to
my attention only one time; the incident I mention. The reason
for that failure was inexperience; I have no excuse..... As to
my request that the squadron be removed from operations for
3 days, attention is invited to the following: The squadron
operated at a disadvantage due to having only 26 pilots as
compared to from 30 to 35 in other Squadrons. The reason for
this was that the standards set up for replacements--four per
month-didn't come through. We were in combat two months
before we received replacements.

Davis concluded that he had no doubts about the success of the squad-
ron. 30
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The analysis of the 99th by high-ranking AAF officers is typical
of the approach used in evaluating black performance during both
World Wars. The officers who evaluated black units failed to take
into consideration the impact racial factors had had upon the personnel
of the unit before and during the period it was in combat. The men of
the 99th were capable, trained, and qualified, and they could have
become members of any squadron and functioned well in combat.
They gradually acquired experience and confidence, and achieved an
expertise comparable to other squadron members. The only official
statistical analysis conducted on the 99th concludes that there was "no
significant general difference between this squadron and the balance
of the P-40 squadrons in the MTO." 3

Further assessments were made after the war. The War Depart-
ment appointed the Gillem Board to study the role of blacks in the post-
war Army, and in October 1945 it heard testimony from three white
AAF officers concerning the 99th and 332d. Lt. Col. Louis Nippert of
AAF Personnel noted that the black fliers "had a fairly good record,"
but their main problem was that while most white units were com-
manded by officers with 10 years of flight experience," black leaders
were relatively new to flying. Brig. Gen. Y. H. Taylor, the Group's
former Wing Commander, commented that "the 332d was made into a
good outfit in 3 years with a commander who had himself flown only
4 years." Bomber groups "welcomed the 332d as escort because theyIll stayed close and did not expose the bombers to attack by seeking out
combat. They would att 'nd crippled bombers which had to turn back."
But another wing commander was more critical. Brig. Gen. Dean C.
Strother rated the 332d as merely "satisfactory," feeling that "it im-
proved with experience but was never up to the standard performance
of five white [fighter groups] with which it was associated." In addition,
he thought the pilots were "substandard in leadership, initiative, ag-
gressiveness, and dependability," and added that Col., Davis was

General Strother General Taylor
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responsible for 90 percent of its success and in his absence "the unit's
efficiency deteriorated rapidly," 31 ;

The War Department and AAF devoted considerable attention to
the 99th in 1943, because there were discussions to expand the flying •
role of blacks. Hastie's sudden resignation in January brought some •

i. ~changes, but the AAF was still reluctant to plan for more black pilots. -
I Yet, by the end of the year, final plans had been made for the formation
S~~of a black medium bombardment group--the 477th--and personnel •

for that unit would begin training at Tuskegee, Mather, Hondo, Ros-
well, and Midland Fields. Their home station would be Selfridge :

Field, Michigan .33 •

Political pressures played a major part in the creation of the 477th. •

General Barney Giles, an Air Staff officer, referred to the problem of•
the use of blacks as "political dynamite" and believed that War De-
partment leaders would "be forced by public opinion into the decision •
which thus far they have been unwilling to make." 14 The Operations •
Division of the Air Staff studied "the problem" and submitted a report
which called for a black medium bombardment group and associated •
service units. Operations noted that there was "political pressure to use
Negro troops in more than one type of aviation," and the 477th would •

S~~satisfy such a demand.3 -,

' I

Although in 1943 the War Department and AAF generally believedthat the 99th "experiment" was not successful, they nevertheless went

ahead with the planning for and the implementation of a bombardmentto
group and prepared to send the 332d overseas to join the 99th in cog-
bat.16 While the 99th and 332d hereafter performed in a creditable

manner in combat, conditions in the meantime within the flying unitsstationed in the United States took a turn for the worse.

YetIn the last 2 years of the war, race relations affecting black flyingon
units at most stateside bases were poor. A key issue within the 477th-po

Group and other units that frequently precipitated racial conflict was
"the base officers' club. The treatment of black officers on the club issue

reveals the attitude of their white superiors and other AAF leaders.

There shoald have been no difficulty over the question of the utili-

S~zation of officers' cl-bs as Army Regulation (AR) 210-10 was specific.
Officers' clubs, mess -s, and similar social organizations had to extend of

"to all officers on duty at the post the right to full membership, either. ,
permanent or temporary.s If a club limited membership th a particular
military organization, it still ha oed by pubc the right of temporarymembership to all officers on duty at the post." 3 4 In practice, however,blacks were not afforded the right to membership. Base commanders

often found it difficult to acceptte that ther the same social surround-se
ings as whites at an officers' club. The army expressed its traditionalt
g d d d d s n h
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attitude about the importance of this social institution in a memoran-
dum to Judge Hastie:

The Army has always regarded the officers' quarters and the
officers' mess as the home and the private dining room of the
officers who reside and eat there. They are an entity within a mili-
tary reservation which has always enjoyed a minimum of regula-
tion and the largest possible measure of self-government. For
a variety of reasons, problems arising in the officers' home cannot
be solved by government fiat.38

Thus, the concept of the "officers' home" and the racial attitude of
many military personnel toward social equality ran counter to AR
210-10 and the desire of black officers to be members of an integrated
social organization. Where blacks were few in number or concentrated
at all-black bases such as Tuskegee and Godman, little could be done to
correct the abuse. But at Selfridge and Freeman, a large group of black
officers encountered segregation at the officers' clubs and the outcome
was quite different.

Smal" -roups of black cadets and officers attending AAF technical,
flying, and flying-related schools were treated fairly because they at-
tracted a good deal of public attention. Truman Gibson reports that at
Randolph Field all officers attending the School of Aviation Medicine,
including blacks, "were encouraged to use the Officers' Club." 19 The
report on the first class trained at Hondo, Texas notes that they "were
above-average material and have conducted themselves in an admira-
ble manner during the entire ct, arse of training." 41 A year later another
report observes that in spite of some difficultiC3, morale was excellent
among black cadets, and they received the sar.ie treatment as other
navigation cadets. Except for contact during normal duty hour-, how-
ever, there was little or no social intercourse between white and black
cadets, and the unit history relates that both groups appeared to desire
it that way-an attitude of "distant but peaceful cooperation." Sepa-
rate clubs were maintained for the black and white cpdets, and since
there were no black officers on the station, the officers' club issue did
not emerge."1

There was a wholesome rapport at the bombardier school in Mid-
land, Texas. Black cadets and officers followed the same training
schedule as the rest of the detachment, flew with white cadets on
missions, and "all cadets ate in the same mess hall at the same time."
Black cadets did have their own cadet club, but the unit history points
out that the facilities were equal to those of the white cadet club.41
However, black officers utilized the officers' club, and one reported
that he was treated well.43

On the other hand, conditions at those bases isolated from public
scrutiny were not so amiable. One report from Keesler Field, Missis-
sippi notes that the base excluded black officers fror the main offi-
cers' club although for a short time it billed them .or membership
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without permitting its use. They used instead the NCO club on the
black side of the base. In another example, a black officer related that
when the AAF sent him and 19 others from Tuskegee to Orlando,
Florida to attend Intelligence School, they were not permitted to use
the white officers' club; their club consisted of a converted barracks."'

At Selfridge Field, the operational training base for the the 332d
and 477th, race relations gradually deteriorated. The most significant
racial incident of 1943 occurred when the white base commander shot
and wounded a black soldier. The commander had been drunk and
supposedly had stated:' "I repeatedly gave instructions that I did not
want a colored chauffeur." This incident was only one of several in a
"base-wide scandal that implicated many in crimes such as misappro-
priation of property and salaries. The AAF later court-martialed the
colonel and retired him from the service."

The Air Surgeon asked a consultant, Dr. Lawrence A. Kubie, who

had been conducting a psychiatric study of black pilots at Selfridge and
Oscoda, to examine the colonel. Kubie concluded that the episode was
attributable more to drinking than to racial feelings and that the com-
mander had simply panicked. As a result of his research, Kubie found
some interesting correlations about black pilots at the two fields. He
noted that morale suffered most when race relations deteriorated, and
segregation beyond basic training generated poor race relations, thus
hampering military efficiency. More crucial was the fact that the
existence of separate black units fostered an emotional build-up that
grew deeper and more charged as the war progressed; it followed that
minor incidents appeared to provoke major racial disturbances. Un-
pleasant contacts with whites further compounded the problem., For
example, Kubie found rapport to be better at Oscoda than Selfridge
because at Selfridge the whites tended "to wear the airs of white
superiority," while the small number at Oscoda felt "pride in the Ne-
groes they were training." One result of discriminatory treatment was
conversion hysteria-the development of physical symptoms caused by
an emotional problem. In this case, the hope of attaining freedom and
equality of opportunity contrasted with the harsh reality of segrega-
tion, created a frustration often causing a retreat into illness. More-
over, black physicians lacked the psychiatric background to handle
these cases involving "neuroses and neurotic character and behavior
disorders."

Most significant, Kubie recommended that the AAF break up and
integrate all black units beyond basic training. He also wanted a spe-
cial committee to enforce orders against segregation and discrimination
and to compile codes of interracial conduct to disseminate to all per-
sonnel. However, recommendations of this nature were unacceptable to
the AAF. and some officials hastily classified the report, and filed it so
thoroughly that it was lost for almost 30 years. But the work remains
an important study for understanding some psychological repercus-
sions of segregation affecting black soldiers."-
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Another report on conditions at Selfridge completed later in 1943
was based on a visit by Gen. B. 0. Davis, Sr. and Truman Gibson. They
found that the 332d was in an active state of training, that the racial
attitudes of blacks and whites on the post and in the local towns were
"superior," and that the morale of the blacks was "excellent." The two
attended interracial social functions and reported no problems.'

Yet, in the first 6 months of 1944, race relations at Selfridge rapidly
worsened and the AAF was forced to remove all black flying personnel
from the field. The precipitating factor was a dispute over the use of
the officers' club. Added to this was the summer 1943 riot in Detroit
which created great anxiety for the War Department and AAF.

The new bombardment organization-the 477th-arrived at
Selfridge in early 1944. Although the men of the 477th were not respon-
sible for the officers' club incident, its consequences definitely affected
their training. The initial confrontation took place on 1 January 1944
when three black officers visited the club and were told by the base
commander, Col. William L. Boyd, and another officer that they were
not welcome. According to the War Department Inspector's report
completed later by Gen. Davis and Col. Harvey Shoemaker, Col. Boyd
"forbade Negro officers to use the Officers' Club and employed insult-
ing language in conveying his views on this subject to a Negro officer."
Then, Lt. Col. Charles Gayle, Commanding Officer of the 553d Fighter
Squadron, told the black officers in his command "that he would court-
martial for inciting a riot, the first man who stepped into the Officers'
Club." 48 The AAF also investigated and its report dcfended the actions
of its commanders at Selfridge, noting that it had

established as a cardinal policy, explicit and definite directions
that recreational and social activities on each base, whereon col-
ored and white troops are stationed jointly, should be so provided
and handled as to avoid charges of discrimination or prejudice
towards members of either race.

The report mentioned that construction of a gym, service club, and
officers' club was in progress. In addition, Col. Boyd was well sup-
ported, as he had been "especially selected for that duty." The AAF
concluded by stating that "every effort is being made by this Head-
quarters to implement the expressed War Department policy concern-
ing the equality of treatment of all military personnel." The AAF took
this stand with total disregard of AR 210-10 which stated that all
officers' clubs would be open to all officers on the base. By refusing to
enforce the regulation, the AAF skirted the issue completely and
emphasized "equality of treatment." 49

The following month because of pressure from the War Depart-
ment, the Air Inspector submitted another appraisal of the situation.
After the January incident, the base closed the officers' club; since this
undoubtedly had been the cause of the confrontation, the inspector
concluded that the problem had been resolved, although he admitted
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that Col. Gayle had mishandled the matter. On the other hand, the Air
Inspector maintained that Col. Boyd had been impartial and restrained
and had rendered himself accessible to black personnel. Most signifi-
cant, the report reveals what the AAF believed to have been the main
source of this racial problem-the city of Detroit.. The inspector noted

.4 •that Detroit "has always been a center of racial activities," and "that
communistic elements are particularly active among Negroes at pres-
ent." Furthermore, the AAF believed that the black press was at-
tempting to precipitate a racial incident and was playing up events at
the base. For this reason, then, the Air Inspector recommended that
blacks be moved from the area and from exploitation by the press. He
thought the best relocation would be one so remote that mail could
be censored to prevent adverse criticism from reaching the United
States.5 0 General Arnold agreed with the recommendation to remove
the blacks from Selfridge and was inclined to place them on Antigua or
Saint Lucia in the Caribbean. Since the Secretary of War would have
to approve the move, Arnold recommended a detailed study illustrating
the problems at Selfridge; and he especially requested that the "tie-in
with the local agitators in the City" be emphasized, noting their ad-
verse effect on training and discipline. Any location selected must have
a minimum of interference so thaL blacks could be properly trained for
combat. And so the Air Staff proceeded with plans to relocate the
477th, although Antigua and Saint Lucia were deemed impractical."'

While the Air Staff made preparations for the move, the situation
at Selfridge had not improved with time as the AAF had hoped. Ten-
sions remained because the basic racial issues had not been resolved,
and the black press gave continuous coverage to them. Truman Gibson
wrote to Assistant Secretary John McCloy reminding him that Mich-
igan did have a civil rights law; that black officers had used the club
without incident in the past; that they had been stationed at Self-
ridge for more than a year and, until recently, no effort Lad been
made to provide them with club facilities; and that their living quarters
were inferior and unsatisfactory. Gibson correctly observed that while
certain conditions were taken for granted in the South, "it is quite
another matter to transplant those same conditions on a Northern post
in a state where there is a civil rights lai, and despite plain and explicit
Army regulation." However, the War Department had not always en-
forced :ts policies and was often vague and ambiguous about what its
policies actually were. As a result, the AAF wjs able to get by with a
minimum of initiative on the whole issue of equal treatment.5 -

Black pilots encountered further humiliation over the restrictions
placed on Wacs stationed at Selfridge. The base informed the women
that they could not % ilk around the base without an MP escort, and
female control towe." operators were escorted to and from work. In
addition, the women were told that they could not socialize with blacks.
Once the black pilots left, the Wacs were given the freedom of the
base.

5 3
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Meanwhile, Maj. Gen. Miller G. White of the War Department Per-
so:.nel Division had been studying the Davis/Shoemaker report and
basically agreed with it, concluding that the War Department had been
lax in enforcing its policies:

It is obvious that the commauding officer at Selfridge Field, Col.
William L. Boyd, the commanding officer of the 553d Fighter
Squadron, and other officers at Selfridge Field deliberately and
intentionally violated explicit War Department instructions on
this subject. Either the War Department must enforce its orders
and regulations and demand complete compliance by commanders
of all echelons, or we must revise the instructions and permit
racial segregation and discrimination. The subject is a difficult one
and this division believes that the War Department must adhere
to its position and enforce its policy."

The War Department accepted Gen. White's evaluation that its direc
tives had been violated by authorities at Selfridge; it authorized a
change of station, halted construction on the black officers' club, and
relievel and reprimanded Col. Boyd.5

There were several AAF officers who made vital decisions on
racial questions involving Selfridge and later Godman and Freeman
Fields. Maj. Gen. Frank O'D. Hunter, First Air Force Commander, had
the greatest influenc on race relations affecting the 477th during 1944
and 1945. In the spring of 1944, he visited Selfridge where he told a
black newspaperman that "Negroes can't expect te obtain equality in
200 years and probably -von't. except in some distant future." " Four
telephone conversations made in April and July 1944, between Hunter
and various Air Staff officers, reveal the attitude oV these men. Some
criticism which Col. Boyd received concerned Gen. Hunter, because the
latter was particularly involved. Hunter and Boyd realized that the
real question was not comparable officers' clubs but the issue of segre-
gation. Hunter admitted to Gen. Robert W. Harper, head of AAF
"Training, that "I don't think, in line with [what] they found out about
Boyd, I don't think I'm qualified to command colored troops either,"
Hunter had told Boyd to stand firm and was embarrassed when the
Secretary of War reprimanded him. Hunter even tried to avoid men-
tion of the reprimand on Boyd's Efficiency Report and conferred on
this matter with the Office of the Air Adjutant General. His conversa-
tion with Gen. Giles, Chief of the Air Staff, indicates that the Air Staff Z
also supported Boyd:

Gil,-- I t,,ld Gen, Arnold how you felt about it, that you didn't
want anybody in your command taking the rap for some-
thing that you condoned.

Hunter:. I didn't condone it, I ordered it.

Giles: And tiat later on when they were excluded from the Club
you went up there and talked to the Commanding Officer
and told him to carry it on and that I concurred in that deci-
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sion with you .... I told General Arnold that we wouldn't
let them join the Club and he approved. 7"

In a further conversation with Gen. William t. Hall, also an Air
Staff officer, Hunter complained that Hall and Gen. Harper were call-

•: ~ing direct to Selfridge "about all kinds of things." He preferred that the •Air Staff go through him, and did not want to be responsible for con-

versations direct with his subordinates. Hall replied, "I'll tell you,
Monk, we had to get the answer the fastest way we could to keep Mr.
Stimson from slitting Barney's [Giles] throat." Hunter wanted to
know if the War Department had spies at Selfridge, since they seemed
to learn about the closing of the officers'club almost immediately. Gen-
eral Hall responded: "It will surprise you that word came from Self-
ridge, probably through some clearinghouse in Detroit, to the White
House, to Stimson." Hunter claimed that the club had been closed to
sand the floors. Hall added, "when you can't polish the floors of your
officers' club without explaining it to the Secretary of War, it does
make you wonder, doesn't it." 58s

The -ibove conversations demonstrate that Boyd was not the only

officer who should have been reprimanded, and that decisions involv-
ing Selfridge implicated a major field commander and he highest
levels of the AAF. Boyd, however, was in a most vulnertole position
and 1ecame the "sacrificial lamb." The AAF clearly succumbed to War
Department pressure, but avoided the segregation issue by removing
black un its from Selfridge.

In May, the 477th was transferred from Selfridge to Godman
Field, Kentucky, and the 553d to Walterboro, South Carolina. Official
histories make no suggestion that racial factors were largely respon-
sible for the move. The First Air Force history furnishes as reasons
"hazards and interruptioas," such as smoke from the industrial area I
wmand winter weather. The history of the 477th states that the "transfer

•:. was made to make use of better atmospheric conditions for flying." 19

However, behind the scenes in the War Department and AAF,
among the black fliers, and within the black community, the real rea-
son for the move was no secret. Capt. Walter S. Brown, a medical doctor
stationed both at Selfridge and Godman, reveals in his personal corre-
spondence the growing tensions at the Michigan field and how the AAF
merely transplanted the racial problem to Godman. Brown writes that
in March morale among blacks was quite low as a result of a visit by
Gen. Hunter during which he stated that there "will be no race prob-
lem here for he will not tolerate any mixing of the races and anyone
who protests will be classed as an agitator, sought out and dealt with
accordii.gly." Hunter added that he had gone out of his way to get a
separate club because "colored officers weren't ready to be accepted as
the equal of white officers."

In a renewed effort, blacks again attempted to integrate the club
as a test case of AR 210 10, but an informer revealed their plan. So,
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later in March, they filed applications to join the club, but Col. Boyd
rejected them. Brown wrote that Col. Robert Selway, the 477th Com-
mander, called a meeting announcing that "any officer under him who
uttered one word in protest would be given unsatisfactory in the per-
formance of his duties." In anger, Capt. Brown added, "it's really Ala-
bama in Michigan." Two months later, Brown reported that the move
to Godman certainly had not resolved basic grievances, that morale re-
mained low, and that "pilots fly on psychological reactions within
their minds and with so much confusion existing they can't possibly do
their best." Reminiscent of Dr. Kubie's observations a year earlier,
Brown noted that there were no AAF psychiatrists there, and "the psy-
chological problems of these pilots are not understood." Therefore,
flight surgeons did not ground pilots with flying fatigue to prevent seri-
ous neuroses, and Brown wrote Truman Gibson that "one thing I am
most convinced-namely-these pilots can take it for if they couldn't
the whole bunch would have cracked up mentally long ago." In July, a
memorandum from Gibson indicates that Brown was in a military
hospital and was "diagnosed as a psychoneurotic because of his inabil-
"ity to adjust to conditions in the S(,ath." 6 0

While the 477th moved to Godman, the 553d deployed to Walter-
boro, South Carolina, where its primary mission was to provide re-
placement fighter pilots for the 332d, then in Italy. The Air Staff con-
cerned itself about race relations at Walterboro because of its southern
location and because the 553d had been a major problem aL Selfridge.
It contained a "troublesome element," as one report notes."

In May, Gen. Giles visited Walterboro and reported that there were
adequate quarters and messing facilities and an excellent ufficers' club
for the 80 blacks, but he made no mention of the club for the 22 white
officers. Two enlisted messes we-e established according to race and a
new service club was furnished for the black enlisted. The PX and
theater were available to both blacks and whites, but the gym was
shared on alternate days. Discipline was quite la.. and some personnel
exhibited arrogance, insolence, and disrespect toward Giles. He felt
that there was a need for stronger leadership and the following month
a new commander arrived on station.62

Race relations were at a standoff while the 553d was at Walter-
boro. Gen. Hunter wanted some form of segregation maintained, be-
cause he believed "that's the way they run things down in South
Carolina." He informed Gen. Giles that he would not change his think-
ing on the subject "unless I'm ordered to." When the War Department
ordered during the summer of 1944 that facilities would be utilized by
both whites and blacks, white officers refused to attend the club and
rented facilities in the town.6 3 The following year, the base furnished a
club for the whites. And in an attempt to discourage publicity, Gen.
Hunter told the commander at Walterboro, Col. Kirksey, that if the
black officers attempted to enter the white club, the white officers
should not commit any overt acts against the blacks."' The Pittsburgh
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Courier throughout 1944 pointed out problems such as the presence of
general unrest and discrimination, the white power structure which
kept black officcrs working for whites, the existence of two officers'
clubs, the lack of facilities in the town, and the segregated theater. The
Courier reported that the local bus was segregated, but the men tore off
the signs and sat where they wanted.65

Because the War Department seldom exhibited strong direction in
the area of race relations, basic issues affecting black flying units in
the United States remained unresolved at the end of 1944. The ambigu-
ity of segregation policy and dominance by the white command struc-
ture, coupled with increased pressure by blacks, fostered a breakdown
in communication that led the following year to a conflict at Freem-n
Field, Indiana. Overseas, the story was quite different as the 332d
became an integral part of the Allied fighting machine. Other AAF
officers there respected and accepted the blacks. Within the AAF, the
treatment of small groups of black officers at various bases ranged
from good to discriminatory. The degree of acceptance was relative to
the amount of public attention focused on the base. But the treatment
of the 477th exemplified the most harmful attitudes of many AAF
officers. Next, it is necessary to examine changes that were taking
place in the War Department, some of the other problems blacks en-
countered in the AAF, and the kinds of protests they presented to the
AAF and War Department.
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Chapter IV

1943: ERA OF CHANGE

During the course of the war, the War Department and the AAF
spent much time, money, and effort to assure employment of black
troops with a minimum of racial difficulty., They conducted surveys
and staff studies, wrote pamphlets and manuals, produced films and
radio broadcasts, and passed down the chain of command a constant
stream of letters, memoranda, and instructions. It is difficult to assess
the effectiveness of this activity, but it is clear that racial tensions did
not subside as the war progressed and the AAF's most explosive racial
disturbance took place in April 1945. An obvious explanation for per-
sistent racial unrest within the military was that society continued to
compound the causal racial problems. Too, the fact that many military
leaders were not convinced of the black's usefulness in the war effort
did not abet racial harmony.. It is apparent, however, that as the war
progressed, attitudes at the highest levels within the War Department
underwent a major and significant change. From 1940 to early 1943,
officials generally believed in the inferiority of blacks, were afraid to
incorporate them into the armed forces, and were certain that conspir-
ators, inspired by Communists, Japanese spies, or other un-American
groups, were responsible for racial strife. This theory rested on the
assumption that the country had solved its racial problem through a
separate-but-equal doctrine that blacks found acceptable and that any
challenge to the status quo had to be explained on the basis of alien
forces stimulating the dissatisfaction of racially inferior blacks. For
many War Department officials, the black press was conspicuous as a
transmitter of alien ideas. However, beginning in 1943, the War De-
partment began to reflect a changed attitude. There was an increasing
"acceptance of the notion that the black was not racially inferior, but
was a victim of environment, racism, prejudice, and segregation.

Unfortunately, because of a decided lack of commitment on the
part of some AAF leaders, this attitudinal change did not filter down to
lower command levels. Racial difficulties might have been minimized
had AAF leaders rigidly enforced equality of treatment for all person-
nel and exhibited the moral leadership sought by War Department
officials. Rather, throughout the chain of command, commanders
found ways to circumvent War Department and AAF directives.

A change in opinion in Washington and the development of rela-
,x• tive harmony between the War Department and the black community
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were of crueial importance. In this chapter, we will see how the War
Departmenit iailed during the early part of the war to face the racial
problem and in lieu of a comprehensive program, it attempted in a
random fashion to circumvent potential problems with sporadic direc-
tives and orders. Such haphazard tactics eventually evolved into a con-
certed effort to improve channels of communication within their own
command and with the black community. Though these attempts were
not initially successful, they were steps in the right direction.

During the period of the pre-World War II military buildup, blacks
became increasingly vocal, pressuring the War Department and the
President to be more responsive to their problems and to be more asser-
tive in assuring their fair employment in the military services. A result
of this action was the formation of the all-black Office of the Civilian
Aide to the Secretary of War. Established on 1 November 1940 to
"facilitate the equitable and orderly integration of Negroes into the
Army," it proved to be an active agent for change within the War De-
partment. Its responsibilities, at first vague, were later expanded, and
the office was givo, an important role when the ,V. Department
announced that all policy matters pertaining to blacks were to be
referred to tlw Civilian Aide "for comment or concurrence before final
action."

Judge William H. Hastie was appointed as the first Civilian Aide,
and Truman Gibson. a Chicago lawyer, was designated his assistant;
others later joined their staff, including Louis R. Lautier and James C.
Evans. Prior to accepting this post, Hastie had been assistant solicitor
for the Department of the Interior, Federal District Judge of the Virgin
Islands, Dean of the Howard University Law School, and chairman of
the National Legal Committee ',f the NAACP. He brought with him to
the War Department a broad legal background, an outstanding reputa-
tion, and a dedication to crusade actively against discrimination. Hastie
remained in this position until January 1943, when Truman Gibson
assumed the post as Acting Civihian Aide and then was named the
Civilian Aide. During the war years, each man stamped his own per-
sonality Upon the office, although Hastie generally received much of
the publicity.

Hastie was ineffective in working within the War Department,
and evidence demonstrates that the War Department itself has to
accept most of the responsibility. High-ranking officials displayed a
steadfast reluctance to utilize blacks in the war effort and did not take

* Hastie seriously. They rarely consulted him on policy questions affect-
ing blacks and misconstrued his suggestions as threats rather than as
constructive criticism.2 Hastie was encumbered by his identification
with the NAACP. Since the NAACP crusaded against the policies of
the War Department and AAF, and Hastie maintained ties with that
organization, the War Department never fully accepted him.' On the
other hand, he believed that his ties with the NAACP increased his
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effectiveness, for it meant that he represented "responsible views and

opinions widely shared by the black community." Hastie maintained
that "military leadership would have been no less reluctant to accept .
my recommendation if I had not had that association." He remained •
pessimistic during the early 1940's over the prospect of changing exist- .
ing racial policy but hoped to minimize racial discrimination despite

S~the segregated system.4

S~The Office of the Civilian Aide was delegated little actual power or
S~authority. During the early years, it is unlikely that anyone could have

effectively functioned in the office, given the inflexible attitude ofmany military officers. Hastie had to confront those who perpetuated

racial stereotypes and accepted Jim Crow practices, and he experienced
constant frustration.

Such attitudes were reflected in a series of reports which the War 1,
Department issued during 1942 following the investigation of racial
conditions in the Army. Several themes permeate the reports. They as-
sume, for example, that since War Department directives emphatically

t ~prohibited any kind of discrimination, it would follow then that therewould be no racial problems. And since racial problems did exist, War
Department officials became convinced that alien elements-aCom-

munists, Japanese, and other un-American groups--fomented them.
Included among organizations on this conspiratory list were the black

press which was viewed as dispensing un-American ideas and encour-
aging racial unrest, the independent northern blacks stationed in the
South, and at times the NAACP.

A report byOf the CiviliannAidevwasodegthe General Staff, sub- o
mitted in April 1942, exemplifies the department's pattern of thinking
and miletails some of the racial problems in the Army. The evaluation
maintained that orders issued from above were complied with below.
Thus, the Operations Division noted that the Army policy of segrega-
tion resulted in equal status for blacks, and that every effort was made
to "eliminate discrimination, racial prejudice, and intentional or unin-
tentional slighting" of the black soldier. The report was somewhat
visionary in believing that instances of discrimination and injusticeal
were isolated cases and that because of its policies the War Department

had "practically eliminated the colored problem, as such, within the
Army." " "

In addition, the operations report reflected an outmoded thought
of interwar Army War College studies. It noted that although black

soldiers had an inadequati ional background, they also suffered blac
from "the apparent lack of inherent natural mechanical adaptability."
Further, the report held they functoned best in nontechnical or labor
units, and that they were not capas as leaders and created problemsNACP

because of social mixing.evAn intelligence memorandum discussing conditions around Alex-

andria, Louisiana blamed northern blacks stationed in the South for
racial tensions, The study recommended that they not be stationed injutc
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the South because of the negative impact they had on southern blacks
and whites.'

An inspection mission, conducted by Col. Elliot D. Cooke for the
Chief of Staff, became the basis for another report. Cooke believed that
there were numerous factors responsible for racial incidents, including
the selection of inadequate officers and noncommissioned officers,
unequal facilities provided for black and white soldiers, lack of cooper-
ation by southern authorities, the provocations of so-called "poor white
trash," mistreatment by local law enforcement officials, attacks by
white soldiers on blacks, "the colored soldiers' desire for a woman,"
and associations with white women. Colonel Cooke also singled out
"colored uplift societies" such as the NAACP and black newspapers,
and recommended that there be some kind of censorship over the black
press.7

The Military Intelligence Division also focused on the black press
in its analysis of racial conditions. Its study asserted that certain arti-
cles "could not be considered as influencing their ieaders toward high
allegiance to the Army." Although the black papers could not be labeled
as subversive, they did "at times appear to achieve the same results as
outright subversive publications." To counter their influence, the
division urged that the War Department make a concerted effort "to
reduce and control the publication of inflammatory and vituperative
articles" in the black press.' This report also discussed agitation by
Communists, Germans, and Japanese among black troop-. One survey
of nearly 500 black soldiers indicated that over 20 perc( 11L "admitted
their sympathies were with other governments." I The military recog-
nized the Communists as the predominant subversive influence. al-
though the Japanese had made headway by stressing "this is a white
man's war" among dissatisfied black soldierz. Because of their racial
ideologies, the Germans won few converts, but the War Depart-
ment was concerned nevertheless that German agents might create
"dissension.'0

In this atmosphere, Judge Hastie's identification with the NAACP
created a cleavage between his office and the military. His influence
was not evident in fundamental policy decisions within the War De-
partment, but rather in tackling discrimination "point by point."
Hastie funneled his energies into processing individual compla;nts of
discriminatory treatment, channeled them to the proper agency within
the War Department, and foqlowed up on action which had been taken,
One of his primary goals was the elimination of discrimination of any
Sform within the military, and Hastie and his assistants pursued that
goal through countless cases. James Evans, a member of Hastie's
staff, reflected after the war that they had proceeded from one step
to the next with an attempt to "get over it without losing [the] whole
works." . "•

A massive volume of correspondence inundated the Civilian Aide's
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Secretary of War Henry L Stimson (left), Assistant Secretary of War John J. McCIoy,

and Assistant Secretary of War for Air Robert A. Lovett.

Office. For example, Hastie wrote to a private indicating that he was
making every effort to increase the number of aviation cadets in mete-
orology; and to a number of blacks he responded to their protests of
AAF height restrictions for flying. Hastie wrote to a man from Phila-
delphia that the waiting period for black candidates to aviation cadets
was much longer than for whites. His aides also came to grips with
such problems. A private wrote Evans ccmplaining that he hated his
stay at Keesler Field, Mississippi and the entire South; Gibson cor-
responded with the St. Louis Branch of the NAACP that had com-
plained about the inaction of the Civilian Aide's Office; and the office
attempted to locate potential aircraft mechanics for the AAF. 2 -

In an attempt to resolve as many of these grievances as possible,
the aides flooded every level of the War Department with letters,
including the offices of the Secretary of War (Stimson), his Under Sec-
retary (Patterson), Assistant Secretary (McCioy), and Assistant Secre-
tary for Air (Lovett). Further down the chain of command, they sent
memoranda to the Chief of Staff, the Chief of the AAF, the Inspector
General, the Adjutant General, and others.

During the course of 1941 and 1942, Lovett had the responsibility
to resolve questions concerning blacks in the AAF, but in the later
stages of the war McCloy assumed the task as head of the Committee
on Negro Troop Policies.' 3 Hastie's and Gibson's correspondence to
Lovett and McCloy was voluminous and challenging on many issues, as
the aides were realistic about the basic conservatism inherent within
the War Department. This caused some high-ranking officials to be
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concerned about the pressure that the Civilian Aide could bring to bear..
In early 1W41, the Operations Officer of the General Staff notes that the
Civilian Aide Office and organizations supporting them had gained
numerous smal concessions and were likely to secure more. Given his
concern for the "increasing pressure" generated by these groups, the
officer recommended that the War Department formulate a policy
"which will both discourage their growth and prevent its function." 14
Lovett was also concerned about the pressure Hastie used to burden
the AAF and was afraid that some people might expect a change in
policy as a result. Therefore, Lovett informed the AAF that "there
must be and will be segregation."s

It is true that one of Hastie's main goals was desegregation, and
the AAF was particularly vulnerable on that point. His criticism
focused on the negative aspects of the segregation system. For example,
the AAF conducted all pilot training for blacks at one base, Tuskegee,
while the same training for whites was scattered about the country.
Because of the limited facilities at Tuskegee, cadets entering black avi-
ation experienced long delays. Furthermore, Hastie was critical of the
inequality of the training and facilities at Tuskegee in contrast to other
bases. In addition, since blacks were segregated into separate flying
and technical units, and these were limited in size and number, they
had few opportunities to receive additional training. Discussions with-
in the AAF to relocate all black training to Tuskegee also disturbed
Hastie and his staff. Such a move would have taxed even further the
already crowded base, and would have stressed all the more the sepa-
rateness of the races."6

Aside from the Office of the Civilian Aide, numerous civilian

organizations were successful in channeling their efforts toward ac-
4 complishing change withir, the War Department. The two most vocal

and active black groups were the black press and the NAACP."7

The black press reached the pinnacle of its influence during World
War II, and touched most blacks in one fashion or another."8 The press
engaged in an active struggle for the enhancement of the black race
and was "extremely race-conscious... [in working] to foster race-
consciousness .. [among] Negroes." '9 The black press conducted for
over a decade a relentless crusade to insure equal participation by
blacks in the armed services,20 and it zealously exposed and publicized
any discrimination toward them. 2'

Regardless of whether or not the black press was actually "subver-
sive," many within the War Department discussed the possibility of

3 curtailing its influence. Some suggested summoning its representa-
tives to "have a frank talk with them." When officials considered this
in mid-1943, McCloy recommended instead the improvement of the
Negro .Section of the Bureau of Public Relations. The section had been "..
created a year earlier in response to pressure by the black press for :
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Col. B. 0. Davis, Jr., Frank Stanley, President of the National Negro Publishing Associa-
tion, and Truman K. Gibson, Jr., Civilian Aide to the Secretary of War, during a visit
to Godman Field.

more news coverage of black units. If after a trial period inflammatory
articles still persisted, McCloy then suggested they summon represent-
atives of the black press to "dress them down."22

The NAACP was also active in fighting discrimination in the
Army. Although there werre significant numbers of whites in leader-
ship positions, those who provided the main thrust, such as Walter
White and Roy Wilkins, and its rank and file, were black. Its legal
activities came under the direction of men such as Thurgood Marshall
and Judge Hastie. During the war years, because the NAACP took a
stand on key issues and gained favorable publicity, it enjoyed a tre-
mendous increase in branches and membership.22

General Stratemeyer Assistant Secretary of War
Robert P. Patte-son.
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•° White and Wilkins became involved with problems in the Army;
• ~Wl~ite, in particular, travelled throughout the world visiting camps and ,
• making contacts with black soldiers and their officers. At the same

S~~time, both addressed letters to the President and Wgar Department •
• ~officials, citing examples of improper treatment of blacks.2 ',

7. The NAACP forwarded to the Office of the Civilian Aide or to the
,• NAACP Washington Bureau letters received from black soldiers comn-

S~plaining of discrimination and similar problems. NAACP leaders had
•, limited power to act because they could not handle administrative
• grievances such as assignments and financial problems, or cases

S~involving discrimination in civilian communities. For example, in 1944
:• a private from Robbins Field, Georgia accidentally brushed into a
•.,• white woman shopper in a Perry, Georgia groce, y store causing an

altercation involving several white men. Although authorities did not
charge the private with any serious crime, they placed him in solitary•=
confinement in the Perry jail. The AAF refused to act, since it was a
civilian matter, and the NAACP was powerless. 25

S~~However, the NAACIF was successful in bringing change to other :
areas of discrimination. Wilkins once complained that the Geiger Field

":• officials in Spokane, Washington had introduced a type of Jim Crow
S~system in the seating arrangement at the base theater. As a result of ,
S~his protest, officials rescinded the order and allowed soldiers to sit
S~where they wished in the theater. Meanwhile, the Columbus, Ohio
• ~branch of the NAACP complained of segregated facilities in the PX at .
• • ockbourne Field which led to an investigation.2 8

i • Tnrough its efforts, the NAACP was admonished for being a nui-
S"• ~sance to the War Department. When White sent a telegram to General o
• ~Arnold requesting information he needed for an article, Arnold replied '

I that classification prevented him from releasing the information. And
•:: ~Arnold warned a member of his staff that White's request looked like •

"anew blast of Negro propaganda." 2"In ad,•min, the Army sometimes
.•.•'• viewed NAACP pressure as a threat. Remarks by Walter White caused

•:• ~Gen. MacArthur to send a Top Secret message to Gen. Marshall corn-
•- plaining that "the violent opinions and unfounded statements of Mister

S~As we have seen above, many in the War Department and in "

• ~American society saw the NAACP in much the same light as they "
S~~viewed the black press--as militants and radicals stirring up the black °
!•soldier. At one time in 1942, Virginius Dabney, writing in the Rich- _•.
• ~~mond Times Dispatch, accused the NAACP of inciting to riot and of.-,
S~~traitorous actions.29 But the NAACP did not relent in its attempt to .
S~elicit change and to end discrimnination and segregation. Win or lose, it":
•- ~~was a pressure group with which the War Department had to deal. The-...
(• ! NAACP maiaitained constant contact with black soldiers, and Walter
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White's trips around the world demonstrated that it was a significant
force. Its increase in membership also exemplified its wide appeal and
strong stand on key issues.

A turn of events within the War Department came with Hastie's
resignation on 5 January 1943. Although Judge Hastie was enthusiastic
during the early part of his appointment, dissatisfaction soon overcame
hi) ,. Following a meeting in March 1941, Stimson reports that they had
gotten along well, that he had given Hastie some reassurances, and that
he appeared to be appreciative. Yet, by the following January, Hastie
had prepared a letter of resignation "because he felt that he was being
frustrated in his efforts." Then, in October Hastie and Stimson met
again; Stimson writes that he had heard Hastie was "discontented and
felt that he was being neglected." Stimson attempted to reassure him,
but was disappointed with his attitude, about which the Secretary
notes: "it was not realistic and I am afraid his usefulness is limited." 30

Judge Hastie, however, was not disenchanted with the Secretary of
War, but with the attitudes and policies of the AAF. He characterizdA
the force's sentiments toward him and his office as "hostile" and attrib-
uted this largely to Gen. Henry Arnold "who was entirely out of sym-
pathy with my efforts." Also the Assistant Secretary of War for Air,
Robert Lovett, "always seemed politely disinterested in my efforts." -I In his letter of resignation to the Secretary of War, Hastie directed
much of his resentment toward the AAF, because some of its recent

actions were "so objectionable and inexcusable that I have no alterna-• ~tive but to resign in protest and to give public expression to my views."

SHe characterized the AAF's efforts in the race relations field as reac-
tionary and unsatisfactory, and its recent performance as a "further
retrogression." Hastie included five pages of specific objections and in
particular denounced the recent announcement of a segregated Officer
Candidate School (OCS) at Jefferson Barracks, Missouri and the
"humiliating and morale shattering mistreatn'ent at Tuskegee." 31

Hastie believed that the OCS proposal for Jefferson Barracks was

,' reversal of the earlier War Department practice of unsegregated
scnools. It disturbed him that he had not been consulted, that the AAF
had been misleading in its policies, and that he had to learn about the
school from rumors and a press release. Among other criticism di- I
rected at the AAF, Hastie remarked on its general reluctance to employ
blacks and complained that it organized them into service units which
often performed menial or common labor and "serveld] no specific
military need." He further protested that the AAF restricted blacks in
their admittance to Tuskegee; that although the AAF needed weather
officers, it turned down qualified blacks; that they had not been accept-
ed as service pilots; that black medical officers did not receive equiva-
lent training as they were not admitted to the School of Aviation
Medicine at Randolph Field, Texas; and that Tusk'2gee maintained
separate messes, toilet facilities, and officers' call as well as restrictions
on black military police carrying sidearms. He remarked that where
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valuable inroads had been made, the AAF had failed to pursue them
with assertive action. He mentioned for instance that integrated train-
ing for technicians and mechanics had been successful at Chanute, but
that it had not been implemented elsewhere; also, the AAF had trained

- two black officers as Aerial Observers but was discontinuing the
program.133

Hastie's resignation had a notable impact upoi the AAF and the
black corn inunity.3 , The AAF girded itself for Hastie's resignation
memorandum, preparing for the brunt of his criticism. The War De-
partment instructcd it "to explain to the satisfaction of the Secretary of
War th, criticism set forth" in Hastie's memorandum, and the Person-
nel Division of the Air Staff hastily compiled explanations for each of
Hastie's chrges. The AAF conceded that it had conducted a feasibility
study of a segregated OCS at Jefferson Barr'icks to complement the
on2 at Miami Beach, but the proposal was discarded. The AAF admitted
that it was unfortunate that one of its divisions, Individual Training,
had not been notified of the change in plans and had begun to imple-
ment the move to Jefferson Barracks. It was through this lack of coor-
dination that Hastie learned of the plan and mistakenly believtd that
it had been approved. The AAF acknowledged that "there appears to be I
no good reason why Negro Service Pilots should not be effectively em-
ployed," and that the training of black surgeons through a correspond-
ence course instead of at Randolph "constituted undesirable discrimi-IL nation.," Also, Personnel stressed that if Tuskegee had violated War
Department policies, corrective action should be taken. It admitted

• ~that although the A.A F had been skeptical of the blacks' ability to •

contribute to the national air effort, its policy was not to discriminate
because of race.3"

Perhaps the AAF's reaction to Hastie's resignat:on exhibited the
firnt real signs of a constructive outlook toward the employment of
blacks. Since the AAF was well aware of its vulnerability, it began to
move with a speed and determination never previously observed in the
area of race relations. The Chief of the Air Staff, Maj. Gen. George
Stratemeyer, assumed personal control and acted with dispatch and
decisiveness. He appointed Personnel as the central collection agency
for material on blacks in the AAF and ordered that the Director of
Individual Training insure that no AAF training school or facz!ity con-
duct segregated training. Tuskegee, because of its particular nature,
remained an exception." To the Commanding General of the Technical
Training Command, Stratemeyer wrote that he did not want "any
colored schoci any place to he conducted as a segregated school." He
ordered that at 'he Miami OCS blacks be afforded equal treatm:!nt, and
that they "w ill go to the same classes, to the same drills, and eat in mess ".-

bails the same as the whites." 1 And he instructed thc Director of
Military Requirements to increase the training for black ground crew
members.3

General Stratemeyer i-' :emed the Air Surgeon that he would pro-
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vide a "proportionate share of vacancies for Negro resident students at
the School of Aviation Medicine '" As Personnel had indicated, the
policy regarding specialized training for medical doctors was discrim-
inatory. While whites attended the Flight Surgeon School at Randolph
Field, Texas, blacks received their training through a correspondence
course. Earlier in 194' -tie had received some complaints concerning
this and had pressed i At's office for an explanation but had not
received satisfactory answers. Though the Randolpl. -chool excluded
them, Col. Coiner wrote Hastie that "it is not the pylicy of the Air Corps
to exclude Negro officers from training at the School of Aviation Medi-
cine." 40 Coi-er'p reply was evasive, to say the least. Similarly, the
official history of Medical Support for the AAF was misleading when it
reported that a correspondence course would train black flight surgeons
"with the least disruption." The quoted phrase could only be interpreted
to mean that interracial mixing would be prohibited for the AAF and
separate though unequal training would be retained for blacks."'

Gene:al Stratemeyer was particuiari, -oncerned about conditions
at Tuskegee Field, since it was clearlv the racial showplace of the AAF.
In a letter to the Flying Training Command, he quoted relevant regula-
tions about discrimination and the treatment of blacks after noting
Hastie's comments abwt Tuskegee. He directed that there be no sepa-
ration of the races in official assembliep, in toilet facilities, and messing
facilities, and that hereafter black officers be placed in administrative
posts. Lieutenant Colonel Noel Parrish, the new commander at Tuske-
gee, responded affirmatively for strict cempliance with the spirit and
letter of Wai Department policies. He added that every effort would be
made to prevent "misunderstandings, difficulties, and demoralizing
incidents." This final point caused some consternation within the AAF.
A high-ranking gene.ra, feared that enforcement of War Department
policies at Tuskegee woulo threaten traditior .. .,ack-white relation-
ships with the surrounding community that had been seasoned with
time and solidified with practice.'

That the AAF implemented these changes as a result of Hastie's
resignation was confirmed by a letter which Under Secretary Patt. rson
prepared in response to Mr. Wilbur LaRoe, Jr., Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Civic Aff&irs of the Washington Federation of Churches. The
biack press publicized Patterson's reply as the official War Department
response to Hastie. LaRoe had based his original correspondence on
material released by Hastie, and Patterson discussed each point. The
latter responded that Tuskegee had the same modern facilities as those
schools which traired white pilots, and blacks attended the same OCS
and technical schools as whites; that black soldiers performed unskilled
tasks in the AAF only bocause of their below average perfor -ance on
the Army General Classification Test (AGCT); that they would be
trained in other flying jobs after they had gained experience in pursuit
flying; that Tusl:egee was advancing blacks to command duties; that
the officers mess at Tuskegee was ,open to all officers; that Aviation
Squadrons performed, necessary functions at every base and there were
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"-; comparable white squadrons, but under a different designation; that
weather officers would be trained as they were needed for black units;
that the use of blacks as service pilots was under study; that black
doctors were being assigned to the resident study course at the School
of Aviation Medicine; and, that the War Department was examining
the feasibility of training a bomber group.'-

However, Patterson's letter satisfied neither Hast~c nor the black
community. Following his resignation, Hastie condacted a publicity
campaign in leading black newspapers, detailing racial problems in the
"AAF :nd reiterating his torn..r criticisms." Later that year, he cli-
maxed 1- is struggle with a pamphlet titled On Clipped Wings, published
by the NAACP. He recapitulates in this work the points expressed in
his ro signation letter and other assorted articles, and clearly attempts
to cr pitalize on the publicity surrounding his resignation."

After 1943 until the termination of the war, there appeared to be a
decided attitudinal shift among War Departmet leadersh~p. Policy
makers 1tecame aware of the full sco-, of racial problems and attempt-
ed viable solutions. To a certain extent, the AAF reaction to Hastie',
resignation exemplifies a fresh new approach, but unfortunately the
impetus created by that event was short-lived, although increased
demands from the black community and persistent pressure from the
War Department caused the AAF to modify its position. Under the
chairmanship of Assistant Secretary of War, John J. McClov. the Ad-
visory Committee on Negro Troop Policies, commonly referret to as the
McCloy Committee, was instrumental in bringing about change. The
committee was created in 1942 following an inspection tour by Col.
Elliot D. Cooke who noted a lack of consistency in the practices and
policies affecting black troops. The committee's purpose was to function
as a central agency at the highest levels to coord..iate policy for the
utilization of black troops. Its duties were to assist in developing a
cogent and consistent War Department policy with iespect to social
questions, personnel problems, training, and to issue :nformation to
aid officers.46

"The cfimmunications gap surrounding the formation of the McCloy
Committee was boundless. When first organized, the Civilian Aide to
the Secretary of War on Negro Affairs was to be included in all policy
decisions concerning blacks. However, Judge Hastie was not notified of
the existence of the McCloy Committee, perhaps illustrating the War
Department's basic unwillingness to accept him. Judge Hastie and Un-
"der Secretary of War Patterson learned about the committee only
indirectly a month after its formation. In a strongly worded memoran-

-• dum to McCloy, Patterson expressed his indignation about not being
"informed of the committee, and related that not informing Hastie was
"one of the factors that has led him to question his usefulness as Special
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Aide to the Secretary of War on Negro Affairs." Patterson also stressed
that Hustie had considered resigning at that time because he did not
feel "he is accomplishing anything of useful nature." ,7

Although established in 1942, the McCloy C)mmittee remained
ineffective until the following year. It was bpset by a number of prob-
lems. Having only advisory powers, its status was confusing; and since
its members had other regular duties, they devoted limited time and
energy to committee work. Then too, a lack of support by many within
the War Department stifled the committee's momentum. One officer
noted that "the field of race relation, has never been a popular one"
within the department and the presence of a committee "has tended to
encourage buck-passing and avoidance of responsibility."" Further-
more, committee members thernselves expressed a lack of commitment.
McCloy's Executive End 14ter Committee Soretary, Col. Harrimn A.
Gerhardt, believed :hr: there was "a lack of initiative on the part of all
the members" and that the general tendency was to "maintain a status
quo and let a problem '%olve itself." '1

But in spite of these ,!iffitcllties, the McCloy Committee did make a
major contribution in influencing War Department policy. As racial
tensiorns escaltted in 1943. the comtI Mop recommended the dispatch of
a letter frotf General Mar shall to his major commanders spelling out
their responsibilities Other discussions concerted the use of black
troops in combat, t•i• wrformance (f the 99th Squadron, and equitable
recreational favilities. The. committee issued a pamphlet Command of
Negro Troops. took action on the Preeman Field mutiny, and directly
or indirectly introdutitl numerous otiier changes, several of which will
be discussed in this chapter s

This shift in War Department outlook was expressed, too, in its
general aceeptance of Truman Gibson, in marked contrast to its reluc-
tance to recognize Judge Hfistie. Trumnan Gibson had wanted to resign
with Hastie. but the judge insisted that he remain on the job in order to
provide continuit, ." First as Acting C'ivilian Aide, and after his full
appointment to that position, Gibson was able In take advantage of the
uproar precipitated by Hastie's resignation. Shortly after Hastie's de-
parture, Gibhon addressed a letter to Assistant Secretary Lovet" xod
sought to ease the tension created by the resigration and to lay the
groundwork for future cooperation. The communivation wiw well-

_Y balanced with constructive criticism tempered by priise and concilia-
tion. He noted that although there had previously been a lack of mutuk.1
understanding between the War Department and his office, he antiei-
pated a spirited exchange between the two in the future, although he
would continue to be very critical of segregation. Gibson believed that
segregation was slowly breaking down and he did not think that the
War Department should attempt t3 polarize public opinion by advocat-
ing segregated approaches which many Antericans denounced. On the
other hand, he praised Col. Parrish and the AAF for their efforts to
conduct fair and impartial training at Tuskegee, and he offered his
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office "for any assistance that can be afforded the Army Air Forces in
the development of npcessary overall plans for Negroes." 52

During the balance of his tenure, Gibson appeared to maintain
good rapport with the War Department, particularly with McCloy and
his committee. Whereas Hastie had not been invited to attend meetings
of the Advisory Committee on Negro Troop Policy, at its 22 March 1943
meeting the committee decided to invite Gibson to attend future meet-
ings. This was important for Gibson, because he believed it was vital to
correlate the functions of the committee and his officeA3

Gibson's strategy was not to perceive each issue as a crusade to be
won at all costs, but to strive for maximum benefit without alienating
important officials. Metz T. P. Lochard of the Chicago Defender once
wrote to Gibson that they shared the view that a practical strategy
would yield the best results for blacks.!' This approach proved success-
ful for working with Army officials, and they accepted Gibson as a
member of the War Department team. He returned their confidence
through his loyalty, constructive criticism, and objectivity. He publicly
praised certain Army actions on policies if they were deserving of praise
and criticized segments of the black community if they were worthy of
criticism '

It was inevitable that the closer Gibson worked with the War De-
partment, the more his motives would be questioned by some black
leaders, After the war, Grant Reynolds of the Committee Against Jim
Crow in Military Service and Training labeled Gibson as the War De-
partment's "mouthpiece." Congressman Adam Clayton Powell Jr.
assailed Gihscn. writing that he would be remembered "as the rubber
stamp Uncle Tom wvho was used by the War Department." Powell con-
demned Ginson's aspersions on black troops in Italy. and criticized his
evaluation of the performaice of the 92nd Division. 6 Gibson had con-
eluded that the division was not the sueccss that they had anticipated
and antagonized many biack leaders with these remarks. He did not
criticize black cou-.-,e or capabilities, but rather he expressed disap-
proval of the system that had sent black men into battle with inade-
quatepeparation. He reason, I thpt it was difficult to comprehend ht,•
anyone could argue "that segregation is wrong, and on the other hand.
blindly defend the product of that segregation." -

Gibson, through hi* criticism, %sugh! to rebut spokesmen for the
black community who exaggerated zhe successes and capabilities of
black units and had lost some oi their objectivity. He thought that some
black leaders and organizations, including the N4AACP, further com-
pounded the problem by believ`ig that blac#, ieficiencivs "whatever
their cause, should not be dise"ed nublicly." 51

During a previous encounter in 1943 between Gibson and the

"NAACP. Roy Wilkins had expressed concern in a letter over Gibson's
"efforts to defend the War Department, "most of which is indefensible
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by any standard." Wilkins conceded that Gibson had a difficult task,
but he criticized him P~r attempts to blame black organizations snd the
black press and to

shift responsibility for friction and clashes to people and institu-
tions in your own racial group whom you know, deep down in your
heart, are morally correct 100 percent of the time and inaccurate
and emotional only a small part of the time).

In another ietter to Gibson, Wilkins wrote that he wanted to be able to
think of Gibson as the black representative in the War Department and
not as a War Department employee who happened to be black.60 Wilk-
ins' criticisms noticeably disturbed Gibson, who wrote to many of his
friends, editors and key figures in the black press, for their comments.
The majority of the responses generally favored his approach within
the War Department."'

In its appraisal of Gibson's services, the Pittsburgh Courier in a
June 1944 editorial realistically noted that he could perform his job
effectively only if he received the support of the black community. It
stressed that while Gibson and Hastie had been of inestimable value to
the black cause, the best way to rob Gibson of his strength would be to
as-ume an attitude "smugly intolerate [sic] of him that was critical
without cause." 12 With the support of most of the black press and the
War Department, Gibson was very productive and was a key figure in
1944 and 1945 in the development of policies benefiting blacks in the
military service

In addition to the efforts of the McCloy Committee and the work of
Truman Gibson, other steps were taken W'ithin the War Department
with regard to the employment of blacks. By mid-1943, it was clear to
many high-ranking War Department officials that mounting racial
problems were detrimental to Army efficiency. In an attempt to ease
these tensions the War Department issued several important directives.
In July 1943 Chief of Staff George Marshall circulated a strongly
worded letter to his three major commanders. This letter emanated
from a recommendation from two McCloy Committee meetings which
had discussed the responsibilities of a commander to maintain a healthy
racial environment.63 Marshall's letter closely parallels McCioy's sug-
gestions and at times he quotes McCioy verbatim. Marshall began by
noting that "disaffection among negro soldiers continues to constitute
an immediately serious problem" because of potentia' unrest and racial
riots. .,ll of the reported disturbances had begun "with real or fancied
incidents of discrimination and segregation." They then expanded be-
cause of rumors and the absence of remedial action. In addition, there
was a failure on the part of some c)mmanders "to appreciate the seri-
ousness of the problem and their inhercit responsibility." General
Marshall directed that
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under no circumstances can there be a command attitude which
makes allowances for the improper conduct of either white or
negro soldiers.... Maintenance of dliscipline among soldiers and
good order between soldiers and the civilian population is a defi-
nite command responsibili ' -. . Failur e on the part of any com-
mander to concern himself personally and vigoro-sly with this
problem will be considered as evidence of lack of capacity ard
cause for reclassification and removal from assignment."1

Other major directives dealt with the use of base recreat;*onal
facilities. Existing policy in accordanre with the War Department's
policy letter of October 1940 called for "no mixing" in these facilities.
However, a minor change was made in 1942 at those posts that were
predominantly black, including Tuskegee. There, "facilitie-, will be pro-
vided withau~t instructions either implicit or implied that certain ones
are for exclusive use of either white or colored personnel." 61 Perhaps
because this directive was vague, the War Department rescinded it and
issued another. The new directive, issued onr 10 March 1943, sign ificant-
ly increased black soldiers' access to on-base facilities. The lack of social
outlets off-base had created numerowt6 problems, and the War Depart-
ment sought to reduce friction in the civu~An community by encourag-
ing black soldiers to use facilities on the base."' The letter stated that
at camps where there were two or more races, "recreational facilities,
including theaters and post exchanges, will not lie designated for anN
particular race." However. the force of this directive was somewhat
diluted because -where neces~sary, recreational facilities may be allo-
cated to organizations in whole or in part, permanently or on a rotation
basis," although "all units and personnel are afforded equal opportu-
nity to enjo~y such Lailities." 6 1 The second part of th~e directive pro-

= vided an escape clausefor those comnmander who wished to prev'ent thle
full integration of their recreational facilities.. In effect, it implied that
they could designate particular facilities for thiou' vaiis whirch hap,-
pened to be black and the rest for white unit-,. Oni mro bases this was
simple, since the miliary generally ass*=d blacks to all-black units
and houise them in a defined artea. Thus.,- if a ctommander so desired,
segegation ir rerational facilities could still -e maintained- except
that designatioms were made under the guise &aimrit rather tinm race.
One command history report-; that, in prarce..zeie w directivze meant
that "theaters and pKst exchanges couldf be as-id, for -d! Negro
uwtps, and this was done at most stations-~

"fomnplints from black individuals anwlhor~mizations, ahjwrt the-de-
ficiencies 4Af the directiv'e inundated tiw 'War ~Jepartment with =w
7iesult that the follov.i=~ year in July it issued a-revision. titlftd "R~eet-
arkma1 Facilities.- Ther War Department paved --.,e way for maxpniei&
&PBorerzrities for f4ack soldiers bY heinmg-riwne sniteifiv abiout comma=-
ivr_ respommsibiliti-,. -Although facilities com e4wde--iaxed for parti(.ti-
la-anitsý, the;- co A not i*t denied to awv 4-uirýdrcaieu
rz- The directive- for example. stated:
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Transportation--Busses, trucks, or other transportation owned
and operated by the Government or by a governmental instrumen-
tality will be available to all military personnel regardless of race.
Restricting personnel to certain sections of such transportation
because of race will not be permitted either on or off a post, camp,
or station, regardless of local civilian custom.6 9

But white southerners quickly voiced their opposition to these
changes. Southern newspapers and political leaders believed that it was
nothing less than revolutionary. The Birmingham News proclaimed
that "social customs, rooted in ancient emotions, can never be changed
by fiat." As for the civilian community, the News noted that this order
would arouse "them as few Army orders could do." And the Montgom-
ery Advertiser added that "even Army orders, even armies, even bayo-
nets, cannot force impossible and unnatural social race relationships
upon us." 70 John Temple Graves of the Birmingham Age-Herald called
the order a political pioy to win the black vote, and he personally felt
that "segregation isn't going to be abolished." 71

Congressman A. Leonard Allen of Louisiana wrote to Secretary
Stimson voicing his protest: "this is a most unwise step. It is a blow
at the Southland and it is a slap at every white man from Dixie wearing
the uniform." Stimson replied that the order was not an attempt to
initiate social change, but Allen insisted that it was "breaking down the
traditions, customs, and laws of the South." In a scathing letter to Gen-
eral Marshall, a New Orlears man complained that the new order
would break down segregation and force the black on the white:

Probably a small percent of the Negro Race has some idea what
culture, innate refinement and good breeding mean. The great
majority in the South seem to be unfamiliar with the laws of hy-
giene, personal cleanliness or a sense of refinement that would
entitle them to he forced into the presence of refined and educated
white people.

General James Ulio responded for Marshall that all soldiers regardleýss
of race should "be afforded equal opportunity to enjoy the recreationalfacilities which are provided at posts, camps and stations."

Another device employed by the War Department in an attempt to
alleviate racial problems was to produce various items for public ro-
lease directed at both white and black audiences. Perhaps the most sig-
nificant were the pamphlet, The Ne.qroes and the War. and the film,
"The Negro Soldier." ' The pamphlet, written by the black writer
Chandler Owen and released by the Office of War Information, was "
cleariv a propaganda attempt directed at blacks, and wa3 not one of the
office's more successful efforL-&:4 The tone of the pamphlet reflects the
War Department's anxiety. The wrk's aentral tl'enme stressed that
blacks would h.se the many gains itbey had achieved if tht- Nazis won
the war. Since this idea was so perva ve throughout the pamphlet, the
implication was that black people desed a Nazi victory. The War De- -
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partment misinterpreted the Courier's Double V campaign and repre-
sented it as unpatriotic. Owen emphasized that "our future like the
future of all freedom lovers depends upon the triumph of democracy."7 :

Southern whites concluded that the publication advocated social
equality and was a political mcve to influence black voters. Represen-
tative Rankin of Mississippi called it a "Communistic pamphlet." 71 On
the other hand, Representative Hamilton Fish of New York considered
the statement that "some Negro Americans say that it makes no differ-
ence who wins the war," a dastardly reflection on the loyalty of black
Americans. In a speech before the House, he hnmorously conveyed his
general opinion of The Negroeý, and the War:

Mr. Chairman, I was very much interested in hearing about the
kind of food being furnished the Mexican laborers in California,
consisting of tripe, frankfurters, and bologna. Some Member asked
what bologna and tripe were. I hold in my hand a magazine I eon-
sider to be both tripe and baloney. 7

Blacks, too., were critical of the pamnphlet because it lacked any admis-
sion tbht discrimination did exist in the United States and in the
military.

"The g Nero Soldier," a film directed by Frank Capra and produced
in 1943, wasa more successful efform Capra.esigned the film for both
white amd black audiences, and Carlton Mass, a youug black radio
writerpreared the script. In emphasbizdige accomplishments and
parfiqien of blacks in Americanhistory, the purpose of the film was
to edumte whites and to buildprid-among--iaks. The reception of the
film =s- rmuch bctier than the War Departnent could:ave imagined.
Cap.=, merted that when 200 black publishers, editars, and writers
acceuiie St&imon's invitation to preview the film, they were at first
s"-lent. sAptical, and expected another "snow . Istead, when the
poeview was- eampleted, they were genuinely surrised and pleased

m v¢i:the War Department had accorniOisimdY' Another preview
vgaF,;,mnctehefore two groups of 439 blacks andi.5la-xtrites arCamp
Picanmi.Virginia. The majoritN of the audience ms eat.tmiastic in its
respwane and approved of the wide distribution of tL- Elm `9 Also, re-
spemne from black and liberal c-3mmunizzies was vem-cv.orablc. Letters
in Lare numbers arrived at the War-Departmem: ad the black press
printed f ,vorable comments abowt the : -oducrin.MThe movie was them
s-wnv in more than 3,500 white-connnewdal tin a nd the-Cnief of
Stuff reqred~all soldiers to see it.'"

With a similar purpose thc War Department ublished-gudelins
Wo sa. iwt these associated with bikk.tros 4f The three most impcr-
tant-re War Department PamphletNa=oher.rM-6: Cotnwnd of Ne-
qro Troops; Army-Sevwice Forces Massm) _Leadem:hip and the-N•-
qro, So•bdMr: m Armun Talk Number 70:. iejudice.'--bad blcwk to
Progre.&,eýTt publications am-significai because'hey represent a
progredeand more-sensitive at;!ýIwrfordke A.my
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Command of Negro Troops was issued by the McCloy Committee as
a guide for white officers commanding black troops; the secretary of
the committee, Col. Joseph Leonard.. was instrumental in its compila-
tion and issue.12 A most significant point stressed in the pamphlet was
the notion that genetic inferiority was not responsible for the low AGCT
scores or minimum performance of black soldiers. Rather, the pamphlet
emphasized deficiencies in the educational and social development of
blacks in America. It noted that studies by psychologists and other sci-
entists over the previous 20 to 30 years had not proved that "Negroes
a'e, as a group, mentally or emotionally defective by heredity." The
work's real value was its full discussion of problems a white officer
might encounter when commanding black soldiers. It stressed differ-
ences in environmental background and the long history of disadvan-
tage and discrimination, giving blacks "sound reason for complaint."
The pamphlet observed pragmatically that officers who believed that
little value could be derived from black labor would naturally get little
from them. On the question of segregation, the War Department
pamphlet correctly pointed out that black facilities were rarely equal
to white, and noted that it was the commander's responsibility to make
them more equitable. The work'included a 15-point checklist, intended
to be a sensible leadership guide in any situation. 3

Leadership and the Negro Soldier discussed the black role in
America and the particular problems black soldiers encountered in the
Army. On the whole, the manual is quite sympathetic to the black
position and Lee Nichols later writes that there had been numerous
objections to its publication within the War Department and "efforts
were made to suppress it after it was printed.." 14 The publication point-
ed out that the Army did not endorse any theory of racial superiority
or inferiority and recognized that environmental factors were reflected
in the low test scores. The work placed emphasis upon the fact that the
war effort needed black manpower and basic leadership principles were
to be applied in commanding them. It also mentioned that blacks had
problems in local communities and were not satisfied with their status
in America, but that they did have a proud and loyal tradition of service
in the United States military.8•

Army Talk Number 70 was a third major effort to educate whites
(in the danger of prejudice. Commanders used these publications in
weekly discussions with their troops. This particular work took a very
strong stand against prejudice, labelling it as close-minded and lnked
to the propaganda of the Japanese and Germans. It called upon com-
manders to stress that prejudice was both un-Christian and un-Ameri-
can and posed a danger to the war effort."

At the same time, the War Department made a significant attempt
to be more constructive in its relationship with the black press. Be-
cause the department was often on the defensive witnin the black com-
munity, it sought a more compatible association, and the black press
was the major vehicle for the achievement of that goal. As early as
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General Surles

8 December 1941 the War Department; in an attempt to draw support,
sponsored a meeting organized by Judge Hastie and addressed by I
General Marshall, between department oificials and black newspaper
editors. Although it was the day after Pearl Harbor, members of the
black press did not suppress their criticism of War Department policy.8 7

What could have been the basis for a close working arrangement in-
stead produced some hostility, and the result was that it took a

concerted effort on the part of both sides to come together.

However, three men in the War Department--Hastie, Gibson, and
Maj. Gen, Alexander D. Surles, Director of the Bureau of Public Rela-
tions-were conspicuous in their efforts to improve relations. Hastie
and Gibson worked to temper articles and editorials in the black press
and Surles responded to black pressure for more news coverage of
black units. War Department policy, heretofore, had permitted a limit-
ed number of war coi respondents overseas, and generally it allotted
these slots to representatives of the major daily papers, as the New
York Times. A recurripg complaint from the black pres-. then was that
these war correspondents tended to ignore service units to report on the
more newsworthy battle activity. However, most blacks performed in
service units. Another criticism was that the War Department's contin-

g _ uous flow of press releases made inadequate mention of black war
activity, The War Department corrected these shortcomings and com- ,
plied with their demands by making more news available to black re-
porters, by encouraging black paper. to send war correspondentsoverseas, and by holding frequent inforinal talks with editors." .•

Black war correspondents reported the efforts of black service
troops on the supply routes in Iran, Burma, and Alaska. Far more
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spectacular was their coverage of the 99th Squadron when it deployed
overseas. General Surles suggested that they form a pool, and he coop-
erated fully in organizing it.19 Thirteen black newspapers reached an
agreement to pool the news gathered in two major theaters of opera-
tion. Gibson noted that this illustrated one of the few occasions where
the "highly individualistic and exceedingly competitive Negro press
has cooperated in a single venture." He pointed out that because of
General Surles, the War Department had issued expanded and im-
proved material on black soldiers. He also drew attention to a recent
editorial in the Afro-A merican newspaper, with a circulation of ap-
proximately 200,000, which recognized that "relations have never been
better between the War Department and the Negro press;" and Gibson
himself reported to McCloy in late 1943 that relations between the two
were good. It follows that this close working arrangement was crucial
in creating a more favorable relationship betv'ien the black community
and the War Department.9 0

IV

Regardless of the good intentions of the War Department and its
directives, memoranda, publications, and other materials, a change
in attitude toward the utilization of blacks could not be effective if
AAF commanders lacked the moral leadership to enforce them. As
we have noted in chapters II and III, the AAF had hesitated in the
employment of blacks. And there is little evidence that the AAF
took the initiative to insure equal treatment for them, but rather
constantly remained on the defensive in responding to pressure from-
the War Department. Shortly after Hastie's resignation. Under Secre-
tary Robert Patterson informed Assistant Sec:-etary for Air Lovett
that he was "not satisfied with the progress and number of Negro per-
sonnel" being trained by the AAF. Lovett discussed the matter with
Maj. Gen. George Stratemeyer, Chief of the Air Staff, who promptly
issued new orders and directi-es, especially for the flying program.9 '
In another case, the War Department sent a memorandum to the AAF
in May 1944 concerning a possible investigation of the 457th Aviation
Squadron; it noted that if the allegations were true, the Army Air
Forces were "making themselves needlessly vulnerable by not placing
more emphasis on the handling and training of Negro AAF units."
Major General Barney Giles, Chief of the Air Staff and AAF Deputy
Commander, replied d-fensively that the AAF had immediately inves-
tigated and had "continually emphasized the necessity of the proper
handling and thorough training of all Negro Army Air Force units"
in its instructions to subordinate commanders.92

However, subordinate generals frequently acted independently of
AAF directives and orders. The previous year Giles noted in a memo-
randum that the AAF had procured, trained, and then prepared to send
overseas a correct proportim)n of black soldiers. But theater command-
ers objected and failed "to set up shipping priorities"; thus there was
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an overflow of blacks in the interior and they clogged up the training
system.93

With much energy expended Ly the War Department in an effort
to propagate equality of treatment, it is not wholly clear why many
commanders refused to cooperate f illy and why they willingly resisted
War Department and AAF directives. One explanation generally given
is the military's intrinsic conservatism which solidifies attitudes, dis-
courages criticism, and restricts change. Often, ideas become molded
into customs and traditions which are d'fended as sacred and vital to
an efficient operation of a military dnitY4 The traditional manner in
which the military treated black soldiers was an established custom
dating from before World War I and perpetuated during the Second
World War. The AAF v"as therefore not innovative in its policy and did
not acknowledge any contradiction between its treatment of blacks and
the need to pursue a war. It is true that AAF policies reflected societal
norms, but this service tended to represent the conservative branch
of American society whose views it found were compatible with its
own established thoughts. Further, a large p- oportion of generals and
other officers were from the South and they generally upheld this
conservative attitude in race relations.95 Opinions to the contrary were
not recognized. 4'

Furthermore, directives, statements, and orders issued by the
War Department were only as effective as the determination of local
commanders to enforce them. Where local commanders were not posi-
tively committed, discrimination resulted." The Army attempted to
regulate the assignment of black military police and to encourage sta-
tioning northern blacks in the North. It directed improvements in the
caliber of white and black officers assigned to black units and issued
in, v" uctions for leaders to avoid the use of racial epithets. Also, it in-
structed local e'mmanders about the necessity for proper recreational
facilities for all black soldiers and appealed to southern state law en-
forcement officials and governors to respect them. Despite these efforts
to contain racial problems, it was obvious that attitudes forged for
centuries could ,nt be changed ovrnight.-7

Perhaps commanders did realize that men accountable for deci-
sion-making in the higher echelons of the War Department and AAF
were not themselves totally committed to their racial policies. General
Giles related to the War Department that the Army Air Forces was
properly h'ndling and training black units. He probably based this
remark on a letter which Gen Arnold had just issued to all commanders
in the AAF. Arnold was clear, concise, and to the point:

1., Recent racial difficulties within the Army Air Forces have
brought to light the fact that some War Department agencies
feel that the Army Air Forces are not complying with and do not
desire to comply with War Department policy as affects handling
of Negro troops.
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2. 1 personally was not conscious of this fact, however, in the event
that there is such a feeling in the Army Air Forces anywhere
which is in opposition to War Department policy it must be imme-
diately stamped out.

5- 3. These instructions will be transmitted to the proper elements
- - of your command and the necessary supervision established to

insure that it will be understood that War Department policy on
this subject and any subject is automatically Army Air Forces
policy.98

On the surface at least, this letter clearly demonstrated to the War
Departmaent that the AAF supported current policy. Yet, 1 week later a
telephone conversation recorded between Gen. Giles and Maj. Gen.
Frank Hunter, First Air Force Commander, more clearly indicates
the lack of commitment of high ranking officers-'

Hunter: Well, Gen. Arnold wrote a letter down here the other day
and said that we didn't carry out the War Dept. stuff and
that we would. Did you read that?

Giles: Yes, we were forced to do that.

Hunter: I know, I didn't pay much attention tc it.

Giles: That's right.
r Such noncha...nce might well have been prevalent throughout the chain

of command. 99

At lower command levels, there were noticeable contrasts in the in-
structions regarding the treatment of black enlisted men which some
AAF commanders sent to their officers. A communication from the
Commander of the Air Engineers emphasized building the "men's
pride in themselves, their lork, their officers, their organization."
It point-( it that white officers should never touch their black men,
nor "flu any advantage that you may enjoy because of your color
before y men. Also, it reminded the officrs that they should never
"use the word 'nigger.' its urts." Many of the points made were basic
principles of leadership, valuable for the command of all military
personnel , and the Air Engineers did well to reemphasize themor00

On the other hand, at an Area Commanders' Conference held in

October 1943, the Air Service Command issued instructons on the
same subject which, instead of emphasizing basic leadership princi-
ples, suggested taking advantage of the "Sambo" personality Go the
black:

Since the negro is by nature a showman who loves praise and who
is generally immature in every respect except his physical being,

omthe use of simple psychology will aid greatly in solving this prob-

lem, May I suggest briefly:

(1) Give the negro a chance to "show" what he can do and com-
mend his work well done.
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(2) Have staff officers observe the negroes work since by nature'
he loves to show-off to his superiors.

(3) Keep him from becoming scared or frightened as under this
condition he reacts as a child and can do, or will do nothing.

(4) Give him some sort of material reward for which he can strive•! t -~-even a medal of some sort if necessary., •

(5) Use care in the selection of officers who will understand his
simple nature and treat him accordingly.

(6) Make use of the "good negro" in the group in helping to elim-
inate the "bad negro"-he will revel in your trust and confidence in
him.

Instructions of this nature obviously contributed to perpetuating ster-
eotypes and were detrimental to race relations.' 0' There may have beenother similar instructions, for Gibson complained to McCloy that some

directions proceeded on the premise that white officers should be
"Bible spouting, fatherly masters who recognized the primitive and11child-like qualities of their Negro soldiers." Gibson continued that

this attitude was demeaning to black soldiers, assuming that if they
were given "pretty uniforms, medals and pats on the back" they would
perform to white expectations.'02

The War Department may have thought that solutions to racial
problems were as easily dispensed as the directives and supportive
measures it generated within the chain of command. However, much to
the dismay of the department, the AAF, and the black community,
racial problems persisted and even escalated throughout the last years
of the war. In spite of efforts to deal with officer selection, discrim-
ination, recreational facilities, and the black press, and the distribution
of movies, manuals, and pamphlets, attitudes of commanders and
white soldiers did not change overnight. Realistically, a War Depart-
ment directive was only as effective as its enforcement within a chain
of command, and in spite of noticeable changes in attitude within the
War Department, there was a question as to the commitment of some
AAF commanders to improve race relations.

Although by the end of the war blacks in the AAF were still not
being treated in the same manner as whites, some progress had been
made. Much of the credit for these successes must go to those blacks
both within and outside of the military who were unwilling Lo accept
discrimination of any kind and made a concerted effort to be conspic-
uous in combating unequal treatment. The Office of the Civilian Aide,
the black press, and organizations such as the NAACP did support
black soldiers. At times these groups were effective, at other times
they were an annoyance to the War Department, but always, because
of their influence among black soldiers and politicians, they were forces
with which the War Department had to reckon.
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Chapter V

PROBLEMS, PROTESTS, AND LEADERSHIP

Racial protest intensifieti as t0.. ar progressed, and an increas-
ingly larger number of people became involved in the fight for broader
rights. In 1943, major race i "ots took place in the Army and in Ameri-
can cities. Critical disorders occurrMd at Camp Van Dorn, Mississippi,
Lake Charles, Louisiana, Camp San L";s Obispo, California, and Fort
Bliss, Texas; and civil disturbances took place in Los Angeles, Detroit,
New York, and Beaumont, Txas.1

Because blacks in the Army Air Forces (AAF) were not as numer-
ous nor as concentrated as in the Army, smaller numbers partook in the
AAF riots. Prot.3sts in the Army Air Forces covered the full spectrum
from individual confrontations to small groups desegregating recrea-
tional facilities to spontaneous larger protests. In May and June of
1943, two significant AAF riots involved black soldiers: one at Bamber
Bridge, England, and another at MacDill Field, Florida. These disturb-
ances are important because they were a microcosm of the spontaneous
20th century urban race riot which confronted American cities in the
postwar decades. Studying these World War II outbursts provides an
opportunity to examine the racial conditions that cause people to resort
to rioting. In addition, an analysis of the Bamber Bridge riot shows
how AAF leaders used the lessons learned from this confrontation to
modify existing policies. However, later in the war, another type of
racial protest took place at Freeman Field, Indiana, well-planned and
executed, it drew attention to the general failure of the AAF segrega-
tion policy toward black flying units and revealed the lack of commit-
ment of some AAF leaders to implement War Department directives
on racial matters.

Unfortunately, the employment of black soldiers was not a success
from a military point of view. Black units reported low morale and were
unable to perform satisfactorily. Black soldiers were often insulted and
humiliated by those who expressed the traditional American, and par-
ticularly southern, practice of keeping them "in their place." Not only
were discriminatory acts frequent, but they were defended as the cus-
tom in the South and in the military. More frustrating to blacks was
the failure of whites to comprehend the magnitude of the racial prob-
lem in American civil and military society. From a military perspective,
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racial problems distracted soldiers' energies from the all-important
war effort and efficiency suffered as a result.!

This chapter will focus then on the unique problems black soldiers
faced simply because of their color. Their protests escalated through-
out the war, and much can be learned by examining specific events as
well as leadership's reaction to them, The responsive measures taken
by some AAF leaders demonstrate what might have been done to alle-
viate racial tensions throughout the AAF.

Black soldiers experienced many difficulties as victims of military
and civil segregation. Four general problem areas are notable: trouble
with the surrounding communities, mistreatment by military police,
poor command leadership, and lack of adequate base and town
recreational facilities.

In the local communities, the fact that blacks wore uniforms as
members of the Armed Forces did not alter the traditional racial atti-
tudes of whites. And to a large extent, the War Department and AAF
did little to protect blacks. The vast majority of incidents that took place
in local communities ranging from harassment to violence and killings
occurred in the South; some incidents took place in the border states,
while there were very few in tt.3 North and Wes.. In a report eompiled
by an inspector of the Office of the Inspector General, he remarks that
the governors of six southern states agreed to cooperate with the armed
forces so long as the "customs of the South" remained unchallenged
and Jim Crow laws prevailed.3

In practice, there existed what Gunnar Myrdal calls a pattern of
intimidation and violence ag:.inst black people upheld by the relative
absence of legal reprisal. Such disrespect for law and order had become
accepted as a way of keepiag them in their place and reinforced the
Jim Crow system. With local customs supported by a legal, social, eco-
nomic, and political system loaded against themn, and an absence of
military protection, blacks were always on the defen.,ive. Changes then
were effected arduously,"

Transportation throughout the South suffered during the war I
period, and an array of problems, from inconvenience to overt acts of
violence, appeared in local communities. More experienced conductors,
bus drive:%, and attendants entered the military and their replace-
ments were poorly trained and were totally incapable of handling deli-
cate racial situations. Altercations grew from a number of causes, but ,
one recurring factor was the refusal by man- orthern blacks to sit in
the back of the bus. There were also instan(, s of black soldiers being
beaten and shot by bus drivers who carried guns.'

The Joint Army and Navy Committee on Welfare and Recreation
reported on conditions that aggravated taut emotions even further., It
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noted that loc :au. irities located ticket-selling facilities for the con-
venience of white patrons and frequently placed bus terminals and
routings with little regard for the needs of blacks; that if a bus were
full of whites, blacks might not get a chance to sit even in their segre-
gated sections; that there were not enough buses to go around for their
use; and that inferior transportation created a greater hardship for
blacks than for whites .6

Rail service provided additional difficulties. One unit history from
Texas reports that officials would not permit somc blacks to use their
meal tickets to obtain food in the dining car. Because they had little
money, they in fact went without food on their trip through Texas. In
another example, Jim Crow laws prevented a group of black soldiers
traveling from Trenton, New Jersey to Keesler Field, Mistissippi from
securing a sleeping car which they had been authorized. -When the
leader of the group asked for their sleeper, they were put off the train
as "smart niggers."'

Secretary of War Henry Stimson also reflected upon the frustra-
tio'n that blacks felt. He spoke with Lt. Gen. Brehon Somervell, Chief
of the Army Service Forces, about discrimination against black soldiers
on commercial bus lines and violence, including the murder of a
military policeman.'

Mistreatment by local police and authorities further caused major
problems. Disrespect for rights and the abuse it engendered were solid-
ified by long practice and upheld by public opinion. Enforcing this
mentality were the police, who Myrdal reports were low-paid, had
little schooling or special police training, and were of low social prestige.
They were given tremendous authority and a gun, and with the two
were aggressive in keeping blacks "in their place." 9

Throughout the war, there are recorded numerous instances of
police brutality. Police in Montgomery beat an Army nurse from
Tuskegee Field when she refused to get 6ff a bus as ordered by the A
driver; and a local sheriff in Ripley, Mississippi shot a black scldier
from Dyerburg Field. An investigative officer reported that the black
soldier had been shot in cold blood. And local authorities in Walterboro,
"South Carol.na arrested a corporal from the base after an altercation,
presented 'im to the grand jury the next morning, and tried him that

¶ same afternoon. Local authorities did not permit him to retain a civil-
ian or military attorney for his defense.'0

Blacks experienced similar mistreatment in their encounters with
the Military Police., There were numerous reports of friction between
them and black troops, notably during the early part of the war before
the War Department established quality control over MP selection and
training.1 Black soldiers feared and did not respect MPs, and provoca-
tions often led to violence. A survey conducted in March 1943 docu-
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mented the tension, and black soldiers reported that they usuaily did
not consider MPs fair in their treatment.'

A most exasperating problem confronting black units during the
war was questionable leadership. Though blacks were segregated into
their own units, the vast majority of their officers were white, The AAF
did not utilize black officers on a large scale, and usually assigned most
of them to flying bases. The War Department believed that they did
not make good officers, that white officers did a better job of command-
ing black units, and that black soldiers actually preferred white officers
over black. A corollary to this was the belief that black soldiers pre-
ferred southern whites because they understood blacks and their
problems.'3

Generally, white officers who were in command of blacks failed to
understand or appreciate the particular problems they faced, and many
of these officers were paternalistic, claiming that they liked and under-
stood blacks and knew what was best for them. Such paternalism was
repulsive to blacks because it was based on two premises: white superi-
Sority and black inferiority. There were even reports of southern vbite
officers attempting to epforce a type of Jim Crow system among units
stationed in the North .' Black soldiers were aware that at some bases
the Army punished its white officers by assigning them to black units;
maintaining good rapport was understandably difficult.15 Some officers
resented their assignments, became discouraged, and suffered from
such severe psychological pressure that they became mentally de-
pressed and in some cases emotionally unnerved by the experience. It
was no wonder, then, that whites on the whole preferred not to be
assigned to black units. 6"

The AAF and War Department were aware of the problem of lead-
ership in black units and circulated a series of letters and corrective
instructions As early as August 1943, the War Department commented
that the poor quality of officers was one of the main factors responsible
for some of the racial difficulties and that it wanted strong, capable
leadership with officers carefully selected for their ability to handle
blacks.'7 The AAF also instructed its commanders to be more percep-
tive of the quality of officers in command of black units. It noted that
officers of mediocre caliber who neither appreciated the problems
unique to black units not took steps to solve them created tension.'"

Finally, it is necessary to examine the assumption prevalent in the 4
War Department that blacks preferred to be commanded by white
officers, especially southern white officers. This was untrue, and a
Research Branch survey in 1943 clearly states that "Negro soldiers pre-
fer Negro lieutenants," and few findings are "more decisive than this."
The survey only inquired about lieutenants, but it can lie assumed that ,
a similar response would be made for other officer ranks.1' ,.

Another grievance was the shortage of adequate recreational facil-
ities both off and on base. Bases were often located in areas where there
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were insufficient civilian facilities for black soldiers. This was true not
only in the South, but also in the North and West where smaller num-
bers of black civilians implied that there would be limited social oppor-
tunities for black soldiers. Even in communities where the local
populace was receptive toward black troops, they felt uncomfortable
frequenting clubs used predominantly by whites. An investigation of a
Sioux Falls, South Dakota complaint indicated that although 99 percent
of the town facilities were open to blacks, problems had developed be-
cause there were too few black civilians in the area. Liberal, Kansas
also noted that there were limited facilities in the town.20 Segregation
in the South, on the other hand, imposed particularly cruel restrictions
on blacks in their attempt to entertain themselves (luring off-duty
hours. An enlisted man reported that when his unit arrived in Tampa
for stationing at MacDill Field, their train was met by "this big red-
necked sheriff" who told them that there was only one place in town
they could socialize-along Central Avenue. The sheriff also introduced
them to a local "good nigger" who instructed the soldiers on the proper
way to act in Tampa."

On-base facilities posed another problem. The AAF, while insisting
on segregation, created a burden for its units. Not only were existing
recreational facilities inadequate for all soldiers, but AAF commanders
had to provide for two sets of each type of social activity. This practice
became both burdensome and expensive, and strained the limited
facilities to the detriment of both black and white morale. Accounts
from official documents and histories as well as interviews with those
who served during the war suggest that the AAF never truly solved the
problem of providing adequate recreational facilities; on those bases
where it did, it was at an additional cost in money, time, and equip-
ment. Reports from commanders of stations around the country clearly
disclose the tremendous cost of segregated facilities. The Gulf Coast
Training Center stated that if black units were to be sent to its com-
mand, additional construction would be necessary for segregated hous-
ing, messing, latrines, and recreational facilities. Lincoln, Nebraska
had the facilities to mix whites and blacks, but since that was inappro-
priate, the base requested additional funds. Painpa Field, Texas needed
funds to construct a service club and post exchange for the 400-500
black troops it expected. And at Tuskegee, the 17th indorsement to the
1942 annual inspection report finally approved construction of a service
club and guest house.22

But even when AAF stations constructed facilities, often they did
not meet the requirements of the "separate-but-equal" doctrine. A pilot
from Tuskegee reported that the white post at Eglin Field, Florida had
green lawns and beautiful buildings, while the section for black troops
was nothing but "mud, dirt, unpainted shacks, and gloom!" At the
Bakersfield, California flying school, officials fed blacks at a table in
the kitchen until they completed the separate mess hall. The Amarillo
Field service club excluded them because white enlisted personnel con-
tended that their female friends would refuse to use the club if black
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personnel used it. Kelly Field, Texas housed black soldiers in tents until
it completed their separate barracks and accommodations.2 3

Generally, the experiences blacks encountered in everyday service
life strained their patience. During the war, the country asked them to
risk their lives, while at the same time it imposed segregation as a
constant reminder of their second-class citizenship. Black P.-ger and
frustration then were the inevitable consequence of this situation.

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., reflecting on post-World War II black
militancy, made an observation which could help ',j explain protest
during the war:

Given the complacency of the white community, I do not believe
that black Americans would have gotten anywhere without mili-
tancy. If blacks had remained meek and submissive and invisible,
white America would have done damned little about them. If vio-
lence becomes irrational and obsessive and excessive, white Amer-
ica has first itself to blame. When the blacks decided to organize
and become militant, they forced white Americans to consider the
problem. They awakened the white conscience, and they awakened
white fears."

Why did the war bring out black resentment? Several possible ex-
planations are that blacks were better educated, there was a growing
race awareness and better organization, and they could take advantage
of the war emergency, Also as black soldiers asserted what they be-
lieved to be their rights as American citizens, violence erupted as a
logical consequence of the brutality of war. 25 On the other hand, per-
haps blacks were simply adopting the same methods that white
Americans had used against them for centuries.2 1

A further explanation for their activity was that blacks werc be-
coming increasingly frustrated bN white America's lack of understand-
ing. The majority of whites we:' either unaware of discrimination
against black Americans or were unwilling to accept it. Public opinion
surveys conducted in July and November 1943 reveal that whites gen-
erally believed that blacks were satisfied and were afforded the oppor-
tunities they deserved.2"

For whites in the AAF, black assertiveness was totally out of char-
acter and difficult to comprehend. Besides the contusion wrought by
their rupture with their traditional role, blacks were clearly under-
mining the established social order. So whites sought easy explanations,
usually blaming outside factors unrelated to the segregation issue
itself, For example, Southerners and those stationed in the South
blamed northern blacks because the latter had more liberties in the
North. When they came South, they upset the normal racial order and
"attempted to use the war to bring about social equality. On the other
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hand, in the North, southern blacks were also held accountable for
taking advantage of the increased freedoms available there. Northern
whites believed Southern blacks exercised excessive independence. In
both the North and the South, the whites regarded the Japanese, Com-
munists, and the black press as the chief agitators. Of course, all socie-
ties viewed racial militants as odious characters, and white America's
counterantagonism reacted to each instance of black belligerency.

Goverp'or Olin Johnston ot South Carolina, addressing his State Guard
at Fort Jackson, told the men that segregation was the way to handle
the race question, and if outsiders came into his state to agit,"te for
social equaiity, he would call upon the Guard to expel them.' 8

Black AAF personnel focused their protests. They rebelled through
their disinterest in the war and assigned missions; they engaged in acts
of violence against individual whites; they insisted upon entering segre .
gated facilities on and off base-especially recreational facilities; they
inundated everyone from the President to the Pittsburgh Courier with
letters of protest; they undertook full-scale demonstrations; they spoke
out against their officers and NCOs; and they exhibited an uncoopera-
tive and generally sullen attitude.

Racial unrest came more slowly to the AAF than to the Army, be-
cause the AAF utilized smaller numbers of blacks. While the Army
experienced major problems as early as 1941, the AAF experienced
"only minor incidents. In all service branches disturbances escalated
throughout 1942 and reached their zenith in the summ.,r of 1943.29 In
the AAF there were major outbreaks in 1943 and these continued dur-
ing the next 2 years. The most important racial incident of the war
occurred in April 1945.

Although there were many overt racial incidents, there was an-

other type of protest that is much harder to document: passive resist-
ance by blacks manifested itself i. uncompleted assignments and
general lethargy. In analyzing this general behavior, two black psychi-
atrists, William H. Grier arid Price M. Cobbs, discussed in 1971 some of
the psychological aspects of being biack in America. Their explanations
may help explain this lack of initiative. One of their key arguments is
that black Americans have had to camouflage their real identity in the
presence of white Americans. Because throughout most of their Amer-
ican experience blacks have lived within a threatening social environ-
ment, it became necessary for them to conceal their true identity behind
a screen of passivity. While they assumed this shiftless personality as a
function of survival, observers interpreting this behavior formed a
stereotype of the Sambo personality of the "lazy nigger." During the
era of slavery, sucb an image helped the black to get out of murderous
field work. But with time, however, this became an important defensive
mechanism in everyday survival. The white came to anticipate this I
"foot-shuffling, head-scratching, slow-movirg mode," and the blackplayed along with the stereotype in order to avoid dangerous confron-
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tations and to get back at the white system. Grier and Cobbs note that
"Sambo may well have been our first black militant." 30

How does the analysis of Grier and Cobbs apply to black soldiers in
the AAF during World War II? The conditions they describe are preva-
lent, as vAtnessed by Gen. B. 0. Davis, Sr. and Truman Gibson during
a tour of Army camps in late 1943; both men, known as rational and not
likely to exaggerate, observed in most black soldiers a growing "implac-
"able hatred for the Army." Much of that was due to the fact that blacks
believed that they had nothing to fight for2Y This lack of identity with
the goals of the war definitely affected the black soldier's enthusiasm.
Since most were in service units rather than in combat, the war for
them seemed all the more remote. Also, Samuel A. Stouffer observes
that differences in levels of performance between whites and blacks
could be attributed partly to variations in the value systems of the two
groups. He notes that individual failure among blacks was less stigma-
tized than among whites because it was more a function of racial dis-
advantages. Since whites assumed that blacks were inferior and
expected less from them, the black soldier had "no status to lose in the
white society for failure to conduct himself by the whites' standards."
At the same time, his group position and self-regard were not as "cru-
cially bound up with his war performance," as it was with whites. These
factors were responsible for a vicious cycle of events that continued to
compound the original problem. Blacks performed their job in a medi-
ocre fashion for the reasons discussed, causing whites to become all the
more convinced of black inferiority and the merits of segregation and
white superiority.3" To summarize, these factors, in addition to a gen-
erally poor environmental background, coupled with discrimination
and the humiliation inherent in segregation, might help to explain the
below average performance of many black units in the AAF., Com-
plaints about that performance were common, as the Air Service Com-
mand used words such as "poor morale" and "disgust" to describe black
troops in that command. The Corps of Engineers noted a sullen atti-
tude, and Gunnar Myrdal observed that constantly feeling unwanted
made blacks "sullen and resentful." A question to ask is whether this
attittde -',s simply a reflection of problems or did it represent, as irn
the case of Sambo, an active protest against the system? •

Another avenue for protest was an act directed against individual
whites or "the system ' by iidividual or small groups of blacks. They
displayed a spirit of restlessness, refused to obey local segregation prac-
tices, and attacked discrimination. Most of the incidents took place on
southern bases and the majority of blacks involved in these disturb-
ances appear to have been northern. Very early in the war, the AAF
and War Departmert realized that placing northern blacks in the South
was a potential source of difficulty and despite efforts to avoid this, it
simply was not feasible to keep northern blacks out of the South

Z, because most AAF bases were located in that region.3 '
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Thi.• aversion to northern blacks at southern bases was wdespread.
After a v'sit to Maxwell Field, a general reported to the Air Staff about
the growing concern over the placement of northern blacks. Southern
whites believed they could cope with southern blacks, but the intruder
from the No th simply "fails to conform to Southern customs." The Air
Staff failed I, arrive at a workable solution and discarded as imprac-
tical the suggestion for a duplicate Tuskegee in the North. However,
the Air Staff did require the northerners to be briefed on local mores
and AAF policies at southern bases."

Northern blacks arriving in the South had preconceived notions
about local customs and were no't si. -prised that commanders tended to
condone discriminatory 1i'acti, s. Generally, they were aggressive in
countering segregational and discriminatory practices, and often they
antagonized southern whites. However, the northern blacks' aggres-
siveness gav'e southern blacks a new direction, with the consequence
that the history of the black ;n the 4,AF is a history of attacks on dis-
crimination and segregation. Many outbursts were not premeditated,
but rather were spontancous, sparked by an isolated event that aroused
black resentment. Thus, the image of blissful and dull blacks content
with their status and of happy-go-lucky indifference find little support
in the evidence.3

The following incidents are typical of their protest.. Sixteen black
officers enroute from Walterboro, South Carolina to a new station
entered a "for-whites-only" cafe in Fairfax, South Carolina and de-
manded service. When they were refused, they shouted "go to Hell" and
"Heil Hitler," generally creating a disturbance. At the railroad station
a group of 150 angry whites surrounded them before they left." In an-
other, a white and black were sitting together on a bus fr(, n Daniel
Field to Augusta, Georgia and the driver stopped the bus but could not
force the black to move. The soldier and some other blacks threatened
the driver who held them off with his gun until the police arrived,
arresting two of them."8 And at March Field, California, four black
soldiers damaged a restaurant where they had been refused service.3 9

Frequently on AAF stations, recreational facilities became targets
for integration. During the summer of 1944, the War Department
issued a directive stating that recreational facilities could not be segre-
gated by race, although they could be assigned by unit. During the fol-
lowitlryear, blacks took advantage of every opportunity to integrate
these facilities when many local commanders attempted to avoid the
directive. When a black soldier sat in the white section of the post thea- 7;
ter at Cochran Field, Georgia, officials asked him to leave and refunded
his money. Another one, while in the PX at Robbins Field, Georgia,
attempted to use the men's rest room, "heret ,fore used only by white
men." Authorities escorted him out, probably tor his protection since
several white soldiers were waiting for him outside.4 0 And on 3 August
1944 at Tuskegee, approximately 12 black officers decided to integrate
the Post Exchange restaurant which had been divided into separate
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white and black dining rooms. They entered the white dining room at
the noon meal and requested service. They were served, and although
some teasion was evident, there was no violence. Thereafter, blacks
used bo*h dining rooms while whites brought their lunches or ate in the
town of Tuskegee rather than use the PX restaurant. One important
result of the incident, according to the official history, was that black
morale improved." Between 15 and 31 August 1944, the Eastern Flying
Training Command reported 17 incidents in response to the War De-
partment recreational facilities directive. One occurred at Gunter Field,
Alabama when a black enlisted man presented a copy of the directive
to his section commander. Most incidents involved blacks entering post
exchanges and asking to be served, or entering the theater and seating
themselves in the white section. At Maxwell Field, Alabama, approxi-
mately 20 white civilians left a cafeteria when two black employees of
the laundry ate there. What particularly disturbed the command was
that the War Department directive had been publicized in the black
press in advance of its receipt by station commanders.' 2 Quarters were
not a target, since they wer-2 assigned by units which were segregated.

A weekly summary of the racial situation in the United States,
compiled by the Army Service Forces, fully documents the scope of the
problem. Each report contained a listing of racial disturbances for the
previous 2-week period. The summaries for the first 3 months of 1945
demonstrated a wide range of protest. Black soldiers at George Field,
Illinois were insubordinate to their noncommissioned and commis-
sioned officers, and one at Laurinburg-Maxton Field, North Carolina
said "my name isn't boy" when a white sergeant addressed him as
such; a black at Hill Field, Utah beat up a white man who had been
singing Old Black Joe on a bus; blacks from Turner Field, Georgia got
into arguments about bus seating-, at Langley Field, Virginia, they pro-
tested that their beer canteen did not have the same hours as the white
)ne; and at other bases, as Gulfport, Mississippi, some black soldiers
were unruly and picked fights.'3

IlI

There were a number of major race riots during the war, and the
most notable in terms of its impact upon command policy occurred at
Bamber Bridge, England. The official report terms the riot an "alleged
mutiny," It was a reaction by a numbe, of black soldiers to two white
Military Policemen who accosted them fur not wearing the proper uni-
form in a Bamber Bridge pub. Many of the black participants were tried
and convicted for their involvement. What is significant about the inci-
dent is the manner in which high AAF leaders in Britain reacted to the
riot and other racial incidents in 1943.

Racial problems in Great Britain were similar to those in the
United States,. Generally, friction developed over the use of recreational
facilities, interracial dating, and the resistant attitude of some leaders
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which affected military justice and training. American blacks and
whites brought to Britain attitude forged from 300 years of racial cx-
perience in the United States. But in Britain there was more tolerance
and opportunity for blacks. This was possible tor two r'-.sons: their
general acceptance by the British people and the more to' r, attitudes
of top Army and AAF generals. The absence of traditio,-±: restrictions
and legal barriers for nonwhites in Britain meant that the local popu-
lace afforded blacks relatively fair treatment. This civil situation forced
the American military to take a more progressive approach in handling
the race question so as not to offend the British. In addition, there were
a number of American generals who believed that all soldiers should be
treated equally and translated that conviction into command policy.

Black soldiers in the AAF first arrived in June 1942 and were as-
signed exclusively to service units. They numbered 394 that month and
gradually increased over the next 3 years until they were 1,086 by the
end of 1942, 9,288 by the end of 1943, 11,285 by the end of 1944, and
12,196 in April 1945. The vast majority of blacks were enlisted men,
and the number of black officers never exceeded 82.44

A number of Americans reported the generally tolerant attittide
of the British toward black soldiers. Commander Harry Butcher, Aide
to General Eisenhower, writes in a letter to General Surles:

To most English people, incl,.drag the village girls-even those of
perfectly fine character-the negro soldier is just another man,
rather fascinating because he is unique to their experience, a jolly
good fellow and with money to spend. Our own white soldiers,
seeing a girl walk down the street with a negro, frequently see
themselves as protectors of the weaker sex and believe it necessary
to intervene even to the extent of using force, to let her know what
she's doing.

The British were basically "devoid of racial consciousness so interracial
dating was accepted by the women." 4' Similar comments made by two
Britons appeared in American periodicals. A naval officer reported
that "the most popular, well-mannered, well-behaved, respectful, and
soldierly warriors ever to land on English soil are your American
Negro troops." He thought it was unfortunate that "the American
authorities over here have requested that Negro soldiers be barred
from certain clubs, pubs, and the like." In a short article, an English
woman notes that although she had heard only unfavorable comments
about black soldiers before they were stationed in her town, "I have
never heard of any unpleasant incidents." She observed that "they
seem to get quite a lot of fun out of life without annoyance to anyone.
They're very well-behaved, polite and quiet, in fact, good Americans."'' 6

Along with the attitude of the British public, several practical
commander- -Generals Dwight Eisenhower and John Lee of the Army
and Generals Ira Eaker and Carl Spaatz of the AAF-realized that
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General Dwight D. Eisenri.)wer chats with
a black airman during a troop inspection.

blacks were an integral part of the war effort and peaceful relations
between the races were essential."7 Eisenhower, European Theater of
Operations (ETO) Commander, established a command policy that
there would be no discrimination toward black soldiers. At a July 1942
press conference he enunciated the view that "I won't stand for it." Al-
though he personally believed that segregation would keep problems at
a minimum, he would not tolerate discrimination."8 A few days later
the ETO issued a letter to the Eighth Air Force reinforcing the points
made at the press conference: "It is the desire of this Headquarters that
discrimination against the Negro troops be sedulously avoided." It also
issued special instructions to the Red Cross. Since that organization
operated many recreational facilities in areas where soldiers spent
much of their leisure time, it was important that it exercise fair treat-
ment. Soldiers received leave privileges for these facilities, so the com-
mand instructed the Red Cross to accord blacks equal treatment during
their leaves and furloughs. However, instructions to local commanders
regarding areas bordering the camps were not as explicit and permitted
their judgment in avoiding discrimination and minimizing friction
between white and black troops.'9  ,

4

Accordingly, the Eighth Air Force issued its own instructions. In I
July 1942, its commander, General Eaker, infurmed the commander of
the 1st Provisional Wing to prepare for the arrival of blacks and to

maintain clo,;e supervision ove'" the situation in order to insure that all Y
regulations and military laws were followed. If there were any di turb-
ances, Eaker wanted appropriate and prompt punishment.°0

Despite this strong command policy and commitment, racial prob-
lems 3till developed. Just as in +hP United States, deep-seated feelings
could not be eliminated by edicts. General Davis replrted on many of
these difficulties during a trip to Great Britain in the fall of 1942
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sponsored by the Office of the Inspector General. After visiting several
stations and holding numerous conferences with commanding officers,
Davis concluded that friction between white and black soldiers resulted
from the "resentment of certain white soldiers against the association
of the British people, particularly the British women, with colored sol-
diers," and the absence of segregation.. Blacks were "profuse in their
praise of the treatment accorded them by the British people and British
soldiers"; and the trouble between soldiers arose when small unit com-
manders failed to control their men. General Davis recommended an
orientation course to disseminate information and to strive for better
race relations. He suggested that commanders provide assertive leader-
ship for their troops, as "the development of team work, cooperation,
comradship and harmony within our own forces is a function of com-
mand"; that the services better train Military Police; that officials en-
courage a more natural social association so that "no white or colored
soldier should be required to violate any of his personal views as to
social relationship by being compelled to associate with anyone unde-
sirable to him"; and that authorities make whites more aware of the
contribution blacks have made throughout American history, and
especially to the military.51

Problems were apparent as soon as black troops arrived in Britain,
many of them attributable to misjudgment by the milita,:y. The mili-
tary did not adequately train black units for overseas duty and the
Eighth Air Force had to conduct extensive supplemental training and
reorganization in order to bring them to a satisfactory level., But even
more serious was the shortage of qualified officers to work with black
units; many were either the misfits from combat detachments or raw
second lieutenants. To compound the problem, white officers often
considered themselves penalized for serving with black units, so rap-
port with their men suffered."

Many white soldiers did not understand nor did they appreciate
the attitude of the British public. There were a number of incidents as
a result of interracial dating. A base postal censor in England extracted
some comments by white AAF soldiers. Two of the more revealing
statements were written by a white corporal and a lieutenant:

They just brought in a nigger and put him in the bed adjoining
mine! He's one of those dirty looking kind too! Damn yankee that
ever did this anyway-you would think they could at least respect
a Southerner's feelings. They, however, are the opposite seeming
to get a kick out of it all I, alone, have seen 5 instances of
niggers with white women.

One thing I noticed here and which I don't like is the fact that the _41
English don't draw any color line.... The English must be pretty
ignorant. I can't see how a white girl could associate with a negro.5 3

Mrs. Roosevelt even reported with delight to the Secretary of War that
"the young Southerners were very indignant to find that the Negro
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soldiers were not looked upon with terror by the girls in England,
Ireland, and Scotland." .

An early example of the problems prevalent in Britain was the
Thurston incident. It began at a dance in December 1942 when several
whites intimidated a group of blacks. As a result of rumor and exagger-
ation, a black lieutenant armed his men in self-defense, Calm was re-
stored after a nonviolent confrontation involving approximately 25
men. The investigative report concluded that competition between
whites and blacks for English women helped spark the incident; and
that officers from three Quartermaster Companies involved in the
disturbance were unqualified."5

By mid-1943 it appeared that the problem of race relations consti-
tuted a dilemma far out of proportion to the actual number of black
troops stationed in Great Britain. But the event that clearly brought
the issue to the attention of all levels of command and forced a reevalu-
ation of the role of the black in the Eighth Air Force was the Bamber
Bridge incident in June 1943. This confrontation made it apparent that
an unhealthy racial situation was not restricted to Bamber Bridge but
existed throughout Great Britain. At Bamber bridge, a conflict be-
tween Military Policemen (MPs) and black soldiers led to rock and
bottle throwing and gun fire that wounded two blacks. Word of the con-
frontation spread to the camp and rumors bred other rumors. Many
black soldiers reacted by disobeying their officers and noncommissioned
officers, arming themselves, riding into Bamber Bridge, and discharg-
ing their weapons at military personnel and vehicles. The official report
notes that the men "were seen to be crying, shrieking, and giving vent
to their emotions." 6

The official report on Bamber Bridge, compiled by Maj. Gen. Henry
J. F. Miller, enumerated the conditions responsible for this unhealthy
racial climate and resultant friction: the experience level of the offi-
cers was low; the ratio of whites to blacks was greater in the United
Kingdom than in the United States; the British granted relative social
equality to blacks which emphasized the condescending attitude of
the white American soldiers; the use of uncomplimentary names such
"as "jigaboo" and "nigger" instilled resentment; there was a great emo-
tional conflict over interracial dating; and the treatment of blacks by

- MPs was by no means justified. However, there were additional fac-
tors mentioned in the report which helped to create the tension at
Bamber Bridge: black soldiers had deliberately picked fights and com-
mitted numerous violent offenses; they were particularly susceptible
to rumors; and provocative black periodicals nurtured black resent- "

ment. Further, because many of the blacks had low scores on the Army
General Classification Test (AGCT), the General implied that those in,
less-skilled jobs might be more easily swayed by mob psychology.'"

- I - General Miller proposed several measures that affected every black
K •AAF unit in Britain. He recommended reorganizing all black units
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"within Eighth Air Force, conducting a thorough investigation of race
problems in the theater and instructing newly arrived white units
about racial problems.

Coming on top of B'vmber Bridge was an incident at Ipswich where
a number of white enlisted men displayed "a pugnacious attitude to-
ward all colored soldiers, especially those seen in the company of white
girls." The MPs picked up two of the whites for "openly threatening to
arrange to beat up all colored soldiers seen with white women." This
incident, which occurred 2 days after Bamber Bridge, demonstrated to
the VIII Bomber Command that perhaps whites were responsible in
large part for the racial problems in that command. Experienced offi-
cers delivered lectures to all new personnel on "the relationship between
white and colored individuals in the United Kingdom." The fact that the
British had a different attitude toward blacks was something that
whites would have to accept. The Bomber Command later reported that
after white troops had been in the theater for some time, "they readily
accept the existing relationship and little or no trouble ensues there-
from." But whites who were "trouble-makers" or interfered with
efforts to achieve racial harmony were disciplined severely.5" From the
record it appears that most whites did accept the social structure in
Britain. In the United States it was unusual for commanders to blame
whites for racial disturbances as military leaders normally focused on
the black reaction to discrimination; however, the commanders in
Britain often noted that blacks were on the receiving end. This aware-
ness was by no means universal but is readily noticeable in the official
documents.5 9

The primary effort to solve racial problems originated at Eighth
Air Force level with General Eaker who took the initiative to rectify
the unhealthy situation. He reported at a staff meeting that there
were then 3,000 blacks stationed with the AAF in Britain and the num-
ber would soon increase. Eaker said that this posed a major problem
and his staff "should stop arguing as to the reasons why they were sent
here and do our best to cooperate with the War Department in making
their employment here satisfactory to all concerned." Furthermore, he
realized that "90 percent of the trouble with Negro troops was the fault
of the whites" and directed his staff officers "to give serious thought to
handling this important problem." 60 This statement was almost with-
out equal among AAF generals. In it there was no hedging, no avoid-
ance, no complaining, but simply the commitment to stop wavering
and get the job done. General Eaker also believed that sound organiza-
tion and constant supervision minimized problems."'

As a result of his recommendation, there took place in August 1943
a comprehensive reorganization of black units under the Eighth Air .
Force into the Combat Support Wing. Most blacks were in either Quar-

termaster Truck and Ordnance Ammunition units and their sparse
distribution throughout Britain created for them problems of morale,
discipline, relations with the civil populace, and the administration of .
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justice. And more important, since they came under an assortment of
commanders, there was a definite need for a strong commander work-
ing with a good organization, dedicated officers, and an efficient super-
visory headquarters. The wing commander should be sensitive to
problems arising from the relationships of blacks with white civilians
and military personnel and to the circumstances unique to black units.
The name, "Combat Support Wing," was selected with care to foster
among the black soldiers "a definite feeling that they are contributing

Eto the combat effort." 62

Eighth Air Force appointed Col. George C. Grubb commander of
the wing, and one of his first actor plishments was to remove a group
of 75 predominantly white officers, including all of the field grade, and

4 to replace them with young, vigorous line officers. Recognizing that
frequently officers of inferior caliber had been dumped on black units,
he selected the pick of the Officer Candidate School (OCS) graduates
available within the theater. Strongly supported by Gen. Eaker and con-
vinced that whites provoked the majority of racial incidents, Col. Grubb
encouraged his officers to retaliate against discrimination by taking
assertive action. The colonel respected and praised the men in his unit
for their ability and performance, and in some cases he believed that
they did a better job than whites performing similar functions. Though
blacks continued to be dispersed around Britain, their reorganization
into a combat support wing noticeably improved discipline, morale, and[ ~performance."3

The following year, in response to a War Department request for
a summary of the accomplishments of the Combat Support Wing, its
new commander, Col. Robert M. Goodall, submitted a detailed report.
In it he noted success in the employment of black troops and the accom-
plishment of a "tremendous amount of work." Maintaining discipline
had been a key factor because of the tense racial situation, coupled with
the fact that blacks were so widely scattered throughout Britain. The
strained racial climate developed from

towns overcrowded with soldiers, racial sensitiveness to slightest
remarks, the resentfulness of white soldiers over the association of
white women with colored soldiers, tile encountering of racial and
economic equality for the first time, free access to liquor in over-
crowded pubs, and the tendency on the part of wdhites to stigmatize
the whole colored group for individual delinquency.

To minimth e disturbances, a number of measures were implemented:
close liaison with district provost marshals, joint white and black MP
patrols, airing of justifiable grievances (if an unbiased sounding board l
heard the case, it inspired confidence and outbursts resulting from
frustration were kept to a minimum), careful selection of officers, and
a well-rounded special services program. The majority of racial dis-
turbances occurred off the post, and the colonel observed that "the
white women concerned in these quarrels have almost invariably sided
with the colored soldiers," and concluded that the Bf-tish women "have
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taken an active part in precipitating the trouble." The low vehicle acci-
dent rate was particularly impressive as it was accomplished in spite of
the tremendous difficulty in driving under stress, during all kinds of
weather, during blackout conditions, and on unfamiliar roads. Also,
Colonel Goodall concluded that black soldiers had made a major con-
tribution to the war effort; constant appeals had been directed to the
soldier's pride, like being above street disturbances and riots; blacks

conducted themselves in a manner which won them favor in the eyes
of British civilians; the accident, crime, and venereal disease rates had
declined steadily; and, the qualifications of the officers were more im-
portant than their color or background., Basically, the report demon-
strated that a continuous preventive effort was needed in order to keep
the lid on the racial situation.6 '

Besides establishing the Combat Support Wing, the ETO and
Eighth Air Force issued additional guidelines and policies to subordi-
nates. They called for close and persistent supervision by commanders,
the removal of inefficient leaders, a reaffirmation that there would be
no discrimination, extra military police in towns where white and black
soldiers were on passes at the same time, and instructions to all incom-
ing personnel that they would avoid derogatory remarks and alterca-
tions. Finally, there was a warning about the proper safeguarding of
arms and ammunition. 65

Walter White visited the European and Mediterranean Theaters
in late 1943 and early 1944 and was "greatly impressed and pleased
with the vigorous position which is taken by the American High Com-
mand," and with the abolition of the off-limits rule. This permitted
local commanders to rotate the use of off-base facilities between white
and black units, which was, in effect, a form of segregation. Though the
Red Cross segregated some of its clubs, many o2 them permitted racial
mixing. And officials took measures to combat prejudice by educating
soldiers before they arrived in the theater. For example, lectures on
prejudice and the attitude of British subjects were presented aboard
ship. In addition, he viewed the movie "A Welcome to Britain," starring
Burgess Meredith. In this film, English women are portrayed as being
courteous to both whites and blacks. Thus American soldiers arrived in
Great Britain with a knowledge of what to expect and of what was ex-
pected of them. On the other hand, White noted that "subordinate com-
manders in the ETO found methods of circumventing directives
affecting Negroes." He further wrote that black soldiers received harsh-
er courtmartial sentences than whites, that white officers exhibited a
paternalistic attitude, that there were no black combat troops in
England, and that anti-black rumors were prevalent.66

What the'n can be concluded about the employment of blacks in
Great Britain during the war? They performed exclusively in a service
capacity, and in addition to the normal strains of wartime, they had to
endure a numb3r of racial difficulties which affected their performance
and morale. However, because of two factors, problems caused by race
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were not as pronounced as in the United States. First, the British civil-
ian population was more tolerart of blacks and did not object to social-
izing with them. Second, the military took a strong stand to keep
discrimination at a minimum. The AAF made a determined effort and
faced issues squarely, helping to minimize racial tension. For the most
part, the main impetus was the desire of AAF leaders to create the
most efficient fighting machine possible. In Great Britain, blacks per-
formed efficiently because military leaders took their human needs
into consideration.

Since black units in the United States were not under a single

command as in Great Britain, there were wide differences in their
treatment. Generally, the degree of racial harmony achieved was pro-
portionate to leadership's sensitivity to racial problems, and to the way
in which it pursued War Department racial policies. As Bamber Bridge,
the MacDill race riot, also labeled a mutiny, took place because of lead-
ership's failure to react decisively to escalating racial tensions. MacDill
erupted over a small incident: a verbal clash between a drunk black
soldier and a "tired, irritable white saleswoman" in the PX. A white
soldier interfered and the two fought as a crowd gathered. Because the
PX was in the black section of the base, a facility housing 3,300, the
throng was predominately black. Activated by rumors and motivated
by fears of what the MPs would do to the black soldiers, the crowd re-
fused to disperse and became quite unruly. Excited and emotional, the
group refused to obey any military orders. Some obtained rifles from
their barracks, and various groups of men then wandered about un-
controlled for 4 or 5 hours before authorities restored order. The Mac-
Dill historian believed that the black soldiers "were unduly sensitive on
the question of racial discrimination." •

Several underlying factors were responsible for the unrest at Mac-
Dill. A large percentage of blacks were from the North and they were
mentally unprepared for Southern racial discrimination. Also, they
objected to the employment of white personnel in their PX, and their
previous requests to rectify this matter had been ignored. Further, a
"gate pass system" for venereal disease control monitored the soldiers
"as they returned from the town; this proved doubly offensive, as the
practice was applied to blacks only. The transportation system to
Tampa was inadequate for blacks and had been reported to General
Davis in March of 1942, but local authorities took no action to improve
service. Furthermore, the officers assigned to black units were of low
quality and ability. These same complaints were present at most bases
where blacks were stationed, but at MacDill little attempt had been
made to restrain the growing tensions. Some responsibility for this
failure could be passed to the Army Air Forces, because of the low
caliber of its OCS graduates and because of the failure of local com-
manders to work out grievances. Many officers preferred to wait rather
than act and it took a small incident to spark a major outbreak."8

Another incident occurred at Herbert Smart Airport, Macon, Geor-
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gia, in November 1944. The entire 457th Aviation Squadron mutinied
when the squadron commander relieved the first sergeant, and the
squadron refused to proceed with the day's training. The squadron
commander and adjutant were unable to handle the situation, and the
base commander lost control of a meeting he had called with the squad-
ron in the base theater. An AAF investigative report revealed that
racial factors behind the mutiny were significant, although there was
some feeling that the squadron was merely trying to keep from going
overseas. The report pointed to junior, inexperienced, and inefficient
officers assigned to black units, "resulting generally in low morale and
a lack of discipline through poor leadership." As a result of the investi-
gation, the AAF transferred the squadron officers and base commander
"and took no disciplinary action against the mutinous squadron. 9

I' IV

It should not be inferred that race relations were uniformly un-
pleasant throughout the AAF. Such an assumption would ignore those
air bases where a responsive command attitude to racial problems did
ease tensions considerably.. At many bases race relations were at least
good, and here black units performed in a satisfactory manner. Perhaps
the single most important overriding factor was the attitude of the
local commander and his staff. If he were positive toward black units
and did everything within his power to prevent discrimination, the
results were rewarding. Had this occurred more frequently, race rela-
tions within the entire AAF could have been much smoother, and black
units could have been employed with better results. Inspection reports,
unit histories, command histories, and other official documents attest
to the presence of this positive racial climate at various bases.

The Second Air Force appears to have had fewer racial problems
than other commands. This may be attributed to the attitude of its
commanding general. During the early years of the war, its commanrler
took a very hard line toward segregation and insisted that recreation
and living facilities be "absolutely segregated camps." The commander
seemed particularly perplexed about the random stationing of black
officers, because it would have been expensive to build separate officers'
messes and barracks. At Pueblo, Colorado the black officers ate in the
"officers' mess "which is not in accordance with War Department poli-
cies at all." 70 However, after Gen. St. Clair Streett assumed Second
Air Force command in 1943, a totally different attitude existed. The
"general maintained that the Second Air Force had a task to perform
and would employ everyone to accomplish the mission. Every base
would receive its fair share of blacks, regardless of local conditions. He
held base commanders personally "responsible for promoting cordial
relationship [sic] with the civilian population." At a staff confetence
Gen. Streett added that he saw no reason why "a negro who has the
education and the qualifications to do the job ought to be discriminated
against because of his color." The command completed staff studies to
determine how best to utilize blacks and recommended their utilization
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General Streett

withiih their military occupational specialties (MOS).7 ' The solution
was expedient because of a shortage o, personnel and "because of the
political repercussions that might be expected to follow malassignment
of colored personnel." As a result of this action, approximately 90 per-
cent o: the blacks were properly assigned while the remainder suffered
due to weaknesses in the system. Also, the command prohibited arbi-
trary assignment to menial jobs and instituted a vigolous on-the-job
training program.7 2

On the local level, individual unit commanders could establish the
pattern for improved communication between the races. A number of
commanders displayed a good attitude, and the results were satisfying.
Both Judge Hastie and Truman Gibson singled out the commanding
officer at Patterson Field, Ohio for h;s determination to deal fairly with
all personnel and to prevent any kind of discrimination.7 3 Sheppard
Field, Texas took special care to utilize each black soldier in the best
manner. The commander was receptive to the arrival of 700 blacks
there, and officials carefully checked each individual to determine the
job for which he was best qualified. The commander was confident that
black and white troops could be stationed at the same post "provided
those in authority exercise a sufficient amount of supervision, sym-
pathy and understanding." 7' The excellent manner in which Eagle Pass
Field, Texas handled the aviation squadron indicated to Truman Gib-
son and General Davis what could be done "by competent intelligent
military personnel who treat all of the men in their command as sol-
diers." 7 5 The same was true at Barksdale Field, Louisiana, where the
2d Aviation Squadron was awarded the "finest unit at Barksdale"
award for November 1943. The field's unit history reports that the
officers were always concerned for their men and were perceptive in I
dealing with their discipline, work, training, and recreation. 6  10
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In addition, some commanders made a special effort to insure that
black Wacs would be well accepted with a minimum of difficulty.
When a group arrived at Douglas Field, Arizona, officials were sensi-
tive to their recreational needs such as the PX, beauty shop and social
activities, and to their working conditions, including correct classifica-
tion and assignment.. The commanding officer issued a proclamation
that the Wacs would be accorded full military courtesy and respect,
and as a result the 100 Wacs gained recognition as one of the most
efficient units at the station." In June 1944, 86 black enlisted Wacs and
their 2 black officers arrived at Midland, Texas. The majority were
from the North and were above average in education and skills. How-
ever, the black men in the aviation squadron were primarily from the
South and their educational level was below average. Midland resolved
the social situation with the arrival of approximately 90 black bom-
bardier cadets the following month. Military policy did not permit
socialization between cadets and enlisted, but the base commander
received approval to make an exception in this case.78 And when the
European Theater received black Wacs it made every effort to procure
for them adequate housing and other facilities prior to their arrival in
February 1945.11

At the same time, adequate recreational facilities were necessary
in order to provide a satisfactory environment in which blacks could
live and work. At Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, in spite of strict segre-
gation on the base, the black area had its own Service Club, theaters,
post exchange, dances, parties, and shows. The command did not feel
that there was any discrimination and believed that it was significant
that it had no major racial problems.8 0 Other bases made similar
efforts. Chanute Field bussed women in from Champaign, Urbana, and
Danville, Illinois for dances, while the commanding officer at Harvard
Field, Nebraska ran weekly convoys to Lincoln and Omaha to provide
social functions for blacks." Bases throughout the Eastern Technical
Training Command introduced a number of measures that favorably
affected morale and could have been emulated by other bases and com-
mands. Boca Raton, Florida purchased musical instruments through
Spccial Service funds to form a voluntary black band and orchestra. In
addition, officials eliminated bed check, hired black hostesses for the
recreation ha!l, and assigned enlisted men to jobs commensurate with
their MOS. Sioux Falls, South Dakota boosted morale with the assign- LI
ment of a black chaplain and the transfer of one black to the AAF OCS.
Langley, Virginia made blacks welcome through its recreational facili-
ties. Also, officers put a great deal of emphasis upon athletic programs,
and social, musical, and cultural events.2 Service units at Grenier,
New Hampshire and Dow, Maine exhibited high morale, and an impor-
tant contributing factor was that authorities made a special effort to
provide recreational facilities. At Dow Field, blacks could use all
facilities, including the PX, theater, gym, and chapel."3

Elsewhere, local commanders took direct action to solve

particular racial problems. Following the MacDill Field, Florida riot in
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May 1943, the base provided better training for NCOs and the com-
mander assured his soldiers that the investigating board would be•L given full support in its study of the riot. Unfortunately, the investiga-

tive report did not seek to uncover the causes of the riot, but rather iti' sought to disguise them. Thus, the commander wrote to the board a

scathing letter forcing it to reconvene.8' At Strother Field, Kansas
several incidents between white and black troops on post buses com-
pelled the commander to segregate buses to prevent further difficulties.
An important cause for the problem was that the majority of the white
soldiers were from the South and mo,, t of the black soldiers were from
the North. Through an extensive educational program for all enlisted
personnel, the commander was soon able to discontinue segregated
facilities.8"

The AAF Personnel Distribution Command demonstrated insight
in its handling of troops returning from overseas. Its policy was to send
blacks to "redistribution stations in the North so that they would be
better assured of getting all the privileges to which they were entitled."
The command took over convalescent hospitals and issued an order
prohibiting the segregation of blacks in buses, post exchanges, or
theaters. However, the command left the question of segregation of
patients in wards to the discretion of the hospital commander based
upon local customs and permitted segregation, providing the separate
wards had identical facilities and services. In one notable example a
Redistribution Center processed 78 black enlisted men. There were nodi.qamreeable incidents, and "colored personnel and their wives inter-

mingled in the same social activities and [ate] in the same mess." A

letter from a black returnee confirmed this point when he wrote that he
had been treated fairly and humanely with thoughtful consideration."

The pattern of race relations adopted in a particular unit or within
a command often related to the quality of leadership and command
attitude. The War Department and Army Air Forces exerted consider-
able effort in seeking a solution to racial problems and the most expe-
dient course repeatedly proved to be the application of basic principles
of constructive military leadership and a commitment to their depart-
mental policies. Successful commanders were able to maintain disci-
pline, while looking out for the welfare of their men and investigating
complaints. Unsuccessful leaders often saw blacks as problems rather
than soldiers who could perform their mission given the proper train-
ing and support. But where blacks were not treated fairly, they often
resorted to some kind of protest. Thus, the degree to which officers at
all levels of command were committed to the successful employment of
blacks marked the difference between the success or failure of a black
unit.
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Chapter VI

CONFRONTATION AT FREEMAN FIELD

In contrast to the successful utilization of black units in Great
Britain, the history of the 477th Bombardment Group (Medium) was a
story of failure. High-level commanders achieved success ,n Britain be-
cause they assumed an assertive role, were creative in working out N
problems, and were in a social environment that fostered relatively
peaceful racial coexistence. The failure of the 477th can be attributed
to haphazard leadership that had a cursory regard for problems and
often ignored official War Department policies. Also, because of atti-
tudes prevalent within the American civil community, racial tensions
were not always resolved as effectively as they were in Britain. As a
result, the 477th practically collapsed as a unit in the spring of 1945.

The 477th began its calamitous training at Selfridge Field, Michi-
gan, but the unhealthy racial atmosphere created by the officers' club
incident and the general friction that existed there soon stymied its
growth. The unit moved to Godman Field, Kentucky and then to Free-
man Field, Indiana in attempts to isolate itself from racial problems
rather than to seek a solution to them. The unit's performance was thus
poor and the training it received to qualify for combat duty was not
commensurate with the expenditure in personnel, money, and materiel
The main reason for its failure was the negligence of Army Air Forces
(AAF) leaders to attend to racial problems; a detailed study will follow
to show how this came about. An AAF captain, Earl D. Lyon, stationed
at First Air Force headquarters, realized the importance of the 477th
and made special efforts to document its history.'

The 477th Group at once encountered a number of major difficul-
ties which contributed to its ineffectiveness. First, although it was
activated as a unit in January 1944, its manning was not completed
until 1 March 1945. Second, the training was inefficiently scheduled,
deadeningly repetitious, and frequently postponed.. Third, because
blacks were relatively new to flying, there was no established cadre
to break in new pilots, and without this training the 477th could not
become effective. Fourth, because racial antagonisms aggravated the
blacks' struggle for equality, 477th leadcrship continuously deceived
their men in an effort to evade their responsibilities. Col. Robert Sei-
way, the 477th Commander, advised Capt. Lyon that "the Secretary of
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War says there is no racial problem and there is no racial problem."
Fifth, the segregation issue tore the unit apart, the most conspicuous
cause of racial tension being the segregation of officers' clubs.

- •The results intensified hostility between blacks and whites, deep-
ening the cleavage between black units and their command., The ver-
tical relationship that exists between officers and enlisted men broke
down into a horizontal relationship among all blacks. In addition, there
was "the determination of negro officers to achieve social equality, the
determination oi the AAF to deny it, and the need of the War Depart-
ment to tell both they were right." 2 Next, the officers' club incident at
Freeman Field totally disrupted the 477th, shattered its chain of com-
mand, created a complete breakdown in credibility, and resulted in 104

black officers risking arrest. Finally, there were frequent changes in
station, which not only aroused hostility but inconvenienced the unit.

The AAF failed to profit from its previous black experiences and
V consequently manning and training problems plagued the 477th. Sur-

pluses and shortages were common. Enlisted men arrived with little
formal or on-the-job training. The group commander, Col. Selway, tried
to make the best of the situation by initiating an intensive training
program. but the system became so complicated that simply maintain-
ing records was an impossible task. Men arrived without training and
others simply never arrived, and there were shortages in every area
except administration. When the AAF activated the 477th in mid-
January, the group was confronted with the immediate handicap of 60
pilots and copilots with no bombardier-navigators. While the pilots

awaited the latter, they, with monotonous regularity, acted out their
training exercises. A year later, and 3 months after their projected
deployment date, the group was short 26 pilots, 43 copilots, 2 bombar-
dier-navigators, and all 288 gunners. However, once the 477th was fullv
manned, the supply of men was endless and Godman became so crowa-
"ed, Capt. Lyon noted, that "life in the 477th was like life in the dust belt,
either drought or flood." 3 Because of these difficulties, the training of
the unit took 15 months, 5 times the normally allotted time. and there
was still total disorganization. Rather than focusing on combat readi-
ness, the primary mission of the group deteriorated to satisfying train-
ing requirements. Blacks in the 477th knew that the AAF and First
Air Force would sacrifice training to maintain segregation, and this
knowledge undermined morale.

Another difficulty was that the AAF was overly cautious, since it
conducted a training program not with combat in mind, but with an
overwhelming preoccupation with public reaction. There had been
charges at the beginning of the war that the AAF had been reckless
with black lives. To counter this charge, First Air Force came up with
an accident rate that was a matter for commendation and congratula-
tion. However, the command accomplished this with a caution so exces-
sive as "to amount to babying," since the 477th conducted its training
only under optimum conditions. The air inspector noted that although Xj
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pilots held instrument cards, they could not fly under instrument con-
ditions. First Air Force recognized that it was dealing with a volatile
political issue and had to tread carefully. As an example, on 30 Novem-

ber 1943 the First Air Force training office wrote that "this pr:ogramwas instituted as a result of political pressure and will be watched by
those pressure groups." Another indication of the command's attentionto political pressure was a jocular comment found on a buckslip from

the First Air Force Operations and Training Division. When the ques-
tion arose of -eplacing white officers with black ones in early 1945, one
officer noted that "maybe we should coordinate this with EleanorS' [R oosevelt] . 4

Between May 1944 and June 1945, the 477th endured 38 squadron
or hase unit moves, 23 of them called Permanent Change of Station
(PCS). The three major moves were from Selfridge to Godman to Free-
man and back to Godman. Some of its units were assigned to subbases,
i.e., Sturgis, Kentucky and Atterbury, Indiana for various phases of I
unit training and Walterboro, South Carolina for use of the gunneryrange. It is true that other groups in the AAF had endured similar in-
conveniences, but for the 477th the AAF precipitated each move not for
military advantage, but racial reasons. To illustrate, the 477th origi-
nally went to Selfridge because Tuskegee was overcrowded and nearby
Detroit could provide suitable recreational facilities for blacks. But
when urban tensions began to intensify and the AAF saw Detroit as a
liability because of its "outside influence" and "racial agitators," the
group was relocated. However, official military reports record that
the reasons for the move were adverse weather conditions and the "1
hazards of industrial smoke. The transfer to the isolation of Godman
may have resolved the racial problem, or at least postponed it, but from
a military standpoint it was a poor place to train the group. The unithistorian conducted a survey of the facilities at Selfridge, Godman, and

aFreeman, a nd in terms of weather, terrain, housing, hangar space,
Frunways, ra and training aids Godman was the most unfavorable.
Only in oil capacity did it rank second.5 Daily inconveniences at God-
man were that the terrain was unsuitable for night flying, the ramp
was too small for parking, the runway was too weak for bombers, the
bomb target was unsatisfactory, there was no air-to-ground gunnery
range, and smoke and tank dust restricted visibility. Clearly, the group
needed a subbase and it selected nearby Sturgis for night flying. As
Col. Selway notes, this precipitated questions about eating and sleeping
accommodations since "it always goes back to the same old racial
thing. How can you do night flying," he adds, "without housing people,
and if they are colored, commissioned and enlisted, what happens-
they've got to eat and sleep." 6 The same difficusties were encountered
on cross-country flights. By October 1944, the military permitted God-
man pilots to land only at Fort Dix, New Jersey, Walterboro, and Tus-
kegee. Then it selected Atterbury to replace Sturgis for night flying
The inconvenience caused by its inclement weather obscured the ad-
vantage gained from its better facilities, and it was too far from God-
man to run an efficient coordinated training program. In addition, the
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group still needed a gunnery range since Godman and Atterbury were
too crowded, so the command chose Walterboro. Given the distance to
Walterboro, the squadrons were sent on a rotational basis. By early
1945, the training schedule had become so bogged down, it was obvious
that the 477th needed one base that could provide all of its training
needs in order to salvage the program. In March then, the group moved
to Freeman Field in Indiana, but the following month a racial incident
(which will be described later in this chapter) shortened its stay there.

in retrospect, Selfridge offered the best advantages because of its
superior facilities and its proximity to Detroit. Less desirable was God-
man, where the adjacent towns-Louisville and Elizabethtown-had
few facilities for blacks and the transportation system between them
was poor. The base itself had even less to offer, and the recreation hall
served as the theater, gym, dancehall, and schoolroom. Atterbury and
Freeman were both inferior for various reasons, although the town
residents of Seymour, near Freeman, "were less openly antagonistic"
than those of other small communities situated near bases.7

fA
Added to the muddled training routine of the 477th was the en-

trenched racism of the AAF. The AAF selected Godman because racially
it professed to be an ideal base. Blacks had full use of the installation,
including the officers' club and recreational facilities, while whites,
who generally were the supervisors, used the segregated facilities at
nearby Fort Knox. Black officers endured this situation because they
could not legally protoýst the segregated club at Fort Knox. AR 210-10
stated that everyone assigned to a base could use the facilities, but they
were not assigned to Fort Knox and the regulation did not apply to them.

The enlisted men, on the other hand, were more inclined to act on
impulse. Shortly after the unit arrived at Godman, the War Depart-
ment published a directive stating that everyone could use all recrea-
tional facilities, yet Fort Knox skirted the requirement by writing a
"regulation for the base theater which required, in order to avoid confu-
sion, that "everyone entering the theater will be properly seated by
ushers provided for this purpose." They were therefore seated accord-
ing to race. Some of the black enlisted men from Godman went to Fort
Knox on August 21st to test the post regulation and ignored the usher's
"directions. Their actions caused a commotion at Knox and a near riot at

¶ . Godman when they returned. When the NAACP learned of the incident
and wrote to the AAF, the latter replied that it could do nothing about
the usher policy because Fort Knox was under the jurisdiction of the
Army.' Col N, Butler Briscoe of Fort Knox defended his segregation
policy to Mr.. Harry McAlpin of the Negro Newspaper Publishers
Association:

Well, listen, I have known colored people all my life-grew up
with them. And frankly, they haven't any desire to sit scattered
around in the audience any more than any other people have.
What is creating the problem is a lot of goddam agitators. This
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thing crops up every now and then here .... We got along all right
at Fort Knox until this air corps came in here.9

The policy of segregation at Fort Knox was based more on fear than
logic. Later, when Colonel Davis, Jr. became the group commander,
he inquired whether black officers could use quarters at the Army post.
Colonel Throckmorton of Fort Knox succinctly told First Air Force:
"We have four General Officers living her- c-n the post, and, by God,
they just don't want a bunch of coons mo'uag in next door to them."
Lieutenant General Ira Eaker of HeadquarLers AAF diplomatically
retreated: "Well actually, Throckmorton, I don't see why we are en-
titled to any quarters on your post." 'o

But the racial issue went beyond the incident or the attitude of
some officers at Fort Knox, It was complicated and challenged the
racial and power structure established for the 477th and supported by
First Air Force and the AAF, Major General Frank O'D. Hunter, First
Air Force Commander, and his staff preferred to maintain the 477th
rather than integrate blacks into white units. In December 1944,
Hunter wrote:.

it is considered more consistent with the war aims to procure max-
imum efficiency in white combat crew training and handle the
Negro problem to the best of our ability, on as few bases as it may
be concentrated, than to lower the quality of combat training on
all bases in an effort to appease certain agitators. I am convinced
that mixing of young colored and white pilots in training cannot be
successfully accomplished. The doctrine of social equality cannot
be forced on a spirited young pilot preparing for combat."

The AAF and First Air Force maintained a white power structure
which permitted blacks to advance in rank only to a certain grade. The
higher grades were reserved for white officers. Thus, the 477th did not
promote black officers to positions of leadership within their own units.
Although white officers commanding blacks were chosen with care and
were often capable, they remained detached from the men they com-
manded, and mutual confidence never developed. Even blacks who had
experienced overseas combat duty with the 332d were assigned as train-
ees under white supervisors by the AAF.R' One black pilot in the 477th
believed that this was the real issue underlying all racial problems and
that the officers' club dispute was simply a means to bring the question
into focus. He recognized that whites held the important positions, re-
ceived the promotions, and advanced to other units.' Black officers at
Godman refused to accept such degradation calmly., They were older
(26-27 years) than the average officer, were college graduates, were
generally from the North, and a good percentage had professional,
"managerial, and administrative experience. The white leadership struc-
ture also applied to the enlisted men. Colonel Selway stated that the
unit could not have black crew chiefs on airplanes; blacks could be
mechanics, but all the crew chiefs had to be white."
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Coupled with the denigrating conditions within thle unit was the
demeaning treatment black soldiers received in the civilian community.
Captain Lyon notes that most black troops lived in a civil climate
"which ignored them at best, or tolerated, or resented, or discriminated
openly, or, under conditions they had to be watchful of, thickened to
destroy them," 11 White communities treated them as blacks first, then
as soldiers; and they had to face prejudice within the confines of
entrenched segregation.

It is not surprising then that morale among the blacks at Godman
quickly began to deteriorate, which visibly affected the morale of the
whites. But, the AAF continued to delude itself by pretending that the
blacks were happy. A report in late June 1944 on the status of the black
flying program notes that the 477th had moved to Godman where "ex-
cellent progress is indicated." 16 Yet only one month earlier, Lt. Gen.
Barney Giles, Chief of the Air Staff, had reported that morale in the
unit was low and offered a number of reasons, many of them racial:.
transfer below the Mason-Dixon Line, "the preponderance of top T/O
[manning] vacancies allotted to the white officers," the lack of a com-
mon mess, the absence of respect for Col. Selway because he seemed
oblivious to the men, and some hostilities between white and black
officers. Yet, Giles praised and supported Selway and commented that
"there is nothing in the immediate situation to cause alarm." 11 At the
same time, Truman Gibson submitted an evaluation agreeing that
morale was exceedingly low, due partly to the fact that all supervisory
personnel were white, and that there was little contact between the
command and the black officers. He added that racial lines were sharp-
ly drawn and that supervisors held their positions merely because they
were white and not because of any superior ability or traini,,g. In com-
menting on Gen. Giles' visit, Gibson noted that the general had called a
meeting with the biack officers and asked them if they had any prob-
lems, but there were no responses because Selway was present. Gibson
wrote that the problem was "Colonel Selway's attitude and apparently
nothing on the subject developed in the conference." 18 The Courier,
which was in close contact with the situation through some blacks at
Godman, formed similar conclusions about Selwav. The paper reported
that he had veered drastically from his earlier btand which was far
more progressive and attributed this change in his approach to his over-
whelming caution following the Selfridge officers' club incident and his
desire to tread softly in order to make general."

InAs the white command structure of the 477th became more rigid
in enforcing segregation, it became increasingly difficult to maintain
standards of discipline. The climate became explosive, ready to be ig-
nited, and the fuse was lit at Freeman Field following a series of inci-
dents at the officers' club. The War Department intervened, assumed
direct control of the situation, and forced First Air Force and the AAF
to back down on the segregation issue.

After the 477th moved to Freeman Field, black utficers were no
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longer allowed free reign of the base as they had enjoyed at Godman.
There were two separate officers' clubs, and in order to skirt the Au-
gust 1944 War Department directive prohibiting segregation in recrea-
tion facilities, the base designated one club for key supervisory offi-
cers and the other for trainees. This distinction took advantage of the
loophole in the directive, i.e., facilities could be designated by unit
or organization. But in essence, this resulted in de facto segregation..
Meanwhile, Freeman Field completely disregarded AR 210-10 which
held that all officers at a post had the right to membership in all clubs.
From recordings of telephone conversations, it is clear that Col. Selway,
in separating the races, acted with the full support and often with
the encouragement of General Hunter who had the indorsement of the
Air Staff. Although everyone knew the basis for the determination,
AAF leaders maintained the masquerade under the pretense that itdid not involve racial distinctions. On 10 March 1945 Selway and Hun-

ter discussed the club issue acknowledging that one club "belongs to
the white officers." Yet, later in the conversation they agreed that
color should not be mentioned in connection with their action on the
club; Hunter stated, "my orders to you are nothing to do with color."
Such subterfuge continued throughout the month and a half that the
477th was at Freeman.2 0

First Air Force assumed command of Freeman Field on 1 March
1945. During the first week of its operations, approximately 2,500 men
of the bombardment and service groups and 300 supervisors began unit
training. Soon after the group arrived, one officer and four enlisted
men decided to test segregation in one of Seymour's local cafes. There
was some name calling, but the Provost Marshal stepped in and qui2ted
things down. Another black attempted to use the laundry and was told
to leave. Black soldiers shifted their attention from Seymour to events
on the base. Some skirmishes took place later that month when small
groups of black officers time and again entered the white club. One
particular evening, the white club officer found 15 to 20 using the facili-
ties of his club. During the same troubled weeks, black officerk elect.•d
their white squadron commander to the board of their club in defiance
of the rule of segregated clubs. These actions alarmed Selway and he
called Hunter to suggest the possibility of closing the white club until
he could check the legality of his club designations. But Hunter encour-
aged him, insisted that the designation was legal, and advised Selway
to remain firm. Hunter was anxious for events to take their course, and
he would be "delighted for them to commit enough actions that that
way [sic] so I can court-martial some of them." 2

On 1 April Selway published a specific regulation restating the
field's policy on club assignments. This quieted things for a few days.
But on the 5th, a new group of fliers arrived from Godman, and within
a few hours rumors began to circulate that they would enter the white
club. In anticipation of trouble that evening, the club stationed the
Assistant Provost Marshal at the only unlocked door. About 10:30 p.m..
19 of the new arrivals crowded past him and disregarded his order to
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leave the club. Shortly thereafter, they were followed by two groups,
totaling 37 black officers. The marshal arrested all 36, and the next
morning Col. Selway reported the confrontation to Gen. Hunter and his
Chief of Staff, Brig. Gen. Edgar E. Glenn. Both Hunter and Glenn were
supportive, and Hunter received additional encouragement from the
Deputy Chief of the Air Staff whose comment on the two clubs was: I
"I think it's a good idea and they can't claim discrimination on that,
one officers club is student and the other is permanent." But that -fter-
noon, 21 more blacks paraded to the % hite club and were arrested when
they entered. Selway retaliated by closing the club and waited while
legal experts from First Air Force Headquarters at Mitchel Field, New
York, flew in to assist him with the charges. 22

Gradually, Selway's case began to crumble. The legal officers
decided that the order of 1 April was "inexact and ambiguous as to
its meaning or purpose." The Air Inspector, Col. Torvils Wold, realized
that the intent of the order was "quite obviously to separate colored
from white officers in regard to certain base faciliti.s." However, he
did recommend that another order, more clear and cc icise, *e issued in
the form of a base regulation "to effect the des~red ,,.gree of separation
necessary." So officials released all the blacks except Lts. Shirley
Clinton, Roger Terry, and Marsden Thompson who were being held for
pushing an officer as they entered the white club. At the same time,
Hunter helped Selway prepare a new base regulation, 85-2, that would
spell out what personnel could use which facility on the base. Attached
to the regulation was an indorsement required of all personnel to indi-
cate that they did "rerd and fully understand the above order." The
following day, the 10th, Maj. Gen. Laurence Kuter, Chief of AAF Plans,
informed Hunter that General Giles and others on the Air Staff "are
thoroughly satisfied with the way this disturbance has been handled
and you are supported in every action you're taking." 23
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A technical difficulty complicated the preparation of the new base
regulation and clouded the issue. Officials responsible for writing the
regulation so phrased it that all the trainees (assumedly blacks) would
use one club and all the supervisory personnel (again assumedly white)
would use the other. But there were some blacks assigned to the base
who by definition were not trainees and they could, if they wished, use
the white club. This oversight applied to the black chaplain and the
flight surgeon..2 '

The black officers refused to concede to the authorities. They
claimed that they did not understand the regulation and the word "un-
derstand" was then deleted from the indorsement. But when they were
simply asked to signify that they had read the regulation, this they
also refused to do, even in the presence of witnesses and a stenographer.
One handred and one black officers refused to sign. On the 13th the

SAAF flew them to Godman Field and held them under arrest. At the
same time, the field closed both clubs as other black officers showed
their defiance by marching in groups past the closed white club .2 1

Meanwhile, recorded conversations between various AAF officers
give some insight into the issues and help to explain some decisions
that were reached and affected Freeman Field. In one discussion be-
tween Hunter and Selway, it is difficult to determine who was support-
ing whom:1< Selway: And we've got to go through with this, General, we can't

• ~pull any punches. "

Hunter: I don't want to pull any punches, that's just what I'm
trying not to do....

Selway:, If we're going to have any disciplinc ri his Army-

Hunter: I'm the one that wants the discipline.

Selway: If we run on this, we might as well quit, General.

Hunter: I know that. I don't run on anything. I have no idea of
running.

In another conversation, Selway used the wrong word while offering
suggestions concerning the clubs:

Selway: Recommendation #2, sir. To prevent the negro officers
from causing additional incidents to test the segre-
gation -

"Hunter: Don't say test segregation, what segregation?

Hunter continued to circumvent the race issue and mentioned to
Selway that "as far as I'm concerned I don't recognize any race problem,
I recognize a conspiracy to revolt, not to comply to military orders." 26

In conversations with the Air Staff, Gen. Kuter supported Hunter: "For
"your further information, Monk, Ray Owens and I talked to Barney
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[Giles] and Mr. Lovett on the current upset last night." Kuter added
that "none of us can suggest any better procedure than that which you
are following." 27 However, several days later, on the 14th, Brig. Gen
Ray Owens, Deputy Chief of the Air Staff, had the uihpleasant task of
informing Hunter that a meeting between Assistant Secretary Robert
Lovett and Generals Giles, Kuter, and Robert Timberlake led to the
decision to return the 477th back to Godman within a few days. This
upset Hunter, because he felt that the move would accomplish nothing.
They also discussed the replacement of Selway; Hunter informed Sel-
way of the forthcoming relocation, but not of his impending dismissal.
Meanwhile, Selway reported to Hunter that one of the black officers
had mentioned that the solution to the problem was education and
assimilation. Selway added that "there will be no assimilation except
over my dead body." 2

At the same time, white officers at Freeman became increasingly
apprehensive as a result of the recent events. When he visited the base,
Captain Lyon overheard the following comments:

IIl do everything possible to get transferred out of here.

If one of them makes a crack at my wife... I'll kill him.
4 I killed two of them in my home town, and it wouldn't bother me

to do it again..

Their club is better than ours. Why don't they stay in their place.

The colored troops are the most insolent and insubordinate indi-
viduals that I have ever run into in my five years of Army life.29

The blacks remained abreast of all events and played their hand
carefully. Rather than congregate in large groups, they discussed their
plans inconspicuously among themselves, and made certain that their
protest was orderly and effective without violence. When they were
placed under arrest and detained in the barracks, some of their wives
drove by in convertibles and the men tossed out to them news releases
to be mailed to black papers.3 0 In a peaceful expression of their beliefs,
a ,umber of officers offered these revealing and poignant comments:

For the record, the undersigned wishes to indicate over his sig-
nature his unshakeable belief that racial bias is Fascistic, un-
American, and directly contrary to the ideals for which he is wil- "i
ling to fight and die. There is no officer in the Army who is willing
to fight harder, or more honorable [sic] for his country and the
command than the undersigned. Nor is there an officer with a
deeper respect for the lawful orders of superior authority. The
undersigned does not expect or request any preferential treatment
for the tenure of his service, but asks only protection of his sub-
stantial rights as a soldier and as an individual, the sa,ne identical
opportunities for service and advancement offered all other mili-
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tary personnel, and the extension of the identical courtesies ex-

tended all other officers of the Army.3 1

Meanwhile, First Air Force prepared charges against the arrested

officers and things quieted down somewhat at Freeman. General Hun-
ter attempted to get an indorsement in writing from the AAF, support- I
ing him on his interpretation of the club issue. But, in reviewing the
documentation, it appears that the AAF tried to play the middle

ground between the War Department and First Air Force. The AAF
received considerable pressure from the War Department to settle the
racial issue and therefore did not wish to antagonize high-ranking
officials. At the same time, the AAF continued to support Hunter
although no one on the Air Staff was willing to furnish a written in-
dorsement. On 16 April Hunter asked Gen. L. H. Hedrick, the Air Judge
Advocate, for a statement, but to no avail. Hunter plaintively noted
that "it leaves me out on the limb. I carry out instructions from the
AAF, then I try to get it in writing, and I can't." 11 Yet, in a May con-
versation between Gen. Owens, Air Staff, and Glenn, First Air Force,
the former voiced support for Hunter:

he [Arnold] said to tell General Hunter that we are perfectly
pleased and happy and satisfied with the actions he took in the last

case [Freeman Field] ... The Chief [Arnold] here feels that his
[Hunter's] action in the past was perfectly alright, legitimate, sat-
isfied with it, and if another event were to come up, he hopes he
will handle it in the same manner.3"

The telephone conversation of 18 April between Gen. William W.
Welsh, Air Staff-Training, and Col. Malcolm N. Stewart, First Air
Force, is important for an understanding of the positions of several
high-ranking officers in the handling of the Freeman incident. Welsh
commented that he felt it was necessary to protect the whites assigned
to the 477th who were in the minority. He added: "I have maintained
all along that it's the whites that are being discriminated against in
the Army and not the colored." Welsh revealed a genuine fear in ex-
claiming that "if this thing gets out of hand you may have some of
the 'jig-a-boos' up there dropping in on you at Mitchel Field." In fact,
he wanted to delay a solution of the issue to avoid an adverse decision
by the War Department. "If we can stave it in some way for a period
of time and present a staff study based on the requirement, for addi-
tional training," Welsh said, "maybe we can eliminate the program
gradually and accomplish our end." 3'

Hunter's conversation with Gen. Owens 2 days later was most
disappointing, and for Hunter it was the biggest bombshell he encoun-
tered in association with the race problem, First, Hunter complained
that the War Dapartmen't issued news releases about Freeman to the
press that should have been cleared through him. Then Owens recalled
that Giles had recommended and Marshall had approved that the 101
black officers be released from arrest in quarters, that charges against
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them be dropped, and that they receive an administrative reprimand.
This action by the AAF and War Department in effect removed Hun-
ter's authority from the matter, since he had jurisdiction over the
477th. Hunter complained: "Are those orders to me? They'd better
get the Judge Advocate General, they can't issue orders like that, they
haven't got authority." He maintained that he had "court-martial juris-
diction, and they cannot tell me whom I can try and whom I can't."
COwens also informed Hunter that the three under arrest for forcing
their way into the club would be brought to trial and the 477th would
6t; rnoved to Godman. Since the War Department was "backing water,"
accoriing to Hunter, he asked that Selway remain in command o& the
477tt• to avoid giving the blacks the idea that they had "got another
one -Giles did agree to keep Selway at Freeman."

The official reason for the release of the black officers was pro-
vided by the Office of the Secretary of War to Senator Edwin Johnson:

There is reasonable doubt that these officers fully understood the
implications of their action nor is it certain, because of their recent
arrival at Freeman Field, that they had been adequately apprized
of existing regulations. For these reasons, it was determined that
they should be released from arrest and suitable orders were ac-
cordingly issued for their restoration to duty following the admin-
istration of an appropriate reprimand.

Though the gesture appeared magnanimous, the War Department
clearly retreated. Military officials knew full well that the black offi-
cers were aware of the ramifications of their actions and were willing
to accept the consequences.

3
1

Within the War Department, the McCloy Committee followed the
Freeman events and assumed almost complete control of the matter.
Although this committee had been in existence for several years to
formulate black troop policy, it was not well known. The absurdity o;
its position is illustrated in a dialogue between Generals Owens apd
Glenn:

Glenn: The what?

Owens: The McCloy Board. He is the Assistant Under Secretary of
War. He has a board that is supposed to handle all colored
affairs.

Glenn: Is he colored?

Owens: No he's not, though he has one on his staff."7

The committee was aware of the widespread publicity given to this
issue and af the political pressures on the War Department. Numerous
Senators and Representatives wrote indicating their concern for the
situation. Among those who addrosscd the War Department were
Senators Harold H. Burton (Ohio), C. Wayland Brooks (Ill.), Albert W.,
Hawekes (N.J.), Scott W. Lucas (Ill.), Homer Ferguson (Mi'h.), Arthur
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J. MeGlinchey (Pa.), Adam C, Piwell, Jr. (N.Y.), dnd Emanuel Celler

The committee met on 19 May 1945 to vonsidpr recommendations
made by the inspector General in his irvestigation of the incident and
to consider thL issue of segregation in recreational facilities. The com-
mittee agreed that the arrest of the black officers by the commanding
officer at Freeman had been accomplished "within his administrative

0police powers," but the committee argued that the separation ol the
officers' club facilities was not in accord with existing regulations.
On the cther hand, the AAF defended its actions in a report. Previously
it had recommended "separate but similar, but not reciprocal club
facilities," but in this report it went into more detail. The AAF did
not believe that War Department segregation policy had been suffi-
ciently explicit to support the censure of Selway for "placing a rea-
sonable interpretation" on War Department Pamphlet 20-6. Published
in early 1944, the pamphlet stated that "the burden of deciding whether
or not there shall be some separation in the use of camp facilities is

§ placed on the local command." The publication stated that local condi-
tions would be taken into account; in essence, this gave the local com-
mander sweeping authority to use his own discretion in determining
policy. Theoretically then, all prior directives could be by-passed. The
AAF maintai~iied that providing clubs open to officers of all races
would not be in the best interests of the service, and the provision of

Sseparate, comparable, but not the same facilities offered the only rea-
sonable solution. The AAF emphasized that officers' clubs were social

J4 centers supplementing the homes o; its members:.,

Officer's entire families participate in club activities. Thus far
in the history of this country, it has not been the custom for white
and negroes to intermingle socially either in homes or clubs. It
is believed the Army should follow the usages and customs of the
country as a whole rather than attempt to depart from accepted
practices and establish social customs which are at variance with

* those obtaining in the country as a whole,

The AAF believed that the desires and interests of white personnel
were just as deserving of consideration as those of blacks. Its report
recommended that WDP 20-6 not be changed, but that AR 210-lu be
modified to correspond with it w

Assistant Secretary of War McCloy did not agree with the AAF
argument and wrote to the Secretary of War on 4 "June that

the issue presented by the Freeman Field incident is whether or
not a post commander had the authority to exclude individuals
from recreational facilities on o. ny Army post on racial grounds,
The report submitted by the AAF suggests, in substance, thit a t
the Army return to a policy of separate and equal facilities for
white and Negro personnel. Suc ev policy, in my opinion, would
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be a step backward and would reverse the position taken by the

War Department in the Selfridge Field case in which the same
issues were involved. At that time it was clearly determined that
designation of recreational facilities for the use of a particular
race or color group would not be permitted. A reversal of this posi-
tion at the present time would have grave repercussions and would
make the position taken in the Selfridge Field case untenable.
The right of a post commander to designate recreational facilities
for the use of particular military units is not questioned. This
is within his administrative power and good management should
certainly place within the discretion of the post commander the
right to allocate facilities in accordance with their capacity. How-
ever, such administrative discretion should not carry the authority
to exclude individuals from the right to enjoy recreational facili-
ties provided by the United States Government or maintained with
its funds.

Secretary of War Stimson altered the pamphlet to reflect the view that
there could be separation in the use of facilities, including officers'
clubs, but that separation should riot be based on race.'" In the end,
the War Department did clarify its policy, though 5 years after the
regulation had been written. The AAF was partially correct when it
asserted that War Department policy had not been specific, but the
AAF must accept much of the blame for the resulting confusion, be-
cause at every turn it attempted to evade the intent of regulations.

Although the bulk of the officers ,vere released, there remained
the question of the three black officers under arrest for shoving the
Assistant Provost Marshal during the first officers' club incident.
Much to the dismay of Gen. Hunter, the court martial found Second
Lieutenants Thompson and Clinton not guilty of all charges, and con-
victed Lieutenant Terry for "offering violence against a superior offi-
cer" and fined him $150, the payrment being prorated over a period
of 3 months. In essence, while the AAF charged 104 black officers with
a capital offense in time of war, it succeeded in convicting only one.
The blacks tested the segregation system and disobeyed orders, but
bccause their demonstration was well planned and executed and be-
cause outside pressure had mounted in their favor, they were able to
force the AAF and War Department to abide by their own directives.

On the other hand, others believed that the AAF had won the
battle because it transferred the 477th to an inferior base-Godman
-where segregation could be enforced. Colonel Davis, Jr. and his black
officers and enlisted men replaced the entire white command structure
on the base. The AAF thus created an all-black base. But blacks did d

1-chieve certain gains-an opportunity to advance up the command
ladder and perform tasks for which they we're qualified. Present at the
change of command ceremony were Generai Davis, Sr., Truman Gib-
son, and General Eaker. Upon introducing Colonel Davis as the new
commander, Eaker praised the outstanding record of the 99th and 332d,
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Lt. Gen. Ira Eaker addresses the 332d
Fighter Group at Godman Field. Brig. Gen.
B. 0 Davis, Sr. and Civilian Aide Truman
Gibson look on.

and told the men of the 477th that they would have their chance soonC in the Pacific. However, the war ended before they were given that
opportunity and with the cessation of hostilities ended this story of the
black flying units."

This detailed study of the 477th Bombardment Group illustrates
how command attitudes and leade& ship influenced or undermined ra-
cial harmony. Some commanders diu take an active role in Lssuring theV acceptance of blacks; others simply paid lip-service to War Department
directives and principles of leadership. A comparison of the 477th with
black units in Great Britain demonstrates the correlation between com-
mand direction and the resulting racial climate. In Britain, attemAts
were mhde to anticipate and resolve racial nroblems as leaders regard-ed
the role of the black as essential to the war effort. In the case of thle
477th, or the other hand, blacks were seen primarily as problems, and
AAF leadership utilized the unit to satisfy pulitical pressure r-*ViierSthan to focus on its potential with regard to the war.

VA
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Chapter V11

THE POSTWAR SURVEYS

During the summer of 1945, the War Department requested that

the Army Air Forces (AAF) prepare an evaluation of the performance
of its black troops during the course of the war, and include recommen-
dations for their employment during the postwar era. To accomplish
this, the Army Air Forces consolidated the studies it had received from
each of its major commands into a report to the War Department. AnS~analysis of these studies is relevant for understanding the range of
attitudes that directed AAF racial policy during the war, For example,
"most evident in the report from First Air Force is a clear reflection of
the widely held racist beliefs of white Americans. However, other
studies reveal a sensitive understanding of the environmental factors
that affected the performance of blacks.

A number of general ideas pervade these surveys. First, they dem-
onstrate 'hat the military acted out the racial attitudes and reflected
the racial problems of American s-eiety at large. These attitudes and
problems were so deeply ingrained that it was impossible for the AAF
to avoid them. Next, sustained pressure from individuals and organiza-
tions outside the military and the attitude of many blacks toward the
war effort clearly influmnced the authors of the studies. Blacks entering
the AAF demanded a price for their participation. Essentially, they
wanted the United States Government and the military to abide by the
American Creed. Finally, the surveys represent an attempt by a white
institution to discuss, evaluate, and make recommendations about
blacks without consulting them. For black people, this was a further
example of paternalism. Decisions affecting them were made on the
white assumption that "we know what is best for you."

The idea for the postwar AAF surveys originated in a memoran- 4
dum that Assistant Secretary of War John J. McCloy sent to the Ad-
visory Committee on Negro Troop Policy on 1 September 1944 calling
for a study that would insure a definite, workable postwar policy, In
particular, he stressed that the Army's inadequate preparation for
dealing with the large number of blacks entering the service during the
war had been one of the main sources of racial irritation. The Secretary
of War approved McCloy's plan and in May 1945 submitted it to the
AAFR Meanwhile, the AAF had expressed a similar interest, and in
December 1944 Personnel requested that its project officers make an
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evaluation. The AAF proceeded on the assumption that universal mili-
tary training would be retained after the war and make it necessary
that the service plan to incorporate into its force 10.6 percent blacks.
The military was concerned that pressures from the black community
would promote their status "regardless of whether it is in the best in-
terest of National Defense or not.." In January 1945, as Personnel under-
took its study, the project suddenly stopped. A possible explanation is
that the AAF had learned of McCloy's idea and decided to wait until
the War Department revealed its plan.2

In examining these postwar surveys, they indicate that the com-
mands preferred to isolate and stress those specific problem areas
wherein blacks had not performed as efficiently as whites, but dis-
agreed in the evaluation of the causes. As a result, recommendations on
black utilization in the postwar military era tended to be unfavorable
and suggested exclusion at one extreme to restrictions based on
stringent standards at the other.

By far the most reoccurring criticism in the surveys was the in-

ability of blacks to adjust to training, particularly training requiring
sophistication. First Air Force concluded that it took twice as long to
train blacks as whites in a technical base unit, while Second Air Force
related that they were most successful it. jobs that required unskilled
or semiskilled labor. The Deming Army Air Field. New Mexico study
notes that blacks were best qualified in jobs "requiring expenditure
of energy rather than thought." Another survey reported that although
blacks could handle jobs "requiring manual dexterity," they required
longer training periods and were slower to learn than whites.3

Furthermore, the surveys stressed t:'at black soldiers were less
adaptable than whites because they lacked initiative; needed continual .
supervision; demonstrated poor discipline, high absent without leave 4

(AWOL), and venereal disease rates; and showed little pride in their
organization. When compared with whites, blacks were not as depend-
able, were less stable under pressure, were not as attentive, and were
willful malingerers or chronic neurotics. It must be understood that
these evaluations are not isolated remarks but represent t~e interpre-
tations expressed in the majority of the studies. Too, there is strong
evidence in the reports of the command disgust, frustration, and even
hostility toward blacks. And finally, a number of the surveys concluded
that the black really was not capable of adequate performance.4

The First Air Force survey was particularly harsh in its conclu- 4
sions and negative in its recommendations. It noted that although the
men chosen for the 332d and 477th were "carefully selected, screened,
and sent to service schools" and apparently had the required education
and intelligence, they did not adapt to the training, and "the perform-
ance of the 332d Fighter Group during the period of its organization
and training was approximately equal to the poorest of a comparable
White unit." The survey continues that this poor performance resulted
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"in spite of the long training period and the excessive amount of flying
training given," and it rebuked the 477th for its leisurely pace in meet-
ing minimum standards of proficiency.'

Commanders did not limit their comments to blacks within the
service. In particular, these leaders criticized outside agitators-black
organizations and the black press. The First Air Force Commander
asserted that these groups fostered an unhealthy situation by forcing
black soldiers "to gain [a] social position in the Army which they do not
have in civilian life and which is contrary to the customs and social
usages of the country as a whole." 6 The report from Peterson Field,
Colorado, observed that nonmilitary pressure groups "offer solutions
to problems which are contrary to good military conduct and proce-
dures" and undermine military efficiency.7

Perhaps the War Department and the AAF feared that if these
outside organizations learned of the survey, they might use it to put
greater pressure upon the military. Consequently, the War Department
ordered that all communications relating to the surveys be classified
"Secret," and the departmental cover letter emphasized that the Secre-
tary of War did not want questionnaires to be submitted to troop units.
In addition to limiting publicity, the War Department totally excluded
blacks from participating in the survey. The I Troop Carrier Command
was more pointed in its instructions. It required that the project remain
"Secret" and "therefore, colored personnel [are] not to know this
survey is being made," 8 The consequence was that the War Depart-
ment ignored its main source-the feedback that was available from
the black soldiers themselves-for reaching decisions concerning their
future use.

In conjunction with the criticism of black performance, all surveys,
"with the exception of the First Air Force study, attempted to find an
explanation for the differential discrepancy in the achievement level
attained by black and white soldiers. The surveys argued that the in-
ferior education blacks received before entering the service, in addition
to mediocre off-duty recreational facilities while they were in the serv-
ice, accounted for the difference. Also, the studies held that it was
necessary for base facilitie. to be at least adequate if morale was to be
maintained. A racial riot at March Field, California was attributed to
the concentration of blacks on the base without proper facilities.' In
addition, poor transportation services and general discrimination in tht
surrounding communities had an adverse effect on the efficiency of
black troops and required the constant attention of their commanders,
sometimes to the detriment of training.'0 Too, severe treatment at the
hands of white military men resulted in strained tensions and minimal
performance. Fourth Air Force concluded that the black's status in
American society would have to be improved if they were to be more
"effective in the military." At the same time, Ninth Air Force Service
Command reported that blacks generally received better treatment
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from civilians in Europe and Africa than they did from white American
3ervicemen.12

The command in Great Britain assigned the bulk of its blkek troops
to either the Combat Support Wing or to the IX Air Force Service Com-
mand (AFSC). A comparisor of the observations of these two units is
noteworthy, for it demonstrates how different command attitudes in-
fluenced the level of performance blacks achieved within their units.
As we saw above in Chapter V, the wing assigned special priority to
racial problems and received a positive return. Blacks in that organiza-
tion performed in a service capacity in either Quartermaster Truck or
Ordnance Ammunition Companies, and the wing concluded that "both
types of units bear favorable comparison with similar types of white
personnel in the performance of their primary mission." The wing,
however, observed that although blacks with higher Army General
Classification Test (AGCT) scores performed well with a minimum of
supervision, tney tended to be more sensitive and race conscious and
therefore created disciplinary problems. The troops in the lower AGCT
categories, with painstaking training and constant superv:sion, did
prove to be good soldiers, especially uneducated southerners. Under
very hazardous working conditions, they worked "tirelessly and with
enthusiasm and efficiency," However, the wing reported that the black

soldier needed constant supervision and recognition to do well; his
"strongest motivating impulse is 'showmanship.' Medals, ribbons, in-
signia, awards and decorations play an important part in his life." As
for black leadership, the wing was critical and did not believe that their
noncommissioned officers (NCOs) exhibited a high degree of responsi-
bility or dependability. Similarly, they rated the black officers as aver-
age to below average. The wing further argued that the NCOs had
become too close and familiar with their men, and the officers asserted
poor control and accepted low standards of performance. The wing
report noted that blacks had a congenial relationship with the British
civilian populace, but the association of whites and blacks during
off-duty hours created tension. The wing's overall conclusion stated
that "with more careful selection of personnel, organization and train-
ing it is believed Negro units can be effectively utilized in a future
emergency." 13

On the other hand, the AFSC evaluation of blacks in its Truck and
Ordnance Companies arrived at an opposite conclusion, i.e., that the
performance of its black soldiers was below average. Enlisted men, it
found, did not respond to crises as well as whites; NCOs did not manage
responsibility properly; and officers were not as resourceful or aggres-A 1
sive as whites. Within the confines of the military, the command main-
tained segregation as essential, but stressed that it provided equal
facilities for its black troops. There were instances of serious confron-
tation between black and white troops, and the majority of these en-
counters were the direct result of blacks being seen in public with white
women. The report concluded that the "utilization of Negro soldiers in
future emergencies in assignments calling for great skill is not generally
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recommended.," But, they "can best be used in static service and labor
battalions." 14

There is an obvious difference in black performance and that dis-
tinction might be explained by the attitude of the two commands. The
Combat Support Wing stressed good morale and performance, and
treated blacks fairly. It gave them recognition, provided them with good
recreational facilities, afforded them impartial military justice and
treatment by military police, and assigned to their units qualified offi-
cers. Because the wing made a vigorous attempt to work with its black
troops, it received favorable results. On the other hand, a similar effort
was absent in the IX AFSC. Although the command generally recog-
nized that blacks in its units scored in the lower AGCT categories, it
made no attempt to alleviate the society-created handicaps of its black
men. The mediocre test results were attributed by the AFSC leaders to
the blacks' negative attitude.

In the postwar surveys, each command made recommendations for
the use of blacks in the peacetime era, based upon their evaluations of
the findings. First Air Force made the most negative recommendation
and suggested that there be "no negro flying units in the Postwar Army
Air Forces." It cited as causal factors the low proficiency, the necessity
for additional training, and the general lack of leadership and relia-
bility. General Hunter, First Air Force Commander, feared that black
pilots flying around the country might force a racial intermingling that
would be both a source of irritation and friction. However, the com-
mand did recommend that small detachments of black enlisted men be
stationed at each base to perform specific duties-i.e., menial house-
keeping chores.'5 Other commands were less c.itical, recommending .
that the AAF utilize blacks, but in varying capacities. No command
was enthusiastic about the performance of black flying units, believing I
that the training was too difficult for them and that the time and money
expended were out of proportion to the returns. Command recommen-
dations for enlisted men ranged from completely barring them from
their units on the one hand, to using them in static service and labor
battalions on the other. Most commands believed that blacks should be

assigned to segregated units led by white officers and stationed at bases J.
near black population centers. Second Air Force further suggested that vi
they be employed exclusively in unskilled or semiskilled tasks. How-
ever, some commands did foresee the possibility that with the proper
training, they could handle numerous skilled jobs. The I Troop Carrier
Command was particularly optimistic about training blacks in air
cargo resupply.".

Although the majority of the reports contained, as we have seen,
negative comments, most commands did attempt to offer some con-
structive remarks. However, one command study is conspicuous be-
cause of its hypercritical attitude toward blacks. First Air Force, the
training command for the 332d, 477th, and 553d, saw no practical use
for them except in a service capacity. Perhaps an explanation for this
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rigid position is to be noted in the fact that the board appointed by Gen-
eral Hunter to make recommendations was composed entirely of white
officers who had been relieved from their command positions with the
'77th. Sitting on the board were Col. Robert R. Selway. its former com-
mander; Lt. Col. Thomas C. Keach, the executive officer and historian;
and Capt. William M. Swanzy, whose previous 477th assignment is not
identified.1" The board sat for 3 weeks, soon after the command's
harrowing experience with black troops at Freeman Field. Its lack of
full objectivity may have therefore suffered, and it is possible that in
writing the report, Selway, Keach, and Swanzy sought to win a victory
that they could not win at Freeman Field.

The board of officers placed full blame for the 477th's failure
squarely upon the anit itself. The board maintained that, unlike whites,
black soldiers required longer periods of training, achieved a lower
proficiency, were less motivated, lacked pride and discipline, were
afraid and did not desire to go into combat, were tools of outside black
organizations, and generally lacked the qualities of lea.dership, initia-
tive, and a sense of responsibility. Capt. Lyon described the First Air
Force rcport as "prepared by white officers who had commanded and
supervised the 477th, [and this record] is important evidence not of
what happened but of the basic conflict that underlay the failure in the
Army." s

The Army Air Forces compiled the studies and submitted a sum-
mary of its conclusions and recommendations to the War Department.'9

The AAF report was most detailed and thorough, and summarized
nearly every aspect of black participation during the war. Generally,I in its conclusions and recommendations the AAF accurately reiterated
the command surveys, showing that blacks received the same kind of
training as whites, although it was often necessary to select men with
lower aptitude scores in order to meet quota requirements; that in
many cases blacks required longer training periods; and that they did
not perform on a level equal to whites. The report notes that there were
disorders and conflicts incited by the black's unwillingness to accept
segregation both on- aid off-base and upon their irsistence for an equal
opportunity. The AAF recommended equality of training and oppor-
tunity in the postwar era, but with segregated facilities. It suggested
that commanders assign blacks to separate units, not to exced the size
of a group, and that their recreational and social activities be separate
in accordance with the customs of the surrounding communities. Final-
ly, blacks in the AAF should not number more than 10 percent of the
total force.,0

The AAF report also concerned itself with the questions of racial
disorders and the black attitude toward the war effort. The AAF's
views are important for understanding race relations during the war.
The force nev2r fully comprehended why disturbances took p!ace, why --
blacks suffered a "persecution complex," why there was a "complete
disregard of prescribed military correspondence channels," nor why
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they did not fully support the war effort. Basically, black soldiers did

react to the malassignment of white officers to black units; they did not
perform well or performed a minimum amount of labor when placed in
semiskilled or unskilled jobs; they were race conscious and extremely
sensitive toward discrimination; and they showed a disregard for basic
military channels because often these channels were dead ends for
grievances. If the AAF ¶ ):Ied to understand why blacks appeared to
behave and to respond u :ik. whites, perhaps it was because the service
never made an attempt ot, liscover the underlying factors. The Air
Force had a propensity ,. underestimate or to disregard totally the
complaints of black soldiers. The AAF reported, for example, that there
were few complaints against the military police, yet earlier a War De-
partment study had indicated to the contrary. On the other hand, the
postwar AAF study contains a considerable analysis of the black opin-
ion regarding segregation, but the AAF seems to have learned little
from its report. Other observations included in the survey were that
professional agitators and civilian organizations dedicated to keeping
the racial issue alive instigated numerous complaints; that northern
blacks did not understand that the military had no authority to inter-
fere with southern civil statutes and segregational practices; that
blacks did not understand that segregation of recreational facilities
was by unit and not by race; that they complained that they had "not
been afforded ample opportunity for promotion and for the exercise of
command functions"; and that disturbances occurring overseas flared
up from minor incidents.2'

In emphasizing environmental deficiencies, the AAF report iso-
iated what it believed were several key factors that directly affected
military performance. For example, because of a restricted educational
background and limited opportunities for technical work in civilian life,
there was a shortage of blacks entering the military-as was reflected
by a lack of leadership ability, mechanical aptitude and technical skills,
and lower Army General Classification Test (AGCT) and stanine scores.
Their substandard health and sanitary conditions, it was argued, also
limited their potential for productive work. However, the AAF did
notice that black administrative personnel with the same background
as whites were equally as capable in the performance of their jobs."

Finally, the AAF lacked objectivitv in analyzing the records of the
332d and 477th. It criticized both units because their training periods
took longer than comparable white units. Although this was accurate,
it cannot be attributed to any difficulties on the part of the men in
meeting the training standards. Rather, AAF racial policies and prac-
tices are responsible. The AAF report did concede one negative conse-
quence of this racial situation-that promotional opportunities for
blacks within the 477th were inferior to those available for whites.A3

Colonel Noel Parrish, the Tuskegee commander and a man very
familiar with the AAF black flying program, provided a different per-
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spective on the AAF surveys. The AAF asked him to examine the data
as it was being collated. Parrish concluded that the voluminous mate-
rial would enable "an unscrupulous researcher to disprove almost
anything except that considerable confusion in attitude, policies and
understanding existed."24

theIn his own summary of the surveys, Parrish noted that in spite of
the official segregation policy it was not always possible to assign in-
dividuals to separate classes. Thus, in actual practice the AAF trained
blacks in situations ranging from total integration to complete segre-
gation. Although the greatest opportunities for recreational and social
contacts were in the South, they preferred not to be assigned there. He
felt that pilot training for blacks and whites was identical, and that
every attempt had been made to produce black pilots with the same
proficiency as whites. Parrish believed that the Air Cargo Resupply
Squadron of the Troop Carrier Command had the best record for utiliz-
ing blacks. Finally, he maintained that the number of black officers
was totally insufficient. On 30 June 1945 the ratio was 15 black enlisted
men to each black officer, while for whites the ratio was 5 to 1. "'heratios are misleading because flying units absorbed the majority of

these black officers. One-third were at Tuskegee, another third at God-
man, and one-half of the remainder were assigned to the Mediterranean
Theater. Other commands absorbed the few remaining black officers.
Within the 2AF, 3AF, 4AF, and ITCC, there were as few as 17 black
officers for 22,938 biack enlisted men.

Parrish's summary was never adopted because, as he noted, "there
was some difference in my interpretation of the statistics here and
what other people werp making." While some attempted to use the
results of the surveys to demonstrate the racial inferiority of blacks,
to Parrish,

it proved none of that at all. The fact that they could operate with
the background they had, the conditions they were under, the sus-
picions as well as the real fears that they would not be given equal
opportunity or recognition or treatment, and the question of pre-
cisely what they were fighting for, which was bound to arise-con-
sidering all these things I thought they did better than anyone had
a right to expect. But I don't want to pretei.01 that this was the
greatest and most effective unit ever produced. It was amazing
that it performed at all."

Perhaps his brief observation accurately portrayed the role of the black
as clouded by confusion and contradiction, while the AAF postwar
surveys clearly exemplified that confusion.

Trumazn Gibson presented another important and critical contri-
bution in his analysis of McCloy's initial proposal for the survey. First,
Gibson analyzed the proposal and noted its weaknesses. He feared that
the st;rveys would not "scientifically determine and weigh prejudices
and preexistfng opinions," since objectivity was difficult in the racial
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fie!d. Considering the end results, Gibson was perceptive in his obser-
vation. Second, he suggested an examination of how public opinion had
affected Army policy toward the utilization of blacks because "many
things that were said to be impossible have been done as a result of
public opinion." Finally, Gibson recommended that an outside person,

preferably a member of the judiciar, be called in to evaluate the War
Department's performance during the war years."

In many ways, the postwar surveys we-e smilar to the 1925 Army
War College study, both evaluated a black performance in war and
tried to determine how they could be employed in the future. Although
often the attitudes were identical to those expressed 20 years earlier,
there were some sigas cf change and hope. In the 1925 study, much of
the emphasis had been placed on the fact that blacks were inherently
inferior and could not do the work of whites. Their lower level of profi-
ciency in 1945, however, was attributed to environmental deficiencies.
In a way this was a valid explenation for substantial differences in the
amount of training given and the level of performance achieved by
blacks but the AAF also used it as an excuse to keep them out of cer-

I PC.n -reas because they did not have the necessary prerequisites As a
Y.-sult, there was a slow transition for black pilots from single to twin-
engine aircraft, and the AAF never permitted them to train in four-
engine bombers. Furthermore, it placed most black enlisted men in
semiskilled and unskilled jobs where they remained for the duration of
the war.

While the 1945 surveys were understanding of some of the prob-
lems that black soldiers faced, they contained some racist comments
attributing differences between blacks and whites to inherent charac-
teristics. In describing individual instruction, a survey blamed low
intelligence for their failure to respond readily to training. In this case
it was unclear whether low intelligence was the result of environmental
or genetic factors, yet other comments iidicat.e that AAF leaders

attributed l-w intelligence to genetic factors:.

On the whole they are not competent to command troops, in that
they lack the desirable traits of initiative, responsibility and
impartiality.

Poor quality of negro noncommissiond officer, partially the result
of lack of education, previous supervioory experience, and inherent
racial characteristics.

Because of racial characteristics, colored troops require much
4doser supervision than whites.2"

Armed with these confusing conclusions, the AAF entered the
rostwar period and attempted to formulate a cohesive policy for the
utilization of blacks. From their World War II experience, AAF lead- :1
ers gainrd both positive and negative perspectives, but the immediate
result of the postwar surveys was, as Parrsh had indicated, confusion.
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This confusion might have reflected the bewilderment of Americans in
1945 or perhaps the ambiguous racial policy that had permeated the
AAF since the early prewar buildup. In any event, following the war as
during it, a degree of uncertainty characterize... AAF policy toward the
employment of blacks. This was due in large part to the fact that dur-
ing the war problems had not been anticipated and decisions tended to
be remedial rather than creative, with the result that AAF policy had
been generally indecisive. Therefore, at the conclusion of the war, there
were lessons that could have been learned about utilizing blacks
effectively, although the postwar surveys failed to comprehend this.

1,
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Chapter VIII

CONCLUSION

There is no question that during World War II the Army Air
Forces (AAF) made some headway toward improved race relations.
However, that partial success does not alter the fact that the AAF
failed to develop a comprehensive p'licy for dealing with all the prob-
lems that arose following the introduction of large numbers of black
soldiers. By 1942, the AAF was required to accept and utilze blacks at
the race of 10.6 percent of its total force, and, unfortunately, it did not
anticipate many of the resultant problems. The AAF and War Depart-
ment operated under the official policy of segregation in terms of hous-
ing, messing, and recreation; since they considered these facilities
"separate-but-equal," they did not find their policy discriminatory.
Unfortunately, the system reflected the racist tradition of American
society, and despite sincere and whole-hearted efforts by some com-
manders, in r'etual practice the military did not grant blacks equal
treatment. As a result, from the perspective of the black soldier, segre-
gation was unacceptable,, and from the perspective of the AAF, it wasS~not efficient.

Significantly, as the war progressed, blacks saw the value of pro-
test in order to effect change. Had the black community not been as
alert, organized, and vigorous in its demands, they would not have
participated in the AAF to the extent they did. They persistently ob-
jected to their status, beginning with a camnaign to reverse the exclu-
s.•,n policy of the Air Corps. Throughout the war, the black community
actively fought segregation and discrimination aid demanded maxi-
mum participation within the military. This constvnt pressure forced
the War Department to expand opportunities for bvicks and, in turn,
"to influence the AAF to reevaluate and modify its policies to accommo-
date black demands. This process of demand, pressure. and protest
leading to reevaluation and change dominated the war years. To illus-
trate, in the late 1930's and during 1940 the War Department retreated
from an earlier policy limiting the utilization of blacks and compelled
the AAF to accept these men. From the small nucleus involved during
the early training stages at Tuskegee and the initial nine Aviation
Squadrons, the AAF expanded its black units until they were stationed
worldwide. But pressure from the black community did not subside
with these early victories. As a result, thp AAF made available new

-• I technical areas, permitted them to fly twin-engine aircraft, sent black
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soldiers overseas in increasing numhers, and provided better base facil-
ities for black units. Fui-thermore, persistent political pressure provid-
ed an opportunity to participate in combat operations even though
many AAF leaders questioned the ability of blacks.

Since many AAF commanders were not totally committed to the
utilization of black personnel, they may have become indifferent to-
ward carrying out War Department directives. It follows that the
degree of racial harmony attained was relative to the quality of leader-
ship which fluctuated from command to command. For instance, pro-
gressive leadership in Great Britain uscd the lessons it learned from
the Bamber Bridge riot in effecting a more equitable policy, while the
lethargy of other leaders was responsible for the near collapse of the
477th as a unit. The disaster at Freeman Field demonstrated the failure
of the AAF and its policies and its insensitivity to the grievances that
precipitated the incident. As a further obstacle to vital leadership, AAF
commanders continued to resist the full implementation of War De-
partment racial policies ever, after 1943 when they evolved into a more
directed approach.

Finally, out of the war the AAF emerged with ambiguous ideas on
the future employment of blacks, reflecting the confused policies and
practices that had existed during the war, Sorn ý leaders attempted to
retreat to a policy of total segregation, while others realized that some
aspects of segregation were no longer applicable. Ultimately, to be suc-
cessful in achieving racial harmony, the AAF had to develop a polry
that would provide for the equai treatment of all personnel within the
service and had actively to enforce tcat policy.

In the postwar era, the AAF, as a member of the War Depar ment,
and later the United States Air Force (USAF) under the Department
of Defense (DOD), underwcnt dramatic changes in their treatment of
blacks. Indeed, all the services changed and became minife equitable,
although the full integration of the armed forces has yet to be achieved.
The War Department recognized that its wartime policies toward
blacks had been ambiguous and haphazard, and realized that something
more concrete than the postwar surveys was necessary. t -erefore, the
Gillem Board, composed of four general officers, was created to er tab-
lish an acceptable policy for the postwar era. Basically, the board pro-
posed more opportunities for blacks, but within the confines of a
segregated system. This standstill infuriated many within the black
community, and they continued to pressure the War Department and
the Cntngress. However, it was President Harry S. Truman, as Coin-
mander in Chief, who took the major step toward desegregatio. For
political and humanitarian reasons, the President issued Executive
Order 9981 on 26 July 1948, calling for equality of treatment within the
armed forces-in other words desegregation.

Still, desegregation might not have been fully implemented by
1954 had it not been for the Fahuy Committee and the Rorean War. The
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Fahy Committee was an action group that for more than a year moni-
tored the progresc, of the three services and generally held them ac-
countable for their policy and action. Meanwhile, the USAF recognized
that segregated units were militarily inefficient and in 1949, with the
support of the committee, started to disband all its black units, especi-
ally the black flying group at Lockbourne Air Force Base, Ohio, and to
integrate them into previously all-white units. Despite far-reaching
changes in the USAF, the nation's eyes were on the Army, and here
progress was sluggish. It took the Korean War and the rapid build-up
at training bases in the United States and on Korean battlefields ulti-
mately to prove the inefficiency of segregation and bring about neces-
sary changes. With the Navy already desegregating and the Army in
Europe realizing that Executive Order 9981 was final, the Department
nf Defense in 1954 announced that segregation was at an end.

In summary, the struggle to improve race relations in the AAF
during World War II challenged the military establishment to face its
own ineffectiveness. Through confrontation with black and white lib-
eral groups, the AAF learned that active commitment, vital leadership,
and equal opportunity produced a more viable military organization
than did segregation and unequal treatment. A lesson to be learned is
that it is necessary to change behavioral patterns, because attitudes
entrenched for 300 years cannot be easily recast. If the United States
Air Force and the Department of Defense continually apply the notions
of efficiency and social justice implicit in the World War II experience,
the military will be able to move ahead of society in solving America's
race relations problems.
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APPENDIX

Table 1. AAF Military Personnel-Number and Per-
centage of US Army Strength: 1932-1946 (includes

ASWAAF)

Yeai Number Percent of US Army Strength

1932 15,028 11.2
1933 15,099 11.1
1934 15,861 11.5 I
1935 16,247 11.7
1936 17,233 10.3
1937 19,147 10.7
1938 21,089 11.5.t•
!939 23,455 12.4

1940 51,165 19.1
1941 152,125 10.4 :
1942 764,415 24.9 -
1943 2,197,114 31.4

S1944 2,372,292 29.7

1945 2,282,259 27.6
1946 455,515 24.1

Source: Army Air Forces Statistical Digest 1946, p 13, AFSHRC 134.
11-6.
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Table 2. AAF Black Military Personnel--September
1942-March 1946 (does not include ASWAAF)

Month/Year Total Officers Enlisted

September, 1942 37,223 142 37,081
December, 1942 71,824 129 71,695
March, 1943 106,409 255 106,154
June, 1943 114,075 359 113,716
September, 1943 130,372 605 129,767
December, 1943 145,025 636 144,389
March, 1944 140,857 904 139,953
June, 1944 145,242 1,107 144,135
September, 1944 140,728 1,243 139,485
December, 1944 137,806 1,303 136,503
March, 1945 136,827 1,464 135,363
June, 1945 140,462 1,559 138,903
September, 1945 133,447 1,511 131,936
December, 1945 69,016 1,050 67,966
March, 1946 42,564 778 41,786

Source: Army Air Forces Statistical Digest, 1946, p 23, AFSHRC134.S~11-6.

Table 3. AAF Black Flying Training Graduates

Prior to 4th Qtr 1445 1946

Course Total October 1946
1944 1944

Advanced Pilot
Training 926 520 105 263 38
Single Engine 673 429 61 161 22
Two Engine 253 91 44 102 16

Liaison Field
Artillery 58 57 - 1 -

Navigation 132 54 25 53 -
Bombardier-

Navigation 261 - 123 136 2

Source: Army Air Forces Statistical Digest, 1946, p 75, AFSHRC
134.11-6.
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BLACK FLYING UNITS

~SPIT FI;RtE

332ND FIGHTER GROUP

332d FIGHTER GROUP Hungary, Yugoslavia, Rumania,
Bulgaria, and Greece. Also made

Constituted as 332d Fighter strafing attacks on airdromes,
Group on 4 Jul 1942. Activated railroads, highways, bridges,
on 13 Oct 1942. Trained with river traffic, troop concentra-
P-39 and P-40 aircraft. Moved tions, radar facilities, power
to Italy, arriving early in Feb stations, and other targets. Re-
1944. Began operations with ceived a DUC for a mission on
Twelfth AF on 5 Feb. Used 24 Mar 1945 when the group es-
P-39's to escort convoys, protect corted B-17's during a raid on a
harbors, and fly armed recon- tank factory at Berlin, fought
naissance missions. Converted the interceptors that attacked
to P-47's during Apr-May and the formation, and strafed
changed to P-51's in Jun. Oper- transportation facilities while
ated with Fifteenth AF from flying back to the base in Italy.
May 1944 to Apr 1945, being en- Returned to the US in Oct 1945.
gaged primarily in protecting Inactivated on 19 Oct 1945.
bombers that struck such objec- Activated on 1 Jul 1947.
tives as oil refineries, factories, Equipped with P-47's. hnacti-
airfields, and marshalling yards vated on 1 Jul 1949.
in Italy, France, Germany, Po- SQUADRONS. 9.9th: 1944-1945;
land, Czechoslovakia, Austria, 1947-1949. 100th: 1942-1945;
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k ~IOOTH FIGHTER SQUADRON i

99TH FIGHTER SQUADRON

301ST FIGHTER SQUADRON 302ND FIGHTER SQUADRON

1947-1949. 301st. 1942-19,,56, COMMANDERS. Lt Col Sam W
1947-1949. 302d: 1942-1945. Westbrook Jr, 19 Oct 1942; Col

STATIONS. Tuskegee, Ala, 13 Robert R Selway Jr, 16 May
Oct 1942; Selfridge Field, Mich, 1943; Col Benjamin 0 Davis
29 Mar 1943; Oscoda, Mich, 12 Jr, 8 Oct 1943; Maj George S
Apr 1943; Selfridge Field, Mich, Roberts, 3 Nov 1944; Col Ben-
9 July-22 Dec 1943; Montecor- jamin 0 Davis Jr, 24 Dec 1944;
vine, Italy, 3 Feb 1944; Capodi- Maj George S Roberts, 9 Jun
chino, Italy, 15 Apr 1944; Rami- 1945-unkn. Unkn, 1 Jul-28 Aug
telli Airfield, Italy, 28 May 1944; 1947; Maj William A Campbell,
Cattolica, Italy, c. 4 May 1945; 28 Aug 1947-1 Jul 1949.
Lucera, Italy, c. 18 Jul-Sep 1945; CAMPAIGNS. American Thea-
Camp Kilmer, NJ, 17-19 Oct ter; Air Combat, EAME Thea-
1945. Lockbourne AAB, Ohio, ter; Rome-Arno; Normandy;
1 Jul 1947-1 Jul 1949. Northern France; Southern
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4fýk 46MT.. kbMtNTD•IJ $QUAtMON 617TH BOMBARDMENT SQUADRON

-K71

•" 618TH BOMBARDMENT SQUADRON*A T u619TH BOMBARDMENT SQUADRON

France; North Apennines; Activated on 15 Jan 1944. As-
Rhineland; Central Europe; Po signed to First AF. Trained with
Valley. B-25's. Redesignated 477th

DECORATIONS. Distinguished Composite Group in Jun 1945.
Unit Citation:. Germany, 24 Mar Equipped with B-25's and
1945. P-47's. Inactivated on 1 Jul

"INSIGNE. Shield: Azure on a 1947,
fess nebule or, a panther pas- SQUADRONS. 99th Fighter:
sant sable armed and incensed 1945-1947. 616th Bombard-

a gules. Motto: SPIT FIRE. (Ap- ment: 1943; 1944-1945. 617th

proved 15 Jan 1943.) Bombardment: 1943; 1944-1947.618th Bombardment: 1943;

477th COMPOSITE GROUP 1944-1945.619th Bombardment:
1943; 1944-1945.

Constituted as 477th Bom- STATIONS. MacDill Field, Fla,

a a bardment Group (Medium) on 1 Jun-25 Aug 1943. Selfridge ",
13 May 1943. Activated on 1 Jun Field, Mich, 15 Jan 1944; God-
1943. Assigned to Third AF. man Field, Ky, 6 May 1944;
Trained with B-26 aircraft. In- Lockbourne AAB, Ohio, 13
activated on 25 Aug 1943. Mar 1946-1 Jul 1947.
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COMMANDERS. Lt Col Andrew 4 Sep 1943; Barcellona, Sicily,
0 Lerche, 1943. Col Robert R 17 Sep 1943; Foggia, Italy, 17
Selway Jr, 21 Jan 1944; Col Ben- Oct 1943; Madna, Italy, 22 Nov
jamin 0 Davis Jr, 21 Jun 1945- 1943; Capodichino, Italy, 16 Jan
1 July 1947. 1944; Cercola, Italy, 2 Apr 1944;

CAMPAIGNS. American Thea- Pignatataro, Italy, 10 May 1944;
ter. Ciampino, Italy, 11 Jun 1944;

DECORATIONS. None. Orbetello, Italy, 17 Jun 1944;
INSIGNE. None. Ramitelli, Italy, 6 Jul 1944; Cat-

tolica, Italy, c. 5 May 1945; God-
99th FIGHTER SQUADRON man Field, Ky, 22 Jun 1945;

Lockbourne AAB, Ohio, 13 Mar
LINEAGE. Constituted 99th 1946-1 Jul 1949.

Pursuit Squadron on 19 Mar AIRCRAFT. P-40, 1943-1944;
1941. Activated on 22 Mar 1941. P-39, 1944; P-51, 1944-1945;
Redesignated 99th Fighter P-47, 1944,1945-1949.
Squadron on 15 May 1942. lnac- OPERATIONS. Combat in MTO
tivated on 1 Jul 1949. and ETO, 2 Jun 1943-30 Apr

ASSIGNMENTS. Army Air 1945.
Corps, 22 Mar 1941; Technical SERVICE STREAMERS. Ameri-
Training Command, 26 Mar can Theater.
1941; Southeast Air Corps (later CAMPAIGNS. Sicily; Naples-
Southeast Army Air Forces) Foggia; Anzio; Rome-Arno;
Training Center, 5 Nov 1941 (at- Normandy; Northern France;
tached to III Fighter Command, Southern France; North Apen-
19 Aug 1942); Twelfth Air Force, nines; Rhineland; Central Eu-
24 Apr 1943; XII Air Support rope; Po Valley; Air Combat,
(later Tactical Air) Command, EAME Theater.
18 May 1943 (attached to 33d DECORATIONS. Distinguished
Fighter Group, 29 May 1943; Unit Citations: [Sicily, Jun-
324th Fighter Group, c. 29 Jul] 1943; Cassino 12-14 May
Jun 1943; 33d Fighter Group, 19 1944; Germany, 24 Mar 1945.
July 1943; 79th Fighter Group, EMBLEM. Over and through a
16 Oct 1943; 324th Fighter medium blue disc, border of
Group, 1 Apr-6 Jun 1944); 332d nine golden orange segments
Fighter Group, 1 May 1944 (at- fimbriated of the field, issuing
tached to 86th Fighter Group, out of sinister chief toward dex-
11-30 Jun 1944); 477th Compos- ter base a golden orange winged
ite Group, 22 Jun 1945; 332d panther in striking position,
Fighter Group, 1 Jul 1947-1 Jul proper, between four yellow
1949. stars in dexter chief and five

STATIONS. Chanute Field, Ill, like stars in sinister base. (Ap-22 Mar 1941; Maxwell Field, proved 24 Jun 1944.)

Ala, 5 Nov 1941; Tuskegee, Ala,
10 Nov 1941-2 Apr 1943; Casa- SOURCE: Maurer Maurer. ed, Air

blanca, French Morocco, 24 Apr Force Combat Units of World War II
1943; Oued N'ja, French Moroc- (New York, 1963), pp 212-213. 349-350

co, 29 Apr 1943; Fardjouna, SOURCE: Maurer Maurer, ed . Combat
Tunisia, 7 Jun 1943; Licata, Sic- Squadrons of the Air Force. World War

ily, 28 Jul 1943; Tfermini, Sicily, 11 (Washington. D C.. 1969), pp 329-330
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NOTES

Chapter I

THE WAR DEPARTMENT AND THE BLACK COMMUNITY

1. Richard M. Dalfiume, Desegregation of the U.S. Armed Forces:
Fighting on Two Fronts, 1939-1953 (Columbia, Mo., 1969), pp 5-20,
gives a short, concise description of black participation in the US
military. For a more detailed analysis, see Jack D. Foner, Blacks and
the Military in A merican History: A New Perspective (New York, 1974).

2. Two excellent articles which discuss the attitudes and actions of
black Americans during this period are: Richard Dalfiume, "The 'For-
gotten Years' of the Negro Revolution," Journal of A merican History,
LV (June 1968), pp 90-106; and Harvard Sitkoff, "Racial Militancy and
Interracial Violence in the Second World War," Journal of American
History, LVIII (December 1971), pp 661-681.

3. Memo and attachment from AWC to C/S, "The Use of Negro Man
Power in War," 30 October 1925, AFSHRC.

4. I.A. Newby, Jim Crow's Defense: Anti-Negro Thought in America,
1900-1930 (Baton ! )uge, 1965), pp x-xi, 16, 55, and 66. The racial views
of society were reflected in the service schools; they were attended by
practically all military leaders. One lecturer was Brig Gen LeRoy El-
tinge, who attributed racial differences to inherent characteristics and
noted that "the superior degree of will power, indomitable energy,
great initiative, absolute self-control and strong sentiment of independ-
ence of the pure Anglo-Saxon distinguishes him from the other human
beings just as fins and gills distinguish the fish from other verte-
brates." See further, Richard Carl Brown, "Social Attitudes of Ameri-
can Generals, 1898-1940" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University
of Wisconsin, 1951), pp 212-213.

5. "Use of Negro Man Power," basic memo.

6. Clarence S. Yoakum, and Robert M. YerKes, eds., Army Mental Tests
(New York, 1920), pp x-xi.

7. "Use of Negro Man Power," Reference A. Also, approximately 80
percent of the black enlisted men were from the ,.)uth and 97 percent
of them had attended only grade school; 86 perce1L' of thosc from the
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North had attended only grade school. Samuel A. Stouffer, et al.,
Studies in Social Psychology in World War II, vol 1: The American
Soldier: Adjustment During Army Life (Princeton, 1959), p 490. A later
study was completed using the same data. Generally, the scores of
blacks were below those attained by whites, but, a further breakdown
by states and races shows that northern blacks scored higher than
southern whites in the 1918 test results:

Whites Blacks
State Median score State Median Score

Mississippi 41.25 Pennsylvania 42.00
Kentucky 41.50 New York 45.00
Arkansas 41.55 Illinois 47.35
Georgia 42.12 Ohio 49.50

Otto Klineberg, ed., Characteristics of the American Negro (New York,
1944), p 36.

8. "Use of Negro Man Power," Reference A.

9. Emmett J. Scott, The American Negro in the World War (Chicago,
1919); Dalfiume, Desegregation, pp 18-20; Lee, Negro Troops, pp 3-20;
Arthur E. Barbeau and Florette Henri, The Unknown Soldiers: Black
American Troops in World War I (Philadelphia, 1974). "Use of Negro
Man Power," Reference E. The officers of the AWC study believed the
reason there were unqualified blacks serving in the Army was that
black politicians, leaders, and newsmen "put racial interests above the
interests of the United States." Other explanations given for the failure

of the 92d were the low intellectual capacity, inefficient education, and
"natural" racial characteristics of its black members, and unqualified
black officers.

10. "Use of Negro Man Power," Reference E.

11. "Use of Negro Man Power," Reference C.

12. Memo from WD, G-1, to G-2, G-3, G-4, AWC, and Executive for
Reserve Affairs, "Use of Negro Manpower in Time of Emergency,"
23 February 1938 This was the cover memo for the AWC plan dated
26 April 1937. US Army Military History Research Collection, Carlisle
Barracks, #127-26 1 hereafter USAMHRC).

13. Minutes of Meeting of Board of Directors, NAACP, 9 Septembcr
1940, Box #37, Arthur B. Spingarn Papers, Manuscript Division, Li-
brary of Congress (hereafter L/C). "--.

14. Ltr from Marshall to Lodge, .n September 1940, AFSHRC 145.
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81-90; ltr from Secretary, General Staff, to AG, 30 September 1940,
AFSHRC 145.81-90; memo from Secretary, General Staff to C/AC,
30 September 1940, AFSHRC 145.93-85; ltr from AG to all CGs, "War
Department Policy in regard to negroes," 16 October 1940, AFSHRC
145.81-90. The letter to Lodge became the basis for all replies from the
War Department stating its official policy. The policy (16 October 1940
letter) provided for segregation and had the approval of the President;
see memo from Marshall to S/W, "Report of Judge William H. Hastie,"
1 December 1941, AFSHRC 145.81-90. This policy letter was released to
the public; memo from T&O to Information, 30 October 1940, AFSHRC
220.765-2.

15. William Hastie, a black Judge, had been appointed as the Civilian
Aide to the Secretary of War in late 1940. The purpose of the office was
to coordinate matters concerning black troops in the Army. He and his
important office will be discussed in Chapter IV.

16. Memo from Marshall to S/W, "Report of Judge William H. Hastie,"
1 December 1941, AFSHRC 145.81-90.

17. Henry L. Stimson and McGeorge Bundy, On Active Service in Peace
and War (New York, 1947), pp 461-464; Record of telephone conversa-
tion between Daniels and McCloy, 22 September 1944, Box #17, OF
4245G, Franklin D. Roosevelt Library (hereafter FDRL).

18. Memo from Hastie to Secretary, General Staff, 1 July 1942; and
memo from Secretary, General Staff t ti,,stie, 14 July 1942; AFSHRC
145.81-90. The General Staff believed th" racial problems had to be
handled in accordance "with accepted social customs," and the inter-
mingling of the races was not in "accord with the existing customs of
the country as a whole." Also, the War Department should not be
placed in a position to "attempt the solution by regulation or fiat of a
complicated social problem."

19. Remarks of the OIC, Miscellaneous Division, WD, AG, at the Con-
ference of Negro Newspaper Representatives, 8 December 1941,
Office, Chief of Military History (hereafter OCMH), 1

20. Henry L. Stimson Diary, 18 June 1941, Yale University Library,
New Haven, Connecticut (hereafLer Stimson Diary).

21. Memo from AFDAS to AFDPU, 12 November 1942, Box #85, Henry
H. Arnold Papers, L/C. Ltr from Stimson to Ludlow, 8 April 1944; and
ltr from McCloy to Wilkins, 5 April 1944; Box #40, NARG 107 (S/W).
Interview with Brig Gen Noel Parrish (Retired), USAF Academy -1
Oral History Program (hereafter USAFAOHP), 30 March 1973. Tus-

V kegee will be discussed in Chapters II and III.

22. Lee, Negro Troops, pp. 23-29.
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23. Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem and

Modern Democracy (New York, 1944), p 4 1 9 .
24. Pittsburgh Courier, 16 January 1937; 23 October 1937; 22 January
1938; 19 February 1938; and 25 May 1940.

25. Norfolk Journal and Guide, "We Will Fight to Defend Our Coun-
try," 16 September 1939; and Walter White, "It's Oui Country, Too,"
Saturday Evening Post, 14 December 1940.

26. Myrdal, American Dilemma, pp 54-55. Implicit in this idea was the
concern ovter sexual and social intercourse, and Howard W. Odum
showed in his work that most of the rumors which often arose during
the war were based on the sex issue. Race and Rumor of Race: Chal-
lenge to American Crisis (Chapel Hill, 1943).

27. Charles S. Johnson suggested a related idea-the right not to die.

He noted that "to be commanded to die in time of war for the preserva-
1 tion of American institutions that denied the means of earning a living

in time of peace has been an unforgivable irony to the Negro." To Stem
This Tide: A Survey of Racial Tension Areas in the United States
(Boston, 1943), p 1, In a sense this meant that they lived as second-class
citizens but had a first-class privilege to die. Some blacks might ask if
they should risk their lives for a freedom and opportunity they had
never known. Also, if blacks and whites could fight and die together,
why could they not live and train together and enjoy the same privi-
leges.

28. Myrdal, American Dilemma, p 4.

29. An editorial in Crisis (February 1939) asked: "How can a country
-expect a class of citizens to rally to its defense wholeheartedly when
those citizens receive the dirty end of all deals even at the very moment
they are being asked to offer their lives for the nation?"

30. For example, see Earl Brown, "American Negroes and the War,"
Harper's Magazine, April 1942; and Horace R. Cayton, "Fighting for
White Folks?", Nation, 26 September 1942. The Four Freedoms, made
famous by President Roosevelt, were freedom from fear and want and
freedom of speech and worship. Thomas A. Bailey, A Diplomatic His-
tory of the American People (New York, 1964), p 729.

31. This issue was brought up by most of the black press. For example,
see Crisis, July 1941; Baltimore Afro-American, 10 October 1942.

32. AS/W McCloy wrote to Judge Hastie noting Lhat the real issue was
not whether or not blacks fought in mixed or segregated units, but win- '1k

fning the war. If the United States lost "the lot of the Negro is going to
be far, far worse than it is today." McCloy felt that the black press,
such as the Courier, played up the racial issue to take people's minds
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off the winning of the war. Memo from McCloy to Hastie, 2 July 1942,
Box #123, NARG 107(S/W). Also, see the OWI pamphlet, "Negroes and
the War," 1942.

33. For example, see ltr from Wilkin3 to S/W, 13 August 1942, Box
#177, NARG 107 (S/W). The Journal and Guide also discussed black
patriotism in an editorial, 5 March 1938.

34. Claudia Jones, Jim-Crow in Uniform (New York, July 1940).

35. James W. Ford, The Negro People and the World Situation (New
York, August 1941); and Ben Davis, Jr., The Negro People and the
Communist Party (New York, March 1943). George S. Schuyler, writ-
ing in the Courier, was suspicious of left-wing organizations and partic-
ularly of the strong "win the war" attitude of the Communists. He felt
that the Communists would let black rights go by the board if it were
necessary to save Russia; Wilson Record, The Negro and the Commu-
nist Party (Chapel Hill, 1951), p 223. Also, see Editorial in Opportunity,
April 1939, for a comment about the loyalty of blacks to America and
their eagerness to serve in the military. The Socialist Workers Party
also made an appeal to blacks in J. R. Johnson, Why Negroes Should
Oppose the War(New York, n.d. (ca. 1939)).

36. Courier, 7 February 1942; 14 February 1942. Minutes of Meeting of
the Board of Directors, NAACP, 8 December 1941; the NAACP in-
dorsed the Courier's Double V campaign at their May meeting; Minutes
of Meeting of the Board of Directors, NAACP, 11 May 1942; Box #38,
Arthur B. Spingarn Papers. L/C.

37. AS/W McCloy made the point about agitation hurting the war
effort in a memo to Judge Hastie, 30 June 1942, Box #123, NARG 107
(S/W).

308. Coutrier, 19 February 1938. The Courier had the la, zest circulation
of the black papers: Courier, 147,847; Baltimore Afro-A nmprxan, 78,120;
Chicago Defender, 46,000 (estimated); and Journal and GutdE, 26,087;
Cotrier, 1 January 1938. The Navy's story will not be told in this study;
see Dennis D. Nelson, The Integration of the Negro ii, the US Navy S
(New York, 1951).

39. Courier, 16 April 1938. This edition also showed support from the
National Negro Youth Congress and many governors and mayors.

40. Courier, 30 April 1938, and 14 May 1938, have articles about the
proposed division. See further, New York Times, 3 February 1938, and
4 March 1938.

41. Crisis. April and May 1938.

42. Opportunity, May 1938.
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43. For example, see articles in Courier, 18 March 1939, and 25 March
1939.

44. Courier, 21 October ý439. In later issues, the paper called for blacks
to organize and write lettt.-s to break down the color bar in the Army
and Navy. See editorial, 25 November 1939. The CPTP is discussed in
Chapter II.

45. Courier, "Courier Renews Army Drive," 27 April 1940. The Courier

was particularly against the runaround in the Air Corps in which
blacks could attend the civilian Chicago school but could not enter the a
Air Corps. Relevant articles and editorials also appear in its issues of
4 May 1940, 11 May 1940, 18 May 1940, 1 June 1940,8 June 1940, 22 June
1940,29 June 1940, and 6 July 1940. See also, Florence Murray, ed., The
Negro Handbook (New York, 1942), p 60. In the presidential election of
1940, the Courier and Afro-American supported the candidacy of Wen-
dell L. Willkie. Courier, 24 August 1940; Afro-American, 19 October
1940. Visnnu V. Oak wrote that Republican dollars helped dictate the
editorial policies of many black newspapers during the 1940 and 1944
presidential elections. The Negro Newspaper (Yellow Spring, Ohio,
1948), p 30.

46. Murray, The Negro Handbook, 1942. p 63. White represented the
NAACP, Randolph was head of the Brotherhood of Sleeping 'ar
Porters, and Hill was advisor on black affairs in the National Youth
Administration and represented the Nationa' Urban I eague.

47. Stimson Diary, 27 September 1940. Stimson also believed that
blacks in the aviation service will "produce disaster there."

48. The conference and aftermath are covered in Dalfiume, Desegrega-
tion, pp 36-43. Also, see Crisis, November 1940, "White House Blesses
Jim Crow"; and December 1940.

49. Ltr from AG to all CGs, "War Department Policy in regard to
Sroes,"i 16 October 1940, AFSHRC 145.93-85.

50. Memo from AG to G-1, 17 August 1940, Box #1086, NARG 407
S(hrmy-AG). The NARG 407 (Army-AG) files docume.it the black pres-sure on the WD..•:;

51. Stimson Diary, 22 October 1940, 23 October 1940. Stimson also be-
lieved that blacks would not do well in the Air Corps and had doubts
about their efficiency and initiative.

52. General Davis worked in the Office of the Inspector General and
was involved in the investigation of many racial problems during the
war; his son, B.O. Davis, Jr., was a West P'oint graduate and became
the senior ianking black AAF officer. Judge Hastie, assisted by Tru- I
man Gibson, was instrumental in transmitting black protest to the
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War Department. The Civilian Aides, in effect, worked at the Assistant
Secretary level and influenced AAF policy and r~ractices. Hastie and
Gibson will be discussed in Chapter IV.

53. Courier, Afro-American, and Journal and Guide, 2 November 1940.
In its editorial, the Afro-American called the mo,,es appeasement,
while the Journal and Guide, generally pro-Roosevelh, took the position
that "the :ntellectually honest, the trl'fl ceal;itic, the sensibly militant
cannot expect revolution and should applaud progress, and pretty
"re-voi,:tlonAry progress at that."

54. ",isis, November 1940; folder 291.2 Box #325, NARG 18 (AAF), On
the cover of two issues of the Crisis, there were photos of military air-
craft with the caption: "For Whites Only"; July 1940 and December
1940, To many, the Air Corps occupied an elite position in the American
military-a dramatic and colorful branch. The black community was
ý;. +er over the fact that it was excluded, and thus the campaign to open
it uxt. was long, widespread, publicLed, and persistent. "Negroes in the
AAF: Procurement and Assignment." Draft prepared by Dr. Victor
Cohen, pp 1-2, AFSHRC K239.046-2. The Air Corps' aura continued

' into the war; see survey conducted by the ASF in 1943. Robert R. Pal-
mer, Bell L Wiley, and William R. Keast, The Army Ground Forces:
The Procurement and Training of Ground Combat Troops (Washing-
ton, D.C., 1948), p 49.

55. Courier, 21 September 1940; 28 September 1940; 5 October 1940; and
21 December 1940. Walter White published an article late in the year
which showed some of the frustration in the black community, "IL's
Our Country, Too." He noted that the buildup was turning into an
example of blacks having to fight for the right to fight. One who did
well in the CAA program at the University of Minnesota had to join the
RAF to fly; and Lt Davis, having graduated 35th of 276 in his class at
West Point, commanded the ROTC detachment at Tuskegee. However,
according to White, blacks were hanging on with faith in democracy
and were determined to carry their fair share. It seems that Lt Davis
had been making the rounds of the "Negro assignments." When he was
sent to Tuskegee in 1938, the Courier pointed out that black officers
generally were not given an active command but were sent from Tus-
kegee to Wilberforce to Liberia, and back again. Courier,, 27 August

-'S 1938.

tee on Findings for Military and Naval Defense," Meeting dt Hampton

Institute, 25-26 November 1940, Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W). Public
Law 18 will be discussed in Chapter II.

57. Crisis, February 1941. The 99th and Tuskegee will be discussed in

Chapters II and Ill.

58. Murray, The Negro Handbook, 1942, p I Opportunity also was hos-
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tile to the segregation at Tuskegee and called the formation of the
pursuit squadron a "half-hearted gesture," and a weak one at that.
April 1941,

59. L.r from White, 9 May 1941, Box #216 II, #3, NAACP Papers, L/C.,
Crisis noted that although the Army wanted 30,000 pilots a year, only
33 would be black. April 1941.

i60. Ltr from White to Pickens, 10 February 1942; ltr from Pickens to
White and the Board, 17 February 1942; and article by Pickens, "Fort
Huachuca and 99th Pursuit Squadron"; OF 2538 (NAACP), FDRL.
The Courier reported that there was a long-standing feud between
Pickens and White, and White was looking for an opportunity to strike.
28 February 1942.

61. Courier, 7 June 1941.

62. Herbert Garfinkel, When Negroes March: The March on Washing-
J t ton Movement in the Organizational Politics for FEPC (Glencoe, 1959),

pp 34-39, 54, and 60-61; Dalfiume, Desegregation, pp 117-118; Sitkoff,
"Racial Militancy," p 666. Sitkoff noted that some of the other action
committees formed at this time were: Adam C. Powell, Jr.'s Temporary
Nationai Protest Committee on Segregation; John A. Davis' Citizens
Non-Partisan Committee for Equal Rights in National Defense; Com-
mittee on Negro Americans in War Industries, established by the
Phelps-Stokes Fund; and the Committee on Discrimination in Employ-
ment. Sitkoff, "Racial Militancy," p 665.

63. New York Times. 10 January 1942, and 11 January 1942. The meet-
ing was held on 10 January.

64. Crisis, July 1918.
65. Crisis, January 1942. Also, see articles, Roi Ottley, "A White Folks'
War," Corn mon, Ground, Spring 1942; and Adam C. Powell, Jr., "Is This

a 'White Man's War'?", Corn mon Sense. April 1942.

66. One observer notes that a black leader in the North who did not take
a strong militant position could be labeled Uncle Tom; "no Negro could 5,
survive that label if his accusers could make it stick." Garfinkel, When -.• ~Negroes March, p 77, :
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Chapter II

4 !THE ARMY AIR FORCES: EARLY
POLICIES AND PRACTICES

1. Ltr from WD to Mr, Darden, "Colored Units," 17 August 1917, Box
#383, NARG 18 (AAF). This letter was in response to Mr. Darden's 101< August 1917 letter to the S/W noting that there were numerous com-
plaints from qualified blacks throughout the country attempting to
enlist in the Aviation Department.

2. Memo from Training and War Plans Division to Personnel Division,
20 December 1922, Box #383, NARG 18 (AAF),

3. File 291.2, Box #383, NARG 18 (AAF).

4. Memo from General Westover, Acting Chief of the AC, 30 October
1935, Box #383, NARG 18 (AAF). See also, Janie Taytor, producer,
"Tuskegee Airmen," National Public Radio (NPR), p L

5. Memo from S/W to th - President, 5 August 1937, Box #5, 0F25,
FDRL. There is evidence, however, that at least one black did get into
the AC during the interwar years. It was reported to Judge Hastie in
1941 that Reginald Thair enlisted in the AC on 31 January 1928 and
was sent to the Panama Zone where he served an enlistment of 3 years.
Ltr from Amos T. Hall to Hastie, 28 July 1941, Box #177, NARG 107
(S/W).

6. See, for example, folder 291.?; ai3o, ltr from Arnold to Advisor on
Negro Affairs, Department of the Interior, 23 January 1939; Box #325,
NARG 18 (AAF).

7. Patricia Strickland, The Putt-Putt Air Force: The Story of the Civil-
ian Pilot Training Program and the Wer Training Service (1939-1944)
(Washington, DC, n.d. (ca. 1971)), pp 39-47. For example, the Univer-
sity of Minnesota and the Joliet, Illinois units accepted blacks.

8. Merton England and Chaancey Sanders, "Legisiation Relating to the
AAF Training Program, 1939-1945," AAFHS-7, pp 19-20, AFSHRC;
memos between T&O, Plans, and Legal Divisions, "Act Approved 3
April 1939," 31 March 1941-12 April 1941, AFSHRC 220.1645-6; Paszek,
"Negroes and the Air 'orce," pp 1-2; Lre, Negro Troops, pp 55-65. Lee
analyzed in detail the implications of thq law and the Congressional

- - debate.
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9. Selective Service in Peacetime, First Report of the Director of Selec-
tive Service, 1940-1941 (Washington, D.C., 1942), pp 323-335; Paszek,
"Negroes and the Air Force," p 2; and Lee, Negro Troops, pp 71-74. An-
other provision of the law did cause some concern. A compromise meas-
ure stipulated that those inducted for training had to be "acceptable."
Simply by omission, the responsibility for defining acceptability was
delegated to the Army, since the law did not elaborate As a result,
there was a fear that the Army would use this clause to exclude blacks,
but this was not so. Later in the war, the question came up of whether
the nondiscriminatory clause of the 1940 law was contrary to the policy
of segregation. The Office of the Judge Advocate General, ASF, ruled
"that the law did not prohibit the Army from placing separate quotas
for white and black troops and that when Congress passed the act, it
knew that segregation of "white and colored troops was the established
policy of the Government, both legislative and executive." Memo from
JA, ASF, to AS/W, "Summary of congressional action on segregation
of Negro troops," 3 August 1944, Box #125, NARG 107 (S/W).

10. Memo from Acting C/S to C/AS, "Employment of Negro Personnel
in Air Corps Units," 24 May 1940, AFSHRC 145.93-85.

11. Memo from Arnold to WD, G-3, "Employment of Negro Personnel
in Air Corps Units," 31 May 1940, Box f325, NARG 18 (AAF). A few
days earlier Arnold had presented similar views to the C/S in com-
menting on the requirements of Congressional legislation concerning
the CAA unit at Chicago-there were no separate units for blacks and
there would be no black pilots in white units; memo from Arnold to
C/S, "Testimony Before the Senate Sub-Committee on Appropriations
Concerning Negroes in the Air Corps," 25 May 1940, Box #149, NARG
407 (Army-AG).

12. Memo irom WD, G-3 (Andrews) to C/S, "Training of Negroes," 5
June 1940, Box #149, NARG 407 (Army- XG).

13. Ibid. General Andrews, the G-3, was an Air Corps officer, also, it
can be assumed that General Marshall concurred in the report. In 1939,
a total of 125 blacks held either a student, private, or commercial
license; in 1940, because of the CPTP, this figure increased to 269. Mur-
-ay, The Negro Handbook, 1942, p 82. A few months later, the AC con-
tinued to delay the inevitable. In response to numerous inquiries, t:.e
WD announced that the CAA was beginning the preliminary develop-
rnent of black pilot training, and the National Youth Administration
and some civilian educational institutions were training mechanics and
technical specialists. This meant that whites were being trained in the
military at military schools, while blacks were to be trained by civil-
ians at civilian schools. This would delay the military training of black
enlisted specialists and would, at the same time, delay the formation of
black units. Press Release, WD, 16 September 1940, OCMH. Memo
from Secretary, General Staff, to C/AC, 30 September 1940; and ltr
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from Yount to Rayford Logan, 8 October 1940; AFSHRC 141.93-85.
Ltr from Watson to White, 2 October 1940, Box #4. OF93, FDRL.

14. Memo from Plans Division to T&O Division, "Training of Colored
Aviation Mechanics," 5 October 1940, AFSHRC 145.93-85; memo from
AC/AS to the Executive, "Training of Colored Aviation Mechanics,"
15 October 1940, AFSHRC 220.164.

15. Ltr from T&O to SE ACTC, "Establishment of Pursuit Squadion
(Colored) at Tuskegee, Alabama," 8 November 1940, AFSHRC 220.164.
This was the AAF authorization letter for the Tuskegee project. The Air
Corps submitted its plan to the WD on December 16th, and it was ap-
proved by the AG on 9 January 1941. Memo from Arnold to Gen Brett.
with plan, "Training and Establishment of Pursuit Squadron (Colored)
Single-Engine," 16 December 1940, AFSHRC 220.765-2. The plan also
called for 429 enlisted men and 14 nonpilot cadets to be trained at I
Chanute. Arnold thought that the plan was admirable with the excep-
tion that the time factor for training of ground support personnel was
not realistic. Normally, 3 to 5 years were required to become competent
as crew chiefs, line chiefs, and hangar chiefs, while pilots could be 1
trained in a year and a half. This showed that segregation could be
inefficient because it was necessary to delay the start of pilot training
gn,.til after the initiation of technical training. The AAF also received1 , some pressure at this time. Hastie and Under Secretary of War Patter-
son both wrote asking probing questions. Patterson noted that a few
months had passed since it was decided to make use of blacks in the
AC, and the AC had to make every effort to expedite their training.
Memo from Hastie to AG and 4 Inds, "Acceptance and Consideration of
Applications of Negroes for Appointment as Flying Cadets," 4 Decem-
ber 1940; memo from Patterson to C/AC, 26 December 1940, and reply
from Brett to Patterson, 28 Decemb'tr 1940; AFSHRC 220.765-2. The
AAF was continually aware of political pressure and this is noticeable
in its correspondence. The Plans Division requested additional recruits
for training at Chanute because, "in the meantime considerable pres-
sure has been brought to bear on this office." Memo from Plans Divi-
sion to the Executive, "Training of Pursuit Squadron (Colored)," 1
February 1941, AFSHRC 145.93-85. Later, when the 100th Pursuit
SqLadron was formed, the AAF looked at both units as "priority
units." "Due to the political aspect of this project, it is believed there
will be repercussions unless colored trainees are afforded the same
opportunities as white soldiers." Memo from AC FTC to C/AC, "Addi-
tional Colored Training," 26 February 1942, AFSHRC 220.765-3. .1

16. 1st Ind from Weaver to C/AC, 6 December 1940, AFSHRC 220.765-
2. AAF EFTC, History: 1 January 1939-7 December 1941, 1:546,
AFSHRC 222.01. The Aif Corps was planning for 15,000 cadets; see
"memo from Miscellaneous Branch to Mobilization Branch, 12 Novem- Z
ber 1940, AFSHRC 220.765-2.

17. Murray, Tie Negro Handbook, 1942, 1) 1. The 100t0 Pursuit Squad-
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ron was constituted in r 'cember 1941. Memo from Secretary/AS to

'he C/S, "Constitution an'l Activation of the 100th Pursuit Squadron
,2olored)," 8 December 1941, and ltr, same subject, from AG to SE

ACTC, 27 December 1941; planning for the 100th was in memo from
C/AS to C/AC, "Plans for Organization and Activation of Pursuit
Squadron (Colored)." 1 November 1941, and reply 21 November 1941;
AFSHRC 220.765-2. AAF FTC viewed the 99th and 100th as "priority
units" and put pressure on the AAF to aid them in the preparation of
these units. FTC needed nonflying officers and enlisted technicians and
viewed the matter as urgent. Ltr from AAF FTC to AAF, "99th and
100th Pursuit Squadrons," 12 March 1942, AFSHRC 220.765-3.

18. Memo from AFACT to AFRIT, 22 July 1942, Box #85, Henry H.
Arnold Papers, L/C; ltr from Patterson to Mr. LaRoe, Jr., 26 March
1943, Box #96, NARG 107 (S/Wj.

19. William H. Hastie, On Clipped Wings: The Story of Jim Crow in the

Army Air Corps, published by the NAACP, 1 July 1943. It was issued
as a justification for Hastie's resignation and as an attack on AAF
policies. Hastie's resignation will be discussed below in Chapter IV "e
can speculate that Judge Hastie realized that pursuit flying wa. se-
lected in order to keep racial problems at a minimum and to provide a
safe, easy start in a single-seat, single-engine plane.

20. Memo from Hastie to AS/W for Air and Atch (2 May 1942), 7 May
1942; memo from AFRIT-2 to AFAAP, "Civilian Pilot Training. Negro
Aviation Cadet Candidates," 30 May 1942; AFSHRC 145.81-90. In re-
ferring to "emotional characteristics," AFRIT could be reflecting the
influence of the AWC studies. Another memo at the same time stated:
"When the two pursuit squadro,, 'ow activated have been adequately
tested and if they prove to be sa' isfactory, when suitable combat air-
craft becomes available, consideration will be given to the formation of
additional units of that type." 2d Ind from Director, War Organization
and Movement to AC FTC, 1 May 1942, AFSHRC 220.765-3. A further
memo stated that the black fighter group would be trained and equip- I
ped so that blacks would have every opportunity to demonstrate their

capabilities. Memo from AFAAP to AFMAG, 14 July 1942, AFSHRC
145.81-90. Since blacks had to prove themselves, early black combat
units were looked upon as "experiments "See reaction to statement by
Maj Gen J, A. Ulio, in Chicago Defender, 26 December 1942. The New
York Timofes (16 August 1942) reported that Gen Arnold said that the
99th Squadron was in the nature of an experiment and the establish-
ment of other sqt:adru,.s would depend on its success. Gen Lewis, the
Acting AG, wrote that "the War Department policy precluded the
training of Negroes as navigators, bombardiers, et cetera, until such
time as the feasibility of organizing medium and heavy bombardment
squadrons of all Negro personnel is proved. At present the Army Air
Forces are engaged in training a fighter group because it is believed
that in fighter aviation lies the most favorable opportunity for the
Negro to prove his worth as a combat aviator. The Army Air Forces are
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intensely interested in giving the loyal Negroes of the cauntry the best
possible opportunity to prove themselves in military aviation at the
earliest possible date. For this reason, training is concentrated upon a
fighter group." Ltr from Wilkins to WD, 11 September 1942, and ltr
from Acting AG to Wilkins, 4 November 1942, Box #96, NARG 107
(S/W). In another memo, the C/AS (Harmon) wrote that "the Army
Air Forces does not propose to commit negro units to combat until
every reasonable step to insure their success has been taken. Thence-
forth the burden of proof rests squarely on the negro. Until that proof
is at hand, the urgency of current demands and commitments prohibits
any further expansion of negro pilot training." Memo from C/AS to
G-1, 9 June 1942, Box #85, Henry H. Arnold Papers, L/C.

21. At first the WD and AAF quota was 9 percent of the total man-
power registered under Selective Service, then it was raised to 10 per-
cent, and finally, for most of the war, 10.6 percent. Ltr from AG to all
CGs, "War Department Policy in regard to Negroes," 11 December
1940, AFSHRC 145.93-85; 1st Ind, from AAF to C/AC, 25 February
1942, to basic ltr from GC ACTC to AC FTC, 10 February 1942, quoted
in AAF CFTC, History: 1 January-30 June 1944, 4:649, AFSHRC
223.01. Wesley Frank Craven and James Lea Cate, eds., The Army Air
Forces in World War 11, 6: Men and Planes (Chicago, 1955), pp 523-524.

22. Lee, Negro Troops, pp 113-114. Murray, The Negro Handbook, 1942,
pp 66-71. Besides the 2,250 in Aviation Squadrcns, blacks were sta-l: tioned at Tuskegee, Chanute, and a few thousand were attached to tI'2
AAF from the ground forces; memo from WD (T&O) to Hastie, 6
tFe ruary 1941, Box #253, NARG 107 (S/W).

23. Victor H. Cohen, "Classification and Assignment of Enlisted Men inS~the Army Air Arm, 1917-1945," USAFHS-76, pp 123-124.

24. Cohen, "Classification and Assignment," p 125.

25. WD Pamphlet No. 20-6, "Command of Negro Troops," 29 February
1944, pp 2-4, AFSHRC; Lee, Negro Troops, p 242. Lee discusses in
great detail the AGCT and how it relates to the use of blacks in the
Army, especially pp 241-260. Paszek, "Negroes in the Air Force," p4.
Palmer, Wiley, and Keast, Procurement and '',frining, p 6. The scores
were grouped as follows: Grade I, 130 and above; Grade II, 110-129;
Grade III, 90-109; Grade IV, 60-89; Grade V, 59 and below; before July
1942, Grade V began at 69. Roy K. Davenport, "Implications of Military
Selection and Classification in Relation to Universal Military Train-
ing," Journal of Negro Education. XV (Fall 1946), p 591, From June
1941 to February 1942, 77.8 percemn of the black inductees and 29.1 per-
cent of the white inductees were in grades IV and V. Cohen, "Classifi-
cation and Assignment," p 123. A survey conducted in the second half .1
of 1943 placed 79.4 percent of blacks and 24.7 percent of whites in
grades IV and V. Of 6,044 black enlisted men in the AAF CFTC late in
1942, only 917 had a score of eighty or more. AAF CFTC, History: 1 I
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January-30 June 1944, 4:667-668, -A#SHRC 223.01. The WAC had a
similar problem. One set of AGCT mam- showed that in May 1943, 66
percent of black and 15 percent of white-recruits were in IV and V. Of
those sent to the ETO between 19fFebruawy 1943 and 2 February 1944,
40 percent of the blacks and 10 percent of -the whites were in IV and V.
Mattie E. Treadwell, The Women's Armyj Corps (Washington, D.C.,
1954), p 593; Study of the Women's Army Corps in the European The-
ater of Operations, 1943-1945, 1:129, AFSHRC 502.101-11.

26. There have been a number of studies on the educational difficulties
which blacks have had to face in America. For exampie, see US Selec-
tive Service System, Special Groups, Special Monogrr ph No. 10 (Wash-
ington, D.C., 1953), 1:103, 1:146, 1:156-157, 1:159-162; Stouffer, Studies
in Social Psychology, 1:490-493; Myrdal, American Dilemma, pp 946-
950; and Murray, Negro Handbook, 1942, pp 111-112.

27. Cohen, "Classification and Assignment," p 126. The WD, Opera-
tions Division, wrote: "Training speed is essential and only those who
are fitted for specialist or officer training, be they white or colored,
can be permitted to utilize training facilities if efficiency is to result."
Memo from Operations to General Eisenhower, "The Colored T7,)op
Problem," 2 April 1942, Box #124, NARG 107 (S/W).

28. Stimson Diary, 17 January 1942.

29. Craven and Cate, AAF in WWII, 6:61, 6:375, 6:524. The ASWAAF
reached a peak of 600,000 men in the fall of 1943. Late in 1943, there
was an attempt to integrate them into the AAF, but this process was
not completed before the end of the war.

30. Memo from General Arnold to A-1, "Colored Personnel for the
Army Air Forces," 4 June 1942, and attachments thcreto, AFSHRC
145.81-90.

31. Memo from General Arnold to A-i, "Colored Porsonnel for the
Army Air Forces," 4 June 1942, and attachments thereto, including:
memo from CG, AAF to C/S, 14 Apr*! 1942; memo from AC/S to C/S,
6 January 1942; memo from AC/AS zo NC/S, 30 January 1942; memo
from DC/S to AC/S, 12 February 1942; and memo from AC/S to AAF,
17 February 1942; ASFHRC 145.81-90. Ltr from AAF to C/AC, "Col-
ored Personnel for Air Defense Units," 25 February 1942, AFSHRC
220.765-3.

32. Blanche D. Coil, Jean E. Keith, and Herbert H. Rosenthal. The C

Technical Services: The Corps of Engineers: Troops and Equipment
(Washington, D.C., 1958), p 118.

33. Cohen, "Classification and Assignment," p 124.

34. Ltr from Hq AAF to AAF TTC, "Colored Personnel for Air Corps,"
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6 March 1942, AFSHRC 220.765-3. As of 1 July 1943, there were 218
black and 32 white Aviation Squadrons; the black ones were given the
designation of "separate."

35. Testimony of Judge Hastie before the Gillem Board, 23 October
1945, Brief of Testimony, by Captain Pease, Gillem Papers, USAMHRC.
Memo from Hastie to Arnold, 3 July 1942, AFSHRC 145.96-207. Within 'I
2 weeks of Hastie's memo, an inspection was conducted of six Aviation
"Squadrons; the Air Inspector concluded that they were generally above
average in morale and performance and that base and squadron com- I
manders had "leaned over backwards" to keep their units happy. How-
ever, the inspector did recommend that the AAF issue a directive
defining the duties and scope of training of these units. Memo from Air
Inspector to CG, AAF, "Special Inspection of Colored Army Air Forces
Units (Aviation Squadrons, Separate)," 17 July 1942, AFSHRC 145.96- A207.A

36. Memo from WD, G-3, to AS/W, "Utilization of Colored Personnel,"
with Atch, 4 March 1944, Box #40, NARG 107 (S/W).

37. Coil, Keith, and Rosenthal, Engineers: Troops and Equipment,
p 322.

38. 8th Aviation Squadron (Sep), MacDill Field, History: Activation to
Inactivation, June 1941-December 1943, p 2, AFSHRC SQ-AVN-8-HI.

39. The Organization and Training of Tactical Service Units for Over-
sea Air Forces, 1942-1945, 1:264-267, AFSHRC 201-35.

40. Treadwell, WA C, pp 593-594.

41. Memo from Hastie to Lovett, 4 October 1941, Box #96, NARG 107
(S/W); ltr from Lt Gen Daniel James, Jr. to the author, 27 September
1972. General James, qualified ýor Air Corps training, was delayed for
that training because of the "ridiculous selection pr.cedure."

42. Report of the Secretary for the March Meeting of the Board,
NAACP, March 1942, Box #43, Arthur B. Spingarn Papers, L/C.

43. Memo from AG to fastie, 31 December 1941, Box #235, NARG 107
(S/W); memo from C/AS to Colonel Street, 31 October 1941, Box #96,
NARG 107 (S/W). "A-1 Daily Report," 2 June 1942; memo from AC/S
to AAF, 4 June 1942; memo from C/AS to WD, G-1, 9 June 1942; and
memo from AC/S to C/S, 10 June 1942 (approved by S/W ou 15 June
1942); Box #85, Henry H. Arnold Papers, L/C. Also, see memo from
Hastie to Lovett, 10 September 1942; and memo from Coiner to Hastie,
15 September 1942; Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W). Black candidates were
occasionally mis-sent to regular AAF flying schools, causing the AAF
some embarrassment. One reported to Ryan Field, Texas and two
reported to Maxwell Field after travelling at their own expense from
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Cleveland and Washington; all were told "they could not be accepted
because they were negroes." Merno from Hastie to AS/W for Air, 19
August 1941, and memo fr',"' Secretary/AS to Hastie, 5 September
1941, Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W); ltr from L.AF to AAF FTC, "Negro
Applicants for Commission as Service Pilots," n.d. (typed 25 January
1943), Box #103, NARG 18 (AAF); 1st Ind from AAF FTC to AAF, 12
March 1943, report,,d that there was another case in early 1943; strong
efforts were made to find them flying jobs at Tuskegee or with the
CPTP, Box #529, NARG 18 (AAF).

44. Testimony of Judge Hastie before the Gillem Board, 23 October
1945, Brief of Testimony, by Capt Pease, Gillem Papers, USAMHRC.

45. Memo from Coiner to Hastie, "Alleged Racial Discrimination in
Case of Robert Terry, Negro Pilot," 1 August 1942, Box #96, NARG
107 (S/W). i

46. All aircrew candidates were given a standard test-called the
Stanine Test-and rated on the scale of one to nine. Gibson also reports
that he had "urged that every effort be made to have one standard for
both whites and Negroes even though a fractionally smaller percentage
of Negroes will be trained." Ltr from Gibson to Murphy, 1 April 1944,
Box #238, NARG 107 (S/W). "The Medical Department of the Army Air
Forces Training Command in World War II," 2:539-540, AFSHRC
220.740. Also, F. D. Patterson, President of Tuskegee, wrote to Gibson:.
"This is the tabulation on the statement I attempted to give you over the
telephone showing the standing of the first group of trainees which we
have received. I understand that very few of them have made over 71
percent regarded as an acceptable passing minimum for the Air Corps.
Combine this with the probable scarcity of available men to make up
our quota in terms of the future and you can see some reasons why we
may push the Air Corps situation to our own embarrassment." Ltr
from Patterson to Gibson, 31 March 1943, Box #252, NARG 107 (S/W).

47. Memo from Coiner to Hastie, "Eligibility for Admission to Cadet
Courses of Training," 1 December 1942, Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W).

48. Memo from Hastie to Lovett, 25 November 1942, Box #96, NARG
107 (S/W); Testimony of Judge William Hastie before the Gillem
Committee, 23 October 1945, Brief of Testimony, by Capt Pease, Gillem
Papers, USAMHRC.-

49. Ltr from Wilkins to McCloy, 26 July 1943, Box #59, #4, NAACP
Papers, L/C.

50. Memo from A-1 to AAG, "Station for Colored Troops," 20 January
1942, Box #325, NARG 18 (AAF); Chart, "Air Bases and Stations,

- Report on Colored Troops, Data as of 1 February 1942"; and ltr from
-* AAF to C/S, "Colored Personnel for Army Air Forces." 14 April 1942;

AFSHRC 145.81-90.
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51. Ltr from Eglin Field to SE ACTC, "Assignment of Colored Troops
to Eglin Field," 7 April 1941; and memo from AAF to WD, G-3,
"Assignment of Colored Personnel to Suitable Stations," 18 July 1941;
AFSHRC 145.93-86.

52. AAF CFTC, History: 1 January-30 June 1944, 4:645-647, AFSHRC
223.01.

53. 1st thru 4th Ind, 13 May 1941-29 May 1941, WC ACTC, Ninth Corps
Area, and C/AC, AFSHRC 145.93-86.

54. 1st Ind from AAF to AAF FTC. "Assignment of Colored Troops,"
30 April 1942, AFSHRC 220.765-3. AAF Personnel was tired of replies
that a particular station did not have adequate housing and messing
facilities, and, therefore, it suggested a message to the effect that the
AAF had its quota and each station would receive theirs. If a local base
could not handle them, then the command would absorb the blacks at
another station within the command. But, individual stations could not
reject the shipment of blacks nor communicate with HQ AAF about the
lack of facilities or that the blacks could not be utilized. It cannot be
ascertained if the message was issued, ýut it is important for indicating
some of the frustrations that must have existed in Personnel. In effect,
the AAF was attempting to cut off the complaints and force commands
to handle the problem. Memo from AFPMP (Enlisted Section) to
Af PMP, "Colored Personnel for Air Corps," 20 May 1942, Box #325,i NARG 18 (AAF).

55. Memo from AFAAP to AFCAS, "Stationing of Negro Troops at

Moore Field [Texas]," 8 August 1942, Box# 325, NARG 18 (AAF); and
ltr from Plans Division to Senator Pat Harrison, 13 March 1941, AF
SHRC 145.93-85. In another case, in April 1941, some whites from
Tuskegee wrote to their Senators about the location of the aviation
facilities on the east side of the town. Th-?ir concern was that the area
"offers the only outlet of expansion for white citizens of Tuskegee."
The War Department informed them that the proposed field would be
north and west of Tuskegee and not to the east. Petition, from Citizens .

of Tuskegee to Senators Bankhead and Hill, 21 April 1941, and the ltr
"from General Brett to Senators Bankhead and Hill, n.d. (ca. May 1941)

AFSHRC 145.93-86.

56. Correspondence from 4 July 1942 to 15 August 1942. "Digest of
Files," p 73, Box #267, Henry H. Arnold Papers, L/C. Besides Eagle
Pass, West also showed concern about the stationing of blacks at Moore
Field. He called Gen Arnold and told him that there were no recrea-
tional or other facilities for them and "there is bound to be trouble
between the Negroes and Mexicans." Memo from Arnold to Hastie,
"Complaint of Texas citizens re stationing of negro troops at Moore
Field," 15 August 1942, Box #177, NARG 107 (S/W). Hastie was recep-
tive to some flexibility at Moore because there could be serious prob-
lems both for the soldiers and the civilian community. Therefore, he
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recommended "an interchange of stationing" so that if a choice of
stations were possible, the preference would be for that station in the
area of a substantial black civilian population. Memo from Hastie to
Arnold, 15 August 1942, Box #177, NARG 107 (S/W).

57. Ltr from Secretary, Lemay Public Library Board to CO, 6th Corps
Area, 17 November 1942, Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W).

58. Ltr from Spokane Chamber of Commerce to Mrs. Roosevelt, 16
January 1943; and memo from A-1 to AS/W, 30 January 1943; OCMH.
A similar complaint had been sent to Congressman Francis Case from
the City Manager of Rapid City about the lack of a black population

V and black facilities. Ltr Case to Lovett, 17 December 1942; ltr from
Rapid City City Manager to Case, 9 December 1942; and ltr from Coiner I
to Case, 29 December 1942; Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W). For another
example involving training at Oklahoma A&M, see ltr from AAF,
Director of Individual Training, to AAF TTC, "Assignment of Colored
Personnel to Oklahoma A&M College," 7 January 1943; and 1st Ind
from AAF TTC, 30 January 1943; memo from Poletti to Colonel
Brownell, 22 February 1943; Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W).

59. Ltr from Keesler to AC TTC, "Employment of Negro Instructor,"
28 November 1941, AFSHRC 220.765-1. It cannot be ascertained from
the files how long Delaney was permitted to teach at Keesler.

60. Ltr to Senator James 0. Eastland and Representative W.M.
Colmer, 3 February 1943, Box #8, OF93, FDRL.

61. Memo from Chief, Technical Training Division, to C/AS, 6 Febru-
ary 1943; memo from DC/AS to A-i, 26 February 1943; Box #72, Henry
H. Arnold Papers, L/C. Senator Ellender wrote that the son of one of
his constituents was put under "a bunch of bull-headed Negro instruc-
tors"; the father commented: "How does the War Department or
anyone else think the Southern people can wholeheartedly support the
war effort with something like that crammed down their throats?"
Memo from A-1 to AAF TTC, "Tiansfer of Colored Instructors," 8
March 1943; ltr from Senator Ellender to AAF, A-i and reply, 30
March 1943 and 12 April 1943; Box #103, NARG 18 (AAF). Black
instructors at schools at Wichita Falls and Amarillo, Texas were *
removed; those at Sheppard (Wichita Falls) were transferred to
Chanute. Hastie reported that the AAF TTC employed 100 black
instructors for the projected black training center. When plans for the
center were abandoned, these instructors were assigned to various -r-

AAF installations: for e~ample, Illinois, Texas, Mississippi, and -
Nebraska. It is possible that some of these included those mentioned in
the above protests. Testimony of Judge Hastie before the Gillem Board
23 October 1945, Brief of Testimony, by Capt Pease, Gillem Papers,
USAMHRC.

62. Memo from Eisenhower to C/S, "The Colored Troop Problem," 25
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March 1942; an AAF memo from AFDAS to AFAAP, 4 April 1942,
indicated that this memo "'will be the basis for the annunciation of
Army Air Forces policies on the subject"; Box #72, Henry H. Arnold
Papers, L/C. Eisenhower reported in a 1965 ihterview that he person-
ally intervened to force the Australians to take blacks. Alfred D. Chan-
dler, Jr., ed., The Papers of Dwigk, David Eisenhower,, The War
Years: I(Baltimore, 1970), pp 208-221. Stimson Diary, 17 January 1942.
Stimson was unhappy about the southern attitude toward the station-
ing of black troops there.

S63. C. L. Grant, "The Development and Function of A.A F OCS and OTS,
1942-1951," USAFHS-99, 1953, AFSHRC, pp 1-9.

S64. Ltr from Commander, Miami Area, to CG, Ist District, AAF TTC,
"Assignment of Colored Troops," 15 May 1942, AFSHRC 220.765-3.

65. Ltr from Cannon to McCloy, 16 June 1942, Box #123, NARG 107
(S/W). That same month Mr. John Duff, Jr., President of the Miami
Bea-h Hotel Association, wrote to General Weaver, AAF TTC, noting
that although the people of the Beach area wanted the Army to use
their facilities, rumors of black- being sent there disturbed them.
Blacks had never been permitted to live on the Beach. Ltr from Duff to
Weaver, 10 June 1942, in the collection of Murray Green, Office of Air
Force History (hereafter AFCHO/Green).

66. Series of memoranda, "Negro Officer Candidates," from and to
AFRIT, AFPMP, AFAAP, AFCAS, AFDMR, from 28 June 1942 to 17
August 1942, Box #325, NARG 18 (AAF). Along with the discussions
within the Air Staff, a number of surveys were conducted of black
colleges to find a suita'le location for a black AAF OCS. Besides 20
Tuskegee, Hampton Institute and Virginia State College for Negroes
were examined. Ltr from Goldboro Field to 1st District AAF TTC,
"Report of Inspection," 8 August 1942; and ltr from Goldboro Field to
1st District AAF TTC, "Inspection Report," 19 August 1942, and 1st Ind
thereto, 24 August 1942; AFSHRC 220.765-3.

67. Quoted in Grant, "AAF OCS and OTS," p 9.

68. Ltr from Hastie to Lee Nichols, 15 July 1953, OCMH, Only the I
Army Infantry School remained segregated, and it was practiced there
because the large number of black candidates permitted the organiza-
tion of an all-black student company. Memo from A-1 to C/AS, 15
January 1943, Box #85, Henry H. Arnold Papers, L/C.

69. Memo frc, i WD, Officers Branch, to Hastie, 2 October 1942, Box
#226, NARG 107 (S/W); Grant, "AAF OCS and OTS," p 16; memo from
A-3 to Genera1 Giles, 14 August 1943, Box #529, NARG 18 (AAF,.

70. Ltr from A-3 to CG, AAF TC, "Investigation of Curriculum and
Conditions Existing as Reported by the Air Inspector of the Officers
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Candidate School, Miami Beach, Florida," and Report, 20 March 1944,
AFSHRC 220.7171-12.

71. Correspondence between Mr. Ira J.. O'Neal and the author, 1 No-

vember 1973.

72. Grant, "AAF OCS and OTS," p 20.

73. Army Air Forces Statistical Digest, 1946, pp 14 and 23, AFSHRC 4
134.11-6. The number of black officers reached its high mark in May
and June of 1945-1,559.
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Chapter III
THE ARMY AIR FORCES: BLACK OFFICERS

AND FLYING UNITS

1. At the end of the war, the AAF conducted a comparit ve study at
Keesler Field of 1,200 blacks and a like number of white aircrew appli-
cants. The study showed that black applicants compared very well with
whites in terms of baekground, and concluded that blacks joining the
flying units werc. better trained and educated than their white counter-
parts. Statistics for those who passed the AC qualifying examination
demonstrate that 54 percent of blacks and 35 percent of whites came
from cities of more than 100,000 population; 43 percent of blacks and
20 percent of whites had some college education; 22 percent of black
fathers and 14 percent white fathers had some college education; and A
24 percent of black mothers and 14 percent wh~te mothers had some
college education. Blacks reported excellence in athletics more often
than v showed less indication of mechanical experience; had few
reiative. .,d friends with flying experience; reported "more frequent
participatioai in academic, scientific, instructional and social service
work on the one hand, and more frequent participation in unskilled
labor and personal service on the other", and were olde!r than whites:
31 percent were under age 20, while 58 percent of whites were under
age 20. Memo from Col John Flanagan to the Air Surgeon, "Biographi-
cal Data on Colored Aircrew Candidates," 11 September 1945,
AFSHRC 141.281-22. Also, the AAF conducted a test of 815 West Point
cadets and 356 black cadets to construct tests for the selection and
placement of AAF personnel. For a highly technical discussion of those
tests see, William Burton Michael, "Factor Analyses of Tests and Crite-
ria: A Comparative Study of Two AAF Pilot Populat:ons," Psychologi-
cal Monographs: General and Applied, 63 (1949), 55 pp.

2. Memo from Arnold to Eaker, "Negro Air Combat Units," 19 June
1945, Box #72, Henry H. Arnold Paper.3, L/C.

3. Memo from Giles to C/AS, "Negro Training," 26 April 1943, Box #72,
Henry H, Arnold Papers, L/C. V ihen the AAF discussed an increase in
the utilizan+on of blacks, AAF-Training suggested that the new group
be equipped with fighter aircraft especially suited for low-altitude
bombing. In other words, keep blacks in the one-engine, one-pilot con-
cept. Memo from Training to Gibson, "Tuskegee Institute," 12 May
1943, Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W).
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4. Hastie, On Clipped Wings, p 5. A total of 992 blacks had graduated
from Tuskegee when its last cla3s ended on 29 June 19t6. Florence
Murray, ed., The Negro Handbook, 1949 (New York, 1949), pp 263-264.
However, General Parrish estimates hat the separate training system
cost several times what it would have if blacks had been integrated into
the AAF training program. Interview with Brig Gen Noel F. Parrish
(Retired), by Dr. James C. Hasdorff, 14 June 1974, AFSHRC.:]

5. AAF EFTC, History, 1 January 1939-7 December 1941, 1:551-552,
AFSHRC 222.01. This quote referred to the work of the engineers build-
ing the facilities; the AAF told them that "training must be initiated
on schedule regardless of cost." In 1941, wheni Capt Parrish helped
establish the flying training facilities at Tuskegee, he encountered

a problem with a contractor and took it to Gen Weaver, CG, SE ACTC;
Weaver told him: "Parrish, don't worry about meeting standards, Just
keep 'em happy. Your job is just to keep 'em happy." Interview with
Brig Gen Parrish (Retired), USAFAOHP, 30 March 1973. -

6. AAF EFTC, History: 1943, 2:1042-1043, 2:1053-1056, AFSHRC
222.01. A total of 51 liaison pilots graduated in three classes. Also, see
1st Ind from AGF to Hastie, 26 September 1942, Box i178, NARG 107
(S/W); AAF CFTC, History: 1 January-30 June 1944, 4:690, AFSHRC
223.01; and series of memos, ltrs, and Inds, "Training of Colored Liai-
son Pilots," from 13 July 1943 to 25 July 1943, mainly from and to AAF
SETC and AAF TC, AFSHRC 220.765-2. A father of an Army officer A
who first went to Pittsburg Field, Kansas and then tc Tuskegee for
liaison training reported that at Pittsburg, "he was known to be Col-
ored but was treated as an officer," but at TusKegee, "he will be treated
as a Colored officer." The father went on to protest the segregation
system as "obnoxiously dehumanizing." Ltr from Mr. Frederick Par-

ker, Sr. to Gibson, 9 May 1943, Box # 176, NARG 107 (S/W).

7. AAF EFTC, History: 1943. 2:1056-1059, AFSHRC 222.01; AAF
EFTC, History:- 1 July-31 August 1944, 1:324-328, AFSHRC 222.01.
An internal A-3 memo, 10 March 1944, reported that the Miami Beach
OCS had 40 blacks, and the graduation rate a% eraged 10 per class, most
of these going to Tuske(,ee. One Air Staff general stated in 1944 that -,
Tuskegee was overrun with five or six officers to each job. Men'o from
AAF TC, A-3 to A-1, "Oclored Officers," 17 March 1944. AFSHRC
220.765-2.

A
8. Undated memo in AAF TC file, written by Parrish (ca. March 1944),
AFSHRC 220.165-2.

9. AAF EFTC, History: 1 July-31 August 1944, 1:322-323, AFSHRC
222.01.

10. "The Segregation of Negroes in the Army Air Forces," Thesis for
" the Air Command and Staff School, May 1947, pp 49-50, AFSHRC

(hereafter Parrish Thesis).
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11. Interview with Gen Parrish (Retired) by Dr. Hasdorff.

[ 12. Interview with Lt Col Robert Ashby (Retired). 1 November 1973;
interview with Maj George Martin (Retired), 17 November 1973.

13. Memo from Gibson to Provost Marshal, 4 April 1942, and from
Hastie to Provost Marshal, 7 May 1942; ltr SOS to SE ACTC, "Clashes
between Civil and Military Police in Tuskegee Alabama," and Inds
thereto; AFSHRC 220.765-3. Basically, military personnel arrested
for a misdemea nor would be turned over to military authorities up-n
their requeAt..

14. Ltr from EFTC to AAF, 19 May 1942, AAF EFTC, History: 1 July-
31 August 1944, vol 2, Appendix to Chapter XVI, AFSHRC 222.01.I. 15. Ltr, Kimble to SETC, 13 May 1942, and ltr from AAF FTC to SETC,
6 June 1942, AAF EFTC, History: 1 July-31 August 1944, vol 2, Appen-

- ,dix to Chapter III, AFSHRC 222.01. Kimble expressed some of his
views at a meeting with Colonels Norstad and Cabefl, memo, 29 July
11. 12, AFSHRC 145 81-91. Parrish gave some candid comm,-its about
Kimble in an interview, USAFAOHP, 30 March 1973.

16 Interview with Parrish by Lee Nichols, n.d. (ca. 1953), OCMH. Par-
rish reports that Kimble hod told him t,.-a there were some seniox
generals in Washington who wanted the Tuskegee nrogram to fail.
Parrish thought that Kimble was sort of an elitist and had a paier
nalistic attitude. USAPAOHP, 30 March) 1973

17 AAF EFTC, History: 1943, 2:1039-1041, AFSHRC 222.01.

1g, AAF EFTC, History. 1 ,January-31 December 1943, 2:1039-1041,I" •lAP911RC 222.01; Lee Nichols. Brew'through o?, tJc Color Front (New
York, 1954), p 47.

19. AAF EFTC, History: 1 July-21 August 1944, 1.351, AFSHRC
222.01; interview with Gen Parrish (Retired), USAFAOHP, 30 MNarch
1973.

20 AAF EFTC, History: 1943, 2:1006-1067, AFSHRC 222.01; interview
with Parrish bh t 'ee Nichols, OCMH; intei ,,ie'v with Lt Col Robert
Ashby (Retircdi, 1 November 1973. Truman G(bson visited Tuskegee
in April 1943 and was very favorably impresseJ. He noticed a "decided
upswing in the morale." and felt that "the training program had been
S,,nductv(i p., a fair and impartial manner"' Mem, from Gibson to

oi.nett, I May 1943, Box #96. NARG 107 (S/W).

21 Inter% ,cw with G(n Parri•-, I Retired), USAFAO!JP, 30 March 1973.

:'2 Cr,,:.,. March 1943. it 72 Not ;ol comments about Tuskegee were
favorable On 20 F I )ruvr% 1943, the (',,,rwr started a series of articles
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by one of its correspondents stressing racial problems at Tuskegee and
showing where blacks were not treated fairly. Parrish felt that some of
the comments were true and "some of it was purviy fabrication, and
the writer must have known it was so." Interview with Gen Parrish
(Retired), USAFAOHP, 30 March 1973. Generally, the Courier gave
favorable publicity to Tuskegee, once Kimble had left.
23. Lee, Negro Troops, pp 452, and 517-523; Francis, Tuskegee Airmen.

pp 30-!44. Thirty years later, Gen Eaker wrote that he "was not only
satisfied, but delighted with the performance" of the gro' p under Col
Davis. He added that he believed "the 332's performance was on a par
with the average of all pursuit squadrons under my jurisdiction. Col
Davis was a capable and efficient leader." Letter from Gen Ira C. Eaker
(Retired) to the author, 5 December 1974. Also, see series in the Journal
of the American Aviation Historimal Society, by Robert A. Rose: "Art
and the Airman," 19 (Fall 1974); "Lonely Eagles, Part I," 20 (Summer
1975); "Lonely Eagles. Part I1" 20 (Winter 1975).

24. Ltr from Giles to Eaker, 15 March 1945, and itr from Eaker to Giles,
24 March 1945, Box #24, Ira C. Eaker Papers, L/C; ltr from Eaker to
SqLd D.J.A. Griffiths, 9 March 1945, Box #26, Ira C. Eaker Papers,
L/C.,

25. Correspondence with Col Campbell (Retired). 29 October 1973, and

Mr. Curtis, 12 December 1973. Also, see series of memos and ltrs from
and to HQ AAF Rest Camns, MTO, 17 March 1944 to 31 May 1944,
AFSHRC 632.217.

26. Walter White, A Rising Wind (Garden City, 19451, pp 87-89: memo
from White to WD, "Observations in the North African and Middle
Eastern Theatres of Operations," 22 April 1944, Box #9, OF93, FDRL;
Journal and Guide, 15 April 1944. General Eaker believed tnat the
black flying units performed better under their own black off icers
than they would have under whites because they developed pride in
their race and tried to prove themselves; "I believe !.hat all black fighter
squadrons were happier, more confident and, therefore rendered better
service under their own black officers and as a homogeneos unit."
Lette:" from Gen Eaker (Retired) to the author, 5 December 1974

27. General Parrish commented that "you can't get figures in lining up
units as best to worse and you probably shouldn't. Therp %tv too many
factors and nobody would be at the bottom nn e'-ervthing or tl -topon
everything." Interview with Gen Parrish (Retiredt by Dr H.asorff

28. Ltr fr •m House to Cannon, "Combat Efficiency ol the 99th Ftghter
"Squadron," 16 Septembei 1943, with 2 Inds, Cannw •o Spaatz. 18 Sep-
tember 1943, and Spaatz to Arnolu, is Septembel 194.,, AFSHRC
141.281-22. This report was written at ,he zqzie time that Time tnaga-
zine published an L.rticle stating that "unofficial reports' from the
Mediterranean .saggested that "he top air con.mand was not alto-
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gether satisfied with the 99th performance." It was reported that they
were thinking of sending it to the Coastal Air Command to cover con-
vovs. Time, 20 SeptemLor 1943, pp 66, 68. Gibson was upset and wrote
to Col Davis about the "lousy Time story." He added: "If there is any
consolation to be gotten out of the whole affair it is that the Army Air
Forces did not back up and f-r once is not responsible for tne lie that
was published in the Time article." Col William Westlake of the AAF
had written to Gibson stating that he knew of no plans to attach the
99th to the Coastal Command. Ltr from Afro-American to Gibson, 20
September 1943; ltr from Gibson to BPR, 20 September 194:1; ltr from
Westlake to Gibson, 20 September 1943; ltr from Gibson to Davis, PA
St.ptember 1943. Interestingly, the Ti. te article made a German propa
ganda broadcast which was transmitted in Danish on 22.anuary 1944.
The broadcast also mentioned that the US was going to use blacks
basically as cannon fodder in a struggle from which they would derive
slight benefit, FBIS Daily Report, 24 January 1944, Official German
Broadcasts. Box #259, NARG 107 (S/W).

29. Minutes of Meeting of Advisory Committee on Negro Troop Poli-
cies, 13 October 1943, Box #40, NARG 107 (S/W). The McCloy Com-
mittee will be discussed in Chapter IV.

30. Minutes of Meeting of Advisory Committee on Negro Troop Poli-
cies, 16 October 1943, Box #40, NARG 107(S/W .

31. "Operations of the 99th Fighter Squaern Compared with Other
P-40 Squadrons in MTO, 3 July 1943-31 Janua-y 1944," Statistical Con-
trol Division, 30 March 1944, AFSHRC 134.65-496. Black ,:!ots were
aware of the racial factors which affected their unit. For example,
black replacement pilots did not arrive with the same regularity as
whites. Thus, one pilot noted that they had to fly 79 n.iisions before
rotation as compared to 50 for white pilots; he wondered "how many
blacks lost their lives, were injured or captured on our Jim Crow ex-
tension." Another felt that his organization suffered by not having
access to the experience of pilots who had participated in wartime
operations. Correspondence with Col C.D. Lester (Retired), 4 Decer,mber
S1973, and Col William Campbell (Retired), 29 October 1973.

32. Brief of Testimony, Nippert, 5 October 1945; Taylor, 13 October
1945; and Strother. 8 October 1945; before Gill.m Board, by Capt
Pease, Gillem Papers, USAMHRC. Roi Ottley, in Black Odyssey: The
Story of the Negro in America (New York, 1948), pp 299-300, wrote
that Col Davis deserved most of the credit for holding together both
the 99th and 332d. "he had poise, dignity and intelligence. His manner
was coldly aloof, but he nevertheless won the admiration and loyalty
of his men.... If he took littk leadership in racial controversies raging
about him, he did go beyond the demands of his rank to lead his group
in action." Gibson's 1944 letter to Davis provides another glimpse: "a
number of reports have been trickling back which seem to indicate
some dissatisfaction on the part of your officers. I have, however, seen
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enough of the fellows in the last 3 years to sense the cause of the diffi-

culty, if it could be called such. For a number of understandable rea-
sons, they do not like discipline, and you have tv re a disciplinarian. I
am doing all I can continuously with the newspae in explaining the

situation to them, and I think they have a pretty xid taderstanding at
the present. Ollie Harrington has been writir.g somp interesting and
sympathetic letters about the situation back to the t which have
helped a great deal. I do not tell you this Ee disturb you, but I would not
be your friend if I did not write you frankly about a uituat;(o that is
being rather widely discussed." Ltr from Gibson to Davis, 31 August
1944, Box #260, NARG 107 (S/Wp. Later, as a general, Davis com-
mented that "I think we, without question, insisted on a higher degree
of discipline, bettei appearance, conservativeness in operations, pri-
marily because it was highly desirable not to take risks that might
produce something that could be interpreted as being a fai'lure and take
a chance on losing the whole ball game in a single operation." Dudley
Stevenson, the former Communications Officer for the 99th, recalled
that "Gen Davis was probably the toughest task master that I ran
into." Taylor, "Tuskegee Airmen," NPR, pp 3, 5. Also see interview
with Gen Parrish (Retired) by Dr. Ha.sdorff.

33. Memo from Gen Harper to Goson, 4 December 1943, Box #96,
NARG 107(S/W).

34. Memo from Giles to C/AS. "The Negro Problem," 27 April 1943.
Box #72, Henry H. Arnold Papers, L/C.

35i. Memo from AAF-Uperations to CG, AAF. 10 June 1943, approved
"15 June 1943, Box #72, Henry H. Arnold Papers, L/C. After the an-
noc•tcment of the formation of the 477th, Judge Patterson was asked
at a pres -conference how the bombardiers and navigators would be
used: he responded that "everyone who goes to bombardier and naviga-
tor schools will be bombardiers and navigators, they are not going to
be used to cut paper dolls and play marbles." Ltr from Louis Lautier
to Mr. William Kelley, Penpk's Voice. 17 July 1943, Box #177. NARG
107 (S/W). The pervasive concern for political repercussions may have
been responsible for dispeiling a move by a number of officers to cancel
the planmed bombardient group. One staff officer wrote that -'the
loss in couibat effisciaty through their utilization is all out of propor-
tion to the producti%*effort at home," i.e., the resultant riots and cries
of discrimination, and the matter was dropped. Memo from Col E.
O'Donnell to Gen HaIL 2 October 19.43. Box #85. Henry H. Arnold Pa-
pers, L/Cr

36. Genml Gilasf wrote as C/.AS in 19Utht "experience with this unit
can lead omvy tnchc coeclusion that the mno is incapaie of profitable
employment in~iC in a form= combat area" Memo frmm Gi!es to
WD. G-3A• (w 9 3•, Box#. Hew. H. Arno•d Papers, L/C.

37. AkL -1*ý:1oi aherl F--S1RCT70.2111-1.
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38. Memo from AC/S to Hastie, "Report of discrimination against
negro officers at Carlisle Barracks, Pa.," 15 September 1941,
AFSHRC 145.81-90.

39. Memo from Gibson to McCloy, 31 March 1944, Box #126, NARG
107 (S.'W).

40. Memo from Maj William A. Hoy, Jr., to Gen K. P. McNaughton,
"Colored Training (nonpilots)," 5 January 1944, AFSHRC 220.765-2.
In an earlier report, the only difficulty noted was the "general tendency
to absorb theory with more than average difficulty," and this problem
was compounded by students slow to admit that they did not under-
stand some fact or theory. This group of thirty did well, was superior
in effort and iapplication, and had received willing cooperation from
every department on the field. Ltr from 1Lt George F. Mclnerney to
Director of Navigation Training, Hondo, "Report on Progre'as of Flight
44-3-10 (Colored)," 1 December 1943, AFSHRC 220.765-4.

41. Hondo AAF, History: January-February, 1945. 1:44-47. AFSHRC
284.46-8., The historian felt that in spite of the slowness in learning,
"those graduated are competent, navigators."

42. AAF Bombardier School, Midland .'LAF, Texas, History: Novem-

ber-December, 1944, p 40, AFSHRC 286.39-7.

43. Interview with Maj George Martin (Retired), 17 November 1973.

44. Interview with Brig Gen Lucius Theus, USAFAOHP, 27 December
1973; interview with Mr. David A. Smith, 6 February 1974.

45. Florence Murray, ed., The Negro Handbook. 1.944 (New York, 1944),
pp 100-101.

46. A draft and final copy (14 pp) of the report and some cover letters
are at AFSHRC 141.281-23. In addition, this author has a copy of Ku-
bie's file of letters to and from the AAF and some friends about the
report. Interview with Doctor Kubie, 5 July 1972. Col John Milne Mur-
ray, "Accomplishments of Psychiatry in the Army Air Forces." A mern-
can Journal of Psychiatr!q, 103 (March 1947), pp 596-599. Actually, the
report was squashed before it even reached the Office of the Army
Air Surgeon. A number of psychiatrists, both in and out of the service,
attempted to effect a brmader application of psychiatry in areas such
as the flying program, the technical training command, and with emo-
tionally distressed fliers in the combat theaters.. The Army Air Sur- .1
geon was not a psychiatrist and the status of psychiatry was on shaky
grounds.. T'ius. some psychiatrists felt that their attempt to get their
profession accepted and utilized by the AAF would be enhanced if it
were not identified with an even more controversial subject-race
relations. .4
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47. Ltr from Davis to IG, "Survey relative conditions affecting racial
attitudes at Selfridge Field, Michigan," 13 October 1943, Box #181,
NARG 107 (S/W).

48. 1st Ind from Deputy IG to DC/S, "Selfridge Field," 18 March 1944,
Box #104, NARG 18(AAF).

49. 1st Ind from Al, to WD, AG, "Alleged discrimination against Ne-
L : groes in Officers' Club at Selfridge Field, Michigan," 17 February 1944,

Box #1065, NARG 407 (Army-AG).

50. Memo from Deputy, Al, to Gen Arnold, "Negro Situation at Sel-
fridge Field," 29 March 1944, Box #104, NARG 18 (AAF). General
Hunter, 1AF Commander, believed that racial friction resulted from
blacks being prodded by the Communists, and he had received FBI
reports on the matter. Letter from Gen Hunter (Retired) to the author,
30 November 1974.

51. Memo from Arnold to Giles, "Negro Situation at Selfridge Field,"
31 March 1944, Box #104, NARG 18 (AAF). Several reports to 1AF at
the time present contradictory indications of the racial climate on
the field. In late March, one stresses that the race question was on
everyone's mind, and that the newspapers in Detroit were thoroughly
familiar with all matters on the base. The inspector noted a laxity in
discipline, saluting, and dress and that there was a reluctance to criti-
cize blacks because of fears of charges of discrimination. Yet, a month
later, another inspector reported to Gen Hunter that "Col Selway also
asked me to report that, in general, morale is high at Selfridge Field
and discipline good." Memo from 1AF Asst JA to Gen Hunter, 28
March 19ý44: and memo from 1AF Asst JA to Gen Hunter, 27 April
1944. The Training of Negro Combat Units by the First Air Force, May
1946 vol 2 AFSHRC 420!04C.

52. Mnemo from Gibson ro McCloy, 31 March 1944, Box #126, NARG

53. hiterview ,with a former member of the WAC's, Sergeant (name
de-ted by reqnest. Control Tower Operator. 9 December 1973. Her
evaluation of the biack pilots wns that they were excellent pilots but
reckless and ,darevils the reason they were so good was that they
took chancers. -

5-. Memo fm•r WD). G-1 (White). to C/S, "Discrimination against
Negro Officers-arSelfrid•e Field." 14 April 1944, Box #1510, NARG
407 (Army-AG). It is intemesting:-that White seemed to equate racial
,.egregation and, on. Traditionally, the WD and AAF had I
refuted this poin_ snwr they defended segregation and argued that it

vas not~discrimmrnw.

55. Ltrhfrom *Oc-t-w Mrs. Roosevelt. 29 April 1944, Box #126, NARG I
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107 (S/W). Mrs. Roosevelt had written to McCloy asking about the
outcome at Selfridge. The S/W directed that Colonel Boyd "not be
given command of colored troops." 5th Ind from AAF, A-1, to WD,
AG, 17 May 1944, Box #104, NARG 18 (AAF). General Arnold, con-
cerned about the accessibility of the 477th to influences in Detroit
and its black press, attempted to hastea the move of the black flying
units from Selfridge. He wrote to the Air Staff in April that he was
not satisfieO with the speed with which it was being done and requested
that every effort be made to implement the move immediately. Memo
from Arnold to Kuter, "Movement of Negro Units from Selfridge
Field," 29 April 1944, Box #104, NARG 18 (AAF),

56. "Racial Situation in the United States," Director of Intelligence,
ASF, 24 April 1944, Box #103, NARG 18 (AAF). It was also reported
that the General had said that "I am not interested in advancing or
retarding the Negro race. I have a job to do and I don't want anything
to interfere with my doing it." General Hunter believed that blacks
would further their social status best by fighting for their country, He
also felt that his most unpleasant and difficult job during the war was
training the black flying units. Letter from Gen Hunter (Retired) to theauthor, 30 November 1974.

57. Telephone conversations, 12 April 1944, 1 July 1944, 10 July 1944,
Training First Air Force, vol 2, AFSHRC 420.04C.

58. Telephone conversation, 27 April 1944, Training First Air Force,
vol 2, AFSHRC 420.04C.

59., First Air Force, History: 1944, pp 76-79, AFSHRC 420.01-7; 477th
Bombardment Group (Medium), History: 15 January-15 July 1944, p
14, AFSHRC GP-477-HI. The historical officer for the 477th was Maj
Thomas C. Keach who was later in the command structure at Freeman
Field but was relieved to make way for the black takeover of the unit.

60. Series of ltrs from Brown to Gibson, 24 March 1944 to 23 May 1944;
memo from Gibson to Office of the Surgeon General, 13 July .P44;
Box #246, NARG 107 (S/W). It was also pointed out that Brown was
generally accepted as white. was the personal physician for one of
the senators from Washington, and was personally acquainted with
the Boettinger family; Mrs. Boettinger was the daughter of the Presi-
dent. Brown had written to Mrs. Roosevelt. Unfortunately, the files
do not indicate what became of Capt Brown. In a memo from Harper to
Giles, "Colored Program," 20 June 1944, it was pointed out that poten-
tial racial unrest was one of the primary reasons for the move from
Selfridge. The other reasons given were that better training, better
weather, and ranges were available elsewhere. Box #72, Henry H. Ar-
nold Papers, L/C. An accurate first-hand account of the problem is
found in "The Story of the 477th Bombardment Group," Politics, 1, #5
(June 1944), pp 141-142. Gibson reports that the move from Selfridge
"bordered on the ludicrous." The men were told that many lives de-
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pended on the secrecy of the move and were not told where they were
going. Their train went north to Port Hur'nn, Michigan, then to Gary,
Tndiana, and finally to Louisville. Memo from Gibson to Gerhardt,
7 June 1944, Box #126, NARG 107 (S/W).

61., Memo from Gen Harper, AC/AS-Training, to Giles, "Colored Pro-
gram," 20 June 1944, Box #72, Henry H. Arnold Paper5, L/C.

62. Report from Col John Harris to the Al, "Negro Units at Godman
Field and Walterboro Army Air Base," 29 May 1944, Box #104, NARG
18 (AAF). Memo from Harper to Giles, "Colored Program," 20 June
1944, Box #72, Henry H. Arnold Papers, L/C. The WD released WD
Pamphlet 20-6 in February 1944 to aid commanders in working withI=. blacks, yet an inspection at Walterboro showed that the base did not
klcrn of its existence until January 1945, Training First Air Force,
1:20t, AFSHRC 420.04C.

63. Telephone conversation between Hunter and Giles, 12 June 1944,
Training First Air Force, vol 2, AFSHRC 420.04C; correspondence with
Col Campbell (Retired), 29 October 1973.

64. Telephone conversation between Hunter and Kirksey, 29 June 1945,
Training First Air Force, vol 2, AFSHRC 420.04C. There was one in-
cident which indicated the type of response that a black officer might
find in the South. A pilot, just returned from overseas, had taken in
an automobile tire to be repaired; he did not know that the owner of the
garage was the mayor of the town, When he returned in 3 days and the
tire was not ready, he attempted to take the tire and the mayor slapped
him. The pilot punched the mayor on the chin and soon a large and
hostile crowd gathered. The pilot instructed two MPs to protect him
and made it back to the base. Two white officers there further p. otected
him and got him an immediate transfer to the 477th. Interview with
Lt Col Spann Watson (Retired), USAFAOHP, 3 April 1973; Manuscript
#15, 15 June 1945, Box #312, # 6, NAACP Papers, L/C.

65. Courier, 29 July 1944, 5 August 1944, and 12 August 1944.
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Chapter IV

1943: ERA OF CHANGE

1. Memo from Gibson to AS/W, 3 Februauy 1943, Box #123, NARG 107

(S/W); ltr from AG to all Chiefs and Divisions, "Policies Pertaining to

Negroes," 18 December 1940, AFSHRC 145.93-85. During WWI,
Emmett J. Scott had been appointed by Secretary of War Newton D..
Baker as a special assistant to deal with the enmployment of blacks, and
during the pre-WWII buildup the black community appealed for a
similar office. Scott, The American Negro in the World War; Dalfiume,
Desegregation, p 35; Courier, 28 Septembe: 1940.

2. The black press publicized the WD's reaction to Hastie. The Courier,
31 January 1942, noted that there were reports that Hastie was
unhappy and discouraged a year after he assumed this post. Judge
Hastie wrote that Under Secretary Patterson dissuaded him from
resigning 6 months before his departure. Letter from Judge Hastie to
the author, 13 November 1974.

3. Hastie attended many of the 1941, 1942, and 1943 meetings of the
NAACP Board of Directors. Minutes of Meeting of the Board of Direc-
tors, NAACP, Box #38, Arthur B. Spingarn Papers, L/C. He also
sponsored a resolution in January 1942 at a meeting of black organiza-
tions which stated that blacks were not completely behind the war
effort; New York Times, 10January 1942 and 11 January 1942. A prom-
inent black leader believed that the NAACP looked at Hastie as "their
man," and the managing editor of a black newspaper fel. that Hastie
had followed the NAACP "line"; interview with Mr. J. C. Evans, by Lee
Nichols, n.d. (ca. 1953), OCMH; ltr from Dan Burley to Gibson, 7 July
1943. Box #236,NARG 107 (S/W). For a discussion of Judge Hastie and
the NAACP during the 1930's, see August Meier and Elliott Rudwick,
"Attorney's Black and White: A Case Study of Race Relations Within
the NAACP," Journal ofA merican History, 62 (March 1976).

4. Letter from Judge Hastie to the author, 13 November 1974. Hastie
felt that Gen Marshall was open-minded and would have done more if
the nation had not been'at war. Judge Patterson and Mr. McCloy "were
in accord with my concerns and objectives and exercised a measure of
con•sructive influence upon military leadership." On the other hand,
most of the senior military personnel in the War Department treated
Hastie as an outsider, though courteously.
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5.Memo from WD, Operation,; Division to Gen Eisenhower, "The
Colored Troop Problem," 2 April 1942, Box #124, NARG 107 (S/W).

6. Memo from Military Intelligence Service, to WD, Plans Division,
"Negro Civilians & Military Personnel. Alexandria, Louisiaiha, and
Vicinity," 8 May 1942, AFSHRC 145.81-90. This report was sent to the
AAF for its information and guidance, but the AC/AS had to reject the
recommendation because "stations north of the Mason-Dixon Line will
not be of sufficient capacity to absorb all of the northern Negro troops."
Memo from AC/AS to C/AS, "Assignment of Negro Troops," 23 June
1942, AFSHRC 145.81-90.

7. Report from Col Cooke to IG, "Special Mission performed for the
Chief of Staff in connection with colored troops," 25 June 1942, and 1st
Ind by IG, 29 June 1942; and memo from AC/AS for C/S, 17 July 1942;
AFSHAC 145.81-90. One important development resulting from
Cooke's recommendation for a permanent War Department council
was the McCloy Committee.

8. Memo from Military Intelligence Division to AC/S, G-3, "The Negro
Problem in the Army," 17 June 1942, AFSHRC 145.81-90.

9. Ibid. Secretary Stimson writes that the WD had direct evidence
"that the Japanese and Germans are conducting a systematic campaign
among the American Negroes stirring up their demands for equal
representation." This "outside agitation" caused blacks to object to
their white officers and insist on black ones. Stimson Diary, 12 May
1942.

10. Memo from Gibson to McCloy, 17 December 1943, Box #125, NARG
107 (S/W). The jommunists did encourage their followers to support
the war effort. James W. Ford, a prominent black Communist leader,
stated in 1942 that no one "must stand in the way of Negro unity
behind the war effort." It was the responsibility of every black leader
to "lay aside all differences and answer the call of the nation to win the
war." James W. Ford, The War and the Negro People (New York, 1942),
pp 9-10. Wilson Record, author of The Negro and the Communist
Party, p 215, relates that in early 1944, he was working in the base
personnel section at a small Army air field in South Georgia when he
was "approached one day by a [black] corporal, a truck driver, who
wanted to know if it would be possible to secure a transfer to an
infantry unit scheduled for overseas shipment. This was an unusual
request, for if an Air Corpsman feared anything it was transfer to the
infantry, especially a 'hot outfit.' Anyone voluntarily asking for such a
change would have been regarded as a 'section eight,' a candidate for
the 'psycho ward.' I asked the corporal his reason for requesting the
transfer. At first he was reluctant to talk. However, it eventually
develcoped that, 'the agreement at Teheran makes it incumbent that I,
as a Communist, do everything possible to hasten victory over the
Axis.'The transfer was made."
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Military Intelligence conducted a second analysis investigating con-
ditions around Little Rock, Arkansas. It discussed the various Japanese
organizations that were attempting to exploit the racial situation.
However, an indorsement by the Eighth Service Command saw the
black press as the main concern: "a nat..,nal program designed to
modulate the inflammatory articles of the colored pr,.ss and the radical
agitation of the NAACP would contribute materially to the reduction
"of racial disturbances, as well as improve the morale of the colored
population of the country as a whole." Memo from Military Intelligence
Service to AG, "Japanese Exploitation of Negroes, Little Rock,
Arkansas," 27 May 1942: :r. 'Ind from Eighth Service Command to
AG, 9 September 1942; Box Pi,47. NARG 407 (Army-AG). The E';alua-
tion Section prepared a detaikl ,:dy of Japanese racial agitation and
noted that the Japanese at- iv':,, !- ught to create dissatisfaction and
foster race riots and orgpn:--'d r- - To win black support, the
Japanese stressed three +hcm, !, . (particularly the Moslem),
race (nonwhite versus white., and (the have-nots versus the
haves). Report prepared b1', the E i Section, "Japanese Racial
Agitation Among American Negroe .,' 1, (ca. mid-1942), AFSHRC
145.81-90.

11, Interview with Mr. J.C. Evans, by Lee Nichols, n.d. (ca. 1953).
OCMH.

12. Box #176, NARG 107 (S/W). The files of the Office of the Civilian
Aide fill 90 boxes at the National Archives and are indispensable for
anyone doing research on the black and the Army in World War II. See
Boxes #176-265, NARG 107 (S/W).

13. Lieutenant Colonel Coiner handled Hastie's limitless memoranda 9

for Lovett. On the back of one buck slip he scrawled, "what were you
saying about no more memos?" Buck slip from Coiner to Col Brill, 16
September 1942, Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W); Lee, Negro Troops, p 176.
Hastie and Gibson operated in other ways to put pressure on the WD.
In early 1941, Gibson wrote to his friend Claude Barnett that they were
particularly "anxious that the Air Corps be swamped with applications
from young men who would like to be Flying Cadets." Ltr from Gibson
to Barnett, 25 March 1941, Box # 177, NARG 107 (S/W).

14. Memo from G-3, "Memorandum on Report of Civilian Aide to
- •Secretary of War," 21 March 1941, Box #149, NARG 407 (Army-AG).

15. Ltr from T&O to SE ACTC, "Segregation of Colored Troops," 8 May
1941, AFSHRC 220.765-2.

16. Memo from Hastie to Lovett, 23 April 1941, Box #96, NARG 107 j
(S/W); memo from Hastie to McCloy, 30 June 1942, Box #123, NARG
107 (S/W); memo from Hastie to Gen Staff, 1 July 1942, AFSHRC
145.81-90; memos from Hastie to Lovett, 20 June 1942, and 10
"September 1942, Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W). *1
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17. Two works discuss the role of both during World War II: Lee Finkle,
Forum for Protest: The Black Press During World War II (Rutherford,
1975); and Charles Radford Lawrence, "Negro Organizations in Crisis:
Depression, New Deal, and World War IIr (unpublished Ph.D. disserta-
tion, Columbia University, 1953).

18. The Office of War Information conducted a survey which showed
that the readership of black papers was four times their actual circula-
tion.. Memo from Gibson to Petersen, 28 February 1946, Box #96,
NARG 107 (S/W). The circulation figures may not be accurate, since
the papers were passed from hand to hand and were read by numerous
people. Also, they were read by the more articulate and community
leaders. Two good studies of the black press are: Vishnu V. Oak, The
Negro Newspaper ,Yellow Spring, 1948) and Myrdal, American Dilem-
ma, pp 908-924.

19. Roi Ottley, NcV World A-Coming, 'Inside Black America (Boston,
1943), p 286; see further his discussion of the black press, pp 268-288.
Also, see Lester M. Jones, "The Editorial Policy of Negro Newspapers

• j of 1917-18 as Compared with that of 1941-42," Journal of Negro His-
tory, XXIX (January 1944), pp 24-31.

20. The role of the Courier in opening up the Air Corps to blacks ard in
popularizing the Double Vcampaign was discussed in Chapter 1

21. One WD report noted that 56 percent of black soldiers read the
Courier and 76 percent read a paper in the Afro-American cH ain. Memo
from Military Intelligence Division to G-3, "The Negro Problem in the
Army," 17 June 1942, AFSHRC 145.81-90. Gibson wrote to his friend
Carl Murphy of the Afro-American that the black press deserved much
of the credit for effecting change in WD policies. Gibson felt that be-
cause of the persistence of the black press in directing the attention of
the Army to the problems of black soldiers, it had "forced a serious
reconsideration of the entire issue." Ltr from Gibson to Murphy, 26
November 1945, Box #238, NARG 107 (S/W).

22. Memo from McCloy to Marshall, 21 July 1943, Box #1508, NARG
407 (Army-AG).

23. In 1940 there were 355 branches and 50,556 members, while in 1946
there were 1,073 branches with 394,90) members. Lawrence, "Negro
Organizations in Crisis," pp 103 and 105.

24. For example, ltr from Wilkins to Stimson, 13 August 1942, Box
#177, NARG 107 (S/W); NAACP Press Release, 29 May 1942, Box #264,
#2, NAACP Papers, L/C; and ltr from White to FDR, 15 September
1939, quoted in Itr from S/W to General Watson, 6 October 1939, OF
2538, NAACP, FDRL. Stimson, during the prewar buildup, saw White
as an agitator, "asking for a good deal more, but the bulk of the negroes
we think will be very well satisfied with what we are doing for them."
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Stimson Diary, 22 October 1940. On the other hand, he saw Dr.
Frederick Patterson, President of Tuskegee, as not one of those who
made the war "a fulcrum for the acquisition of certain political re-
forms." Stimson Diary, 29 January 1943.

25. Box #59, #2, NAACP Papers, L/C. In cases of complaints that the
NAACP could not handle, Thurgood Marshall replied to the soldier
that he was "very sorry that under our ru!es this Association ib only
permitted to enter those cases which involved a question of discrim-
ination because of race or color. From the content of your letter it does
not appear that your case would come within the scope of the Associa-
tion's work." Box #283, #1, #2, NAACP Papers, L/C.

26. Murray, Negro Handbook, 1944, p 12; AAF EFTC, History: 1
January-31 December 1943,2:1070, AFSHRC 222.01.

27. Message from White to Arnold, 19 August 1942, and reply, 22
August 1942; and memo from Arnold to Col Ennis, 21 August 1942;
Box #325, NARG 18 (AAF). In another example, the NAACP had been
pressuring the War Department to make better use of black Wacs, par-
ticularly in overseas assignments. The official history states, however,
that the pressure from the black organization did not reflect the senti-
ments of the women. When the WACs attempted to find volunteers for
a black unit in the ETO, one black Wac "suggested to an inspector that
they ship the NAACP instead." Tr eadwell, WAC, pp 599-600.

29. Message from MacArthur to Marshall, 5 March 19415, Box #40,
NARG 107 (S/W). President Roosevelt became involved in this conflict
between White and MacArthur.

29. Crisis, June 1942. NAACP opposition to the Red Cross segregation
of blood plasma received the attention of Representative John E. Ran-
kin of Mississippi who, in a House speech, called its attempt to "brow-
beat" the Red Cross "one of the most vicious movements that has yet
been instituted by crackpots, the Communists, and parlor pinks of this
country." US Congress, House. 77th Cong., 2d sess., 28 May 1942, Con-
gressional Record, LXXXVIII, A2141.

30. Stimson Diary, 5 March 1941, 13 January 1942, 19 October 1942. ý7

31, Letter from Judge Hastie to the author, 13 November 1974.

32. Memo from Hastie to S/W, 5 January 1943, Box #103, NARG 18
(AAF).

33. Ibid.

34. See articles, Courier, 23 January 1943; Afro-American, 23 January
1943; New York Times, 19 January 1943; and Crisis, February 1943.
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35. Memo from A-1 to C/AS, "Resignation of Judge William '1. Has-
tie," 9 January 1943, Box #103, NARG 18 (AAF).

36. Memo from C/AS to A-i, 9 January 1943, Box #72, Henry H. Arnold
Papers, L/C.

37. Grant, "AAF OCS and OTS."

38. Memo from C/AS to Director of Military Requirements, "Negro
Policy," 11 January A43, 'Box #103, NA RG 18 (AAF).

39. Memo from C/AS to Air Surgeon, "Negro Policy," 11 January
1943, Box #103, NARG 18 (AAF),

40. Series of memoranda between Hastie and Coiner, 29 October 1942
to 10 November 1942; the Cornish Post wrote to the NAACP on 26
September 1942, and the NAACP wrote to Hastie on 27 October
1942; Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W).

41. Mae Mills Link and Hubert A. Coleman, Medical Support of the
Army Air Forces in World War II (Washington, D.C., 1955), p 186.

42. Ltr from C/AS to AAF FTC, "Racial Discrimination," 5 February

1943, and 3d Ind from Parrish, 10 February 1943, Box #103, NARC 18
(AAF). Memo from Davenport Johnson to Stratemeyer, 21 January
1943; McCloy cleared the letter to Tuskegee on 4 February 1943; the CG
at Maxwell wrote in the 4th Ind that he personally knew that Tuskegee
followed WD policies and there was no dissatisfaction there; Box #72,
Henry H. Arnold Papers, L/C.

43. Ltr from Patterson to LaRoe, ", March 1943, Box #96, NARG 107
(S/W). Also, see ltr from Wilkin to S/W, 5 February 1943, and ltr
from AG to Wilkins, 27 February 1943; Box #1071, NARG 407 (Army
AG).

44. For example, see Courier, 6 February 1943, 10 April 1943; Afro-
Am.-ricap, 6 Februp-y 1943, 13 February 1943, 27 February 1943, 10
April 1943; Defender, 6 February 1943.

45. William H. Hastie, On Clipped Wings: The Story ofJim Crow in the -4

Army Air Corps (NAACP, 1 July 1943). Hastie's approach, however,
was not entirely negative; and he did offer suggestions for a more
effective utilization of blacks and for a more efficient fighting force.

4: He never advocated mutiny or resistance by blacks in the military,
but rather took a Double V approach by urging servicemen and women
to defend their country and to leave the fight against racial barriers to
others outside the armed services. Hastie concluded with a very
interesting comment about white Americans: "We Negroes are often
forced to the conclusion that white men are very peculiar, so peculiar

- that amusement provoked by the ludicrous enables us to bear with
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soine of our neighbors' whimsical ways." Hastie was portrayed as a
dynamic leader, champion of his ra,.e and pillar in the face of adversity.
His resignation in 1943 was herilded as one of the most important
events of the year, and in recogidtion of his service he was presented
with the 28th Spingarn Medal by the NAACP. Hastie was acclaimed

.for his dedication, since most men "would have closed their eyes to
prejudice in order to maintain themselves in a remunerative postion."
Text of the Award of the Twenty-eight Spingarn Medal, Box #274, #4,
NAACP Papers, L/C.

46. Ltr, "Advisory Committee on Negro Troop Policies," 27 August
1942, Box #40, NARG 107 (S/W); Lee, Negro Troops, p 158; memo from
Col Leonard to Advisory Committee, 6 January 1944, Box #40, NARG
107 (S/W).

47. Memo from Patterson to McCloy, 23 September 1942, Box #40,
NARG 107 (S/W). What particularly irritated Patterson was that he
had been charged with the responsibility for discussing matters re!at-
ing to blacks with Judge Hastic. Within a few days both Patterson and
Hastie were informed that "the committee had been set up to consider
strictly military problems in the use of Negro troops and that the
broader social problems were only incidentally involved." Special
Assistant to the US/W Petersen believed that Patterson "was more
upset than seemed necessary." Memo from Office of the Assistant
Secretary to McCloy, 28 September 1942, Box #40, NARG 107 (S/W).

48. Memo from Lt Col Davidson Sommers to S/W, 30 November 1945,
Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W). Only the Secretary could devote all his
efforts to the committee's work. Memo from General Davis to McCloy,
10 November 1943, OCMH.

49. Memo for Record, written by Gerhardt, 4 January 1944, Box #123,
NARG 107 (S/W). Members of the committee consisted of represent,-a
tives of the General Staff and major commands. The only two blacks
were Gen Davis and, after Hastie's resignation, Truman Gibson. E. W.
Kenworthy, Executive Secretary of the Fahy Committee in 1949, spent
a weekend looking over the files of the McCloy Committee and wrote:
"It is a history of unrelieved headaches." Ltr from Kenworthy to Fahy,
8 August 1949, Box #13, Records of the President's Committee on

SA Equality of Treatment and Opportunity in the Armed Services, Harry
S. Truman Library (hereafter HSTL).

50. For example, Colonel Leonard in early 1944 brought up the concern
of black people over the failure to use blacks in combat. Therefore, he
suggested that the Advisory Committee consider the situation and
recommend to the Secretary of War "that a definite program be
worked out to commit some Negro combat troops to action against the
enemy during the current year." Memo from Leonard to McCloy, "The
non-use of Negro Combat Troops against the enemy," 26 February
1944, Box #123, NARG 107 (S/W).
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51. Ltr from White to Mr. LaFourche, 25 February 1943, Box #21611,
#5, NAACP Papers, L/C.

52. Memo from Gibson to Lovett, 1 May 1943, Box #96, NARG 107
(S/W).

53. Memo from Gibson Lo Poletti (Special Assistant to S/W), 9 Febru-
ary 1943; Minutes of Meeting, 22 March 1943; Box #123, NARG 107
(S/W).

54. Ltr from Lochard to Gibson, 28 May 1942, Box #237, NARG 107
(S/W); for an example of the good working relationship between
McCloy and Gibson. see memo from Gibson to McCloy, 28 January
1944, Box #126, NARG 107 (S/W).

55. See ltr from Gibson to Mrs. Mary Davis, 15 July 1943; Gibson wrote
that "every specific case of alleged mistreatment of Negro soldiers
which comes to the attention of the War Department, however, will be
investigated . ... Meantime, be assured that the War Department is
seeking a fair and just solution to the problems confronting it." Box
#176, NARG 107 (S/W). To Stimson, Gibson was a "trusted associate
and a distinguished public servant." Stimson and Bundy, On Active
Servicc in Peace and War, pp 461-464. In the section on "The Army and
the Negro," there is no mention of Hastie.

56. L.D. Reddick, "The Negro Policy of the American Arms Since
World War II," Journal of Negro History, XXXVIII (April 1953),
pp 201-202.

57. Lee, Negro Troops. p 579. Lee discusses the controversy further on
pp 560-562 and 575-579. Also, see New York Times, 15 March 1945. In
reference to Gibson's comment that some blacks in the 92d nad "melted
away," the Journal and Guide noted that "the term may prick us pain-
fully, but Mr. Gibson might not have been as wrong as some would like
to believe that he was." 14 April 1945; also see 30 June 1945.

58. Memo from Gibson to Petersen. 28 February 194C, Box #96, NARG
107 (S/W). The NAACP pressed Gibson for a "categorical answer" to
its inquiries, and when it did not receive an adequate response, it
passed a resolution "expressing a lack of confidence in" his leadership
as Civilian Aide. Crisis, July 1945. Walter White in How Far the Prom-
ised Land? (New York, 1956) praises Hastie, but does not mention
Gibson.

59. Ltr from Wilkins to Gibson, 24 June 1943, Box #236, NARG 107
(S/W). • :

60. Ltr from Wilkins to Gibson, 7 July 1943, Box #236, NARG 107
(S/W). Gibson and Wilkins were friends, and Wilkins wrote as one
friend trying to help another.
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61. Gibson's contacts with the black press were excellent and that
was an important dimension he added to the office. Metz T. P. Lochard,
editor of the Defender, believed that Gibson should not take the blarnm
for discriminatory actions of the WD and recognized his infinitely
difficult role. However, Lochard also warned him not to leave himself
open to criticism by defending some of the policies and attitudes of the
WD. Louis Martin of the Michigan Chronicle was even more sympa-
thetic and praiscd Gibson for his handling of a job in such a "hot spot."
But Martin did not like blacks 6niping at each other when unity was so
important. Gibson replied to Martin that he was tired of the attitude
that "if you don't agree with me on what to do then you are all wrong
on ultimate issues." Gibson added that the implication in Wilkins'
letter was that he had been selling out blacks. Finally, Dan Burley of
the Amsterdam Star-News praised Gibson for doing an admirable job
in handling his position in the WD; Burley disagreed with Wilkins'

Z comment that blacks had to maintain their racial identity when they
moved into a governmental bureau. Also, Gibson was on the spot be-
cause the things some blacks felt he should, ought to, and was able to
do, could not be done. Ltr from Lochard to Gibson, 30 June 1943; ltr
from Martin to Gibson, 7 July 1943; Box 236, NARG 107 (S/W).

62. Courier, 24 June 1944. Prattis of the Courier also defended Gibson
in a letter to the Managing Editor of Time magazine; Time had written
that "a not-too-insistent Negro, Truman K. Gibson, Jr., ex-attorney,
took Hastie's place." Prattis responded that "that sentence does Mr,
Gibson a grave injustice. I have spent a quarter of my time in the last
3 years in the War Department. I have carried the complaints there, to
Judge Hastie and to Mr. Gibson. Mr. Gibson has never, to my know]-
edge, truckled or compromised. He has had the good sense not to move
in when he had nothing. But where he thought he had a case, he has
insisted that something should be done. I write this about Mr. Gibson
because there are many Negroes who feel that a Negro leader who is
not ready to fight at the drop of the hat on every issue, good or bad, is
'not-too-insistent.' These people will welcome Time's description of him
and use it to lessen the provocative influence he now enjoys in the War
Department." Ltr from Prattis to Mr. T. S. Matthews, 7 July 1944, Box
#126, NARG 107 (S/W).

63. Minutes of Meeting, Advisory Committee, 28 June 1943 and 2 July
1943, Box #123, NARG 107 (S/W). On 30 June 1943, Gibson sent a
memo to Gen Davis with a detailed report on the racial problem. He
listed the causes and then gave suggestions. His memo was similar to
the final version drafted by the committee. Box #243, NARG 107 (S/W).
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Chapter V

PROBLEMS, PROTESTS, AND LEADERSHIP

1. Lee, Negro Troops, pp ,obb-379.

2. Two surveys conducted by the Information and Education Division
of the WD in March 1943, indicate black frustration about the lack of
white awareness of the full scope of the racial problem. The first asked
the question, "do you think that most Negroes are being given a fair
chance to do as much as they want to do to help win the war?"

Black Soldiers White Soldiers
Yes 35% 76%
No 54% 12%
Undecided 11% 12%

Total 100% 100%
Number of cases 3,000 4,800
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tory: 1 January 1939-7 July 1943, 2:404, AFSHRC 225.01 "Morale in
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good. Wesley F. Craven and James Lea Cate, eds., The Army AirForces
in World War II, 7, Services Around the World (Chicago, 1958), p 433.

3. Report from Col Elliot D. Cooke to the IG, "Special Mission per-
formed for the Chief of Staff in connection with colored troops," 25
June 1942, AFSHRC 145.81-90. Also see 1st Ind from WD, AG to CG,
8th Corps Area, 10 February 1942, Box #149, NARG 407 (Army-AG);
and 3d Ind from AAG to AAF FTC, 3 June 1942, Box #72, Henry H.
Arnold Papers, L/C.

4. Myrdal, American Dilemma, pp 451 and 558-559. The military di-
rected commanders to abide by local customs which meant going along
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with Jim Crow laws. The Air Base Bus Line which provided service

from MacDill to Tampa upheld the appropriate Florida statute which
reqnired "separate accommodations for white and colored passengers."
1st Ind from MacDill Field to 3AF, 27 February 1945, Box #1063, NARG
407 (Army-AG). The SE AAF TC in August 1942 sent out instructions
to all its commands referring to two Alabama and four Montgomery
laws concerning segregation. Violators, besides arrest and fining by
local authorities, could be liable to trial by court-martial for being
against "good order and military discipline" and bringing "discredit to
the military service." AAF EFTC, History: 1 July-31 August 1944,
vol 2, AFSHRC 222.01.
5. Charles S. Johnson and Associates, To Stem This Tide (Boston, 1943),
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tr'•nsportation pcoblems around army camps and found that "trans-
portation facilities in camp communities are usually inadequate and
oN er-loaded." Ltr from Mr. Will Alexander to McCloy, 26 May 1943,
OCMH. Also, see Chester Wardlow, The Technical Services: The Trans-
port ation Corps., Movements, Traintag, and Supply (Washington, D.C.,
1956), p 33. Incidents involving black soldiers and bus drivers with guns
were reported by Maxwell Field and the AAF Personnel Distribution
Center. "Report of Investigation of Shooting of Colored Soldier," 5 May
1943; and ltr from Attorney General to S/W, C September 1943; Bo:n
#1512, NARG 407 (Army-AG). History of the AAF Personnel Distrtbu-
tion Center, "Special Problems," 3:1026, AFSHRC 254.1. In another
situalion, a black lieutenant from Walterboro was waiting in a bus

station in AUtanta, Georgia and was told by MPs that he could not wait
in front of a white waiting roo-i. It was the law of the city and the MPs
were enforcing it to prevent "any conflict or ill feeling between the
colored and white civilian or military personnel." HQ Fourth Service
Command, MP report, 19 August 1944 kincidenL was on 15 August
1944), Box #16, OF4245-G, FDRL.

6. Memo from Mr. Donald Young, consultant, to the Committee,
"Transportation facilities for colored troops between posts, camps, and
stations and nearby communities," 9 June 1943, Box #125, NARG 107
(S/W). T; uman Gibson also wrote a lengthy memo to McCloy detailing
the problems blacks had to face in the soutbern transportation system;
memo from Gibson to McCloy, 2 June 1943, Box #252, NARG 107 (S/W). 4

"7. AAF CFTC, History, 1 January-30 June 1914, 4:681, AFSHRC ,2
223.01; interview with Lt Col Robert Ashby (Retired), 1 November 1973.

8. Stimson Diary, 5 July 1943.

9. Myrdal, American Dilemma, p 540. -:

10. Murray, Negro Handbook, 1944, p 10; memo from Hastie to Lt Col
Boyer, 19 February 1942, Box #149, NARG 407 ,Army-AG). The Ripley
incident material is found in Box #104, NARG 18 (AAF); also see memo
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from Hastie to S/W, 17 November 1942, OCMH; ltr from Director of
Intelligence to Jonathan Daniels, 2 February 1944, Box #17, OF4245-G,
FDRL; and 2AF, History: 1943, 1:275-287, AFSHRC 432.01. Jake Sul-
livan folder, Box #337, #1, NAACP Papers, L/C. A series of surveys con-

4 ducted by the War Department documents the attitude of black
soldiers toward stationing in the South, the town police, and local bus
service; see Stouffer, Studies in Social Psychology, 1:554-563.

11. Memo from Hastie to Lt Col Boyer, 19 February 1942, Box #149,
NARG 407 (Army-AG). The black press played up the friction; see
Journal and Guide, 13 September 1941, "Soldiers Flogged by Military
Police." This article discussed an incident at MacDill Field. Some ac-
counts about the action of white MPs were exaggerated and it is pos-
sible that this was true of this incident. However, the story was
significant because it reflected the attitude of the black community and
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12. Stouffer, Studies in Social Psychology, 1:558, 1:560-561.

13. Ibid., 1:580.
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Troops," 1946, Ref. Col. #4057, National Archives.

15. Interview with Sgt William Jackson (Retired), 15 June 1972.

16. Coll, Keath, and Rosenthal, Engineers: Troops and Equipment,,
p 311; and E. T. Hall, Jr., "Race Prejudice and Negro-White Relations
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401-409.

17. Ltr from DC/S to all CGs, "Professional Qualities of Officers
Assigned to Negro Units," 10 August 1942, OCMH.

18. Ltr from AAF to AAF TTC, "Professional Qualities of Officers
Assigned to Negro Units," 21 August 1942, AFSHRC 220.765-3. As anexample of a specific command problem, the Air Service Command

(ASC) reported in its history that leadership was a problem in its black
service units. The command had many black troops but few black offi-
cers. At the end of January 1944, the ratio of officer to enlisted for
white ASC personnel was 1 to 6, for blacks it was 1 to 1,000. At that
time there were 12,288 black enlisted and 14 black officers in the com-
mand; this compared with 50,000 white enlisted and 10,000 white offi-
cers. The Organization and Training of Tactical Service Units for
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Servicemen" (unpublished M.A. Thesis, Atlanta University, 1945),
p 30.

20. July 1943 file, Box #1511, NARG 407 (Army-AG); AAF CFTC,
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AAF TTC, "Colored Personnel for Army Air Field," 13 June 1942, and
5th Ind from AAFTS Lincoln to 4th District AAF TTC, 27 June 1942,
AFSHRC 220.765-3; AAF CFTC, History, 1 January-30 June 1944,
4:654, AFSHRC 223.01; ltr from iG, SE ACTC to the IG, and 17 Inds
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School," 16 April 1942, AFSHRC 220.765-3.

23. Correspondence with Lt Col Samuel Curtis (Retired), 12 December
1973; 2d Ind, "Alleged Discrimination," from Bakersfield AAF to West
Coast ACTC, 22 October 1941, Box #96, NARG 107 (S/W); 1st Ind from
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1944,4:655, AFSHRC 223.01.

24. Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., "Political and Social Change: 1941-
1968," in John A. Garraty, Interpreting American History: Conversa-
tions with Historians (New York, 1970), 2:278. ,

25. Robert K. Murray observed that "wars breed a willingness of the
human spirit to condone whatever brutality is necessary to resolve
violently what men had hoped to resolve rationally by pacific means."
Robert K. Murray, "The Twenties," in Garraty, A nerican History,
2:148.
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26. Howard Odum reported that this generation of black youth had a
"vigorous, lusty, enthusiasm and aggressive attitude and action."
Odum, Race, p 32.

27. Special Memorandum No. 6, "Public Sentiment Toward Negroes,"
25 November 1942, Box #123, NARG 107 (S/W).

28. Race Relations: A Monthly Summary of Events and Trends, 1
(August 1943), p 23.

29. See Lee, Negro Troops, pp 348-379. Having served as a major in the
ASF during the war, Lee's study did not cover the racial problems in
the AAF as well as those in the ASF and AGF. For example, he did not
discuss the two major incidents at Bamber Bridge and Freeman Field.

30. William H. Grier and Price M. Cobbs, The Jesus Bag (New York,
1971), pp 1-2 and 24-25. They add: "but the overriding purpose of this
shuffle and drawl was to save his life. Secondarily, by denying the
economy of his labor, he struck at the heart of the system."

31. Memo from Gibson to BPR, 22 November 1943, Dox #236, NARG
107 (S/W). A similar type of attitude was expressed by a black sta-
tioned in the Pacific who wrote that "at times I wonder what am I

fighting for.... we are considered second class citizens and when and if
I return I will have to take a back seat to those I fought along side of
over here." Censorship Survey of Morale, Rumors, Propaganda, United
States Army Forces in the Far East, July 1944, AFSHRC 704.7011.

32. Stouffer, Studies in Social Psychology, 1:526.

33. Craven and Cate, AAF in WWII, 7:473-474; Coll, Keith, and Rosen-
thal, Engineers: Troops and Equipment, p 311; and Myrdal, American
Dilemma, p 422.

34. Official WD policy stated: "generally, unless the exigencies of the
service otherwise require Negroes from southern states should be as-
signed to units in the South and Negroes from northern states iasigned
to units in the North." Ltr from WD, AG t,. All CGs, "Assignment of

-4- . Negroes," 22 May 1942, AFSHRC 220.765-3. Some local commanders
attempted to select only southern blacks for their units. Ltr from Gulf
Coast ACTC to ACFTC, "Stations for Colored Troops," 28 February
1942, AFSHRC 145.81-90. This commander wrote that his recommen-
dation not to assign northern blacks "is believed to be most important."
Another reported that racial troubles on his base were due to the
sprinkling of northern blacks. MacDill Field, History: 1 January 1943
to 30 September 1944, 1:73, AFSHRC 286.01-3. Representatives Ed
Gossett of the Wichita Falls area complained that Sheppard Field was
overloaded with blacks, especially northerners. Ltr from Gossett to
Stimson, 24 November 1943, Box #1066, NARG 407 (Army-AG). Gen-
eral Marshall, in an interview after the war, said he regretted his deci-
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sion to acquiesce to the plan to train northern black units in the South.
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out. The 925th Air Base Security Battalion was to begin their overseas
movement on 13 May 1943, and on the eve of their departure they were
somewhat disorderly in the town. The incident is rather an example of
an undisciplined unit living it up and not an uprising or race riot. Ltr
from Acting AG to a Lake Charles businessman, 5 July 1943, Box #
1512, NARG 407 (Army-AG).

44. USSTAF, History: 1942-1945, 2:99, AFSHRC 519.01. Of 154,000
black servicemen and women in the ETO in August 1944, 11,020 were
in the AAF; Lee. Negro Troops. p 623.
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45. Ltr from Butcher to Surles, 10 September 1942, Butcher Papers,

Box #1, Dwight D. Eisenhower Library (hereafter DDEL).

46. Nation, 31 October 1942; "Report on the G.I.," Time, 30 October
1944. For an appraisal of the official British Government attitude, see
Thomas E. Hachey, "Jim Crow with a British Accent., Attitudes of
London Government Officials Toward American Negro Soldiers in
"England During World War II," Journal of Negro History, LIX (Jain-
uary 1974), pp 65-77.

47. The WD had directed that blacks would be sent to the British Isles,
that they would be limited to the service category and that they would
have to be in a ratio to the troops within the entire command. Ltr,
"Assignment of colored troops to Theaters of Operation and Overseas
Stations," 13 May 1942, AFSHRC 141.24-3.

48. Ltr from Butcher to Mr. Raymond Daniell, The Association of
American Correspondents in London, 17 August 1942, Butcher Papers,
Box # 1, DDEL.

49. Lti from ETO to SAF, "Policy on Negroes," 16 July 1942. AFSHRC
527.765. For more on the Red Cross, see memo from Wilkins to White,
20 August 1943, and ltr from a pr'vate to White, 2 August 1944, Box

#314, #1, NAACP Papers, L/C; ltr from H.D. Gibson to Eaker, 19 No-
vember 1943, and ltr from Eaker to H.D. Gibson, 20 November 1943,
Box #19, Ira C. Eaker Papers, L/C. The British Home Office sent out
letters to Constables informing them of the policy of the British Gov-
ernment not to practice discrimination. Ltr from F. A. Newsom to
Constables, "American Coloured Troops," AFSHRC 527.765; ltr from
Newsom, "United States Negro Troops," 30 October 1942, AFSHRC
527.765.

50. Ltr from Eaker to CO, 1st Provisional Wing, 18 July 1942, Box #17,
Ira C. Eaker Papers, L/C. Also, in August, 8AF suggested that sub-
ordinate commands establish "Good Conduct Committees" of white
and black NCOs to discuss the racial situation and provide guidelines.
Ltr from 8AP to subordinate commands, "Colored Troops," 28 August
1942, AFSHRC 527.765. Other instructions were sent to the 8AF and
its units; these can be found in AFSHRC 527.765.

"51. Memo from Davis to IG, 24 December 1942, Box #123, NARG 107
(S/W). Davis' report of conditions was publicized in the press. Another
man who had visited tngland found conditions there for blacks to be
worse than General Davis had indicated. He particularly commented
about the injection of the .American Jim Crow attitude toward race.
Joseph Julian, "Jim Crow Abroad," Nation, 5 D~ecember 1942. This last
point was a common theme played up by a number of observers of ra-
cial conditions in Britain. Walter White declared in a CBS radio broad-
cast that some soldiers sought "to poison the minds of British, Italians,
North African and other peoples against Negro Americans." Washing- '
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ton Post, 1 May 1944, in Box #40, NARG 107(S/W). A British writer
noted that Americans had sought to transfer their attitudes to the
British and to some extent they were successful. The black troops "have
felt the mood of the community turn gradually cooler until an icy wall
has barred them entirely from community life," Message from ETO to
WD, BPR, "Text of London News Chronicle article," 12 May 1944, Box
#40, NARG 107 (S/W).

52. USSTAF, History: 1942-1945, 2:105-106, AFSHRC 519:01. Ltr from
Gen Ira C. Eaker (Retired) to the author, 5 December 1974.

53. Base Postal Censor, ETO, "Special Report, Colored Troops, 16-31
August 1943," 1 September 1943, Box #124, NARG 107 (S/W). A former
member of 8AF reported that whites in his unit resented interracial
dating. Letter from W. J. Grenier to the author, 13 November 1974.

54. Ltr from Mrs. Roosevelt to S/W, 22 September 1942, OCMI-H On
the other hand, blacks relished this open-mindedness by the British
people as a survey conducted in November 1943 by the ASF indicated.
Blacks and whites were asked their opinion of the English people and
80 percent of the blacks and 68 percent of the whites checked "favor-
able." Stouffer, Studies in Social Psychology, 1:544; the sample com-
pared 422 blacks and 2,262 whites. One black soldier did report, how-
ever, that "I like it here OK and would like it better if other girls were
here besides whites." Base Postal Censor, ETO, 1 September 1943,
Box #124, NARG 107 (S/W).

55. Investigation of Colored Troops at Thurston, conducted by Col
Harold A. McGinnis, I.G., 6-7 January 1943, report dated 9 January
1943, AFCHO/Green. Various outbursts such as the Thurston incident
prompted the commander of the VIII AFSC to write to 8AF to rec-
ommend that no additional black units be sent to the theater. The com-
mander felt that the racial problem was co',plicated by the presence
of white women. Memo from General Miller to Eaker, "Major Problems
of the VIII Air Force Service Command," 21 April 1943, Eighth Air
Force, 1942-1945, AFSHRC 519.01. 8AF did not accept that recommen-
dation; see memo from 8AF to ETO, 24 April 1943, Eighth Air Force,
1942-1945, AFSHRC 519.01.

47

56. Preliminary report on Alleged Mutny at Bamber Bridge, 26 June
1943, AFSHRC 510.01; Alleged Mutiny at Bamber Bridge, 13 July 1943,
AFSHRC 519.771-1. The conditions described by the Bamber Bridge
reports were similar to those brought out by the Report of the National
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (Kerner Commission Report)
which analyzed the circumstances leading to the 1967 riots in American
cities. Frustrated hopes, legitimation of viotence, and powerlessness
catalyzed racism. Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders (Washington, D.C., 1968), pp 91-93. Also see Myrdal, Ameri-
can Dilemma, pp 67-73; and Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth
(New York, 1963). For a detailed account of the riot and court martial,
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see Kenneth P. Werrell, "Mutiny at Army Air Force Station 569: Barn-
ber Bridge, England, June 1943," Aerospace Historian, 22 (December
1975).

57. Preliminary reports, AFSHRC 519.01; and Alleged Mutiny,
AFSHRC 519.771-1. Rumors were significant in starting and spreading
more than one riot in the civilian and military world, and they had a
direct impact on events at both Bamber Bridge and MacDill. In one
study of rumors during the war, Howard Odum concluded that most
of the rumors that whites reacted to had to do with the sex issue be-
tween races: Race and Rumors of Race (Chapel Hill, 1943). Blacks, on
the other hand, normally reacted to rumors of discrimination.

58. Still, in spite of the official policy of equality and strong command
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59. Alleged Mutiny, AFSHRC 519.771-1;' 1st Ind from VIII BC, 30 June

1943, AFSHRC 527.765.
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"feeling of intimidation" in black enlisted men, and that blacks could
sense discrimination in criticism.

83. Air Transport Command, North Atlantic Wing, History: April 1944.
Spp 33-34, AFSHRC 303.01.

84. MacDill Field, History: 1 January 1943-39 September 1944, vol 1,
AFSHRC 286.01-3.

85. 3d Ind from CO, Strother Field, 3 April 1943, Box #250, NARG 107
(S/W).

86. AAF PDC, History: 1943-1945, 3:1025-1027, AFSHRC 254.1. In
August 1944, Hq AAF notified PDC to investigate alleged mistreat-
ment of blacks at the convalescent hospital at Nashville, Tennessee.
As a result PDC ordered that racial segregation on post buses be dis-
continued immediately. Memo from DC/AS to Gen Arnold, "Colored
Returnees," 7 April 1944, Box #104, NARG 18(AAF). A WD press re-
lease on 8 October 1944 announced that the WD was expanding its
program for processing soldiers in the Centers: "Pending the estab-
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Chapter VI
CONFRONTATION AT FREEMAN FIELD

1. The Training of Negro Combat Units by the First Air Force, 2 vols,AFSHRC 420.04C. Unless otherwise stated, all references in this chap-

ter are from Lyon's study. This study of the 477th is most unusual in
that %here Capt Lyon thought there should be criticism, there was
criticism. He not only provided memos, letters, and editorial com-
ments, but made use of recorded telephone conversations. These re-
cordings were known to the participants. As far as is known, Lyon's
work was not discovered until 1972 or declassified until 1973. At times,
Lyon did exercise poetic license, but his comments do not detract from
his accurate historical portrayal. In referring to 1AF, he noted: "Once,
"glad of ambiguity, it resisted the presumable inten', and broad hints
of the highest authority, harked only to encouragement, and steered its
chosen course into spectacularly troubled water." In referring to him-
self, he said: "In the meantime, the historian had two concerns: accu-
rately to evaluate sources of unusually erratic reliability, and to be
mindful of the lucunae-for almost all the sources are white paper."
1:2-3, 1:6. An extensive search has been unesuccessful in uncovering any
biographical or military data on Capt Lyon.

2. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 1:26 and 1:28.

3. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 1:46.

4. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 1:34, 1:113, 1:116.

5. 477th Composite Group, History: January 1944-September 1945,
pp 14-18, and plates, AFSHRC GP-477-HI.

6. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 1:150.

7. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 1:163.

8. Ltr from AAF to NAACP, 7 October 1944; ltr from DC/S to NAACP,
18 November 1944; Box #59, #2, NAACP Papers, L/C.

9. Interview between McAlpin and Briscoe, 23 August 1944, Box #241,
"NARG 107 (S/W).

10. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 1:86-87.
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11. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 1:114. General Hunter felt that the
AAF did provide separate-but-equal facilities for blacks. Ltr from Gen
Hunter (Retired) to the author, 30 November 1974.

12. Appearance of Mr. William T, Coleman before the President's Com-
mittee on Equality of Treatment and Opportunity in the Armed
Services, 26 April 1949.

13. Interview with Lt Col Spann Watson (Retired), USAFAOHP, 3
April 1973.

14. Interview with Gen Noel Parrish (Retired), USAFAOHP, 30 March
1973.

15. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 1:63.

16. Memo from AC/AS-Training (Harper) to Giles, "Colored Program,"
20 June 1944, Box #72, Henry H. Arnold Papers, L/C.

17. Report from Col John E. Harris, "Negro Units at Godman Field and
Walterboro Army Air Base," 29 May 1944, Box #104, NARG 18 (AAF).

18. Memo from Gibson to Lt Col Gerhardt, 7 June 1944, Box #126,
NARG 107 (S/W).

19. Courier, 9 September 1944. It seems that in 1943 Selway had done a
good job with the 332d and was instrumental in preparing it for combat
operations. One report noted that he had changed the attitude of the
group from "a sullen, lackadaisical, indifferent, careless, irresponsible
group into an alert, more efficient, cooperative, interesting group."
Report from Regional Safety Officer to CO, HQ Region One, "Review of
the 332d Fighter Group Training at Selfridge Field, Michigan," 12 Jan-
uary 1944; found in Lyon, Training First Air Force.

20. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 10 March 1945 conversation. For
the sake of clarity, the two clubs will hereafter be referred to as they
were in practice-the white club and the black club.

21. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 10 March 1945 conversation.

22. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 6 April 1945 conversation.

23. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 1:201-203, 10 April 1945 conversa-
tion.

24. Interview with Lt Col Spann Watson (Retired), USAFAOHP, 3
April 1973.K "25. It seems that the base opened and closed the white club on several
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occasions during April, but it is difficult to determine from the record

the precise dates that this occurred.

26. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 12 April 1945 conversation.

27., Lyon, Training First Air Force, 12 April 1945 conversation.

28. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 14 April 1945 conversation.

29. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 1:87-88.

30. Interview with Lt Col Spann Watson (Retired), USAFAOHP, 3
April 1973; interview with Maj George Martin (Retired), 17 November
1973; interview with Mr. David Smith, 6 February 1974.

31, Lyon, Training First Air Force, 1:235-237.

32. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 16 April 1945 conversation.

33. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 10 May 1945 conversation. In this
conversation, Glenn and Owens also discussed the black pilots already
overseas in the Mediterranean, and it is obvious that they did not think
too highly of them. They discussed their overseas service, and Owens
commented that when they returned, "they will be cockier than ever
and harder to control." Glenn added, "That's exactly it," and Owens
continued that "the way to control them is to knock them off now while
we can." It is assumed that "knock them off" referred to winning on the

segregated club issue.

34. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 18 April 1945 conversation. The Air
Staff was aware of the pressures Selway had been under; Stewart
commented that Selway had "the jitters so bad that he is going to have
a breakdown if we don't relieve him."

35. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 20 April 1945 conversation.

36. Ltr from Administrative Assistant, S/W, to Senator Johnson, 3
July 1945, Box #85, NARG 107 (S/W). Mr. David A. Smith, a former
officer with the 477th, reported that a team of three colonels came to
Godman from Washington and interviewed each of the 101 men. These
inspectors, as well as many other AAF officers, knew that the blacks
understood their situation. Interview with Mr. David A. Smith, 6
February 1974.

37. Lyon, Training First Air Force, 10 May 1945 conversation.

38. Box #1063, NARG 407 (Army-AG). Most received the standard
reply from the WD that it was investigating the matter.

39. Agenda for the Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Negro Troop
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Policies; memo from AAF, Personnel, to DC/AS, "Remarks and
Recommendations on the Proposed Report of Advisory Committee
Meeting," 29 May 1945; Box #29, NARG 18 (AAF). WDP 20-6, "Com-
mand of Negro Troops," 29 February 1944, p 14.

40. Memo No. 600-45, "Command of Negro Troops," 14 June 1945, Box
#241, NARG 107 (S/W). Later, General Hunter wrote that he believed
that he had been let down at Freeman Field, but that was because
"General Arnold got his orders from General Marshall, and he got his
from Sec. of War Stimson, and he got his from Mrs. Roosevelt." Letter
from Gen Hunter (Retired) to the author, 30 November 1974.

41. Statement by Eaker, 22 June 1945, Box #260, NARG 107 (S/W).
This box of material contains the publicity effort of Gibson for the
ceremony. The 477th history reported the change of command in this
mainer: "Col Robert R. Selway Jr., was in command of this Unit from
its activation until June 1945. The standards set forth by him were
closely adhered to and the Group was in the final stages of training
when Colonel B.O. Davis assumed command." This is a clear example
of an historian who wanted to or was directed to keep the racial prob-
lem out of the history. 477th Composite Group, History: January 1944-
September 1945, AFSHRC GP-477-HI. For the story of the 477th Corn-
posite Group and what happened to it in the postwar years, see Alan
Gropman, "The Air Force Integrates: Blacks in the Air Force from
1945 to 1965" (Ph.D. dissertation, Tufts University, 1975), in publica-
tion for AFCHO.
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Chapter VII 0
THE POSTWAR SURVEYS

(.%

1. Ltr from McCloy to Advisory Committee, "F .rticipation of Negro
Troops in the postwar military establishment," 1 September 1944; ltr
from WD, Special Planning Division, to AAF, AGF, ASF, same sub-
ject, 23 May 1945; St. Louis National Personnel Record Center (here-

•44
aftr CNPapteoxr144528
2. C/S, eron El PrOjeTWBoAFSR C 141.04-4.

3. Training of Negroes within First Air Force, p 34; Training and Utili-
zation of Negro Personnel in the Second Air Force, p 7, and Deming
AAF report; Training of Negroes within Third Air Force, pp 6-7; Utili-
zation of Negro Personnel within I Troop Carrier Command, pp 18,
69-76; SLNPRC, Box #114-528.

4. The above represents a summary of the surveys from lAF, 2A1',
3AF, 4AF, ITCC, and Combat Support Wing. Also, see interview with
Lt Col Andrew F. McMeekin, HQ 4AF, 24 July 1945, AFSHRC 450.765.
McMeekin made some comments based on 43 months experience with
black troops. Among other things, he noted that officers of black units
had to work twice as hard, causing a constant strain.

5. zAF, pp 2,19, 25.

6. Ltr from Hunter to AAF, 20 July 1945, lAF. lAF report stated that
outside pressure played up the race issue and caused insubordination
and disobedience, p 44.

7. 2AF, p 16.

8. ITCC, Appendix.

9. 4AF, p 15.

10. 3AF, p 8.

11. 4AF, p 18.

12. 9AF Service Command, AFSHRC 519.168-3.
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13. Hq Combat Support Wing, "Information with respect to Negro
Troops," 25 July i945, AFSHRC 519.168-3. The Wing based its evalua-
tion on an average of 3,259 men between September 1943 and April
1945. After its formation, only one serious racial incident was
repcrted-the reaction of some men with the 82d Airborne to blacks
escorting white women in Leicester.

14. HQ IX AFSC, "Participation of Negro Troops in Postwar Military
Establishment," AFSHRC 519.168-3. The AFSC evaluated a maximum
of 2,273 men.

15. lAF, cover letter, p 42, Appendix #18. lAF observations were based
on a total of 4,099 black personnel, 10.1 percent of its strength as of
31 May 1945.

16. 2AF, 23 bases, 6,984 blacks; 4AF, average of 3,500-5,000 blacks out
of a total of 80,000-90,000 personnel, pp 19-22; ITCC, 3 July 1945, total
of 1,893 blacks, pp 69-76.

17. Captain Earl Lyon gave a critical analysis of the lAF study in
Training of Negroes in the First Air Force, 1:8-32, ArSHRC 420.04C.
Lyon reported that the board "had the qualifications sought for a four-
teenth century jury." On the other hand, Gen Hunter felt that Col
Selway was a good officer; "I don't consider him biased at all." Ltr from
Gen Hunter (Retired) to the author, 30 November 1974.

18. Ibid., 1:32.

19. Report from AAF to WD, "Participation of Negro Troops in the
Postwar Military Establishment," 17 September 1945, AFSHRC
143.041..

20. Ibid., pp 1-4.

21. Ibid., pp 13-25.

22. Ibid., pp 4-20.

23. Ibid., pp 11-12, 24, The AAF racial policies which affected the 332d
and 477th are discussed in Chapters III and VL

24. Parrish Thesis. Also, see interview with Gen Parrish (Retired),
USAFAOHP, 30 March 1973; and Draft of "Report made by Colonel
Noel Parrish to War Dept.," n.d. (ca. iall 1945), 26pp, Box #312, #6,
NAACP Papers, L/C, Parrish bp.eieved that the Gillem Board %'as ap-
pointed because the mass of data colleeted in the surveys was too
confusing to form a basis for postwar policies.

25. Interview with Gen Parrish (Retired), USAFAOHP, 30 Mar,.h 1973;
Interview with Gen Parrish (Retired) by Dr. Hasdorff. ZZ
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26. Memo from Gibson to McCloy, 30 May 1945, Box #215, NARG 107
(S/W).

27. AAF Report, pp 7 and 14.
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ABBREVIATIONS

A-1 Air Staff, Personnel
A-2 Air Staff, Intelligence
A-3 Air Staff, Operations and Training
A-4 Air Staff, Materiel and Supply
AAF Army Air Forces or Army Air Field
AAFFTC Army Air Forces Flying Training Command
AAFTS Army Air Forces Training Station
AAFTTC Army Air Forces Technical Training Command
AAG Air Adjutant General
AC Air Corps
AC/AS Assistant Chief of the Air Staff
ACFTC Air Corps Flying Training Command
ACTC Air Corps Training Command
ADC/S Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff
AF Air Force
AFAAP Air Staff, Personnel
AFACT Air Staff, Training
AFCAS Secretary of the Air Staff
AFCHO USAF Historical Office
AFDMR Directorate of Military Requirements
AFDPU Directorate of Program Planning
AFPMP Military Personnel Division
AFRIT Directorate of Individual Training
AFSC Air Force Service Command
AFSHRC Albert F. Simpson Historical Research Center
AG Adjutant General
AGCT Army General Classification Test
AGF Army Ground Forces
AGO Adjutant General's Office
Al Air lnspec, or
AJA Air Judge Advocate
"AR Army Regulation
AS Air Staff
ASC Air Service Command
ASF Army Service Forces
AS/W Assistant Secretary of War
ASWAAF Arms and Services with the AAF
AWC Army War College
AWOL Absent Without Leave

BPR Bureau of Public Relations
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CAA Civil Aeronautics Authority
C/AC Chief of the Air Corps
C/AS Chief of the Air Staff
CFTC Central Flying Training Command
CG Commanding General
CO Commanding Officer
CPTP Civilian Pilot Training Program

( C/S Chiaf of Staff
DC/AS Deputy Chief of the Air Staff
DC/S Deputy Chief of Staff
DDEL Dwight D. Eisenhower Library
DOD Department of Defense

EFTC Eastern Flying Training Command
ETO European Theater of Operations
ETTC Eastern Technical Training Command

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation
SFDR Franklin D. Roosevelt
FDRL Franklin D. Roosevelt Library
FEPC Fair Employment Practices Commission
FTC Flying Training Command

G-1 General Staff, Personnel
G-2 General Staff, Intelligence
G-3 General Staff, Operations
G-4 General Staff, Supply
GCACTC Gulf Coast Air Corps Training Center

HQ Headquarters
HSTL Harry S. Truman Library

IG Inspector General
Ind Indorsement
ITCC I Troop Carrier Command

JA Judge Advocate

L/C Library of Congress, Manuscript Di -ision
Ltr Letter

Memo Memorandum
MOS Military Occupational Specialty
MOWM March on Washington Movement
MP Military Police/Military Policeman
MTO Mediterranean Theater of Operations

NAACP National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People

NARG National Archives Record Group
NCO Noncommissioned Officer
NPR National Public Radio

OC/AC Office of the Chief of the Air Corps
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OCMH Office, Chief of Military History
OCS Officer Candidate School
OTS Officers' Training School
OWI Office of War Information

PCS Permanent Change of Station
PDC Personnel Distribution Command
PL Public Law
PX Post Exchange

S/AS Secretary of the Air Staff
SEACTC Southeast Air Corps Training Command
SETC Southeast Training Command
SLNPRC St. Louis National Personnel Records Center
SOS Services of Supply
S/W Secretary of War

TAG The Adjutant General
TAI The Air Inspector
TC Training Command
TTC Technical Training Command
T&O Training and Operations

USAF United States Air Force
"USAFAOHP United States Air Force Academy Oral History

Program

USAMHRC United States Army Military History Research
Collection

USMA United States Military Academy
USSTAF United States Strategic Air Forces
US/W Under Secretary of War

WAC Women's Army Corps
Wac A Member of the Women's Army Corps
WC West Coast
WD War Department
WDGS War Department General Staff
WDP War Department Pamphlet
WPD War Plans Division
WWI World War I
WWII World War II
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118, 123-1z%. 127-!2 S, 9, 12, 27-35, 39, 93-94, 100-101,

Saond: 10r, 124, 127, 130 104-106, 108, 124 128, 130-132, 134
Third: 130 black officers, number served in: 137
Fourth: 125,130 black units, histories and battle hon-
Eighth: 97-102 ors: 138-141
Northwest African: 49 black-white numbers and ratios: 25-
Northwest African Coastal: 49 26, 35, 37-38, 86, 92, 99, 101, 124,
Northwest African Tactical: 48 127,129-130, 133

Air I.spector: 55-56, 109,115 blacks, numbers in: 137
Air Judge Advocate: 118 blacks overseas, number: 96,106
Air Service, U.S. Army. See Air Corps command and control problems: 43
Air Service Command: 42,84,93 expansion program: 35,52
Air Staff: 25, 30, 36-37, 44, 52, 56-60, 71, Hastie charges, reaction to: 71-73

94,114-116 improvements, attempts at and pr.,-
Air Support Command, XI1 48 posals for: 71-73,82-85,89, 97-108,
Air Surgeon: 54,71-72 123-124,127,133-134

1~'Air Traiv-ing Command: 24 integration commenced: 135
Air units (see also Combat units; Mainte- lessons learned: 86,134-135

nance, supply and support troops; Troop officer-enlisted ratio: 130
units) organization: 4

combat effectiveness: 75 postwar troop use proposals: 127-128 1,
combat readiness: 109 racial policies and outlook: 20,22, 28-
formation: 17,24-27,39-40,52,73 31, 37-38, 44, 47, 52, 54, 62, 70-71,
histories and battle honors: 138-141 86-87,90,109-123,125-134
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troop performance evaluation: 123- Burma theater: 81
S132 Burton, Harold H.: 119 •

units, reorganization: 101 Bus service. See Transportation facilities
Army General Classification Test: 26-27, Butcher, Harry, UTSN: 96 •

37, 72, go, 99, 126-127, 129. See also In-
•telligence levels and tests Cafeteria service. See Mess facilities
, Army Ground Forces: 24, 30, 42. See also Camp Atterbury, Ind.: 110-111 -

Mc•Nair, Lesley J. Camp Livingston, La.: 25 •
•'i Army Service Forces: 26, 95. See also Camp Pickett, V a.: 79 •

" • B.~~~~Services of Supply; Somervell, Brehon Campap SansturisLi .Obispo,ll Calif.: 86 _ .

| Army War College Study: 2-7, 36, 64,131 Camp Van Dorn, Miss.: 86
SArnold, Henry H.: 8-9, 21-23, 27-28, 34, Campbell, William A.: 139
J 40, 50, 56-57, 59, 66, 69-70, 83, 118. See Cannon, John K.: 48-50 "

also Air Corps; Army Air Forces Cannon, Pat (Arthur Patrick): 36
Arrests of officers: 16 t5118-121 Capodichino Air Field, Italy: 47

SArtillery liaison officers, trainingf. 137 Capra, Frank. 79
Assistant Secretary of War. See McCloy, Caribbean theater: 56•l

SJohn J. Cavalry Regiments, 9th and loth: 9 .

'•Assistant Secretary of War (Air). See Coller, Emanuel: 120
SLovett, Robert A. Censorship, proposed: 56, 65,125

!Athletics programs: 55, 60, 106 Central Flying Training Command: 33Augusta, Ga.: 94 Champaign, Ill.: 106

Australia theater: 35 Channels, disregard of. 128-129
S~Aviation cadets: 25, 30-31, 42, 53, 66-67 Chanute Field, Ill.: 24, 44, 71,106
!Aviation Squadrons: Chaplains, black: 106,116
S2d: 10F Charlotte, N.C.: 32
S8th: 2!1 Chicago, Ill.: 21
I 457th: 82,104-105 Chicago Defender:. 75

S! Awards. See Decorations and awards Chief of Air Corps. See Arnold, Henry H.
S~Chief of Air Staff. See Giles, Barney M.;

Bakersfield, Calif.: 32-33. 90 Harmon, Millard F.; Stratemeyer,
Balkans, strikes against: 46 George E.
Bamber Bridge, England: 86, 95, 99-100, Chief of Staff, U.S. Army. See Craig,

" 134 Malin; Marshall, George C.

' 'Bands and orchestras: 106 Civic relations. See Communities, treat-
SBarksdale Field, La.: 25,105 ment by

Beaumont, Tex.: 86 Civil authorities, treatment by: 43, 65, 69,
SBeauty shops: 106 83, 87-88,103 •
S...Bed check, elimination of'. 1106 Civilian Aeronautics Authority: 15, 21, ?.1
•" •Beer, access to. See Alcoholic beverages, Civilian Aide to Secretary of War for Ne-
Saccess to gro Affairs. See Gibson, Truman K., Jr.;•-•

S! Biggs Field, Tex.: 31 Hastie, William H. i

S•Birmingham Age-Herald: 78 Civilian instructors: 34 •
Birmingham News: 78 Civilian organizations, activities of: 67,
Boca Raton, Fla.: 106 125,128-129

•:Bombardiers, training* 39, 42, 106, 109, Civilian Pi'lot Training Program: 12-13, •
S137 15,21

.- Bombardment Squadrons Civilian pilots: 23, 31, 45 '
S• ~ 477th. See Composite Group, 477th Clinton, Shirley: 115,121.:

•. i ~ ~616th, 617th, 618th, 619th: 140 Cobbs, Price M.: 92-93 .. .

S' ~Bomber Command, VIII: 100 Cochran Field, Ga.: 94 ';.•
Bombing operations: 46 Colleges, air training at: 2181
Borneo area: 40 Columbus, Ohio: 69

ABoyd, William L.: e5-60 Combat e Cfectiveness: 5, 47, 52, 75

Briscoe, N. Butler: 111 Combat missions. See Bombing opera-
"tegBrooks, C. Wayland: 119 tions; Fighter operations faiite

ArmyGBrown, Walter S.: 59-60 Combat readiness: 109-111
Bureau of Public Relations, War Depart- Combat Support WingL : 10-102, 126-

rmyent: 67,81. Seealso Surles, Alexander 127 icetVa:7

D. Combat units, assignments to: 74,134
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Command, first all-black: 121-122 treatment by; Racial unrest and disord-
Command and control problems: 43 era; Segregation practices
Command of Negro Troops: 74,79-80 Disobedience, incidents of: 95, 99,103-104
Commanders, supervision by and atti- Disorders, racial. See Communities, treat-

tudes of: 43, 64, 83-84, 87, 89, 96-99, ment by; Racial unrest and disorders;
102-108,113-122,124-126, 134 Segregation practices

Committee Against Jim Crow in Military Distinguished Unit Citation: 46
Service and Training. 75 Double Vconcept: 11-12,19,79

Committee on Fair Employment Prac- Douglas Field, Ariz.: 106
tices: 18 Dow Field, Maine: 32,106

Committee on Participation of Negroes in Draft deferments. See Selective Training
the National Defense Program: 13, 22 and Service Act

Communist Party activities: 11, 56, 62, Drew Field, Fla.: 32
64-65,92 Drunkenness rate: 28

Communities, treatment by: 31, 36, 43-44, DuBois, William E. B.: 19
47, 52-61, 65, 72, 77-78, 87, 96-104, 108, Dunning, William Archibald: 2
111, 113,125-126,128-129. See also Dis- Dyersburg Field, Miss.: 88
crimination practices; Racial unrest and
disorders; Segregation practices Eagle Pass Field, Tex.: 34,105

Complaints, disregard of: 101, 129 Eaker, Ira C.: 46-47, 96-97, 100-101, 112,
Composite Group, 477th: 39-40,52-57,59- 121-122. See also Air Forces, First

61, 108-122, 124-125, 127-129, 134, 140- Early, Stephen T.: 13
151 Eastern Flying Training Command: 42-

Congress: 21-22, 36, 134. See also House of 43,95
Representatives; Senate Eastern Technical Training Command:

Conservatism, military tradition of: 83 106
Construction programs: 55,90 Education, backgrounds: 26, 28, 30-31, 64,

' Cooke, Elliot D.: 65, 73. See also Inspector 80,91,106,112,124-125,129,131
General, War Department Eglin Field, Fla.: 28,31,33,90

Corps of Engineers: 93 Eisenhower, Dwight D.: 35, 96-96. See
Courts-martial sentences: 102,121 also European Theater of Operations
Craig, Malin: 6 Elizabethtown, Ky.: 111
Ceime rates: 102 Ellington Field, Tex.: 32-33
Crisis: 12,19,45 Engineer Aviation Battalion, 857th: 28
Cross-country flying training: 110 England. See European Theater of Opera-

tions; United Kingdom
Dabney, Virginius: 69 Enlisted Reserve Program: 25, 29
Dale Mabry Field, Fla.: 25 Enlistments and re-enlistments: 9
Daniels, Jonathan: 7 Escort and patrol missions: 51
Daniels Field, Ga.: 25,42,94 Esprit. See Morale status
Danville, Ill.: 106 European Theater of Operations: 97, 102,
Davis, Ben, Jr.: 11 106, 126, 135. See also Eisenhower,
Davis, Benjamin 0., Jr.: 21, 40, 46, 50-51, Dwight D.; United Kingdom

68,93,112,121-122,139,141 Evans, James C.: 63,65-66
Davis, Benjamin 0., Sr.: 14-15, 50, 55, 97, Executive Order 9981:134-135

103, 105,121-122
Davis-Shoemaker Report: 57 Fahy Committee: 134-135
Decorations and awards: 46,105,126 Fairfax, S.C.: 94 "
Defense, Department of: 134-135 Ferguson, Homer: 119
Delaney, D. B.: 34 Fighter Groups
Delaware State College: 21 79th 47,50
Deming Army Air Field, N.M.: 124 332d: 39-40, 42, 45-47, 50-52, 54-55,
Demonstrations as protests: 92, 116 60-61, 112, 122, 124, 127, 129, 138-
Desegregation. See Integration programs 140i ~~Detroit, Mich.: 55-56, 59, 86, 110-111 Fighter operations: 4'- "3:'Directorate of Individual Training 25,71 Fighter Squadrons

Directorate of Military Requirements: 71 99th: 24-25, 39-41, 45-52, 74, 82, 122,
Discipline, maintenance and loss of: 28, 138,140-141

48, 56, 60, 76-77, 100-101, 104-105, 107, 100th: 25, 39, 46,138
"113,124, 126,128 301st: 39, 46, 139

Discrimination, racial. See Communities, 302d: 39,46
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553d: 55,37,59-60,127 31, 34, 36, 40, 53, 63-68, 70-76, 81-82,

Films campaign: 78-79,85 105
Fish, Hamilton: 79 Hawkes, Albert W.: 119
Flight Surgeon School: 72 Health standards: 129
Flying Training Command: 72 Hedrick, L. H.: 118
Ford, James W.: 11 Herbert Smart Airport, Ga.: 103

Formation flying, deficiencies alleged: 48 Hill, T. Arnold: 13
Fort Bliss, Tex.: 86 Hill Field, Utah: 95
Fort Dix, NJ.: 110 Hondo Field, Tex.: 39, 52-53
"Fort Jackson, S.C.: 92 Hospital facilities: 107
"Fort Knox, Ky.: 111-112 Hostesses: 106
Four Freedoms: 10 House, Edwin J.: 48-50
France, strikes against: 46 House of Representatives: 119. See also
Freeman Field, Ind.: 40, 53, 57, 61, 74, 86, Congress

108-122,128,134 Housing facilities: 33,36, 38,40, 49,56,60,
90-91, 95,104,106,110,112,133-134

Garfinkel, Herbert: 18 Houston, Charles H.: 13
Gayle, Charles: 56 Howard University: 21
Geiger Field, Wash.: 34,69 Hunter, Frank O'D.: 57-60, 84, 112, 114-

General Mobilization Plan: 2 119,121,127-128
General Staff, War Department: 7-8
George Field, Ill.: 95 Indoctrination programs. See Information
Gerhardt, Harrison A.: 74 and education programs
Germany Infantry Divisions

activities by: 65, 80 92d: 5,9,75
strikes against: 46 93d: 5,9

Gibson, Truman K., Jr.: 30-31, 50, 53, 56, Infantry Regiment, 24th: 33
60, 63, 66, 68, 74-76, 81-82, 85, 93, 105, Information and education programs: 78-
113,121-122,130-131 79, 85,100,102,107

SGiles, Barney M.: 47, 52, 55, 57-60, 82-84, Initiative, lack of alleged: 124,128, 131.
113,115-118 Inspector General, War Department: 55,

Gillem Board: 51,134 66, 87, 98, 120. See also Cooke, Elliot D.;
Glenn, Edgar E.: 115,118-119 Davis, Benjamin 0., Sr.
Glenview School of Aeronautics: 22-23, 45 Instructors
Godman Field, Ky.: 40, 53, 57, 59-60, 108, civilian: 34

110-114,116-117,119,121,130 at training centers: 41
Goodall, Robert M.: 101-102 Instrument flying training- 110
Grant, Madison: 2 Insubordination, as protest: 95, 99, 103-

Graves, John Temple: 78 104
Great Britain. See European Theater of Integration

Operations; United Kingdom established by order: 135
Grenier, N.H.: 106 programs toward- 36-38, 44, 54, 67,
Grier, William H.: 92-93 112,134-135
Grievances, reporting. See Complaints, Intelligence Division, War Department:

disregard of 23,65
Ground crews training. See Maintenance, Intelligence levels and tests: 2-5, 26, 28,

supply and support troops 80, 99, 124, 126-127, 129, 131. See also
Grubb, George C.: 101 Army General Classification Test
Guest houses: 90 Intelligence reports: 64

4' Gulf Coast Training Center: 90 Intelligence School: 54
Gulfport, Miss.: 34,95 Ipswich, England: 100
"Gunnery training- 109-111 Iran area: 81
Gunter Field, Ala.: 95 Italy campaign: 46,75
Haircuts, availability: 37 Jackson, Miss.: 25

Hall, William E.: 59 Japan, activities by: 61. 64-65,80,92
Hampton Institute: 21 Jefferson Barracks, Mo.: 34,70-71,106
Harmon, Millard F.: 29-30 Jim Crovism, tradition of: 10, 43, 64, 69,
Harper, Robert W.: 57,59 87-89
Harvard Field, Neb.: 106 Johnson, Campbell C.: 15

j .••"Hastie William H.: 7, 14-15,19,25,27,29, Johnson, Edwin C.: 119
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Johnston, Olin D. T.: 92 MacArthur, Douglas: 40,69
Joint Army and Navy Committee on Wel- MacDill Field, Fla.: 25,28,86,90,103-104,

fare and Recreation: 87-88 106-107
Macon, Ga.: 32,103

Keach, Thomas C.: 128 Maintenance, supply a d support troops:
Keesler Field, Miss.: 32,34,53,66,88 23,25,27,39,66,70-71,102,126-127
Kelly Field, Tex.: 91 Manpower utilization: 2-5,8
Kenney, George C.: 40 March Field, Calif.: 94,125
Kills scored: 46 March on Washington Movement: 8,18
Kimble, Frederick: 43-44 Marshall, George C.: 6, 23, 27, 35, 40, 64,

Knox, Frank: 13 66,69,74,76,78-79,81,118A Koeai Wa, efecton ntegatin: 35- Marshall, Thurgood: 68j 136 Mather Field, Calif.: 39,52
Kubie, Lawrence A.: 54,60 Maxwell Field, Ala.: 24-25, 37, 43, 94-95.
Kuter, Laurence S.: 115-117 See also Southeastern Air Corps Train-

ingCenter
Labor units. See Maintenance, supply and McAlpin, Harry: 111

support troops McCloy, John J.: 7, 9, 31, 34, 36, 56, 66, 68,
La Guardia, Fiorello: 18 73,75-76,82,85,120,123-124,130
Lake Charkes, La.: 86 McCloy Committee. See Advisory Coin-
Langley Field, Va.: 25,95,106 mittee on Negro Troop Policies
LaRoe, Wilbur, Jr.: 72 McGlinchley, Herbert J.: 120

SLatrines. See Toilet facilities McLean, Malcolm S.: 15
Laundry facilities: 114 Mechanics, training. See Maintenance,
Laurinburg-Maxton Field. N.C.: 95 supply and support troops
Lautier, Louis R.: 63 Medical officers, training- 70-73
Lawyers. See Legal assistanco Mediterranean Theater of Operatk.ns: 39-
Leadership standards: 28, 128. See also 40,45-47,50-51,102,130

Commanders, supervision by and atti- Mental inferiority, popular beliefs: 5
4 tudes of Meredith, Burgess: 102

Leadership and the Negro Soldier: 79-80 Mess facilities: 33,40,49,60, 70-72, 88, 90,

Leaves of absence: 97 94-95, 104-110, 113, 133. See also Offi-
Lee, John C. H.: 96 cers' clubs
Left-wing groups, activities by: 11. See Meteorologists, training 31,66, 70, 73

also Communist Party activities Miami Beach, Fla.: 20,35-37,42,71
Legal assistance: 15,17,68,88 Midland, Tex.: 39,52-53,106
Lemay, Mo.: 34 Militancy, expressions of: 91-92
Leonard, Joseph: 80 Military channels, disregard of: 128-129
Lerche, Andrew 0.: 141 Military Intelligence Division, War De-
Lessons learned: 86,134-135 partment: 23,65
Liberal, Kan.: 90 Military justice system: 127. See also
Liberia: 27,35 Courts-martial sentences
Lincoln, Neb.: 90,106 Military occupation specialties: 105-106
Liquor, availability. See Alcoholic bever- Military police: 70, 83, 87-89, 95, 98-103,

ages, access to 127,129
Little Joe Task Force: 27 Miller, Henry J. F.: 99
Lochard, Metz T. P.: 75 Mindanao area: 40
Lockbourne Field (Air Force Base), Ohio: Mississippi area: 35, 88

), ,p 69, 135 Mitchel Field, N.Y.: 32,115
Lodge, Henry C., Jr.: 6 Momyer, William W.: 48,50
Logan, Rayford W.: 13,22-23 Montgomery, Ala.: 88
Los Angeles, Calif.: 86 Montgomery Advertiser: 78
Louisiana area: 35 Morale status: 28-30,42, 44-45,53-54, 59- A_
Louisville, Ky.: ill 60,86,90,95,100-102,104,106,109,113,

.,Lovett, Robert A.: 31, 66-67, 70, 72, 74, 82, 124-125,127
117 Morality, popular beliefs about: 5S'" ~Lowry Field, Colo.: 31-32 Moss, Carlton: 79 .. o:

"" .... Loyalty, reflections on: 65, 79 Motivation, lack of alleged: 9-12, 18-19, • .

Lucas, Scott W.: 119 93,123,125,127-130,134
Ludlow, Louis L.: 9,120 Murders, incidents of: 87-88

"Lyon, Earl D.: 108-109,113,117,128 Mutinies, alleged and real. See Racial un-
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rest and disorders social status, drawbacks in: 2, 5-8,

,-88,93 10-12
Myrdal, Gunnar: 10, 45,87- types preferred, assumed: 89
N o A n s a :white attitude toward blacks: 2,5, 20,SNational Airmen's Association: 17624,-895714

National Association for the Advance- 62, 64, 82-87, 9597, 124
ment of Colored People: 6,11-13,15,17- Officers' calls: 70,7219, 29, 6369, 73, 75, 85, 111 Officers' clubs: 40, 45, 47, 52-61, 72, 104,

National Urban League: 12,18 108-109, 111-122. See also Mess facili-

"Navigators, training: 39,42,53,109,137 ties; Recreation facilities

Negro Newspaper Publishers Association: Off-limits rule: 1021er Omaha, Neb.: 106ill On Clipped Wings: 73

"Negro Soldier" film: 78-79
"•Neroes and the War 78-79 On-the-job training: 105,109
New Orleans, La.: 78 Operations Division, War Department:

New YOrkens City: 786 22-23,37,50,64,67New York City: 86 Opportunity: 12
Newby, I. A.: 2 Ordnance troops. See Maintenance, sup-

Newspapers, activities by. See Press, ac- ply and support troops
tvtsbOrganizationtivities by Army Air Forces: 4

Nichols, Lee: 80 ar arFoen: 3
Night-flight training:. 110 War Department: 3
Nippert, Louis: 51 Orientation programs. See Information

Noncommissioned officers: 107,126,131 and education programs
Noncommissioned officers' clubs: 54. See Orlando, Fla.: 54

aNso Service clubs Oscoda, Mich.: 40,54
North Africa Theater of Operations: 46, Overseas assignment and return: 39, 45,

S126 47,50,56,82,96,106-107,126,130,134
North Carolina Agricultural and Techni- Owen, Chandler: 78
Ncal College: 21 Owens, Ray: 116,118-119

Nremistreatmen
SNurses, mtof: 88 Pacific theater: 40

Observers, training:. 71 Pampa Field, Tex.: 90

Office of War Information: 78 Panama, Republic of: 35

Officer candidate schools: 20, 35-38, 42, Pantelleria, strikes against: 46
70-72, 101,103,106 Parrish, Noel F.: 9. 42-45, 50, 72, 74, 129-

Officers (see a lso Aviation cadets; Officer 131"ies( e loA iPassing of the Great Race: 2 _

candidate schools; Pilots) :92
all-black command formed: 121-122 passivity, as protest measure: 92-93,129
Sarrests of: 115,118-121 paternalism, displays of: 89, 91-92, 102,
assignment and training practices: 6, 123

70, 72, 83, 85, 89, 104, 109, 112-113, Patriotism, expressions of: 117-118
127,130 Patterson, Robert F.: 13, 66, 68, 72-74, 82

black, number in AAF: 137 Patterson Field, Ohio: 105
black-white ratios: 38-39, 47, 89, 98, Pearl Harbor: 26, 81
b 113,130 Pensacola, Fla.: 33
enlisted ratio: 130 Performance evaluations•..~~nise ratiste 130er:12-3

enlisted relationship, collapse of: 109 enlisted soldiers: 123-132
Sflying training graduates, number: officers: 126137 War Department: 131
initiative, lack of alleged: 124, 128, Perry, Ga.: 69

131 Personnel Distribution Command, AAF:

leadership standards: 28,128 107

loyalty, reflections on: 65,79 Personnel Division, War Department: 6,

motivation, lack of alleged: 9-12, 18- 23,57,124
19,93,123,125,127-130,134 Peterson Field, Colo.: 125

non-flying training: 35-38,42,53,70 Philadelphia, Pa.: 66

performance evaluation: 126 Phillips, Ulrich Bonnell: 2

promotion policies: 37,112,121,129 Photography School: 31

quality standards and deficiencies: Pickens, William: 18 2

89,100-104 Pilots 
--',

replacement system: 110 civilian: 23,31,45
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combat effectiveness: 5, 47-52 Randolph, A. Philip: 13,16, 18

number graduated: 137 Randolph Field, Tex.: 53,70-72

number in squadron: 50 Rankin, John E.: 79
qualification standards: 30 Recreation facilities: 33-34, 37, 43, 45, 47,

replacement system: 40,50, 108 55, 60, 69, 74, 77-78 S3, 85-87, 89-90,
training program: 12-15, 17-18, 21- 92, 94-95,97,102, lrA-106,110-122,125,

22, 24-25, O8-29, 39-52, 67, 70-71, 127-130,133
73,82,110,130-131,133 Re-enlistments. See Enlistments and re-

Pittsburgh Courier. 9-13,15,18,22,61,76, enlistments
79,92,113 Replacement systems

Plans Division, AAF: 22 officers: 110
Plessy v. P'erguson: A pilots: 40, 5U, 108
Police, local: 88, 90. See also Civil authori- Research Branch, War Department: 89 2

ties, treatment by Reserve components: 21
Porter, Ray E.: 50 Restaurant service. See Mess facilities

Post exchange facilities: 60, 69, 77, 90, 94- Reynolds, Grant: 75
95, 103, 106-107 Rhodes, James Ford: 2

Postwar programs for troop use: 127-128 Richmond Times-Dispatch: 69

Postwar surveys: 123-132 Riots. See Racial unrest and disorders

Powell, Adam Clayton, Jr.: 75,120 Ripley, Miss.: 88
Prejudice!Roadblock to Progress: 79 Rising Tide of Color Against White Supre-
Press, activities by: 44-45, 56, 64-65, 67- macy: 2

69, 72-73, 76, 78-82, 85, 95, 99, 117:125. Robbins Field, Ga.: 69,94
See also Crisis; Pittsburgh Courier Roberts, George S.: 139

Promotion policies: 37,112,121, 129 Romania, strikes against: 46
Propaganda campaigns: 1,11, 78, 80 Roosevelt, Eleanor: 13,15,17-18,98, 110

Protective Mobilization Plan: 6 Roosevelt, Franklin D.: 7,13,16,18-19,21,

Provisional Wing, 1st: 97 35,63,69,92
Provost marshals: 101,114-115,121 Roswell, N.M.. 52
Psychiatric studies: 54,60,80,92-93 Rotary Clubs: 45

Public Law 18:21-23 Royce, Ralph: 16
Public opinion surveys: 91, 131 Rumors, effects of: 76,99,102-103,114
Publications campaign: 78-80,85
Pueblo, Colo.: 104 St. Louis, Mo.: 66
Pursuit Groups and Squadrons. See Fight- St. Lucia: 56

er Groups; Fighter Squadrons Sambo image: 92-94
San Angelo, Tex.: 33

Qualification standards: 30,89,100-104 San Antonio, Tex.: 37, 42

Quartermaster Corps: 42. See also Main- Sanitation standards: 129
tenance, supply and support troops Savannah, Ga.: 25

Quartermaster Regiment, 34th: 33 Schlesinger, Arthur M.. Jr.: 91
Quartermaster units. See Maintenance, School of Aviation Medicine: 5Q, 70, 72-73

supply and support troops Second Army: 35
Secretary of War. See Stimson, Henry L.;

Racial policies and outlook Woodring, Harry H.
Air Corps: 20-23, 25 Security measures: 102Army Air Forces: 20,22,28-31,537-38, Segregation practices and incidents: 6-10,

44, 47, 52, 54, 62, 70-71, 86-87, 90, 14-18,20-23,26-28,30,37-41,43-45,47,
•) ,109-123,125-134 50, 52-62, 64-67, 69-70, 74, 77, 86-94,

War Department: 1-8, 10, 13-15, 19- 102, 104, 10U, 109, 111-122, 126, 128-
23, 25-26, 28, 30-31, 35, 38, 44, 47, 130,133-134

52,56-57,60-63,67,87,94,103-104, Selective Training and Service Act: 22,24,
133-134 26,29

Racial unrest and disorders: 28,35,37,40- Selfridge Field, Mich.: 39, 42, 45-46, 50,
42, 47, 52-62, 64-65, 92-104, 107-122, 52-60,108,110-111,113,121
125, 128-129, 134. See also Discrimina- Selma, Ala.: 32
tion, racial; Segregation practices Selway, Robert R., Jr.: 58, 60, 108-110,

"Racism, tradition of: 2, 6, 19, 62, 86, 133, 112-117,119-120,128,139,141
sS135 Senate: 23,119. See also Congress

Railway service, See Transportation Separate-but-equal doctrine: 8-9, 41, 53,

facilities 62,64,90,120,133 225
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Service clubs: 55, 60, 90, 106. See also Of- Tampa, Fla.: 90,103
ficers' clubs Taxation issue: 9-10

Service Group, 96th: 41 Taylor, Y. H.: 51
SService troops. See Maintenance, supply Technical training. See Training programs

and support troops Technical Training Command: 34,71
Services of Supply: 24. See also Army Technicians, training. See Maintenance,

SService Forces supply and support troops
Seymour, Ind.: 111, 114 Terry, Robert: 29-30
Sheppard Field, Tex.: 105 Terry, Roger: 115, 121
Sheriffs. See Civil authorities; Police, Texas area: 35, 88

local Theater facilities. See Recreation facilities

Sherman, Tex.: 32 Thompson, Marsden: 115,121
Shoemaker, Harvey: 55,57 Thurston, England: 99
Sicily campaign: 46,48 Timberlake, Robert: 117
Signal Corps troops: 42 Toilet facilities: 44,70,72,90,94
Sioux Falls, S.D.: 90,106 Training aids: 110

A Skills, levels and utilizalon: 26-27,31,64, Training Command: 42-43
106,124,127,129 Training programs

Smog, effect on training. 110 administrative personnel: 35-38, 72,
Social status, drawbacks in: 2,5-8,10-12 129

i Somervell, Brehon B.: 88. See also Army aviation cadets: 25, 30-31, 42,53, 66-

Service Forces; Services of Supply 67
Sorties flown, number: 48 bombardiers: 39, 42,106,109,137
South Carolina State Guard: 92 cross-country flying- 110
Southeastern Air Corps Training Center: flying training graduates, number:

24. See also Maxwell Field, Ala. 137
Southern Defense Command: 35 general programs: 20, 23-31, 35-52,

Soviet Union, activities by: 11 56, 71-74, 82, 98, 105, 107-111, 113-

Spaatz, Carl: 49-50,96 114,124-125, 197-130
Sparks, Chauncey: 16 gunnery: 109-111
Special Services projects: 106 instructors, role in: 34, 41
Spies, activities by. See Agents, enemy instrument flying. 110
Spokane, Wash.: 34,69 maintenance, supply and support

Spokane Air Depot: 34 troops: 23, 25, 27, 39, 66, 70-71,102,

Sports facilities: 60,106 126-127
Stanley, Frank: 68 medical officers: 70-73
State, Department of: 35 meteorologists: 31,66,70,73
SStation changes, effcts of: 109-110 in military occupation specialties:Staio chngsefetsof0-1
Stewart, Malcolm N.: 118 105-106
Stimson, Henry L.: 6-9, 13, 15, 23, 26, 35- navigators: 39, 42, 53, 109,137

36, 56-59, 66, 70-71, 78-79, 88, 98, 119- night flying. 110
121, 123,125. See also War Department. noncommissioned officers: 107, 126,

Stoddard, Lothrop: 2 131
Stouffer, Samuel A.: 93 non-flying officers: 35-38, 42,53, 70

Stratemeyer, George E.: 36,68,71-72,82 observers: 71
Streett, St. Clair: 104-105 officers. See under Officers
Strother, Dean C.: 51 on-the-job: 105,109

1Strother Field, Kan.: 107 photographers: 31
Superstitions, popular beliefs about: 5 pilots. See under Pilots
Supply troops. See Maintenance, supply Training and War Plans Division, War

and support troops Department: 20 4
Support troops. See Maintenance, supply Transport Command: 40 1

'Vand support troops Transportation facilities: 78, 87-88, 103,

Supreme Court: 8-9 106-107,111,125
Surles, Alexander D.: 81-82, 96. See also Trenton, NJ.: 88

... .-~ Bureau of Public Relations, War De- Trinidad: 35

partment Troop Carrier Command. 1: 125,127,130

"Swanzy, William M.: 128 Troop units (see also Air units; Combat
units; Maintenance, supply and service

Taft, Calif.: 33 troops)
Tallahassee, Fla.: 45 all-black command: 121-122
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assignment and utilization practices: Walterboro, S.C.: 40, 59-60, 83, 94, 110-

5, 9, 12, 27-35, 39, 93-94, 100-101, 411
104-106, 108, 124, 128, 180-132, 134 War, attitude toward. See Motivation,

black-white numberr and ratio3: 25- lack of alleged; Patriotism, expressions
26, 35, 37-38, 86, 92, 99, 101, 124, of
127,129-130,133 War correspondents: 81-82

combat, assignments to: 74,134 War Department (see also Stimson, Hen-

enlistments and re-enlistments in: 9 ry i..)
formation: 17, 24-27, 39-40, 52, 73 improvement, attempts at: 62-67, 73-

"maintenance, supply and service 79, 89, 107-108, 111, 113-114, 119-

troops: 23, 25, 27, 39, 66, 70-71, 102, 121,.133
126-127 organization: 3

overseas assignments and returns: performance, evaluation proposed:
39, 45, 47, 50, 56, 82, 96, 107, 126, 131

130,134 racial policies and outlook: 1-10, 13-

performance evaluation: 123-132 15, 19-23, 25-26, 28, 30-31, 35, 38,

station changes, effects on: 109-110 44, 47. 52, 56-57, GO-63, 67, 87, 94,

Truck units. See Maintenance, supply and 103-104,133-134
support troops Washington, G. L.: 24

4 Truman, Harry S.: 134-135 Washington Federation of Churches: 72

Turner Field, Ga.: 95 Weapons, safeguarding- 102

Tuskegee, Ala.: 45,95 Weather, effect on training* 110

Tuskegee Army Air Field, Ala.: 39-45, 52- Weather men. See Meteorologists, train-

54, 67, 70-72, 74,77, 88, 90, 94, 110, 130, ing

133 Weaver, Walter R.: 24,30,41
Tuskegee Institute: 9, 17-18, 21, 24-25, "Welcome to Britain": 102

27-28,30,43 Welsh, William W.: 118
U A 5West, Milton H.: 34

Ulio, James A.: 7-8,15,35,66,78 West Coast Training Center: 33

Under Secretary of War. See Patterson, West Virginia State College: 21
Robert P. Westbrook, Sam W., Jr.: 139

Uniform, disrespect for: 10-11 White, Miller G.: 57
Unit pride, lpck of alleged: 124, 128 White, Walter: 13-14, 17-18, 47, 68-70,

United Kingdom, racial problems in: 95- 102
103, 108, 126, 134. See also European White House. See Roobevelt, Franklin D.

Theater of Oyrations Wilkins, Roy: 9,31,68-69,75-76
United States Air Force: 134-135 Willkie, Edith: 15
United States Army Williams, Jesse: 29

AAF strength ratio: 136 Williams, Yancey: 24

blacks, attitude toward: 93 Wold, Torgils: 115
conservaticm in: 83 Womaen, social contacts with: 37, 56, 65,

.• fintegration commenced: 135 90,95-96,98-101,126
postwar, blacks role in: 51-52 Women's Army Corps: 28,56,106

United States Navy: 26,135 Woodring, Harry H.: 21. See also War De-

Universal military training: 124 partment
Univer,• ty of Chicago: 45 World War I comparisons: 2-5, 19, 23, 25,

Urbana, Ill.: 106 36,83

Vandenberg, Arthur H.: 119-120
I -Venereal disease, incidence and control: Yale University: 31

'I 102-103,124 Yount, Barton K.: 16
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